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This dissertation critiques the concept of art-historical periodization through a 
monographic study of the brass tomb of St. Sebald in the Church of St. Sebald in Nuremberg, 
Germany. From the time it was designed and cast between 1488 and 1519 by the Vischer family 
workshop, this object has been considered a sculptural masterpiece, often called the first 
Renaissance sculpture north of the Alps. And yet, it has not been the subject of a monograph 
since 1970. The tomb is unique; no other saint’s tomb from the Holy Roman Empire displays 
such a dominant use of architectural forms. No other is cast in costly brass. No other employs 
classical and pagan motifs and ornament. And no other saint’s tomb remains preserved in a 
Protestant church. The Vischer family executed the tomb at a time when certain Nuremberg 
artists and intellectuals became interested in the forms of the Italian Renaissance, and the tomb 
displays an arresting blend of traditional Gothic, Germanic elements and Italianate figure types 
and themes. It is an object that preserves a period of transformation for a great city in visual 
form. Through examination of the specific religious, economic, political, and cultural context in 
which the tomb was commissioned, the formal vocabularies employed in its design, the 
technology that was harnessed to cast it, and the ways observers have reacted to it throughout 
history, I distance the work from assumptions made by previous scholars intent on viewing the 
work as a Renaissance sculpture deeply indebted to Italianate notions about art and artists.  
The first chapter of this dissertation considers the specific ways in which the Vischer 
workshop cast the tomb of St. Sebald, and the relationship of those techniques to the rest of the 
workshop’s objects, other founders in Nuremberg, and traditional casting techniques in German-
speaking lands. The second chapter examines the tomb of St. Sebald as a site of saintly 
veneration, examining the ritual and economic aspects of the cult of St. Sebald in Nuremberg in 
the late fifteenth and early sixteenth century and the ways these factors may have affected the 
form and function of the brass tomb monument. My third chapter discusses the formal elements 
of the tomb, considering not only the classicizing ornament and pagan narratives, but also the 
ways that the Vischers employed traditional Gothic structural and decorative programs. This 
chapter also considers the specific motivations the patrons of the tomb may have had in 
encouraging these elements, and how they play off one another in a way that conforms to 
traditional hagiographic narratives. Finally, the fourth chapter traces the circulation of plaster 
casts of the whole tomb and its parts in the nineteenth century as a way to understand how the 
tomb and related objects were used to construct a sense of German national identity at the dawn 
of Germany as a unified nation. Through these various strands of investigation, a clearer picture 
of the role the tomb of St. Sebald played both in the time and place of its creation and the 
centuries of its continued existence will emerge, distinct from generalized conceptions of 
medieval or Renaissance artistic production.  
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Fig. I.1: Main market square of Nuremberg with the eastern choir of the Church of St. Sebald in 
the distance. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. I.2: Northern side aisle looking east to high Gothic choir, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. 
(photo: author)  
 
Fig. I.3: Ambulatory looking west into the liturgical choir, with tomb of St. Sebald in the center, 
Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. I.4: Vischer Workshop, the tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-1519, Church of St. Sebald, 
Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. I.5: Vischer Workshop, south side sockel and tumba zone, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-
1519, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. I.6: Vischer Workshop, north side sockel and tumba zone, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-
1519, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. I.7: Vischer Workshop, east side sockel and tumba zone, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-
1519, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. I.8: Vischer Workshop, west side sockel and tumba zone, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-
1519, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. I.9: Vischer Workshop, relief showing St. Sebald dining with Sts. Willibald and Wunibald 
(plaster cast), south side of tumba, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-1519, Church of St. Sebald, 
Nuremberg. (photo: Justus Bier, 1928) 
 
Fig. I.10: Vischer Workshop, relief showing St. Sebald rescuing a heretic sunk in mud (plaster 
cast), south side of tumba, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-1519, Church of St. Sebald, 
Nuremberg. (photo: Justus Bier, 1928) 
 
Fig. I.11: Vischer Workshop, relief showing St. Sebald making a fire from icicles (plaster cast), 
north side of tumba, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-1519, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. 
(photo: Justus Bier, 1928) 
 
Fig. I.12: Vischer Workshop, relief showing St. Sebald restoring sight to a blinded follower 
(plaster cast), north side of tumba, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-1519, Church of St. Sebald, 
Nuremberg. (photo: Justus Bier, 1928) 
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Fig. I.13: Vischer Workshop, portrait of Peter Vischer the Elder, east side, tomb of St. Sebald, 
brass, 1507-1519, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: Weilandt 2007) 
 
Fig. I.14: Vischer Workshop, figure of St. Sebald, west side, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-
1519, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: Xavier de Jauréguiberry) 
 
Fig. I.15: Vischer Workshop, reliquary zone, north side, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-1519, 
Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. I.16: Vischer Workshop, vaults underneath canopy, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-1519, 
Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. I.17: Vischer Workshop, architectural canopy, north side, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-




Fig. 1.1: Diagram of direct lost wax casting, Francesca Bewer, 2001. Green on the diagram 
symbolizes wax, while orange symbolizes molten metal, and red cooled metal. (image: 
Francesca Bewer) 
 
Fig. 1.2: Diagram of Antico’s indirect casting processes, National Gallery of Art, Washington, 
DC, 2012. 
 
Fig. 1.3: Kandelgiesser, ink and wash on paper, 1428, House book of the Mendel’sche 
Zwölfbrüderstiftung, Vol. I, Stadtbibliothek Nuremberg, Amberg Collection, Amb. 317.2° Folio 
49 recto. 
 
Fig. 1.4: Packing a casting frame with molding sand, February, 2016 in the Making & Knowing 
Project laboratory. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.5: Bronze figures of a man and a woman, similar to the kinds of models the Vischers 
would have commissioned in wood, Italian. (photo: Diemer 1996) 
 
Fig. 1.6-1.9: Vischer Workshop, Four Heroes on the base of the tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-
1519, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photos: author)  
 
Fig. 1.10: Vischer Workshop, Siren candleholders, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-1519, Church 
of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.11: Putti, tomb of St. Sebald, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.12: Apostles, north side, tomb of St. Sebald, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg.  




Fig. 1.13: St. Bartholomew, tomb of St. Sebald, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg.  
(photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.14: Apostle from above, showing hole at the top of the head where hollow interior and 
core material are visible. (photo: author)  
 
Fig. 1.15-1.19: Apostles with weight on right legs. (photos: author)  
 
Fig. 1.20-1.26: Apostles with weight on left legs. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.27-1.30: Similar facial hair and structure on apostle figures. (photos: author) 
 
Fig. 1.31a-f: Canopies with the same base model. (photos: author) 
 
Fig. 1.32: Capitals with the same underlying model. (photos: author) 
 
Fig. 1.33: Baldachin detail, tomb of St. Sebald, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.34: Sand cast buttress element, baldachin, tomb of St. Sebald, Church of St. Sebald, 
Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
Fig.1.35: Buttress element showing seam from two piece mold (thicker edge in red box) 
(photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.36: Individually sand cast pilaster elements (in red boxes), baldachin, tomb of St. Sebald, 
Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author)  
 
Fig. 1.37: Interior of baldachin tower showing pins to hold sand-cast pilasters in place.  
(photo: author)  
 
Fig. 1.38: Dolphin, baldachin zone, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.39: Backside of dolphin showing attachment mechanism, sand texture, and clay-like 
texture, especially around edges and to the right of the attachment. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.40: Rough sand texture on the base of a tower in raking light, baldachin, tomb of St. 
Sebald. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.41: Rotschmiedformer, ink and wash on paper, 1471, House book of the Mendel’sche 
Zwölfbrüderstiftung, Vol. I, Stadtbibliothek Nuremberg, Amberg Collection, Amb. 317.2° Folio 
90 recto. (image: Stadtbibliothek Nuremberg)  
 
Fig. 1.42: Hermann Vischer the Elder, baptismal font, brass, 1457, Stadtkirche, Wittenberg. 
(photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.43-1.44: Matching pair of apostle reliefs on the basin of baptismal font. (photos: author) 
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Fig. 1.45-1.46: Matching pair of apostle reliefs on the basin of baptismal font. (photos: author) 
 
Fig. 1.47-1.48: Andrew and Paul, freestanding hollow-cast figures, base, baptismal font. (photos: 
author) 
 
Fig. 1.49-1.50: John and Peter, freestanding, hollow-cast figures, base, baptismal font.  
(photos: author)  
 
Fig. 1.51: Vischer Workshop, Tomb of Archbishop Ernst of Saxony, brass, c. 1495, Magdeburg 
Cathedral, Magdeburg, Germany. (photo: author)  
 
Fig. 1.52-1.61: Matching pair of apostles, tomb of Archbishop Ernst of Saxony. (photos: author) 
 
Fig. 1.62: Vischer Workshop, Tomb of Hermann VIII, Duke of Henneberg and his wife, 
Elisabeth, brass, c. 1510, Collegiate Church, Römhild, Germany. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.63-1.68: Pairs of matching lion supports, Henneberg tomb, Römhild. (photos: author) 
 
Fig. 1.69-1.70: Vischer Workshop, two lions, brass, c. 1510, Germanisches Nationalmuseum, 
Nuremberg, Inv. Nr. Pl.O. 2221-2222. (photos: GNM) 
 
Fig. 1.71-1.72: Vischer Workshop, tomb of Johann von Cicero, brass, 1530, Berlin Cathedral.  
(photo: Hauschke 2006) 
 
Fig. 1.73: Vischer Workshop, angel candlestick on top of the tomb of Cardinal Albrecht of 
Brandenburg, brass, 1536, Aschaffenburg. (photo: Hauschke 2006) 
 
Fig. 1.74: Pair of candlesticks from the same model as fig. 1.73, now in the Church of St. 
Nikolas, Hameln. (photo: Hauschke 2006) 
 
Fig. 1.75: Lion of St. Mark, Tomb of Archbishop Ernst of Saxony, Magdeburg Cathedral, c. 
1497. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.76: Lion of St. Mark, Tomb of Hermann of Henneberg, Römhild, c. 1510. (photo: author)  
 
Fig. 1.77: Ox of St. Luke, Tomb of Archbishop Ernst of Saxony, Magdeburg Cathedral, c. 1497. 
(photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.78: Ox of St. Luke, Tomb of Hermann of Henneberg, Römhild, c. 1510. (photo: author)  
 
Fig. 1.79: Angel of St. Matthew, Tomb of Archbishop Ernst of Saxony, Magdeburg Cathedral, c. 
1497. (photo: author) 
 




Fig. 1.81: Vischer Workshop, baptismal font (whole object and detail), brass, c. 1514-1515, 
Ochsenfurth, Germany. (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
Fig. 1.82: Vischer Workshop, St. Maurice, brass, c. 1509, Germanisches Nationalmuseum, 
Nuremberg, Inv. Nr. Pl.O. 2220. (photo: GNM) 
 
Fig. 1.83: Vischer Workshop, St. Maurice on the tomb of Archbishop Ernst of Saxony, brass, c. 
1497, Magdeburg Cathedral. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.84-1.85: 3D models of figs. 1.60 and 1.61 in Agisoft Photoscan. (images: author) 
 
Figs. 1.86-1.89: Comparison of 3D models, figs. 1.84-1.85, in CloudCompare. Grey is the left-
hand model on the previous page, and the colors are a depth map of the differences in distance 
between the two. The scale on the right shows that blue indicates a difference of 0.000002 
meters. (images: author) 
 
Figs. 1.90-1.91: 3D models of figs. 1.58-1.59 in Agisoft Photoscan. (images: author) 
 
Figs. 1.92-1.95: Comparison of 3D models, figs. 1.90-1.91, in CloudCompare. Grey is the left-
hand model on the previous page, and the colors are a depth map of the differences in distance 
between the two. The scale on the right shows that blue indicates a difference of 0.000001 
meters. (images: author) 
 
Figs. 1.96-1.97: 3D models of St. Maurice in Magdeburg and in the Germanisches 
Nationalmuseum, figs. 1.82-1.83, in Agisoft Photoscan. (images: author) 
 
Figs. 1.98-1.101: Comparison of 3D models, figs. 1.96-1.97, in CloudCompare 
 
Fig. 1.102: X-ray of torso and head of St. Maurice, fig. 1.82	, showing no casting flaws and an 
armature through the chest and arms and down thru the legs. X-ray also indicates that the head of 
the figure is solid-cast. (x-ray: GNM) 
 
Fig. 1.103: Fig. 1.82 with red magnet indicating placement of the armature extending out the 
elbow to hold the core in place. (photo: author)  
 
Fig. 1.104: Vischer Workshop, King Arthur, brass, c. 1512-1514, cenotaph of Emperor 
Maximilian I, Hofkirche, Innsbruck, Austria. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.105: Vischer Workshop, Theodoric King of the Goths, brass, c. 1512-1514, cenotaph of 
Emperor Maximilian I, Hofkirche, Innsbruck, Austria. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.106-1.108: Seams at the sides of fig. 1.105, Theodoric’s torso and leg, traced in yellow. 
(photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.109-1.111: Seams on fig. 1.105, Arthur, traced in yellow. (photos: author)  
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Fig. 1.112: Texture of armor cold chiseled after casting, compared with texture in the casting 
model, on fig. 1.105, Theodoric’s neck guard. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.113: Baptismal font, bronze, c. 1420, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg, Germany.  
(photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.114-1.117:	Figures at the base of the baptismal font, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. 
Above, the three matching figures; below, the later replacement figure. (photos: author) 
 
Fig. 1.118: Four apostles, unfired clay, c. 1420, Nuremberg, Germanisches Nationalmuseum, 
Pl.O. 230-235. (photo: GNM) 
 
Fig. 1.119: Klaus Rughesee, Walter, and Klaus Grude, Sacrament House, brass, 1476-1479,  
St. Marienkirche, Lübeck, Germany. (photo: author)  
 
Fig. 1.120: Lions and angels at the base of the sacrament house, St. Marienkirche, Lübeck. 
(photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.121-1.122: Original lions at the base of the sacrament house, hollow cast from the same 
model, St. Marienkirche, Lübeck. (photos: author) 
 
Fig. 1.123-1.125: Three separate faces of the sacrament house, St. Marienkirche, Lübeck, 
showing profusion of identical structural and ornamental elements, likely sand cast.  
(photos: author) 
 
Fig. 1.126: Back surface of architectural element, sacrament house, St. Marienkirche, Lübeck, 
showing smooth texture indicating possible sand cast from a wooden model. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.127: Bernt Notke and workshop, Rood screen, painted wood, 1471-1477, Lübeck 
Cathedral, Lübeck, Germany. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.128: Wooden baldachin, rood screen, 1471-1477, Lübeck Cathedral.  
(photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.129: Almost identical brass baldachin on the sacrament house, 1476-1479, St. 
Marienkirche, Lübeck. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.130: Baptismal font, brass, 13th century, St. Gotthart, Brandenburg, Germany. (photo: 
Evangelische Sankt Gotthart- und Christuskirchengemeinde Brandenburg) 
 
Fig. 1.131: Ghert Klinge, baptismal font, brass, 1447, Marienkirche, Bad Seegeburg, Germany. 
(photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
Fig. 1.132: Ghert Klinghe, baptismal font, 1454, St. Petrus Church, Groothusen, Germany.  
(photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
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Fig. 1.133: Ghert Klinghe, baptismal font, 1455, St. Marien und Bartholomäi, Harsfeld, 
Germany. (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
Fig. 1.134: Hinrich or Ghert Klinghe, baptismal font, 1469, St. Vitus Monastery, Zeven, 
Germany. (photo: St. Viti Gymnasium, Zeven) 
 
Fig. 1.135: Hinrich Klinghe, baptismal font, 1469, Kreuzkirche, Pilsum, Germany. (photo: 
Wikimedia Commons) 
 
Fig. 1.136: Hinrich Klinghe, baptismal font, 1469, Jacobikirche, Bramstedt, Germany. (photo: 
Wikimedia Commons) 
 
Fig. 1.137: Hinrich Klinghe, baptismal font, 1473, St. Laurentius, Müden, Germany.  
(photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
Fig. 1.138: Goteke Klinghe, baptismal font, bronze, 1483, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 41.561. 
(photo: MFA Boston) 
 
Fig. 1.139: Hans Apengheter, baptismal font, 1335, St. Nikolaikirche, Wismar, Germany. 
(photo: Teresa-Maria Kristan) 
 
Fig. 1.140: Hans Apengheter, baptismal font, 1337, Marienkirche, Lübeck, Germany. (photo: 
author) 
 
Fig. 1.141: Hans Apengheter, baptismal font, 1344, Nikolaikirche, Kiel. (photo: Leopold Röhrer)  
 
Fig. 1.142: Lorenz Grove, baptismal font, 1438, St. Mauritius, Hittfeld, Germany  
(photo: Wikimedia Commons)  
 
Fig. 1.143: Lorenz Grove, baptismal font, 1455, Lübeck Cathedral, Lübeck, Germany. (photo: 
author) 
 
Fig. 1.144: Klaus Grude, kneeling angel from a baptismal font, 1466, Jakobikirche, Lübeck, 
Germany, compared to angel from fig. 1.143, 1455, Lübeck Cathedral. (photos: author) 
 
Fig. 1.145a: Rotschmied, ink and wash on paper, 1458, House book of the Mendel’sche 
Zwölfbrüderstiftung, Vol. I, Stadtbibliothek Nuremberg, Amberg Collection, Amb. 317.2° Folio 
79 verso. (image: Nuremberg Stadtbibliothek) 
 
Fig. 1.145b: Rotschmied, ink and wash on paper, 1567, House book of the Mendel’sche 
Zwölfbrüderstiftung, Vol. II, Stadtbibliothek Nuremberg, Amberg Collection, Amb. 317b.2° 
Folio 22 verso. (image: Nuremberg Stadtbibliothek) 
 




Fig. 1.147: Model by Gilg Sesselschreiber, cast by Peter Löffler, Ferdinand I of Portugal, brass, 
c. 1510, cenotaph of Maximilian I, Hofkirche, Innsbruck. (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
Fig. 1.148: Design by Albrecht Dürer, model by Hans Leinberger, cast by Stephan Godl, 
Albrecht of Habsburg, brass, c. 1518, cenotaph of Maximilian I, Hofkirche, Innsbruck.  
(photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
Fig. 1.149: Melchior Baier, Pancraz Labenwolf, Peter Flötner, altar retable for King Wenceslas 
of Poland, silver over brass, 1531-1538, Cracow Cathedral. (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
Fig. 1.150: Hans Peisser, casting model, limewood, c. 1551, Germanisches Nationalmuseum. 
(photo: GNM) 
 
Fig. 1.151: Cast by Pankraz Labenwolf, tomb of Miolaj Herburt-Odnowski, brass, c. 1551, 
Cathedral of Lviv. (photo: Timann 1996) 
 
Fig. 1.152: Possibly Hans Peisser, Figure of St. Wenceslas, painted limewood, c. 1530, 
Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg, Pl.O.216. (photo: GNM) 
 
Fig. 1.153: Cast by Hans Vischer, St. Wenceslas Candelabrum, brass, 1534, St. Vitus Cathedral, 
Prague. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.154: Possibly Hans Peisser, Gänsemännchen, painted wood, c. 1550, Stadtmuseum 
Fembohaus, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.155: Cast by Pancraz Labenwolf, Gänsemännchen fountain, brass, c. 1550, Fruit Market, 
Nuremberg. (photo: Wikimedia Commons)  
 
Fig. 1.156: Unknown (possible Wenzel Jamnitzer), model for the Merkel Centerpiece, wood, c. 
1549, Kunstgewerbemuseum, Berlin, K 2930. (photo: Kunstgewerbemuseum, Berlin) 
 
Fig. 1.157: Unknown, goldsmith’s model of Charity, limewood, mid-sixteenth century, 
Kunstgewerbemuseum, Berlin, K 2958. (photo: Kunstgewerbemuseum, Berlin) 
 
Fig. 1.158-1.160: Apostles, tomb of Archbishop Ernst of Saxony, c. 1497, Magdeburg. 
(photos: author) 
 
Fig. 1.161-1.163: Saints and biblical figures, tomb of Hermann of Henneberg, c. 1510, Römhild. 
(photos: author)  
 
Fig. 1.164: Details of faces of figures in Magdeburg and Römhild, showing similarity of surface 
finishing, especially in eyebrows and around eyes. (photos: left Hauschke, right author) 
 
Fig. 1.165: Veit Stoss, St. Andrew, limewood, c. 1510, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. 
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Fig. 1.166: Vischer Workshop, Melchior from the Henneberg tomb in Römhild, c. 1510. (photo: 
Hauschke) 
 
Fig. 1.167: Veit Stoß, Tobias, limewood, c. 1515, Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Pl.O. 1834. 
(photo: GNM) 
 
Fig. 1.168: Vischer Workshop, Balthasar from the Henneberg tomb in Römhild, c. 1510. (photo: 
Hauschke) 
 
Fig. 1.169: Veit Stoss, Apocalyptic Madonna, boxwood, c. 1495, Victoria & Albert Museum, 
646-1893. (photo: V&A)  
 
Fig. 1.170: Vischer Workshop, Virgin and Child from the Henneberg tomb in Römhild, c. 1510.  
(photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.171: Vischer workshop, tomb effigies of Hermann VIII Duke of Henneberg and his wife 
Elisabeth, c. 1510, Stiftskirche, Römhild. (photo: Hauschke) 
 
Fig. 1.172: Albrecht Dürer, study of a knight and his lady, ink on paper, Ashmolean Museum, 
Oxford. (photo: Hauschke) 
 
Fig. 1.173a: Faces of apostles, tomb of St. Sebald, c. 1507-1519. (photos: author) 
 
Fig. 1.173b: Comparison with faces from Römhild, c. 1510 and Magdeburg, c. 1497. (photos: 
author)  
 
Fig. 1.174: Comparison of faces of heroes at the corners of the base, tomb of St. Sebald. (photos: 
author)  
 
Fig. 1.175: Cast of the figure of Peter Vischer from the east side of the Tomb of St. Sebald, 19th 
c., Bronze, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 49.7.74a. (photo: MMA) 
 
Fig. 1.176: Albrecht Dürer, Self Portrait, oil on wood panel, 1500. Alte Pinakothek, Munich, 
Germany (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
Fig. 1.177: Albrecht Dürer, Self Portrait, oil on wood panel, 1498, Museo del Prado, Madrid, 
Spain. (photo: Museo del Prado) 
 
Fig. 1.178: Adam Kraft, self-portrait, sacrament house, stone with polychromy, 1493-95, Church 
of St. Lorenz, Nuremberg. (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
Fig. 1.179: Peter Vischer the Younger, Orpheus and Eurydice, brass, c. 1515, National Gallery of 
Art, Washington, DC. (photo: NGA)  
 
Fig. 1.180: Peter Vischer the Younger, Orpheus and Eurydice, brass, c. 1516, Museum für Kunst 
und Gewerbe, Hamburg. (photo: Web Gallery of Art) 
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Fig. 1.181: Peter Vischer the Younger, Orpheus and Eurydice, brass, c. 1516, 
Kunstgewerbemuseum, Berlin. (Photo: MMA) 
 
Fig. 1.182: Peter Vischer the Younger, Orpheus and Eurydice, brass, c. 1516, St. Paul im 
Lavanttal, Austria, Benediktinerstift. (Photo: MMA) 
 
Fig. 1.183: Peter Vischer the Younger, medal of Hermann Vischer the Younger, cast lead, 1507, 
Historisches Museum, Basel, 1905.4471. (photo: MMA) 
 
Fig. 1.184: Reverse of fig. 1.183 (photo: MMA) 
 
Fig. 1.185: Peter Vischer the Younger, self-portrait medal, brass, 1509, Bibliothèque Nationale, 
Cabinet des Médailles, Paris, Méd. Allemande 730. (photo: MMA) 
 
Fig. 1.186: Peter Vischer the Younger, inkwell with female allegory, brass, 1525, Ashmolean 
Museum, Oxford. (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
Fig. 1.187: Peter Vischer the Younger, inkwell with female allegory, brass, 1515-1520, 
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
Fig. 1.188: Peter Vischer the Younger, Voluptas and Virtus, colored ink drawing, 
Kupferstichkabinett, Berlin. (image: Weilandt 2007) 
 
Fig. 1.189: Peter Vischer the Younger, Scylla, ink drawing, c. 1514, Germanisches 
Nationalmuseum. (image: Weilandt 2007) 
 
Fig. 1.190: Personification of Temperentia, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: author) 
 




Fig. 2.1: Broadsheet with Conrad Celtis’ Ode to St. Sebald, 1501, woodcut illustration by 
Michael Wolgemut with Albrecht Dürer. (photo: The British Museum) 
 
Fig. 2.2: Sebastiano del Piombo, San Sinibaldo, oil on canvas, c. 1509, formerly organ shutter of 
the church of San Bartolomeo, Venice, now in the Galleria dell’Accademia, Venice. (photo: 
Wikimedia Commons) 
 
Fig. 2.3: Eastern choir, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 2.4: Exterior, eastern choir, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 2.5: Eastern choir showing arrangement of choir stalls, c. 1900, Church of St. Sebald, 
Nuremberg. (photo: Nuremberg Stadtarchiv) 
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Fig. 2.6: Medieval layout of altars, eastern choir, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: 
Weilandt 2007) 
 
Fig. 2.7: On right, the locking mechanism of the eastern end of the tomb of St. Sebald, as shown 
removed from the tomb, 1970. (photo: Joachim Sowieja, Bayerisches Landesamt für 
Denkmalpflege)  
 
Fig. 2.8: Johann Andreas Graff, Heilig-Geist-Kirche, interior showing imperial reliquary 
suspended above the high altar, engraving 1696, Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg  
(photo: Chipps Smith 1994) 
 
Fig. 2.9: Hans Scheßlitzer, Peter Ratzko, Hans Nürnberger, Lucas NN, reliquary shrine of the 
Imperial Relic Collection, wood plated with silver, gilt silver, gilded copper, c. 1438-1440. 
Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg, Inv. Nr. KG187. (photo: GNM) 
 
Fig. 2.10: Painted underside of Fig. 9, showing angels holding the Holy Lance and the Cross. 
(photo: GNM) 
	
Fig. 2.11: Pilgrim badge from the display of the imperial relic collection in Nuremberg, brass, 
15th c. Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg. (photo: pilgerzeichen.de) 
 
Fig. 2.12: Woodcut illustration from a Heiltumsbuch, Nuremberg, c. 1440. Germanisches 
Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg, Inv. Nr. HB24755. (photo: GNM)  
 
Fig. 2.13: Colored woodcut showing the Heiltumsstuhl, Nuremberg, 1487. Library of Congress, 
Washington DC. (photo: Treasures of Heaven, Columbia University) 
 
Fig. 2.14: Map showing preparations for the Heiltumsweisung, including streets blocked with 




Fig. 3.1: Tomb of St. Otto, 1340, Michaelsberg Abbey, Bamberg. (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
Fig. 3.2: Tomb of St. Walburga, stone, 1484, Benedictine Abbey, Heidenheim, Germany.  
(photo: Haas 1970-71) 
 
Fig. 3.3: Tomb of St. Wunibald, stone, 1483, Benedictine Abbey, Heidenheim, Germany.  
(photo: Haas 1970-71) 
 
Fig. 3.4: Tilman Riemenschneider, Tomb of Emperor Heinrich and Empress Kunigunde, 1499, 
Cathedral of Bamberg. (photo: Weilandt 2007) 
 
Fig. 3.5: Michael Erhart, Tomb of St. Simpertus, 1492, formerly Church of Sts. Ulrich and Afra, 
Augsburg, now Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Munich, Inv. Nr. MA 944. (photo: BNM) 
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Fig. 3.6: Loy Hering, Effigy of St. Willibald, 1514, Cathedral of Eichstätt. (photo: Chipps Smith 
1994) 
 
Fig. 3.7: Nicolas of Verdun, Shrine of the Three Kings, c. 1190-1225, Cathedral of Cologne. 
(photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
Fig. 3.8: Modern layout of the Gothic choir of the Palatinate Chapel at Aachen, showing the 
Shrine of the Virgin, c. 1220, in the foreground.  
 
Fig. 3.9: Vischer Workshop, Tomb of St. Sebald, showing the structures that screen out the 
central tumba, brass, 1507-1519, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 3.10: Design for the tomb of St. Sebald, pen and ink on parchment, 1488, Vienna, Akademie 
der bildenden Künste, Kupferstichkabinett. (photo: Akademie der bildenden Künste, Vienna) 
 
Fig. 3.11: View of base of tomb of St. Sebald showing statue of Peter Vischer the Elder flanked 
by a trefoil support. (photo: Weilandt 2007) 
 
Fig. 3.12: Flying buttress form on the canopy of the tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 3.13: North side of the canopy of the tomb of St. Sebald, showing rhythmic repetition of 
flying buttress forms. (photo: author)  
 
Fig. 3.14: Crocketed finials on the canopy of the tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: author)  
 
Fig. 3.15a: Canopy of the tomb of St. Sebald, showing base structure of pointed arches.  
(photo: author) 
 
Fig. 3.15b: West portals, Amiens Cathedral, to compare to the structure of the tomb of St. 
Sebald’s architectural canopy. (photo: Mapping Gothic) 
 
Fig. 3.16: Unscaled plan of the geometry of the architectural canopy of the tomb of St. Sebald. 
(image: author) 
 
Fig. 3.17: Colored key to the plan in figure 16. The colored blocks on this elevation correspond 
to the colors in the plan above to indicate the location of each element within vertical space.  
 
Fig. 3.18: Hans Schmuttermayer, Fialenbüchlein, c. 1490, Germanisches Nationalmuseum 
Library, Nuremberg, Inc. 8° 36045. (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
Fig. 3.19: Hermann Vischer the Younger, study for the tomb of St. Sebald, ink and chalk on 
paper, 1516, Musée du Louvre, Inv. 19026. (photo: Louvre) 
 
Fig. 3.20: Star vaults under the canopy of the tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: author) 
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Fig. 3.21: Berkhard Engelberg, south aisle vaults, 1478-1493, Church of St. Ulrich and Afra, 
Augsburg. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 3.22: Jakob Grimm, choir vaults, 1464-1477, Church of St. Lorenz, Nuremberg.  
(photo: Kavaler) 
 
Fig. 3.23: Hemicycle vaults, east choir, c. 1379, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg.  
(photo: author) 
 
Fig. 3.24: Petrus Christus (attrib.), The Annunciation, c. 1450, oil on wood. Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York, 32.100.35. (photo: MMA) 
 
Fig. 3.25: Frauenkirche, Nuremberg, with upper chapel designed by Adam Kraft, 1506-1508. 
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Fig. 3.26: Canopy of the tomb of St. Sebald compared with tracery details from Adam Krafft’s 
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Fig. 3.27: Adam Kraft, Sacrament House, 1493-96, Church of St. Lawrence, Nuremberg.  
(photo: author) 
 
Fig. 3.28: Schöner Brunnen, 1385-1396, Hauptmarkt, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 3.29: Hans Beheim the Elder, expansion of Nuremberg City Hall, 1514-1515. View from 
1890. (photo: Mende) 
 
Fig. 3.30: Uppermost story of the western tower, rebuilt 1483-1488, Church of St. Sebald, 
Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 3.31: detail, south stair tower, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg (photo: Weilandt) 
 
Fig. 3.32: Triforium, 13th c., Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 3.33: Tabernacle, before 1397, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author)  
 
Fig. 3.34: Plan of the sockel of the tomb of St. Sebald without ornament. The lightly sketched 
arcs between the star-shaped bases indicate hidden molding which may be left over from the first 
design phase of the tomb. (Image: Graphische Sammlung Nuremberg) 
 
Fig. 3.35: Column base showing abruptly terminated molding, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: 
author) 
 
 Fig. 3.36: Signature panel on the west side of the sockel base showing evidence of wax layers 
worked over the initial signature, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: author) 
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Fig. 3.37: Northwest corner of the sockel base showing application of profuse classicizing 
ornament, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 3.38: Veit Stoss, Angelic Salutation, polychrome wood, 1518, Church of St. Lorenz, 
Nuremberg. (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
Fig. 3.39: Hans von Kulmbach, Epitaph of Dr. Lorenz Tucher, oil on panel, 1513, Church of St. 
Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: Virtual Museum of Nuremberg Art) 
 
Fig. 3.40: Albrecht Dürer, Portrait of Hieronymus Holzschuher, oil on panel, 1526, 
Gemäldegalerie, Berlin, Inv. Nr. 557E. (photo: SMB)  
 
Fig. 3.41a-f: Giovanni Antonio da Brescia and Giovanni Pietro da Birago, series of ornamental 
prints (six out of twelve), northern Italian, c. 1490-1515. Metropolitan Museum of Art, 23.39.1-
12 (photos: MMA) 
 
Fig. 3.42a-c: Bases of the colonnettes supporting the statues of apostles, sockel zone, tomb of St. 
Sebald. (photos: author) 
 
Fig. 3.43: Vischer workshop, relief of Apollo on the base of the tomb of St. Sebald.  
(photo: Weilandt 2007)  
 
Fig. 3.44: Albrecht Dürer, drawing of Apollo, either c. 1495 or c. 1507, Rotterdam, Museum 
Boymans-Van Beuningen. (image: Museum Boymans-Van Beuningen) 
 
Fig. 3.45: Master of the E-Series Tarocchi, after Mantegna, Apollo, engraving, c. 1465, 
Washington DC, National Gallery of Art Inv. Nr. 1941.1.3. (image: NGA) 
 
 Fig. 3.46: Jacopo de’ Barbari, Apollo and Diana, engraving, c. 1503-1505. Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 20.92.2. (photo: MMA) 
 
Fig. 3.47: Jacopo de’ Barbari (design), Peter Flötner (model), Vischer Workshop (cast), Apollo 
fountain, bronze, c. 1520 (?) – 1532, Stadtmuseum Fembohaus, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 3.48: Prayer book for the Order of St. George, fol. 1, Augsburg, c. 1515, Bayerische 
Staatsbibliothek. (photo: Münchener Digitalisierungszentrum/Digitale Bibliothek) 
 
Fig. 3.49a: Albrecht Dürer, marginal illustration for the Prayer Book of the Order of St. George, 
fol. 53r, c. 1515. Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek. (photo: Münchener 
Digitalisierungszentrum/Digitale Bibliothek) 
 
Fig. 3.49b: Detail of Fig. 3.49a 
 
Fig. 3.49c: Column on the east side of the sockel, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: author) 
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Fig. 3.50a: Albrecht Dürer, marginal illustration for the Prayer Book of the Order of St. George, 
fol. 19r, c. 1515. Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek. (photo: Münchener 
Digitalisierungszentrum/Digitale Bibliothek) 
 
Fig. 3.50b: Detail of fig. 3.50a 
 
Fig. 3.50c: Column on the north side of the sockel, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 3.51a-b: Albrecht Dürer, details of snails in marginal illustrations, Prayer Book of the Order 
of St. George, fol. 51r and 41r, c. 1515. Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek. (photo: Münchener 
Digitalisierungszentrum/Digitale Bibliothek) 
 
Fig. 3.52: Albrecth Dürer and others, Triumphal Arch or Arch of Honor of Emperor Maximilian 
I, multiplate engraving, c. 1510-1519. New York Public Library. (photo: NYPL) 
 
Fig. 3.53a: Detail of central section of fig. 3.52. 
 
Fig. 3.53b: South side of the sockel base with similar angular profile, tomb of St. Sebald.  
(photo: author)  
 
Fig. 3.54a: Detail of left-hand column flanking central archway of fig. 3.52. 
 
Fig. 3.54b: Column on the sockel base, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: author)  
 
Fig. 3.55a: Detail of dome over central archway of fig. 3.52. 
 
Fig. 3.55b: Detail of a baldachin over an apostle figure, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 3.56: Detail showing apostles on columns over pagan reliefs, tomb of St. Sebald.  
(photo: author) 
 
Fig. 3.57: Figures of apostles crushing their martyrs beneath their feet, left jamb, central portal, 
south transept, Chartres Cathedral, c. 1220. (photo: Mapping Gothic) 
 
Fig. 3.58: Corbel with crouching figure, c. 1340, outer wall of the ambulatory, Church of St. 
Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 3.59: Detail of relief showing hybrid personification of vanity, tomb of St. Sebald.  
(photo: Weilandt 2007) 
 
Fig. 3.60: Detail of relief showing hybrid, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: Weilandt 2007) 
 
Fig. 3.61: Detail of relief showing hybrid, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: Weilandt 2007) 
 
Fig. 3.62: Detail of relief showing hybrid, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: Weilandt 2007) 
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Fig. 3.63: Detail of relief showing hybrids, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: Weilandt 2007) 
 
Fig. 3.64: Detail of relief showing hybrid, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: Weilandt 2007) 
 
Fig. 3.65: Detail of relief showing fighting hybrids, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: Weilandt 2007) 
 
Fig. 3.66: Detail of relief showing Jupiter, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: Weilandt 2007) 
 
Fig. 3.67: Detail of relief showing Apollo, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: Weilandt 2007) 
 
Fig. 3.68: Detail of relief showing musician, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: Weilandt 2007) 
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(photo: Weilandt 2007) 
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Fig. 3.71: Capital with fanciful beasts, marble, c. 1130-1140, Cloister of St. Michel de Cuxa, 
Catalonia, now in the Cloisters Museum and Gardens, 25.120.614. (photo: MMA) 
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1300, Strasbourg Cathedral. (photo: Mapping Gothic) 
 
Fig. 3.73: Pair of candlesticks, silver alloy and gilt silver, c. 1022, Hildesheim Cathedral.  
(photo: MMA) 
 
Fig. 3.74: Base of so-called Jerusalem Candelabrum, bronze, 12th c. or earlier, perhaps made in 
Milan, now Prague Cathedral. (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
Fig. 3.75: Albrecht Dürer (design), Triumphal Arch of Maximilian, detail of central portal 
showing figures of sirens and harpies, multiplate engraving, after 1519, British Museum.  
(photo: British Museum)  
 
Fig. 3.76: Choir enclosure sculptures, 13th c., Bamberg Cathedral. (photo: Terrier Aliféris 2016) 
 
Fig. 3.77a: Tomb of Pope Clement II, marble, c. 1230, Bamberg Cathedral.  
(photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
Fig. 3.77b: Detail of 3.77a, figure of Fortitude. (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
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Fig. 3.77d: Detail of 3.77a, figure of Prudentia. (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
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Fig. 3.79: Hans Backhoffen, epitaph for Archbishop Uriel von Gemmingen, Mainz Cathedral, 
1515-17 (photo: Kavaler)  
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Fig. 4.1: Cast of the figure of Peter Vischer from the west side of the Tomb of St. Sebald, 19th c., 
Bronze, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 49.7.74a. (photo: MMA)  
 
Fig. 4.2: Interior of the Goethe Museum, Weimar, showing a painted plaster cast of the figure of 
St. Judas Thaddeus from the tomb of St. Sebald, acquired 1812. (photo: Goethe Museum) 
 
Fig. 4.3: Karl Friedrich Schinkel, altar retable, begun 1820, Berlin Cathedral. (photo: Wikimedia 
Commons) 
 
Fig. 4.4: detail of Figure 3, showing casts of the apostles from the tomb of St. Sebald, acquired 
1820 from Christoph Daniel Rauch. (photos: author) 
 
Fig. 4.5: detail of Figure 3, showing casts of the apostles from the tomb of St. Sebald, acquired 
1820 from Christoph Daniel Rauch. (photos: author) 
 
Fig. 4.6: Karl Friedrich Schinkel, design for the altar retable of Berlin Cathedral, ink on paper, 
1820, Graphische Sammlung, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, SM 23a.15. (photo: SMB) 
 
Fig. 4.7: Interior of the first Crystal Palace Exhibition, 1851, London, colored lithograph. 
(Image: Encyclopedia Britannica)  
 
Fig. 4.8: Philippe Delamotte, Renaissance Court, Crystal Palace Exhibition at Sydenham, silver 
albumen prints, c. 1854. (photos: Victoria & Albert Museum) 
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Fig. 4.10-4.11: Karl Alexander von Heideloff, details from the presentation drawing of the tomb 
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Fig. 4.12: Vischer Workshop, relief showing St. Sebald dining with Sts. Willibald and Wunibald 
(plaster cast), south side of tumba, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-1519, Church of St. Sebald, 
Nuremberg. (photo: Justus Bier, 1928) 
 
Fig. 4.13: Vischer Workshop, relief showing St. Sebald rescuing a heretic sunk in mud (plaster 
cast), south side of tumba, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-1519, Church of St. Sebald, 
Nuremberg. (photo: Justus Bier, 1928) 
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Fig. 4.14: Vischer Workshop, relief showing St. Sebald making a fire from icicles (plaster cast), 
north side of tumba, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-1519, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. 
(photo: Justus Bier, 1928) 
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Nuremberg. (photo: Justus Bier, 1928) 
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Strolling north from the banks of the Pegnitz river through the main market square of 
Nuremberg, one glimpses the red roof and crocketed buttresses of a grand building, the 
fourteenth-century eastern choir of the church of St. Sebald [Fig. I.1]. This church, the older of 
the city’s two parish churches, sits at the base of the steep royal road that once wound the 
caravans of the Holy Roman Emperors up to the Kaiserburg, a fortified castle on a high hill that 
was a favored imperial residence. Across the royal road from the warm sandstone walls of the 
church stretches the stately ashlar façade of the Rathaus, or city hall. The double-ended church 
of St. Sebald sits at the intersection of various strands of medieval and early modern life that 
intertwined to make Nuremberg one of the wealthiest and most powerful cities of fifteenth and 
sixteenth century Europe: successful trade and commerce, imperial favor, and a powerful local 
government made up of members of an elite patriciate whose enthusiastic patronage of arts and 
architecture also made Nuremberg a hub of artistic production. The tomb of St. Sebald himself, 
the subject of this dissertation, also embodies the intersection of the material, commercial, 
political, spiritual, and artistic life of Nuremberg in the early sixteenth century.  
To enter the church of St. Sebald, visitors are swung along the flank of the building, away 
from the high Gothic choir and toward the soaring towers at the west end, heightened to their 
current size in 1481-84, and one of the only parts of the church to survive World War II intact. 
An angular, modern portal from the 1960s ushers the visitor into the dim but wide northern side 
aisle of the church. Here, the view of the nave and eastern choir is screened by thick, heavy piers 
dating from the "Romanesque" construction campaign of the 1270s.1 Already from this vantage 
																																								 																				
1 Although this would normally be considered late for a building in the Romanesque style, Gothic was relatively late 




point the dramatic transition from nave to eastern choir is apparent. The vaults soar upwards, the 
volumes of the space balloon outwards, and light floods down the dimmer side aisles from the 
massive windows stretching from dado to vaults in a single vibrant story [Fig. I.2].  
This eastern choir, which replaced the Romanesque choir and crypt in a rebuilding campaign 
from 1361 to 1379, is considered one of the finest examples of a German high Gothic hall choir 
in existence. The vast and airy emptiness of the choir stands in stark contrast to the narrow nave 
densely packed with pews. In this dappled void, one cannot help but be drawn to the towering 
object that occupies the center of the hemicycle. Fifteen and a half feet tall, nine feet long, and 
coated in a matte black patina that seems to absorb light rather than reflect it, it is no wonder that 
this object became the fascination and puzzlement of visitors to the church as soon as it was 
installed in 1519, and continues to attract lingering tourists to this day [Fig. I.3].  
 This brass monument, cast from over 15,000 pounds of the copper alloy, shelters and 
elevates the bones of the namesake of this church, St. Sebald. This saint, popular legend states, 
was an eighth-century Danish prince and confidant of Charlemagne who left behind his courtly 
existence to become a hermit and preach the gospels in barbarian Franconia, where he died and 
was laid to rest by an unmanned cart of oxen at the base of the Kaiserburg, the spot his church 
occupies to this day.2 In reality, Sebald was likely an eleventh-century cleric in the diocese of 
Poppenreuth whose followers began venerating his tomb soon after his death sometime in the 
mid-eleventh century. He became, and remains, the patron saint of the city of Nuremberg, 
																																								 																																							 																																							 																																							 																																			
through the thirteenth century. See Gerhard Weilandt, Die Sebalduskirche in Nürnberg: Bild und Gesellschaft im 
Zeitalter der Gotik und Renaissance, Petersberg: Michael Imhof Verlag, 2007. 
 
2 For a complete history of the legends of St. Sebald, see Arno Borst, “Die Sebalduslegenden in der mittelalterlichen 
Geschichte Nürnbergs,” Jahrbuch für fränkische Landesforschung Vol. 26 (1966), p. 19-178, as well as chapter two 




although he was not officially canonized until 1425, and lost his sainted status in Nuremberg in 
1525, when the city embraced the Reformation and St. Sebald became a Lutheran church.  
 The bones of the saint are contained in a silver-clad reliquary chest commissioned in 
1397 and stamped with the coats of arms of both the city of Nuremberg and of the Holy Roman 
Empire, attesting to this saint’s importance not just as a religious figure, but also a political one. 
Likely originally displayed on a dais at the western end of the liturgical choir, by the late 
fifteenth century the silver cladding had been stolen so often that the lay custodians of the church 
decided to commission a more secure, and grander home for his bones. Over the course of 
twenty-one years, from 1488 to 1519, the local brass caster Peter Vischer the Elder and his 
workshop, composed of his five sons, shepherded the tomb housing from design to model to 
finished object.3  
The first indication of the desire for a new tomb to house the church’s patron comes with a 
presentation drawing on parchment, marked with the Vischers’ workshop symbol and dated to 
1488. 4 This drawing, which is almost six feet long and composed of three sheets of parchment 
pasted together, has a similar base with hagiographic scenes and apostles on columns to the final 
object, however the architectural baldachin is composed of three towering spires of late Gothic 
																																								 																				
3 The following summary of the tomb’s chronology is expanded in Gerhard Weilandt’s catalogue entry on the tomb 
in his monograph on the church,  2007, p. 534-538. 
4 This drawing has been varyingly attributed to Veit Stoß, Peter Vischer the Elder, and Adam Kraft. Likely it was 
not drawn by a member of the workshop, but rather by an architect or sculptor who had been commissioned to 
provide a design for the work. The maker’s mark did not necessarily indicate authorship of the drawing, but rather 
management of the project. See chapter one of this dissertation. The drawing, which was rediscovered when it 
entered the collection of Karl Alexander von Heideloff, Nuremberg city architect, by 1843, is now in the drawing 
collection of the Akademie der Bildenden Künste in Vienna, Inv. no. 17.262. See Felix Dettloff, Der Entwurf zum 
Sebaldusgrab. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der gotischen Kleinarchitektur und Plastik, insbesondere auch zur 
Vischer-Frage, Posen, 1915; most recently summarized in Weilandt 2007 p. 534-535, and in Derick Dreher’s 
unfortunately unpublished dissertation from 2013, The Drawings of Peter Vischer the Younger and the Vischer 
Workshop of Renaissance Nuremberg, PhD Dissertation, Yale University, 2003, especially his catalogue entry on 




microarchitecture. Had it been executed from this design, the tomb would have stretched over 
forty feet tall. However, whether for financial, political, or other reasons, the project did not 
proceed beyond the planning phase until 1499, when several prominent leaders of St. Sebald’s 
parish resolved to take up the project again. However, this group again lacked funds to continue. 
Finally, in 1507, a fundraising campaign began in earnest, and the first payments were made to 
the Vischer workshop to begin work. By this time, plans for the tomb had likely already changed 
from the initial drawing. Although no official contract for the tomb survives, we know the 
Vischers were paid by quantity of material, 20 gilders for every Centner (hundredweight) of 
brass. As brass was worth around 5 gilders per Centner, the labor of the Vischers accounted for 
15 gilders per unit. Regular account was kept of the amounts paid to the Vischer workshop, 
although little else is documented about the chronology of the object’s design and construction. 
It is clear that work proceeded slowly, as in 1514, the city council members in charge of the 
project admonished the workshop for having failed to complete the tomb in the first seven years 
of work, and offered them use of a larger city foundry to expedite production. In the end, the 
tomb was not installed until July 19, 1519, a full twelve years after work began, and thirty one 
years after the initial idea for the monument. It weighed 157 Centners, and the Vischer workshop 
was paid 3,145 florins for the project, though they did not receive full payment until 1522.  In 
this span of time, plans for the tomb changed from towering late-gothic spires, preserved the 
1488 presentation drawing, to the work we see today: an object with a dramatic layering and 
juxtaposition of architectural styles and narrative motifs [Fig. I.4]. This enigmatic object will be 
the focus of this dissertation. 
What word should we use to describe this brass sculpture? In English, it has often been 




Sebaldus is a misnomer; though the church and tomb are referred to with this latinized suffix in 
German, the saint is almost exclusively referred to as Sebald, not Sebaldus.5 The work itself is 
not a reliquary, but rather shelters the reliquary, which remains visible. We might call it a shrine, 
as it is certainly a structure that marks a holy place. However, in the original German 
descriptions of the work, the word Schrein is never employed. Instead, the terms Grab, Grabmal, 
and Sarg are used almost interchangeably. These translate best as tomb, tomb monument, or 
sarcophagus. Indeed, in many ways the work mirrors the typical form of a raised tomb, or tumba, 
though the remains are placed above, not within. I have chosen to use the descriptor “tomb of St. 
Sebald” to conform closest to the historical German designation of the work.  
To better explore the history and significance of this object, we must first make sense of its 
construction and decoration [See Fig. I.4]. The tomb can be divided into four registers. The 
lowest register is the base, or sockel zone, which flares out to provide a stable foundation for the 
architectural superstructure. The second zone forms the sides of the platform on which the 
reliquary rests, which we might call the tumba. The third zone is that of the reliquary itself, 
encircled by free-standing sculptures of the twelve apostles, and the fourth is the tripartite 
architectural canopy that crowns the ensemble. The whole thing is carried whimsically on the 
backs of twelve snails and four dolphins. Upon first glance, the viewer is overwhelmed with 
narrative imagery, single figures, decorative elements, and architectural details. 
The sockel, cast in two large halves, has at its outer corners four seated male nudes that have 
been interpreted as four heroes, two from the Old Testament and two from Greek mythology - 
Samson and Nimrod, Hercules and Theseus [Fig. I.5-I.8]. In the center of each side of the base 
																																								 																				
5 The current pastor of the Church of St. Sebald, Jonas Schiller, confirmed that, though the church is known as the 
Sebalduskirche, they would never refer to the man himself as Sebaldus. This is further confirmed by baptismal 




sit four female figures, personifications of the four virtues - Temperance, Justice, Prudence, and 
Fortitude. Around these noble figures range a series of growling lions, putti with instruments, 
and profuse ornament. The sockel zone is further subdivided by the bases of the large cruciform 
piers on which the apostle figures stand above. These bases are decorated by a series of small 
relief scenes featuring pagan deities and mythical creatures. It is these scenes that have been 
subject to the greatest iconographic speculation.6 
The tumba has, on its north and south sides, four reliefs showing miracles from the life of St. 
Sebald. On the left of the south side, a scene depicts St. Sebald dining with two other local saints, 
Willibald and Wunibald, in the woods outside Vicenza in northern Italy, where he was said to 
have preached before traveling to Franconia [Fig. I.9]. As these three holy men ate, angels 
brought them bread, and as they drank, the wine pitcher of their servant, Dionysius, was 
miraculously refilled. On the right of the south side, a heretic who refused to believe in the 
preachings of St. Sebald has sunken waist deep into mud; when he called out to Sebald for help, 
he was miraculously pulled free from the mire [Fig. I.10]. On the north side of the tumba, the left 
relief depicts Sebald stopping at the house of a poor peasant in the winter cold [Fig. I.11]. When 
told by the peasant that they have no wood with which to make a fire, Sebald plucked icicles 
from the eaves of their simple hut and used them as kindling for a warming blaze. Finally, on the 
right of the north flank, the peasant for whom Sebald made the miraculous fire was blinded at the 
market by the local nobleman, after he purchased fish when it was forbidden by noble regulation 
[Fig. I.12]. When Sebald learned of this indignity, he returned the peasant’s eyeballs to their 
sockets and restored his sight.7 These four reliefs are barely visible to the naked eye, as they are 
																																								 																				
6 For a summary of the historiography of iconographic interpretation of this base, as well as a new interpretation, see 
Weilandt 2007 p. 383-392, 539-540. 




heavily screened by the piers and ornate candelabra-like columns that spring from the sockel. On 
the eastern small end of the tumba, the figure of Peter Vischer the Elder, dressed in the work 
clothes of a founder and holding hammer and chisel, faces the former high altar of the church 
[Fig. I.13]. Beside him, an inscription on two plaques read: “Begun by me Peter Vischer in 
1508.”8 On the western end, the only free-standing image of the saint himself appears [Fig. I.14]. 
Sebald is dressed in the cloak and hat of a pilgrim, with walking stick in one hand, and a small 
model of his church in the other. Flanking this figure, the inscription, divided into two plaques 
again, reads “Made by Peter Vischer 1509.”9 
The ornate, candelabra-like columns of the sockel zone continue upwards to the molding 
around the upper edge of the tumba, where they terminate in rounded platforms ornamented with 
geometric and foliate patterns, and flanked by further figures of putti [Fig. I.5-I.6]. From these 
rounded platforms spring further slender colonnettes, which alternate rhythmically with the piers 
around the reliquary shrine [Fig. I.15]. These piers, which carry the expressive, hollow-cast 
apostle figures and their fancifully decorated bases and canopies, terminate in the architecture 
above, where much smaller figures of prophets stand. At the four corners of this reliquary zone, 
four siren-like women, with bare female torsos and fish or serpent tails, hold pricket 
candlesticks. On the underside of the architectural canopy, three bays of a net vault spring from 
the rear of the apostles’ piers [Fig. I. 16].  
Above the thick roof of the net vault, the three geometric towers of the canopy rise [Fig. 
I.17]. They are architecturally quite complex, and display a blend of Gothic and antique forms.10 
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Among these three towers and the prophets that flank them are additional figures of winged putti, 
some with instruments, some atop dragons, some with cornucopia. The figure of the Christ child 
which surmounts the central tower is a later wooden replacement, and it is not fully clear if it 
was present on the original monument.  
Finally, an inscription running around the base of the tomb tells us, in formal Gothic script, 
how this object came into being: “Peter Vischer, citizen of Nuremberg, made this work with his 
sons. It was finished in the year 1519 and is alone for the love of God the Almighty and the 
veneration of Saint Sebald the Prince of Heaven. Paid for with the help of pious people and 
alms.”11 Indeed, the housing for the tomb was commissioned by some of the most prominent and 
wealthy citizens of Nuremberg at the time, who were simultaneously some of the highest-ranking 
members of the city council, and held administrative positions in charge of the church of St. 
Sebald. The work was paid for by donations from the church congregation and the citizens of 
Nuremberg, many of whom were also city council members.  
In its complexity, and in the variety of documentation that survives about its artists, 
commissioners, and the city for which it was made, the tomb of St. Sebald is an object worthy of 
sustained study. No other saint’s tomb from the Holy Roman Empire displays such a dominant 
use of architectural forms. No other is cast in costly brass. No other employs classical and pagan 
motifs and ornament alongside Christian iconography. And no other saint’s tomb remains so 
prominently displayed in a Protestant church. The Vischer family executed the tomb at a time 
when certain Nuremberg artists and intellectuals became interested in the forms of the Italian 
Renaissance, and the tomb displays an arresting blend of traditional Gothic, Germanic elements 
																																								 																				
11 Petter Vischer purger zv Nvrmberg. machet das werck mit sein(en) sunne(n). vnd wurd folb(r)acht im jar. 1519 
vnd ist allein. Got dem Allmechtigen zv lob vnd Sanct Sebolt dem/ Himelfürste(n) zv Eren. mit hilff frumer leut 




and Italianate figure types and themes. It is an object that preserves a period of transformation 
for a great city in visual form. And yet, the current state of scholarship on this enigmatic object 
lacks much in the way of nuance and contextual depth. 
Historiography of the tomb of St. Sebald 
Though this object has been part of the German canon of masterpieces practically since its 
installation, its scholarship has been relatively singular in focus. There have been only four 
monographs and one unpublished master’s thesis to deal exclusively with the tomb - Georg 
Autenreuth in 1899,12 Adolf Feulner in 1924,13 Klaus Pechstein in 1967,14 and Kurt Pilz in 
1970,15 with Barbara Dienst’s MA thesis at Ludwig-Maximilian University in 1991.16 Each of 
the four published works are much in the same mode: a description of the tomb’s form, 
interpretation of its iconography, and known historical documents related to its creation, with 
very little larger contextual interpretation. Even Barbara Dienst’s more sympathetic master’s 
thesis, which touches on technical elements, remains focused largely on iconography. The 
complex figurative program of the tomb has often puzzled those who wrote about it. In 
particular, the seemingly pagan elements have tended to be lumped in with the nebulous 
designation of “Italian Renaissance,” without much specific examination or interpretation. For 
instance, Pechstein discusses the figurative program of the base as “forms from Peter Vischer the 
																																								 																				
12 Georg Autenrieth, Das Sebaldusgrab Peter Vischers historisch und künstlerisch betrachtet, Nuremberg: Stich, 
1899.  
13 Adolf Feulner, Peter Vischers Sebaldusgrab in Nürnberg, Munich: R. Piper & Co., 1924. 
14 Klaus Pechstein, Das Sebaldusgrab in Nürnberg, Stuttgart: Reclam, 1967.  
15 Kurt Pilz, Das Sebaldusgrabmal im Ostchor der St.-Sebaldus-Kirche in Nürnberg, ein Messingguss aus der 
Giesshütte der Vischer, Nuremberg: H. Carl Verlag, 1970.  
16 Barbara Dienst, Das Sebaldusgrab: Ein Hauptwerk der süddeutschen Plastik an der Wende zur Neuzeit, Masters’ 




Younger’s bucolic world of fables,”17 while Pilz describes them as belonging to “the intellectual 
circles of humanism.”18 Indeed, this work has been studied almost exclusively as a Renaissance 
sculpture. 
Much more extensive are published works that deal with the Vischer workshop in general, 
and the relationship between Peter the Elder and his sons Peter the Younger and Hermann the 
Younger in particular. Johann Neudörfer, a pedagogue and polymath responsible for codifying 
German script in the sixteenth century, wrote in 1547 a Vasari-like collection of short 
biographies of the great “artists and craftsmen” of Nuremberg, which featured elegiac entries on 
the elder Vischer and his two oldest sons, among many other Nuremberg makers.19 They went on 
to be included in Joachim von Sandrart’s Teutsche Academie, published in Nuremberg in 1675 
and often considered the first German art historical text.20 As the canon of masterpieces of 
German art developed over the nineteenth century, the Vischers and their famous tomb of St. 
Sebald never failed to be recognized.21  
The vast majority of the publications concerning the Vischer workshop is structured as 
biographies of the individual members based on subjective interpretations (or misinterpretations) 
of archival documents, followed by monographic studies of their most famous works of art.22 
																																								 																				
17 “Gestalten seiner [Peter Vischer the Younger’s] bukolische Fabelwelt.” Klaus Pechstein, Beiträge zur Geschichte 
der Vischerhütte in Nürnberg, Berlin, 1962.  
18 “Diese Gestalten gehören zum Gedankenkreis des Humanismus.” Pilz 1970 p. 66. 
19 Johann Neudörffer, Nachrichten von Künstlern und Werkleuten, ed. Andreas Gulden and Georg Wolfgang Karl 
Lochner, Osnabrück: Zeller, 1970.  
20 Joachim von Sandrart, Teutsche Akademie, ed. Jean Louis Sponsel, Dresden, 1896.  
21 Derick Dreher’s 2003 dissertation features an extensive recounting of the Vischers’ status in history and art from 
the sixteenth through the twentieth century. See Dreher 2003 p. 78-133. 
 
22 Among the many we might mention, C.L. Lepsius, Die Nürnberger Künstler geschildert nach ihrem Leben und 




While these works disagree on details of chronology, interpretation, and attribution, where they 
most enthusiastically debate one another is on the issue of artistry - which member of the 
workshop was responsible for what? As these historians and art historians were trained in a 
model that emphasized the genius of individual artistic creation, it was assumed that one member 
of the workshop had to be the true artist, while the other members worked in support of his ideas. 
The early art historical scholarship on the Vischers focused exclusively on Peter the Elder, 
independent of his workshop. He was considered to be an individual equal to Albrecht Dürer in 
paint and print, and Veit Stoß in wood and stone.23  
In 1897, Georg Seeger discovered documents indicating that Peter the Elder’s son, Peter the 
Younger, had traveled to Italy in the early sixteenth century (documents which over 100 years 
later were shown to refer to a different Peter Vischer). Following Seeger’s work, the debate 
became heated: was Peter the Younger the forward-thinking artist, steeped in the classical ideals 
of the Renaissance, while his father belonged to an older generation of medieval craftsmen who 
simply performed the mechanical task of transferring the models of artists into metal? Though 
																																								 																																							 																																							 																																							 																																			
zur Geschichte der Erzgiesserfamilie Vischer, Leipzig: E.A. Seemann, 1897; Berthold Daun, P. Vischer und A. 
Krafft, Bielefeld: Velhagen & Klasing, 1905; Hubert Stierling, “Kleine Beiträge zu Peter Vischer 4-5,” Monatshefte 
für Kunstwissenschaft Vol. 11, 1918, p. ; Simon Meller, Peter Vischer der Ältere und seine Werkstatt, Leipzig: 
Insel-Verlag, 1925; Heinz Stafski, “Die Vischer Werkstatt und ihre Probleme,” Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschichte Vol. 
21 (1958), p. 1-26; Ibid, Der jüngere Peter Vischer, Nuremberg, 1962; Pechstein 1962;  Erich Meyer, “Herman 
Vischer und sein Sohn Peter Vischer der Ältere,” Zeitschrift des deutschen Vereins für Kunstwissenschaft Vol. 19 
(1965), p. 97-116; Dieter Wuttke, “Methodisch-kritisches zu Forschungen über Peter Vischer d. Ä. Und seine 
Söhne. Kunstgeschichte, Philosophie,” Archiv für Kulturgeschichte, Vol. 49 (1967) p. 208-261. 
23 Though Neudörffer and Sandrart mentioned Hermann and Peter the Younger alongside their father, by the late 
eighteenth century, when interest in Nuremberg’s artistic legacy captured the interest of the Romantics (see chapter 
four of this dissertation), it was Peter the Elder who was assumed to be the sole artist responsible for all Vischer 
works. Johann Ferdinand Roth’s guidebook, the Nürnbergisches Taschenbuch, widely considered to be the first 
Romantic writing on Nuremberg, appeared in 1800 with an entire chapter devoted to a paean to the tomb of St. 





the young Seeger’s conclusions were initially laughed off as wild flights of fancy,24 the model of 
craftsman father and artist son had largely triumphed by the end of the 1920s. 
Only in 2006 was a much needed reconsideration of the biographies of the members of the 
Vischer workshop undertaken by Sven Hauschke.25 Though he leaves out the tomb of St. Sebald, 
his catalogue of their other tomb projects, as well as reconsideration of the surviving related 
documentary sources, provides a clear picture of what can and cannot be assumed about the 
workshop’s organization.26 Notably, he was the first in a long time to cast doubt on the relevance 
of the document purported to prove Peter the Younger went to Italy.27 Though his understanding 
of bronze casting technology is flawed, and some of his attributions relatively weak, his 
approach to workshop production emphasizes the cooperation required between all members.28 
Rather than attempting to distinguish the hands of individual workshop members in distinct 
elements of their tombs, he points out that ultimately Peter the Elder was the workshop master, 
communication was through him, and any work produced by the family would have to have been 
approved and embraced by him. Dorothea Diemer’s recent rewrite of the entry on the Vischers in 
																																								 																				
24 Daun 1905, as well as Alfred Bauch’s scathing review of Seeger’s work, in the Mitteilungen des Vereins für 
Geschichte der Stadt Nürnberg Vol. 13 (1899), p. 290-96. For a summary of the debate, see Sven Hauschke, Die 
Grabdenkmäler der Nürnberger Vischer-Werkstatt (1453-1544), Petersberg: Michael Imhof Verlag, 2006, p. 12, as 
well as Dreher 2003 p. 124-125.  
25 Hauschke 2006. 
26 His biographical summaries of the workshop members are especially useful. Ibid p. 14-30. See in particular p. 26-
27, where he argues that it is impossible to distinguish the hand of one artist from another on the tomb of St. Sebald.  
27 In fact, right after Seeger’s work was published, Bauch’s review questioned whether the document in question 
referred to the same Peter Vischer, skepticism again embraced by Simon Meller in 1925. These dissenting 
viewpoints were largely overshadowed over the course of the twentieth century. By the English language 
publications of the 1980s, it was almost universally accepted that the document referred to Peter the Younger.  
 




the Neue Deutsche Biographie takes many of these biographical reconsiderations into account.29 
Derick Dreher’s 2003 PhD dissertation on the drawings of Peter Vischer the Younger, 
undertaken simultaneous to Hauschke’s work but unfortunately never published, adopts a similar 
questioning attitude, closely examining the historiography of the Vischer workshop to pinpoint 
how historical prejudices have colored our understanding of the workshop and its products.30 
Though he ultimately also prioritizes that which appears most Italianate in the workshop, his 
work is especially valuable for its historiographic overview and its catalogue of Peter the 
Younger’s drawings.  
In 2007, Gerhard Weilandt’s masterfully researched monograph on the church of St. Sebald 
included a chapter on the tomb, and in particular a new interpretation of its iconography.31 In 
addition, his catalogue assembled all primary and historical sources to mention the tomb, laying 
out the proof that exists for its chronology of design and execution, its fundraising, and the 
payments made to the Vischers.32 Between these three sources, the groundwork was laid for a 
reconsideration of the tomb of St. Sebald in its original religious, political, and artistic context, 
reaching beyond the individual object and harnessing a variety of methodologies to paint a more 
nuanced picture of how the work relates to the time and place of its making. This project 
attempts to do that.  
It should further be noted that, despite the prominence of the Vischers and the tomb of St. 
Sebald in the German art historical canon, practically nothing has been published about them in 
																																								 																				
29 Dorothea Diemer, “Vischer,” in Neue Deutsche Biographie Vol. 26, Berlin: Duncker & Humblot, 2016, p. 1530-
1534. 
30 Dreher 2003. 
 
31 Weilandt 2007 p. 362-418. 




English. In 1901, Cecil Headlam published a superficial biography of Peter Vischer in English 
which mentioned some of the workshop’s major commissions,33 but after that, it was not until a 
1983 exhibition organized by Jeffrey Chipps Smith at the Archer M. Huntington Art Gallery at 
the University of Texas, Austin that the Vischers were once again described to an English-
speaking audience.34 In this case, Chipps Smith fully adopted the position of Seeger and others, 
who saw Peter the Younger as the most creative member of the workshop, the true artist trained 
in Italy. This view was reflected in the 1986 catalogue for an exhibition at the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, Gothic and Renaissance Art in Nuremberg 1300-1550, which was a cooperative 
exhibition between the Germanisches Nationalmuseum in Nuremberg at the Met, with catalogues 
in both German and English.35 In 2014, Jeremy Warren wrote what may qualify as the only 
modern study in English of the Vischer workshop, in his catalogue of bronzes in the collection of 
the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, where he considers the two Vischer inkwells in this 
collection.36  His analysis is largely iconographic, but he embraces a more nuanced collaborative 
model for workshop production previously absent from English-language scholarship. Derick 
Dreher’s dissertation, had it been published, would have added to the small corpus of English-
language studies. This dissertation thus also aims to expand the audience for the Vischer 
workshop and its enigmatic saint’s tomb to English-speaking scholars, in the hopes that further 
medieval and Renaissance art historians will examine the wealth of material related to artistic 
																																								 																				
33 Cecil Headlam, Peter Vischer and the Bronze Founders of Nuremberg, London: George Bell and Sons, 1901.  
34 Jeffrey Chipps Smith, Nuremberg, A Renaissance City 1500-1618, Austin: University of Texas Press, 1983, p. 
219-222.  
35 Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gothic and Renaissance Art in Nuremberg, 1300-1550, New York: The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1986, especially p. 382-407. 
36 Jeremy Warren, Medieval and Renaissance Sculpture: a catalogue of the collection of the Ashmolean Museum. 




production in Nuremberg, not just of Albrecht Dürer, but of the Vischers and their many other 
talented contemporaries.  
Overview of Dissertation Project 
In jumping to the conclusion that the tomb is a work of Renaissance art, previous scholarship 
has tended to ignore the continuities of this work with local tradition. The historiography of 
Renaissance art is such that the products of the Italian peninsula are almost always held up as 
pinnacles of artistic achievement against which all other works of art should be judged, a world 
view still bearing the traces of Burckhardt’s seminal analysis of the modernity of the 
Renaissance.37 "Northern Renaissance" works, especially works of sculpture, are often found 
lacking compared to their Italianate contemporaries.38 Anything that bore traces of a medieval 
sensibility was also judged inferior in an art historical framework still working to shake a 
Hegelian evolutionary model of history, whereby “each successive era of history [reached] a 
more exalted plane than the one before.”39  
Thus, the tomb of St. Sebald was often understood through how much it mirrored a general 
Italian-ness, and distanced itself from its more “medieval” elements.40 It is asserted that the 
Vischers cast it using techniques learned in Italy, that the younger Vischers were artists in the 
Italian Renaissance mold, and that the work’s form was purely inspired by Italian models seen on 
trips to Italy. This is a long-acknowledged problem resulting from the way we have broken the 
																																								 																				
37 Jacob Burckhardt, Die Cultur der Renaissance in Italien, Basel: Echweighauser'schen Verlagsbuchhandlung, 
1860. 
38 See Susie Nash, Northern Renaissance Art, New York: Oxford University Press, 2008, p. 27-37. 
39 James S. Ackerman, “On Judging Art Without Absolutes,” Critical Inquiry, Vol. 5, No. 3 (Spring, 1979), p. 447. 
40 This is especially emphasized by Wilhelm von Bode in his 1887 Geschichte der deutschen Plastik, who calls the 
sculpture “das erste und bezeichnendste plastische Denkmal” (the first and best sculptural memorial) of the arrival 




history of art into clearly-defined periods; it is all too easy to assign general characteristics of a 
period, often arbitrarily, to a work of art once it is decided that that work belongs to that period.41 
By attempting to distance the tomb of St. Sebald from Italy or Renaissance, and instead focusing 
closely on what kinds of objects, art, literature, and other forms of inspiration would have been 
available locally to the tomb’s patrons and artists, my dissertation will not only provide new 
perspectives through which to consider this masterpiece of art, but will also offer new insights 
into the historical context in which it was produced: Nuremberg of the early sixteenth century.  
Each chapter of my dissertation adopts a different approach to illuminate certain aspects of 
the tomb’s facture, function, form, and legacy which remain largely untreated in previous 
scholarship. First, we will examine the material of the tomb through technical analysis 
previously not considered in relation to this work, revealing new information about the 
techniques the Vischers used to cast the tomb, in particular their use of indirect casting. This 
analysis will provide insight into metal casting practices, their regional origins, and the Vischers’ 
workshop organization. The constraints of the processes of brass casting employed by the 
Vischers will then be examined in relation to their contemporaries and to a greater, largely 
unexplored Germanic tradition. I will argue that previous assumptions that the workshop learned 
new casting techniques in Italy are technically unfounded, and instead there is a relatively clear 
continuity of practice in the workshop. This first chapter further clarifies the way the Vischer 
workshop collaborated with other workshops in the production of their works. This collaborative 
																																								 																				
41 See, among others, Georg Boas, “Historical Periods,” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, Vol. 11, No. 3 
(Mar., 1953), pp. 248-254, or George Kubler, The Shape of Time: remarks on the history of things, New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1962. More recently, work on visual time has shown how often works of art were given 
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Renaissance, New York: Zone Books, 2010; Keith Moxey, Visual Time: the image in history, Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2013; Marvin Trachtenberg, Building-in-time: from Giotto to Alberti and modern oblivion, New 




artistic mentality, though certainly the norm in much of medieval and Renaissance artistic 
production, is still often overlooked in English-language scholarship, which tends to prioritize 
the concept of individual artists and their unique achievements over collective work and 
exchange, especially when it comes to artists considered in the framework of the Renaissance. 
The second chapter considers another distinctly local aspect of the tomb of St. Sebald 
practically ignored in scholarship - the tomb’s purported function as a site of pilgrimage. I 
examine the economic and social history of the church of St. Sebald and the veneration of saints 
in Nuremberg at the turn of the sixteenth century to determine just how widespread pilgrimage to 
St. Sebald would have been, and how that might have affected the function of and access to the 
Vischers’ new tomb monument. Again, although the assumption has long been that pilgrims 
traveled from far and wide to seek healing miracles from St. Sebald, my research reveals that, in 
fact, the audience was small and very locally rooted. This fact changes the way we understand 
the function of this monument and its intended audience.  
The third chapter of my dissertation reexamines the style and iconography of the tomb, first 
drawing out the elements that conform to traditional Gothic art and architecture, then considering 
how and why Italianate or classicizing elements might have been included in its design. Rather 
than simply assuming that the perceived superiority of Italianate artistic style immediately 
trumped all local traditions, I will consider the context in which a variety of styles came together 
in this single monument. What interests did the patrons of the tomb have that might have drawn 
them to this design? What other works were being produced in this style in the region? This 
chapter considers the political, economic, and artistic motivations behind adopting classicizing 
artistic motifs, and the distinction between classicizing form and pagan content as displayed on 




to describe the tomb of St. Sebald and other works of art created during this so-called 
“transitional” period in our overly linear conception of history.  
My final chapter will move to examine the tomb of St. Sebald beyond the time of its creation, 
recognizing that as the world around the tomb changed, so too did its meaning and reception. 
Using as source material the plaster casts of the tomb and its individual elements which were 
made and distributed beginning in the nineteenth century, and which have never before been 
connected to a study of the work itself, I will consider how and why the tomb of St. Sebald might 
have been transformed from a local symbol of civic and spiritual pride to a national emblem of 
the triumphs of German artistic achievement. German national identity, as it evolved over the 
course of the nineteenth and early twentieth century, often used works of art as a means of 
building an image of what it meant to be German, and the tomb of St. Sebald consistently 
received prominent placement in the building of this narrative.  
I was moved to undertake an interdisciplinary and multifaceted examination of a single work 
of art in part because of my work as a museum educator. Teaching with objects in museum 
galleries brings me in contact with a wealth of diverse people from difference cultural, economic, 
religious, educational, and social background. Each experience with a new group reminds me 
just how many ways there are to understand and connect with a single work of art, no one 
necessarily more valid than the next. Recently, I led conversations with three different groups 
about a single work of art, a suit of armor made in Nuremberg in 1549 for Archduke Ferdinand I, 
brother of Holy Roman Emperor Charles V [Fig. I.18]. One group, adults of a variety of ages 
participating in a public program, were fixated on the way the suit of armor was made, how the 
different pieces fit together, and how each piece functioned to protect the wearer. Another group, 




the decorative scheme he did, in particular, why the breastplate of the armor had such overt 
Christian imagery. Finally, a group of fifth graders from a charter school in Brooklyn lost 
themselves imagining how it would feel to wear such a suit of armor, and used it as inspiration to 
design their own shield emblems. None of these groups brought up the aspect of the armor that I 
as an art historian found most intriguing: stylistic comparison of the etched armor decoration 
with the work of contemporary graphic artists in Nuremberg, seeking to attribute the decoration 
to a specific hand. Each of these interactions helped me to see this single object in a new light. 
As a discipline, we might consider expanding to include not only serious scholarship relevant to 
others in our field, but also how our work might better engage the interests of “lay” people who 
connect with art in their own lives and in their own ways. This calls us to embrace multiplicity of 
meaning and interdisciplinary, creative studies of even a single work of art. Through this 
approach we might further expand our horizons to new ways of thinking about the world at large. 













MODELS OF COLLABORATION –  
BRASS CASTING IN THE VISCHER WORKSHOP 
 
INTRODUCTION: HISTORIOGRAPHIC DIMENSION OF THE PROBLEM 
 To begin to examine such a complex creation as the tomb of St. Sebald, I have decided to 
first examine it as an object, a work of brass composed of hundreds of component parts. How 
were these elements made? Who was involved? This deep probe into the very material of the 
object will help us illuminate not only the tomb itself, but the workshop practice of the Vischer 
family. From this initial examination of the artistic bones of the tomb, we may begin to piece it 
back together, looking at the way the Vischers as artists compared to their contemporaries. The 
notion of artistic identity is historiographically fraught; it was long assumed that the concept of 
an individual artist valued for their own unique, God-given talents, invented by Pliny, was lost 
until the Italian Renaissance.42 Given that the Vischers prominently signed their works, it was 
easy to assume that they belonged to such a Renaissance conception of the artist. However, more 
recent work has questioned the notion that artists did not have identity until the Renaissance. As 
Sherry C.M. Lindquist and Stephen Perkinson write in the introduction to their 2002 Gesta 
volume on artistic identity in the late Middle Ages, “recent scholars have demonstrated that the 
tenacious notion that medieval image-makers were necessarily anonymous and self-effacing is a 
romantic fallacy, more a reflection of the mid-nineteenth-century distaste for industrial 
production than a historical reality.”43 Thus, the fact that we know the Vischers’ names, that they 
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artistic identity is unheard of before the fifteenth century.  
 
43 Sherry C.M. Lindquist and Stephen Perkinson, “Artistic Identity in the Late Middle Ages: Foreword,” Gesta, Vol. 




signed their work, and even included portraits of themselves, does not automatically make them 
the same as Italian Renaissance artists.   
 As noted in the introduction to this dissertation, most of the previous scholarship on the 
tomb of St. Sebald and the Vischer workshop has focused on assigning the fame of an individual 
artist to one or several of the workshop members, while largely ignoring the specific conditions 
of artistic production in Nuremberg, and indeed in the German speaking lands overall. Further, 
much of the scholarship that attempts to deconstruct the Vischers’ identity as artists ignores the 
very particular constraints of brass casting. 
 Indeed, a brass or bronze sculpture undergoes a far different process of creation from that 
of all other sculptural materials. Unlike the subtractive methods required to shape wood or stone, 
or the additive used to mold clay and wax, brass must undergo multiple changes of state before 
the copper and zinc can be transformed into a finished, polished sculpture. Further, a cast metal 
sculpture could pass through the hands of multiple artists adept at different materials before it 
was completed. One artist could design the object, another execute a model from that design, still 
another smelt and purify the alloyed metal used in casting, another build molds from the original 
model and pour the molten metal, and yet another smooth and finish the cast surface through 
chasing, hammering, and filing. Then another artist could apply gilding or patina. The possible 
cooperative combinations between workshops are vast. And yet, scholars writing about the 
Vischer workshop have consistently written off the cooperative nature of brass casting, seeking 
instead to prove that each step of the process was achieved by Vischer hands alone. They are 




was primarily formal, one of shaping and modeling.44 This approach does a disservice to the 
identity of the Vischers as artists by refusing to examine them not only in their specific time and 
place, but in the context of the specific jobs they performed as founders.  
 Few written sources survive that can give us first-person insight into the working 
methods of the Vischers and how these shaped their workshop production.45 However, the 
objects they produced still survive, many in their original locations and relatively untouched by 
time and conflict. The tomb of St. Sebald, as perhaps their most ambitious, and certainly most 
famous work, provides an important entry into understanding the way they worked as artists. By 
analyzing the traces of the techniques the Vischers used to cast their objects preserved on and 
under the surfaces of the objects themselves, we can begin to construct a picture of their 
workshop organization, their place within Nuremberg’s community of artists around 1500, and 
their relationship to larger geographic traditions of metal casting. Proponents of the burgeoning 
field of technical art history argue that such investigations into technique should no longer be the 
domain of museum conservators and restorers of cultural patrimony, but rather are essential 
branches of well-rounded art-historical investigation. As Pamela Smith writes, “understanding 
the process by which objects are made has come to be another approach both to things and to 
knowledge…an appreciation of the meaning, function, and operation of a historical object 
																																								 																				
44 Derick Dreher’s 2003 dissertation especially falls into this habit, to the detriment, I feel, of the rest of his 
interesting research. 
 
45 No specific contracts for the tomb of St. Sebald survive. The only contracts that might provide insight relate to 
tombs that have been attributed to their workshop, but where the Vischers are not mentioned by name. Otherwise, 
scholars have based much of their understanding of the Vischers’ biography and working methods on interactions 
with the city council documented in their account books, on city chronicles that mention the tomb of St. Sebald, and 
on scant contemporary accounts of their workshop, in particular the 1547 biographies of Johann Neudörfer and a 
brief mention of the tomb in a travel account from 1512 by Johannes Cochlaeus. All surviving primary sources that 
mention the Vischers or can be related to attributed works are reproduced in the appendix of Sven Hauschke’s 2006 





can…be gained by a knowledge of how it was made.”46 No such study has ever been carried out 
for the tomb of St. Sebald.  
In fact, fifteenth and sixteenth-century casting technology north of the Alps as a whole 
has received very little scholarly or scientific attention, despite the ready availability of raw 
materials used in casting in the Germanic region, which led to the development of highly-skilled 
metalworking traditions as early as the Carolingian period in cities such as Cologne, Hildesheim, 
and Brunswick. The doors of the Cathedral of Aachen, cast c. 800, are the earliest surviving 
large-scale cast objects post-Antiquity, and the monolithic doors of the Cathedral of Hildesheim, 
from 1015, are famous for their lively figurative reliefs. German and Flemish bronze casters 
developed reputations for their skill and the quality of their products that continued through the 
Middle Ages. 47 And yet, it is still quite common to find museum labels and printed publications 
that refer to the less advanced nature of northern European bronze casting. For instance, a wall 
text at the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam, written to accompany an anonymous pair of bronze 
figures of Adam and Eve from c. 1530, describes them in the following terms: “Around 1500, 
bronze casting was still in its infancy north of the Alps. While Italian bronze-casters crafted their 
																																								 																				
46 Pamela Smith, “In the Workshop of History: Making, Writing, and Meaning,” in Shaping Objects: Art, Materials, 
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Material Culture, Vol. 19 (2012), p. 5.  
47 See Bard Graduate Center for Studies in the Decorative Arts, Design, and Culture, Lions, Dragons, & Other 
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modelli in wax and clay, Netherlandish and German sculptors still worked from carved wooden 
models. Their figures…thus look rather stiff.”48  
 As this text indicates, the great distinction that has been drawn between northern and 
southern casting in the Middle Ages and early Modern period comes down to the material of the 
model: clay and wax in Italy, wood in Northern Europe. The resulting value judgment of these 
distinct modeling materials is based on purely aesthetic grounds; wood supposedly produces 
stiffer, blockier images that lack the grace, fluidity and naturalism of models produced from 
softer, more malleable materials. These comparisons teleologically imply that the more 
“advanced” founders cast from wax models. The specific historiography of the Vischers’ casting 
techniques adheres largely to this bias.  
Traditionally, the tomb of St. Sebald has been understood as a turning point for the 
workshop, where both stylistically and technically they “evolved” from medieval craftsmen into 
Renaissance artists, or at least some of them did. To previous Vischer scholars, this supposed 
transformation must have been perpetuated by direct contact with Italy. In 1897, Georg Seeger 
discovered a reference to a Peter Vischer traveling to northern Italy in the early years of the 
sixteenth century to sell copies of Anton Koburg’s famous (and famously unprofitable) 
Weltchronik.49 As Cecil Headlam wrote in 1901, this was seen as the moment when Peter the 
Younger must have attained “that unalloyed worship of the beautiful which is keynote of the 
Renaissance,” and returned convinced of “the superiority of the Italian over the Bavarian 
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website. 






model.”50 In 1925, Simon Meller assigned this supposed trip direct technical consequences, 
concluding that he must have visited Padua and Venice, where he learned the art of modeling in 
wax.51 He pointed to a monument long assumed to be the work of Peter the Younger’s hand 
alone, the epitaph of Anton Kress in the church of St. Lorenz, dating from 1513. About this 
work, he noted: “It is obvious that the model was worked in a soft material, likely wax, while 
otherwise everything in the workshop was cast from sharply carved wooden models.”52 Here he 
set up the technical dichotomy described above: casters on the Italian peninsula worked 
exclusively from wax models, while those in northern Europe, especially the Germanic region, 
cast from wooden models. In 1970, Kurt Pilz took this assertion a step further, by positing that 
Peter the Younger must have made a second trip from 1512-1514, where he studied in the 
workshop of Andrea Riccio in Padua. Thus, “Italian modeling in wax made its way to Germany 
through Peter the Younger.”53 The Vischer-Riccio connection remains dominant in the literature 
of both the academic and museum realm. The most recent text in English to mention technique, 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s catalogue for their 1986 exhibition Gothic and Renaissance 
Art in Nuremberg, states, regarding the date of the tomb’s apostle figures: “Peter the Younger’s 
probable first visit to Italy in 1507/08, when he learned the lost-wax process, also bears on the 
date. After his second trip, the Sebaldus Tomb figures become more Paduan, Ricciesque, and 
humanistic in character.”54 Derick Dreher’s unpublished doctoral dissertation from 2003 further 
																																								 																				
50 Cecil Headlam, Peter Vischer and the Bronze Founders of Nuremberg, London: G. Bell, 1901, p. 39-40.  
 
51 Simon Meller, Peter Vischer der Ältere und seine Werkstatt, Leipzig: Insel-Verlag, 1925, p. 18, 172, 186. 
 
52 “es ist ersichtlich, daß das Modell im weichem Material, wohl in Wachs gearbeitet war, während sonst im Atelier 
alles nach schar geschnittenen Holzmodellen gegossen wurde.” Meller 1925 p. 170.  
53 “die italienische Modellierung in Wachs wandte daraufhin Peter d. J. in Deutschland an.“ Pilz 1970 p. 59.  




asserts that Peter the Younger was the first to use lost-wax casting in the Vischer workshop, a 
technique he surely learned in Italy.55  
In his 2006 catalogue of tomb plaques and sculptures attributed to the Vischer workshop, 
Sven Hauschke includes a short exploration of the techniques employed by the workshop which 
is largely free of these north/south comparisons.56 He remarks that their workshop seems to have 
often used the same models for different figures,57 though he does not clarify what specific 
process they would have used to reproduce the sculptures,58 nor does he connect this observation 
to the broader, international history of bronze casting technology. His explanations of lost wax 
casting and mold-making distinguish little between the processes that would have been required 
for wooden models versus those for wax models. In addition, catalogue entries for each work 
briefly state whether a wooden model was used in production or not. In some instances, it would 
have been logical for a wooden model to be employed, such as areas of low relief ornamental 
decoration that were used as framing devices in multiple tombs. However, there are other 
instances where Hauschke assigns a wooden model to an object that would have been far more 
difficult and time-consuming to cast from wood.59 He, too, never employs the close observation 
																																								 																				
55 Dreher 2003 p. 141-142. He says that Peter the Younger cast his portrait medals using the lost-wax method, which 
is untrue. As this chapter will explore, he would have used sand casting to produce them, which requires no wax 
model. 
 
56 Hauschke pp. 50-61. Hauschke also showed that the archival source found by Georg Seeger was in fact referring 
to a different Peter Vischer. In reality, there is no documentary evidence that Peter the Younger traveled to Italy. 
Hauschke 2006 p. 26. 
57 Ibid p. 55, mentions the tomb of Archbishop Ernst of Saxony in Magdeburg and the baptismal font at Wittenberg, 
to be discussed later in detail.  
58 Hauschke references the description of indirect casting in Pomponius Gauricus’s 1504 De Sculptura, published in 
Padua, a text to which the Vischers would have had no access. Gauricus’s descriptions are known to be somewhat 
more intellectual than practical, as he was not an artist himself. See Hauschke p. 58.  
59 This seems especially true of the tomb of Otto von Henneberg in Römhild, cat. 95, the tomb of Albrecht of 




and technical analysis that would have been required to determine the materials of the Vischers’ 
casting models and the methods they employed.  
So, does the technical evidence on the tomb itself, and in other works by the Vischers, 
support the assertion that they cast largely from wooden models? Can we really discern a 
technical transformation in the Vischer workshop, perpetuated by a conversion to more 
expressive means of modeling attained on Italian soil? In fact, technical evidence suggests much 
to the contrary. As this chapter will explore, not only are many of the works assumed to be 
modeled freely in wax actually products of a completely different technique, but in general, 
direct lost-wax casting never dominated the Vischers’ production methods. Indeed, they do seem 
to have cast primarily from models in a durable material, whether wood or clay or stone. Such 
models required a vastly different, and more technically challenging, method of casting. These 
casting methods involved exchange and cooperation with artists skilled in the manipulation of a 
variety of different materials. I will return to an argument made by one of the earliest 
publications on the tomb of St. Sebald, Carl Heideloff’s Ornamentik des Mittelalters from 1843, 
that the Vischer workshop alone did not produce most of their casting models, and in fact was 
responsible mostly for the mold-making and finishing phases of the process. Their prominence as 
artisans despite this lack of modeling gives nuanced insight into the appreciation of artistic 
production in early sixteenth-century Nuremberg. Through a combination of textual and 
technical research, I will demonstrate in this chapter that the tomb of St. Sebald serves as 
evidence of an artistic identity largely independent from that which is familiar to us from the 
Italian Renaissance, but no less powerful or relevant in the Vischers’ own community.  
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PART ONE: TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 
Techniques of Bronze Casting  
To fully understand the techniques the Vischers employed, an overview of several ways 
objects in metal can be cast is necessary. All cast metal objects require three basic ingredients: a 
model, which acts as the template for the final shape of the object, a mold, which preserves the 
shape of the model, and the alloyed metal, which is heated until liquid and poured into the mold, 
taking the shape of the original model. Beyond these three elements, the actual materials and 
steps in the process can vary dramatically. This section will describe three processes relevant to 
an understanding of the Vischers’ working methods: direct lost-wax casting, indirect casting, and 
sand casting.60 Variations on these techniques are all still in use today, however the invention of 
new materials makes it difficult to learn the nitty-gritty of historical techniques from observing 
modern workshops.61 So, how do we reconstruct these historical processes? A variety of sources 
are available to us.  
For a long time, the most commonly consulted sources were surviving written documents, 
usually printed collections of recipes and artistic methods, written by craftsmen and interested 
amateurs alike. Though the earliest post-Antique source dates from twelfth-century Germany,62 
most of these books were written in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, largely in Italy.63 Given 
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dissertation will continue to employ the familiar designations.  
61 In particular, advances in rubber have made taking a mold from an original model much easier, as the mold 
material became flexible and can now encompass the minute details of the model’s original surface in a single piece.  
62 Theophilus Presbyter, De Diversis Artibus, c. 1100. Theophilus is typically associated with the Benedictine monk 
and metalworker Roger of Helmarshausen, who was active c. 1100 in the region of Paderborn.  
 
63 The most notable treatises are Cennino Cennini’s Libro dell’Arte, written in Florence at the turn of the 15th 




that the textual sources are so much more prevalent, research into bronze casting techniques has 
tended to skew towards Italian Renaissance methods of production. By the late sixteenth century, 
such books had become increasingly popular and geared towards a broader, less-specialized 
audience. These so-called “Books of Secrets” contained not only recipes for making molds to 
cast metals, but instructions for distillation, remedies for common ailments, cooking recipes, and 
instructions for transmuting base metals to gold. In Germany, these manuals were particularly 
produced in association with mining. Famous examples include Ulrich Rühlein von Calw’s 1505 
Bergbüchlein from Augsburg, or the anonymous Probierbüchlein, a treatise on metal assaying 
printed in Augsburg in the first decades of the sixteenth century. These texts were closely tied to 
contemporary intellectual interest in alchemy and material transformation, a continuum to which 
metal casting, which involves multiple transformations of state, comfortably belonged.64 The 
usefulness of such sources only extends so far, as recently demonstrated by scholars such as 
Pamela Smith, since many of these manuals were written on the assumption of a certain amount 
of oral or corporeally-transmitted tacit knowledge.65 To read a recipe for bronze casting does not 
necessarily allow a modern audience to easily understand or reconstruct those processes. The 
original users of those books, whether craftsmen themselves, or intellectuals interested in the 
philosophical, theological, and alchemical ramifications of such material experiments, lived and 
worked in an era conditioned by totally different kinds of knowledge that would have seemed 
																																								 																																							 																																							 																																							 																																			
Cellini’s treatises on goldsmithing and sculpture, published in 1568, as well as his autobiography, begun in 1558, 
which gives descriptions of his working methods in addition to details of his life.  
 
64 Both books are available in a single volume in English translation: Bergwerk- und Probierbüchlein, trans. 
Anneliese Grünhaldt Sisco and Cyril Stanley Smith, New York: American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical 
Engineers, 1949. On Books of Secrets, see William Eamon, Science and the secrets of nature: books of secrets in 
medieval and early modern culture, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994.  
 
65 See Pamela Smith, “In the Workshop of History: Making, Writing, and Meaning,” in Shaping Objects: Art, 
Materials, Making, and Meanings in the Early Modern World, in West 86th: A Journal of Decorative Arts, Design 




obvious and thus unnecessary to write down.66 Thus, more recently, new methods of research 
have been embraced to fill in these gaps.  
One of the most successful of these is the harnessing of newer investigative technologies, 
such as x-rays, to examine the inner workings of surviving cast metal objects. The museum 
conservators who pioneered this method have learned to read x-radiography of bronze objects for 
clues to how they were cast.67 Further, material analyses are performed using X-ray fluorescence 
spectrometry (XRF), yielding specific information about alloys, core materials, and mold 
materials employed by different artists. Finally, highly-precise measurement and comparison of 
objects can be obtained using digital capture methods such as photogrammetry and laser 
scanning, wherein cameras and scanners are used to build scaled 3D computer models of objects 
which can be examined and manipulated in ways often not possible with the original work.  
Finally, a recent trend in historical reconstruction has aimed to give researchers the 
opportunity to attain embodied knowledge of casting processes, with the belief that one cannot 
fully understand a process unless one has actually done it. Building upon early Modern artists 
and intellectuals, who themselves made very clear that the best way to learn was by doing,68 
these historians and scientists have taken to laboratories to attempt to reconstruct the conditions 
																																								 																				
66 Pamela H. Smith and The Making and Knowing Project, “Historians in the Laboratory: Reconstruction of 
Renaissance Art and Technology in the Making and Knowing Project,” Art History, Vol. 39, No. 2 (2016), pp. 211-
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67 See, for example, the work of Richard E. Stone, from the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Shelley Sturman and 
Dylan Smith, from the National Gallery of Art in Washington, and Francesca Bewer, from the Harvard Art 
Museums.  
68 Pamela H. Smith and The Making and Knowing Project, 2016, p. 211-212. See also Pamela O. Long, Artisan 
Practitioners and the Rise of the New Sciences, 1400-1600, Oregon State UP, 2011, and Pamela H. Smith, The Body 






of the fifteenth and sixteenth-century metalworker’s craft.69 Given that many of these techniques 
are quite complex to understand, and written descriptions of them are often opaque and 
confusing, it was hands-on experience with sand casting and life casting during my participation 
in the Making & Knowing project that gave me both a clear understanding of these processes, 
and the tools to recognize their traces on surviving objects. The following explanation of 
techniques is based on a combination of these three research methods and direct examination of 
surviving brass objects themselves.  
Direct Lost-Wax Casting 
Direct lost-wax casting is perhaps the most straightforward and widely used of these 
methods. Some of the earliest cast bronze artifacts in existence were cast using this method.70 In 
the direct method, a model is built from the inside out, and can only be used to cast a single 
object. [Fig. 1.1] This diagram shows the steps involved in a basic lost-wax process. Step A 
shows an initial armature built from iron wire. In step B, we see a core built up around the 
armature in the basic shape of the final figure. Different regional traditions employ different 
materials for their cores, but they usually involve some form of clay mixed with other refractory 
materials to make them strong and heat resistant. Theophilus Presbyter, reputed author of a 
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History, New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2000. 
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twelfth-century manuscript on artistic production, De Diversis Artibus, describes appropriate 
core material as follows: 
“Take some clay, mixed with dung and well kneaded, and let it dry in the sun. When it is dry, 
break it up small and carefully sift it. After it has been sifted, mix it with water and knead it 
vigorously and build up…lumps out of it of the size that you want the [object] to be…”71 
As the core of an object is subject to very high heat during the process of casting, this drying 
and rehydration was performed to ensure that the material would expand or contract as little as 
possible. The inclusion of other natural materials besides clay (dung, straw, cloth, etc.) which 
would burn out at high heat make the core porous, allowing another avenue of escape for gasses 
that build up when molten metal is poured, decreasing the likelihood of an explosion during 
casting.72 
As seen in step C of the diagram, once the core has been shaped and dried a layer of wax 
(shown in green) is added over the surface, the desired thickness of the final bronze. As the name 
implies, this layer of wax will be “lost” and replaced with metal. It is thus shaped to appear as 
close to the finished sculpture as desired by the artist. Into this finished wax sculpture are 
inserted pins of a metal with a higher melting point than the alloy to be cast. These are called 
core pins, and will serve to stop the core from floating freely in the mold once the wax layer has 
been removed. Also added at this step is the armature of wax tubes – also called gates, channels, 
or sprues - which will guide the molten metal into the mold and release accumulated gasses. A 
typical layout of such channels is shown in step D of the diagram.  
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Chicago Press, 1979, p. 132. 
72 See Richard E. Stone, “Antico and the Development of Bronze Casting in Italy at the End of the Quattrocento,” 




This model in wax with pins and channels attached is then encased in a mold, as seen in step 
E. The most typical approach to this step involves starting with a very finely ground clay slip that 
is painted carefully on the surface of the wax statue in the hopes of capturing as many surface 
details as possible in the clay. Once this fine layer is built up to a suitable thickness, heavier clay 
is packed around it, until the entire model has been securely encased. Depending on the size of 
the mold, wires might also be bound around at various intervals during the application of the clay 
to further stabilize and support it.  
As shown in step F, once complete, this mold is placed in a purpose-built oven or furnace, 
heated by a strong fire so that the wax within melts out, leaving a cavity in the shape of the 
desired finished sculpture. The mold is further heated and dried until the artist can be certain that 
no moisture remains inside, since if moisture were to meet molten metal, the results could be 
destructive for both object and artist.73  
In step G, after the mold has been thoroughly dried and the wax removed, it is reheated, and 
the alloyed metal is melted to the proper temperature, and poured at the proper speed into the 
mold. In the diagram, molten metal is represented in orange. The filled mold is seen in step H. 
Once the metal within the mold has cooled, it is broken open and the sculpture, now in metal not 
wax, is revealed. Step I shows casting channels being clipped, and core pins removed or 
hammered smooth. At this point, the core can also be removed, either by cutting a hole in the 
surface of the metal, or using an opening that had already been built in to the initial model, and 
scooping or chipping the core material out through that opening. However, many bronze figures 
had no access to the core built in, and artists did not want to ruin the surface with an opening, so 
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the core remains in place. Finally, the entire surface is usually carefully finished using a 
combination of sanding, filing, hammering, and punching. Certain surface details that were not 
captured in the wax can be added at this time. The surface can then be finished with a patina or 
gilding, resulting in a figure like the one seen in step J of the diagram.  
This direct method is relatively straightforward to execute once the material knowledge it 
requires is mastered. However, it is also unforgiving. Only a single work can be produced from a 
single model, and if something were to go wrong during the casting process, the whole thing 
would have to start over from scratch. Thus, for projects where a great deal of security was 
preferable, or where multiple versions of the same object were desirable, a form of indirect 
casting was employed.  
Indirect Casting 
Indirect casting simply indicates a process whereby the initial model is preserved, and can be 
cast multiple times. There are a variety of methods for achieving this, some more complex than 
others, and some not yet fully clear to those who study them. Each begins with a mold taken in 
pieces from an original model, ensuring that each section lifts away freely without undercutting. 
Depending on the complexity of the original model, this can sometimes result in a mold with a 
very large number of individual sections. In the process popularized by Antico in Mantua in the 
1480s,74 the pieces of this mold are then reassembled in sections and liquid wax is poured inside. 
If the work is to be solid-cast, wax is poured to fill the mold section. If the work is to be hollow, 
a slush molding technique is used, wherein wax is poured and allowed to set only to the desired 
wall thickness before being poured back out, leaving a hollow center. Then, a liquid core made 
from plaster and other materials is poured inside. These individual wax and plaster pieces are 
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then carefully reassembled, removed from the outer molds, and the joins are cleaned. If desired, 
at this point small changes in wax can also be made to the work, creating variety among pieces 
cast from the same initial model. Now, the task can proceed as above, with insertion of core pins 
and casting channels, fabricating of a casting mold, melting out of the wax and pouring the 
metal, and finishing the piece. [Fig. 1.2] 
Benvenuto Cellini describes a different method of indirect casting in his Treatise on 
Sculpture, written in the 1560s in Florence, which has come to be known as the lasagna 
method.75 In this technique, a mold is fabricated in pieces from an original model as described 
above, then reassembled carefully into two halves, which are stabilized by pins or within an 
outer support of clay. Into these open halves is placed a lasagna, or paste, made of wax, clay, or 
a dough of flour and water, rolled out to an even thickness and pressed carefully to fill the outer 
mold. Next, an armature is created to support a core, and the core material is built up around the 
armature until it fits snugly with the lasagna on both sides of the mold. Once the core has been 
treated and dried, the lasagna is removed from the mold, the core reinserted, and the two halves 
joined together. Molten wax is then poured into the cavity where the lasagna once was. The outer 
clay stabilizer is removed, then the individual pieces of the mold taken away, revealing a copy in 
wax with a clay core of the original model. This wax model is then cleaned, and variations are 
added if desired, before being invested in the final casting mold and cast as with a direct cast.  
The complexity of this technique should be clear from the description above. Biringuccio 
actually counsels against this method in his De la Pirotechnia of 1540:  
“There are likewise some moulds that are difficult to make, like scenes on a plane to which 
figures in full relief are attached, or twisted ornaments or other detached things that cannot be 
																																								 																				





withdrawn from the mould without breaking either it or them. For this reason it is 
necessary…to make a mould of several pieces... Although this is a fine and ingenious thing, I 
advise you to consider every other way, if any other way is possible even though it be longer, 
rather than to make the mould in several pieces. For, even though I know you to be a careful 
person, I am distrustful because one never arrives where he would wish, neither can all the 
pieces be so made that they can be put back together exactly without some irregularity which 
is shown by variations in the work.”76 
Despite this warning, the benefits of such a technique are clear: it guards against catastrophic 
casting mistakes, as the original model is preserved. Further, multiple versions of the same figure 
or ornament can be cast from a single model once the mold has been made. Thus, though initially 
more labor intensive, the technique can streamline workshop production in the long run.  
Sand Casting 
The final historical casting technique that is relevant to a study of the Vischer workshop is 
sand casting. Though no comprehensive history of the origins of this technique exists, it had 
become widely practiced by the sixteenth century, especially among goldsmiths. It is a technique 
ideal for casting jewelry, medallions, and other small, relatively uncomplicated objects. We have 
proof that it was practiced in Nuremberg by the 1420s, as a portrait of a Kandelgiesser, or jug 
caster, in the house book of the Mendel’sche Zwölfbrüderhaus from 1428 shows the man 
working with a sand casting “flask,” or frame, to cast a pitcher. [Fig. 1.3] Sand casting is 
technically a form of indirect casting, as the original model could easily be preserved. However, 
unlike indirect lost-wax casting, there was normally no wax intermediate model made and melted 
out. Instead, metal would be cast directly into the hollow impression left by the model in the 
mold material.  
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Sand casts are made by packing two wooden frames (the aforementioned flasks) with a fine-
grained material that takes crisp impressions, mixed with a type of binder which holds the grains 
together to dry hard and durable. [Fig. 1.4] The frame and mold material have to be deep enough 
to contain the thickness of the model. Each frame is fitted with registration marks that allow 
them to line up in the same position each time they are pressed together. Biringuccio describes 
the ideal sand for casting as “one that resists the fire well. It must be disposed to receive the 
metals well, must make a neat casting, and must not shrink or break with cracks on drying on 
baking.”77 Historically, each caster would have had a different favored recipe for such molding 
“sands,” and many craft treatises and “books of secrets” contain recipes for different sands that 
will form an ideal matrix for sculpture. A word that often appears to describe the ideal texture of 
such sand is “impalpable,” – so fine-grained as to barely register to human touch.78 The finer the 
grain, the more crisp the impression of the model will be. When wetted with a binder, the ideal 
sand will stick together when squeezed, allowing the particular details of a model to be captured 
fully. Finally, the ideal sand will dry to be durable enough to use multiple times. Oftentimes, 
local “sands” or “earth” contained naturally-occurring elements that made them ideal for mold-
making.79 Other workshops who may not have had access to fine natural molding sands would 
have made their own using an enormous variety of materials, from calcined bone with rock salt 
as a binder, to burned oyster shells with elm root stewed in wine as a binder.80  
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78 The author-practitioner of MS Fr 640 uses the term repeatedly in his “sand” recipes. 
 
79 Nuremberg was one of the cities with natural soils highly-prized for mold-making. See Barbara Dienst, Das 
Sebaldusgrab: ein Hauptwerk der süddeutschen Plastik an der Wende zur Neuzeit, MA Thesis, Munich: Ludwig-
Maximilian-Universität, 1991, p. 15. 
 
80 These particular examples appear in the anonymous Ms Fr 640 in the Bibliothéque nationale de France. See 
annotations from the Making & Knowing Project: Caroline Marris and Stephanie Pope, “Sand with ox foot bone and 




Once the flasks are packed with sand, the model is pressed into the mold, allowing the fine 
texture of the sand to pick up its details. The model is then removed, leaving its exact impression 
on the surface of the casting sand. If the object to be cast is double-sided, it is pressed first 
halfway into one side of the mold, then the other half of the mold is fitted on top, usually with a 
fine charcoal or oil dusted over the surface to allow the easy separation of both sides of the flask. 
When pressure is carefully applied, an impression of each side of the model is left in each side of 
the flask. Again, this technique is not one that can be used for complex objects with undercut 
areas, as the model must be freed from the mold without any damage to its impression.  
If desired or necessary, at this point the model impression can be fitted with a separately-
constructed core designed to float in the cavity of the mold using a metal armature. More 
commonly, sand cast objects are solid cast. Then, a gate to receive the molten metal and channels 
to allow the metal to run and gasses to escape is carved into the casting sand. As with other 
casting methods, the molds then have to be carefully and thoroughly dried to prevent explosive 
reactions of moisture and molten metal. Once dried, the two sides of the flask are fitted together, 
then the mold is heated and the molten metal poured. Often metal that escapes between the two 
halves of the mold, called flashing, has to be filed off in the finishing stage, and consistent seams 
at the midpoint of objects can often be a clue that they were cast using two-piece casting flasks.81 
Because of the durable nature of the ideal sand mixture, it seems that these molds could also be 
employed multiple times, thus streamlining the casting process in a manner similar to the indirect 
method described above. 
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occur at points where the outer mold or core have cracked during the pouring of molten metal, however these cracks 




Technical analysis I undertook from 2015-2017 indicates that the Vischers employed all 
three techniques mentioned above consistently in their workshop practice in general, and on the 
tomb specifically. However, sand casting and indirect casting were by far their most dominant 
approach to object-making. The following section provides both visual and technical evidence 
for the Vischers’ indirect casting methods.  
The Tomb of St. Sebald and Reused Models  
 The only written description of the casting techniques the Vischers employed on the tomb 
survives from the early 18th century, and gives the first indication that the workshop employed 
indirect casting. It appears in the second edition of a collection titled Der Curieusen Kunst- und 
Werck-Schul, first published in 1695 in Nuremberg. The text is a collection of artistic tips and 
tricks, and was rediscovered and published by Dorothea Diemer in 1996.82 In it, the author 
claims to have learned of the Vischer’s techniques from a “manuscript preserved in secret.” It 
describes a version of indirect casting, wherein the Vischers had carved a series of simple models 
of men, women, and children, perhaps in wood or clay. [Fig. 1.5] Clay molds were taken in two 
pieces from these models and treated with oil to make them durable. Once dried, the molds were 
reassembled, and the hollow center was filled with molten wax in two layers. The first layer was 
a hard wax, the second a malleable wax softened with turpentine. Multiple copies of these simple 
human figures could be produced in solid wax in this way. These wax models could then be 
posed, manipulated and dressed with fabric dipped in plaster and wax to create variations among 
the figures.83 These intermediary models would then be cast in the lost-wax method, as the fabric 
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would also burn out with the wax when the mold was initially heated. This would create a large 
amount of figures which each seemed unique, given the variation of the wax intermodel, but in 
fact were cast indirectly. In her article, Diemer is able to visually identify evidence for these 
techniques in the similar body and facial types of the four heroes and four virtues on the base of 
the tomb [Fig. 1.6-1.9], as well as the putti scattered throughout and the sirens who carry 
candlesticks at reliquary level [Fig. 1.10-1.11]. My own observations confirm this continuity. 
The textual and visual evidence thus corresponds to a textbook definition of indirect lost-wax 
casting, albeit with very simple initial models. The Vischers were able to create the illusion of 
direct modeling by varying the postures and expressions of their figures, while simultaneously 
streamlining the time and effort required to produce them.  
 The figures mentioned by Diemer are not the only areas of the tomb to have been cast 
indirectly. The figures of apostles may also stem originally from this technique. [Fig. 1.12] These 
figures, each approximately two feet tall, have been the focus of heated debates among art 
historians attempting to locate the hands of individual workshop members in their features. Kurt 
Pilz argues that some of the apostle statues had already been cast in 1488 in anticipation of the 
project as it was laid out in the parchment drawing,84 and a seventeenth-century chronicle 
mentions that Hermann the Younger’s only contribution to the tomb was the modeling of St. 
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hair on the heads, and made each unique… But with the molds that you would like to cast wax in, do as follows: 
Take a pure potter’s clay and therein mold the models as you would form them in paste – back and front sections – 
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outside many times, as when it takes the oil, the mold will become hard as stone and you can use it long and often. 
This is better than when the mold is burned. So now you want to cast wax into it, so melt a hard wax, and also 
particularly in a dish a wax made well soft with turpentine, then oil the mold with olive oil (Baumöl) very fine and 
thinly with a brush and cast it full of hard wax and after several hours shake it out, then pour the soft wax in and out 
again so that it is filled, and let it cool. That way it becomes bendable and easy to work with. The hard wax alone 
isn’t right, nor is the soft wax alone.” Translation by the author from transcription found in Diemer 1996 p. 47. 
 





Bartholomew.85 [Fig. 1.13] The figures are hollow-cast, [Fig. 1.14] and their cores are still intact, 
as visible from openings in their heads, though no analysis of the material has yet been 
undertaken. Dorothea Diemer suggests,86 and Sven Hauschke repeats,87 that it is possible that the 
cores of these figures were manufactured in molds, a technique which was employed in the 
making of aquamanile in Germany,88 and which Severo da Ravenna also seems to have used in 
Padua.89 This technique, while not fully indirect casting, would still have mechanized and 
standardized the production of the apostle figures. I would like to take the argument one step 
further and propose that it is also possible that the apostle figures were in fact cast from two 
simple models, likely only plainly dressed, one with weight on the right foot and the other with 
weight on the left. As described in the Kunst- und Werkschule text, the intermediate models 
would then have been dressed, their poses altered, and their attributes assigned. Five apostles 
bear weight on their proper right legs [Figs. 1.15-1.19], while seven bear it on their proper left 
[Figs. 1.20-1.26]. The proportions and limbs of these figures, and many of their facial types, are 
practically identical. Peter and James the Lesser appear to be the same figure dressed in different 
robes and carrying different attributes [Figs. 1.18-1.19]. The heads of Philip, Andrew, Matthias, 
and Paul bear the same flowing beards and high cheekbones [Fig. 1.27-1.30]. In fact, if we were 
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to strip away all facial hair and hairstyles, the features of each apostle would likely be 
indistinguishable.  
This method would also account for the remarkable sense of corporeal weight that each 
figure maintains beneath his drapery folds. Never do we lose a sense of the bodies beneath the 
robes of these figures, even when drapery becomes particularly voluminous. If each were cast as 
a real anatomical body that was later dressed in thin sheets of wax and fabric, the presence of the 
body underneath would indeed still remain. I would argue that it is in fact the interplay between 
these lean, elegantly proportioned bodies and the wet drapery folds that cling to them that makes 
these apostle statues such striking works of art. Thus, we witness form and function intertwined 
in the casting method - the demands of a casting technique impacting the aesthetic of the finished 
sculpture.  
Though the text mentioned above only refers to the figurative elements of the tomb, it is 
clear that many of the tomb’s decorative elements are also largely repetitive, and would have 
been cast using a combination of sand casting and indirect casting. The bases, capitals, and 
canopies that frame the tomb’s figurative elements, though their surface ornament is wildly 
varied and expressive, appear to share a series of identical underlying structures. For instance, 
series of canopies above the apostles all display the same structure: a cupola supported by five 
columns which rests on a set of cusped arches [Fig. 1.31a-f]. The capitals that terminate the 
slender colonnettes between the heavy piers also spring from the same basic model with 
variations in ornament [Fig. 1.32]. This was likely accomplished by taking a mold of a simple 
initial architectural form, then casting multiple wax versions of it, which would then be carved 
and embellished individually before being cast in metal. Thus the same technique described for 




The baldachin, which from a distance might appear monolithic, is in fact composed of 
hundreds of individual pieces pinned together, many of which repeat consistently. [Fig. 1.33] 
This consistent repetition of relatively simple architectural elements was likely accomplished 
through sand casting using a wooden or clay model. For instance, the flying buttress-like 
elements that repeat regularly around the borders of the architecture contain no undercuts, and 
would have been straight-forward to fabricate in a simple two-piece box mold [Fig. 1.34]. 
Indeed, several show evidence of lateral flashing from a two-piece mold that had been filed off 
[Fig. 1.35]. The engaged pilasters which ornament the exterior surfaces of the three towers 
would have also been simple to cast in a box mold [Fig. 1.36]. The pins that attach these 
buttresses to the towers are visible on the interior of those structures [Fig. 1.37]. This process 
would have not only streamlined the fabrication of architectural elements for such a complex 
design, but also produces a harmonious architectural effect through repetition that must have 
been appealing to tomb’s designers. Thus the choice of indirect casting here was both functional 
and formal.   
 Certain figurative elements of the baldachin would also have been produced through sand 
casting. Reliefs of dolphins with feathery tails appear at regular intervals pinned to the structure 
of the canopy [Fig. 1.38]. The backside of these reliefs shows not only that they were designed 
with an integrated projection for securing them to the canopy without disturbing the harmony of 
the visible face of the figure, but also preserves traces of the rough molding sand in which they 
were likely cast - the pebbled, pitted surface is typical of impressions left by coarser molding 
sand, which would have been employed in less visible areas, preserving the finer sand, which 
was more labor-intensive to produce, for surfaces that would have been visible to the viewer 




other elements, where there was clearly no interest in labor-intensive smoothing and finishing 
[Fig. 1.40]. 
 Another assumption may be made from examining the back of the dolphin reliefs: the 
original models for these objects seem to have been molded, likely in clay, rather than carved 
from wood. The appearance of these surfaces reveal undulating textures indicative of an additive 
sculpting technique; one can almost visualize fingers pressing lumps of clay to fill out the model. 
That clay models were used in addition to wood by Nuremberg Rotschmied is proven by a 
drawing from 1471 in the first volume of the Mendel’sche Zwölfbrüderbuch [Fig. 1.41]. These 
books, kept for centuries by the caretakers of the Zwölfbrüderhäuser in Nuremberg, 90 collect 
posthumous portraits of each artisan that resided in these almshouses at work on their craft. In 
this instance, the portrait is of Jakob Mulner, “ein furmer der rotsmit” or Rotschmiedformer, one 
who made models for brass casters, shows the artisan at his work table, forming a model for a 
candlestick out of soft, grey clay. A large mound of the clay rests on the table next to his work-
in-progress, alongside finished models of a pricket candlestick and a three-armed candelabrum. 
Mulner is the only Former portrayed in the Zwölfbrüderbücher, and clearly employed clay as his 
molding material.  
 It is possible to find further instances of repeated elements across the tomb, especially in 
its structural and decorative elements. Indeed, the Vischers seem to have built up most of the 
tomb’s elements from simple initial models which were cast repeatedly, embellished or varied in 
the wax intermediary model, and then joined together, whether as wax models or as individual 
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brass pieces after casting. Even the mythological reliefs that decorate the bases of the piers on 
which the apostles stand, long held up as the pinnacle of direct wax modeling on the work, 
display very similar proportions and compositions, with a central figure in relief flanked at the 
corners by vertical relief elements, whether decorative or figural. Even these might have been 
cast from the same initial mold, then carved from the original mass to individualized scenes. This 
would have ensured that the proportions and scale of these structural elements remained 
identical. 
The only elements of the tomb that do not conform to this production method are the 
reliefs of the life of St. Sebald, a few putti, and the figures of prophets on the baldachin, which 
all do seem to have been directly modeled in wax and, in the case of the Sebald reliefs, joined 
with indirectly repeated architectural elements before being cast in metal. Comparison with other 
works by the Vischers will show that this emphasis on indirect reproduction dominated their 
casting technique, from their earliest known works to some of their last tomb commissions. 
Rather than representing a turning point in the Vischers’ technical approach, the tomb of St. 
Sebald is perhaps the most complex expression of their traditional casting techniques.  
Technical Continuity in the Vischer Workshop  
That the use of indirect casting techniques was not an isolated practice but rather a 
continuous workshop tradition can be best illustrated through comparison of the other works 
ascribed to the Vischer workshop, from their earliest known work, the baptismal font in 
Wittenberg’s Stadtkirche, cast by Hermann Vischer the Elder in 1457, to works dating from the 




Hans Vischer in 1535.91 This section will focus on comparable works to the tomb of St. Sebald: 
larger tomb installations and related objects that include multiple types of figurative and 
ornamental decoration pinned together. In addition to the works in Wittenberg and Berlin, this 
includes tombs in Römhild, Magdeburg, and Aschaffenburg, as well as a baptismal font in 
Ochsenfurth. 
Visual analysis alone proves consistent instances of repetition of models, sometimes over a 
series of works. The brass baptismal font of the Wittenberg Stadtkirche, cast in 1457, is the 
oldest surviving work attributed to the Vischer workshop, cast by Peter the Elder’s father 
Hermann [Fig. 1.42]. As is common with Vischer works, the font initially appears to be cast in a 
single piece. Closer examination reveals dozens of smaller elements cast separately and pinned 
together. Reliefs around the octagonal basin show eight of the apostles, and at the four feet 
supporting the basin are hollow-cast figures of the final four. In addition to sand cast ornament 
which repeats consistently around the basin, the figurative elements are all indirectly cast. Of the 
eight apostle reliefs around the basin, four are identical save the attributes they hold. [Fig. 1.43-
1.46] Two of the remaining four are nineteenth-century replacements for reliefs stolen by 
Napoleonic troops stationed in the city at the turn of the century.92 The originals likely would 
have matched their surviving contemporaries as closely as the other two pairs. Additionally, the 
freestanding hollow-cast figures of apostles around the base also stem from two identical models. 
Andrew and Paul correspond to one another precisely, aside from the differing attributes they 
hold [Fig. 1.47-1.48]. And the youthful figure of John has an identical body to the bearded Peter, 
differing again only in their hand gestures, attributes and hair and beards [Fig. 1.49-1.50]. The 
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92 Hauschke 2006 p. 54. Hauschke here notes and attempts very briefly in footnotes to explain the twinned figures 




visual comparison would indicate that two models, whether of wood or some other durable 
material, served for the bodies of these four figures, as was described in the text related to the 
tomb of St. Sebald. 
This same figurative repetition occurs on the tomb of Archbishop Ernst of Saxony in 
Magdeburg Cathedral, dated c. 1495, which still resides in the funerary chapel dedicated to the 
Archbishop between the western towers of the cathedral [Fig. 1.51]. The walls of this tomb are 
embellished with freestanding hollow-cast figures of the twelve apostles and Sts. Maurice and 
Stephen, each just under two feet tall. Of these fourteen figures, five pairs seem to share bodies, 
again with subtle variations in attributes and hand gestures [Figs. 1.52-1.61]. Each twinned 
figure occupies a different side of the tomb, thus the repetitions are subtle, but nevertheless 
convincing. The structure of the tomb and the bases and canopies framing the figures are 
additionally composed of identical sand-cast units pinned together. 
The later tombs in Römhild, Berlin, and Aschaffenburg also have twinned figures. In 
Römhild, the tomb of Count Otto of Henneberg and his wife Elisabeth [Fig. 1.62], dated to c. 
1510, is supported by six lions that stem from three models [Figs. 1.63-1.68]. The Germanisches 
Nationalmuseum has a pair of lions that are less-finished versions of two of these models, and 
seem likely to have been trial casts for the final tomb figures [Fig. 1.69-1.70]. The six lions that 
support Johann Cicero’s tomb in Berlin, cast by Hans Vischer c. 1530, also stem from three 
models, each repeated twice [Fig. 1.71-1.72]. And finally, the baldachin of the tomb of Cardinal 




angels supporting candlesticks [Fig. 1.73]. Two more of these candlesticks are now in the 
possession of the church of St. Nikolai in Hameln [Fig. 1.74].93  
In addition to such prominent figurative repetition, heraldic and ornamental figures repeat as 
well, often across multiple objects. The symbols of the four evangelists that perch on the four 
corners of Ernst’s tomb in Magdeburg [Figs. 1.75-1.77] reappear fifteen years later on the 
corners of the Henneberg tomb in Römhild [Figs. 1.78-1.80], and five years after that in 
Ochsenfurth, on a baptismal font dated c. 1515 and likely by the Vischers [Fig. 1.81].94 We thus 
have indication that the Vischers not only repeated models within individual commissions, but 
seem to have preserved models in their workshop to cast from on multiple occasions. In a 
famous instance from the Vischer workshop, we also know that the model of the figure of St. 
Maurice on the tomb of Archbishop Ernst in Magdeburg was preserved and recast c. 1509 [Fig. 
1.82]. The resulting figure is now in the Germanisches Nationalmuseum [Fig. 1.83]. This second 
figure was gifted to Peter Imhoff the Elder by the Vischers as thanks for his help collecting 
donations for the tomb of St. Sebald.95  
Of course, visual comparison cannot suffice to prove that these twinned figures were cast 
from the same models. Many other scenarios could have resulted in figures that were similar 
enough, but not identical. Modelers could have simply been skilled in reproducing a certain 
figure type or physiognomy, as we know was the case with large commercial sculpting 
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94 In fact, the eagle of St. John is missing from the tomb in Magdeburg. The church caretaker mentioned to me that 
he’d considered taking a cast of the eagle in Römhild to replace the missing one in Magdeburg. Additionally, I have 
not yet been to Ochsenfurth to photograph the font there, and scant images are available online or in print.  
 





workshops like Tilman Riemenschneider’s.96 A second figure could have been cast using an 
initial finished figure as a model, which would result in a slight size discrepancy between the 
two.97 Simple photographic comparison alone is not enough, as it is very difficult to acquire 
precise scale from photographs alone, even by placing a measuring implement in the shot, and 
changes in light and camera position can make two identical objects seem drastically different, 
and vice versa. I thus turned to the tool of photogrammetry to directly and accurately compare 
many of the figures described above. Photogrammetry involves the use of carefully calibrated 
sets of photographs of objects that include precise scale bars in the frame. When fed into the 
computer program Agisoft Photoscan, these photo sets are combined to produce 3D models of 
the object, accurately scaled to .0001 mm. Once these 3D models are generated, they can be 
compared using a software called CloudCompare, which will produce a depth map of the areas 
where the two objects differ.98   
I undertook photogrammetric comparison of the twinned figures on the baptismal font in 
Wittenberg, the apostles in Magdeburg, and the two St. Maurice figures. In Magdeburg and 
Wittenberg, these comparative models indicated that all of these matching pairs of figures are 
identical within the margin of error of .0001 mm, save for the gestures of their hands, the 
																																								 																				
96 See Michael Baxandall, The Limewood Sculptors of Renaissance Germany, New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1980, p. 180-182. 
 
97 See Stone 1981 p. 89. 
 
98 To achieve scale, photographs were taken using scale bars calibrated to .0001 mm by Cultural Heritage Imaging. 
Agisoft Photoscan can assign scale to an entire object when objects of known length are including in the source 
photographs. Photoscan works using a technology called Structure from Motion. The software takes what it knows 
of the geometry of camera lenses and light waves to re-project the pixels of a digital photograph into virtual space. It 
then compares those re-projected points between all the photographs inputted, looking for matching data. In that 
way, a 3D model is constructed that matches, with a small degree of error, the real-world object. Photoscan actually 
calculates the Root Mean Square Error of each model it creates, which basically means the program’s certainty that 
the re-projected points are in the accurate location. After optimization, each model I compared had an RMSE of less 





attributes they hold, folds of robes here and there, or tilts of their heads and facial hair, a feat that 
would be impossible had the workshop not cast them from the same model [Figs. 1.84-1.95]. 
Clearly, the Vischers began with a model in a durable material such as wood or clay, then cast 
one version of the figure from an unmodified intermediary model in wax, before casting a second 
with alterations to the intermediate model. In the case of the two figures of St. Maurice, they 
were also proven to be identical save the placement of their shields and lance rests, which were 
cast separately and attached [Fig. 1.96-1.101].  
We thus have textual, visual, and technical proof that the Vischers cast the majority of their 
figurative decoration indirectly, not to mention the majority of structural and decorative 
elements. What is not clarified from these examinations is the specific technique that the 
Vischers used to cast indirectly. Further analysis into the figure of St. Maurice at the 
Germanisches Nationalmuseum provides intriguing evidence for the method of replication 
employed by the Vischers. X-radiography of the figure [Fig. 1.102], first and foremost, showed a 
nearly-flawless cast, seemingly free of repairs or damage, indicating the workshop’s superior 
skill in brass casting. Second, a streamlined armature runs through the entire interior of the 
sculpture, which has very thin and even walls. This armature is used in the place of core pins at 
the elbows, the top of the head, and at the groin [Fig. 1.103]. A second armature intertwined with 
the first seems to loop from the front to the back of the torso, and is also detectable on the 
surface, indicating it too was used as a core pin. Other core pins are used very sparsely, located 
only at the outer hips and on the upper torso below the armpits. Initial observation of the 
armature would point to a direct cast, as such a continuous armature would have been impossible 
to insert had the Vischers used a technique like Antico’s, where small armature sections were 




photogrammetric measurement shows that these two figures are identical, meaning they must 
have been indirectly cast.  
The lasagna method described by Benvenuto Cellini would make much more sense given the 
evidence provided. As described in the technical introduction, this method involves building a 
piece mold from an initial model, assembling the pieces into two separate halves, then adding a 
layer of “lasagna” of even thickness to each half, before building a core around an armature until 
it fits snugly up against the lasagna. Cellini even mentions that the armature should extend past 
the core to hold it in place during casting: “You must be careful, too, to leave some pieces of the 
iron skeleton sticking out in at least four places, for they will keep the kernel [core] from 
shifting.”99 Once the core is snug, the lasagna is removed, the mold reassembled around the core, 
and wax poured into the cavity between core and mold. This can then be cleaned and modified 
before being cast in a lost-wax process. Some version of this method could have logically been 
used for all of the Vischers’ hollow indirectly cast pieces, while the technique described in the 
Werck-Schule text would be feasible for all solid-cast works.  
Indeed, the use of the lasagna method might explain strange traces of casting techniques 
found on the two over-life-sized figures that the Vischer workshop cast in 1514 for Emperor 
Maximilian’s grand tomb project in Innsbruck. The figures of Arthur and Theodoric, standing 
about six feet nine inches tall, are each cast largely in one piece, with shields, weapons, and 
visors cast separately and mounted [Figs. 1.104-1.105]. Interestingly, each figure has a 
continuous seam running from heel to crown of head around their sides [Fig. 1.106-1.111]. The 
seam indicates excess material or flashing that was removed and filed down after casting, after 
which certain details were clearly chased to blend in with the surrounding texture of armor [Fig. 
																																								 																				




1.112]. Otto Knitel attributes these seams to traces of channels and vents to carry the molten 
metal to the figure and release gasses, a theory which does not make sense, as the traces on these 
figures leave a continuous seam, and traces left by casting channels are usually single points on 
the surface.100 He also surmises that they employed a process similar to the lasagna technique to 
cast them: “For this figure [referring to Arthur] the core was first modeled upon the wooden 
model, which was certainly on hand, then fired. Then perhaps the core was placed in a plaster 
negative of the wooden model and trimmed down to the desired casting thickness.”101 Here he 
describes what is commonly referred to as a cut-core method of casting, whereby a model in clay 
is produced from the initial wooden model using the same process that would have been used to 
make a wax copy for an indirect process. This clay copy is then cut back to fit comfortably in the 
outer mold, leaving a space the desired thickness of the walls of the finished sculpture. This is 
akin to cannon founding, a technique most thoroughly laid out by Biringuccio in 1540. In this 
process, a turned wooden model for the cannon barrel is encased in an outer mold that is open on 
either end. When the mold has dried, the wooden model is hammered out. A pre-formed clay 
core corresponding to the desired shape of the barrel is then suspended inside the original mold, 
in the hollow left by the wooden model, using iron rings and pins, leaving a space between mold 
and core the desired thickness of the metal. In this process, no wax intermediate model is 
produced, as metal is poured directly into the space between mold and core.102 Given the 
																																								 																				
100 Otto Knitel, Die Gießer zum Maximiliangrab: Handwerck und Technik, Innsbruck: self-published, 1987, p. 117, 
120.  
 
101 “ bei diesem Standbild wurde zuerst der Kern aus Ton nach dem sicher vorhandenen Holzmodell gemacht und 
gebrannt, wobei möglicherweise sogar der Kern in einem vom Holzmodell abgenommen Gipsnegativ gestaltet und 
um die Gußstärke verkleinert wurde.” Ibid. p. 120.  
 
102 It was likely not uncommon for cannon founders and sculpture casters to exchange techniques. A French angel in 
the Frick collection, cast 1475 by cannon founder Jehan Barbét, is a good example of the intermingling of 
techniques. For an explanation of the relationship between cannon founding and sculpture in the fifteenth and 




complexity and very high relief of much of the surface detail on the armor of the two figures in 
Innsbruck, it seems unlikely that they were cast from a negative mold without a wax 
intermediary model. If, instead, the original model was simpler, without the decoration in highest 
relief, a mold could have been made from it, and a wax model created using the lasagna method, 
which could then have been embellished with freely-modelled wax ornament. The continuous 
seams around the figures could indicate that they were then cast in two-piece molds. 
 Richard Stone notes that Cellini’s treatise is the first time that such a technique is described 
in print or manuscript.103 Given its apparent prevalence in the Vischer workshop over 100 years 
before he wrote the method down in Florence, we might be tempted to imagine that rather than 
the Vischers traveling to Italy to learn a new technique, it was Cellini who, during his time in 
France at the court of Francis I, had learned this method of indirect casting. Indeed, Cellini 
describes his encounters with French founders, who “were engaging in an unknown and new 
technique” and “had never worked in that [the Italian] manner.”104 In his article, Stone writes: 
“By the end of the fifteenth century, several different methods for producing cored, indirect casts 
of varying degrees of fidelity to the original model had been developed. All of these methods 
were confined to north Italian sculptors…To this author’s knowledge there are no bronze replica 
castings before Antico.”105 This section has shown this assumption to be incorrect. The next 
																																								 																																							 																																							 																																							 																																			
Angel of 1475 in the Frick Collection,” p. 190-192. For more on the French artillery founders and casting, see 
Geneviève Bresc-Bautier, “Parisian Casters in the Sixteenth Century,” in Peta Motture, ed., Large Bronzes in the 
Renaissance, New Haven: Yale University Press, 2003, p. 95-113. We also know that Paulus Vischer, Peter’s 
youngest son and inheritor of his workshop at Peter’s death in 1529, wrote to Duke Albrecht of Prussia in 1527 to 
offer his services as a weapon maker, indicating that the training for sculpture casting was considered applicable to 
the casting of armaments. See Hauschke 2006 p. 30.  
 
103 Stone 1981 p. 108-109. 
 
104	Bresc-Bautier 2003, p. 95. 
	
105 Ibid. p. 95, 110. He repeats this assertion in a later article on Severo da Ravenna: “Severo Calzetta da Ravenna 




section of this chapter will show that the Vischers’ artistic identity, rather than striving to be 
Italian, was likely rooted in traditional, Germanic approaches to casting.   
The Vischers and their German Contemporaries  
 It should be clear by now that the Vischer workshop mastered a variety of different casting 
techniques that they wielded with authority from project to project. Even a cursory examination 
of contemporary, and even older foundry workshops in Nuremberg and beyond shows that these 
techniques, especially that of indirect casting, were normal methods of workshop production in 
the German-speaking region.  
 Despite claims to the contrary,106 Germany had consistent traditions of casting in brass 
since the Ottonian era. One of the reasons for this was the ready availability of the raw materials 
for casting, copper and calamine, the mineral from which zinc was derived. The Harz Mountains, 
a range spanning the borders of modern-day Lower Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt, and Thuringia, were 
home to rich and pure natural copper deposits, which were mined consistently from the twelfth-
century.107 Mines in Tyrol also become active by the early-fifteenth century, and it is likely 
Nuremberg smelters acquired copper from there as well. Zinc was not isolated as a unique 
element until the sixteenth century, but its properties were known through the use of a material 
called calamine, which contains high levels of zinc, and tutty, a byproduct of the iron smelting 
process. Calamine was found in great quantities in the Meuse River valley. Alloying was 
necessary as copper alone had much too high of a melting point to be practical for casting, and 
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107 This and the following material knowledge sourced from Peter Dandridge, “Exquisite Objects, Prodigious 
Technique: Aquamanilia, Vessels of the Middle Ages” in Bard Graduate Center for Studies in the Decorative Arts, 
Design, and Culture, and Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York, N.Y.), Lions, Dragons, & Other Beasts: 
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additionally did not flow well when heated. The addition of zinc both lowered the melting point 
and increased the viscosity of the molten metal.  
Due to the value of copper alloys and the ease with which they are melted down, it is rare for 
large-scale cast metal sculptures to come down to the present intact. Very few objects 
comparable to the Vischers’ large, complex, multipart assemblages exist. Most surviving cast 
metal objects in Northern Europe are engraved tomb plaques, lost-wax cast tomb effigy reliefs, 
candelabra and other simple church furnishings, and baptismal fonts.  
In Nuremberg, the most relevant comparable object to be produced outside of the Vischer 
workshop is also found in the church of St. Sebald: the baptismal font, cast in bronze rather than 
brass108 c. 1420, and today in the western choir [Fig. 1.113].109 This anonymous work, consisting 
of a basin and foot cast in a single pour, is supported by freestanding figures of the four 
evangelists pinned around the base. These four appear from visual observation to be solid-cast, 
and one is a later replacement.110 The remaining three are visually identical to one another, down 
to each minute drapery fold [Fig. 1.114-1.117]. The drapery, pose, and expressions of the figures 
are quite complex, replete with undercuts, and a multi piece mold would have been required to 
cast them indirectly. Though solid-cast, rather than hollow, these figures would still have 
required a skilled application of the piece-molding technique to produce. Though practically no 
accounts of individual workshops or artists survive from this era in Nuremberg, their skill in 
complex casting methods is clear from this object.  
																																								 																				
108 XRF analysis undertaken by Joseph Riederer, cited in Dienst 1991 p. 12. 
 
109 For more on the baptismal font, see Gerhard Weilandt, Die Sebalduskirche in Nürnberg, Munich: Michael Imhoff 
Verlag, 2007, p. 210-214. 
 





The model for these figures is stylistically closely related to four large-scale apostles 
modeled in clay around 1420, now in the Germanisches Nationalmuseum [Fig. 1.118].111 The 
scalloped edges of drapery, the ordered curls of the hair and beard, the prominent brow and 
wrinkled forehead of the figure are all typical of the “schöne” (beautiful) style that was 
developed in Nuremberg around 1420. Given that clay was commonly used to make casting 
models, it is plausible that the model for these apostle figures was made in the same workshop 
that produced the clay apostles.  
The only surviving brass object cast outside the Vischer workshop but comparable in scale 
and complexity to the tomb of St. Sebald is preserved in Lübeck, in the far-north region of 
Schleswig-Holstein: the sacrament house in the eastern choir of St. Marienkirche [Fig. 1.119]. 
The contract for this object, dated September 27, 1476, indicates collaboration between three 
local artists, the goldsmith Klaus Rughesee, who designed the work, a carpenter named Walter 
who carved the wooden models, and founder Klaus Grude, who cast and assembled the final 
object, over 30 feet tall. The sacrament house was dedicated on July 9, 1479.112 The structure 
brings to mind both the form and assembly of the tomb of St. Sebald, and we might imagine that 
the division of labor to create the tomb was similar to that described in the contract: models 
produced by a wood (or clay) carver from designs created by a goldsmith, painter or engraver, 
then cast, assembled, and finished by the Vischers.  
It is clear that Grube also employed a mixture of sand casting and indirect and direct lost-wax 
casting to produce this object. Three of the supporting lions, as well as the figures of angels 
																																								 																				
111 See “Gothic and Renaissance Art in Nuremberg” 1986 p. 143-147, Frank Matthias Kammel, Der Deichsler-Altar. 
Nürnberg Kunst um 1420, Nuremberg: Germanisches Nationalmuseum, 2016.  
112 F. Hirsch, Die Bau- und Kunstdenkmäler der Freien und Hansestadt Lübeck, Band II: Petrikirche. Marienkirche. 




around the base are 19th century replacements [Fig. 1.120],113 but the surviving original lions are 
clearly hollow indirect casts from a single model [Fig. 1.121-1.122]. Most of the architecture and 
ornament was likely sand cast from wooden models, as some of their visible backsides make 
apparent [Fig. 1.123-1.126]. In fact, the wooden rood screen in the Cathedral of Lübeck, 
executed 1471-1477 [Fig. 11.27], has carved wood baldachins that are identical to those found in 
brass on the sacrament house [Fig. 1.128-1.129]. This rood screen has been attributed to the 
workshop of Bernt Notke, a celebrated local painter, though it is likely that he was responsible 
for the polychromy, and possibly the design, and not the carving itself. Perhaps this, too, was 
carried out by the carpenter Walter mentioned in the contract for the sacrament house.  
The similarity in working methods between the Schleswig-Holstein workshop and the 
Vischers indicates that this approach to casting was a broader tradition to which the Vischers 
belonged. It is tempting to even posit that Hermann the Elder was originally from Lower Saxony 
or Schleswig-Holstein, given that he did not acquire Nuremberg citizenship until 1453.114   
Further evidence for this conjecture is found when the corpus of surviving cast bronze and 
brass baptismal fonts from the 14th and 15th centuries are examined. Baptismal fonts provide a 
useful comparison to the tomb of St. Sebald as they, too, are usually composed of multiple pieces 
pinned, soldered, or cast together. In particular, the most common form for a bronze baptismal 
font in German-speaking lands of this era was a basin, with decorations freely molded in wax, 
supported by three or four figures, usually identical to one another, as we saw with the font in 
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Nuremberg. In fact, as the following analysis suggests, it is possible that the use of indirect 
casting in the Vischer workshop grew out of the longstanding tradition of indirectly-cast 
supporting figures used in the production of baptismal fonts.  
Of the approximately 140 cast copper alloy baptismal fonts that survive from c. 1200-1500 in 
the German-speaking region, over 85 are found in the far northwest of Germany, in the modern 
regions of Schleswig-Holstein and Lower Saxony.115 Another 21 are found in neighboring 
Saxony-Anhalt. In contrast, only five survive in modern Bavaria, including the one in the church 
of St. Sebald. This dense concentration of production indicates that Schleswig-Holstein and 
Lower Saxony were the centers of this metalworking tradition.116 One would be hard pressed to 
find a font that did not employ indirect casting in some way or another, usually in the form of the 
three or four standing figures that held up the basin, which were often cast from a single model. 
Even some of the earliest surviving fonts from the 13th century, such as that in the church of St. 
Godehard in Brandenburg, display multiple figures cast from a single model [Fig. 1.130].117  
In this section, I will use the corpus of three workshops as case studies for methods of 
production in baptismal fonts. The first, the Klinghe family, were based in Bremen, and cast 
bells in addition to baptismal fonts.118 The family first appeared in 1433, when Ghert Klinghe 
cast the Maria Gloriosa bell in Bremen Cathedral. Fifteen signed fonts by Ghert or his sons 
Heinrich (Hinrik) and Goteke survive today, including one in the collection of the Museum of 
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Fine Arts, Boston. They all bear a striking resemblance to one another, most notably in their 
supporting figures. Ghert Klinghe’s 1447 font for the Marienkirche in Bad Segeberg has four 
identical figures of deacons holding books as supports [Fig. 1.131]. They are cast in hollow 
relief, that is, although they are not figures in the round, their backs are hollowed out, indicating 
that they would have been cast in a two-piece mold. The figures themselves are simple, with 
columnar drapery in shallow relief, and would have been straightforward to sand cast from a 
single wooden model. All of the fonts attributed to Ghert Klinghe, in Groothusen and Harsefeld, 
have supporting figures identical to the 1447 deacons [Fig. 1.132-1.133]. 
Indeed, this model seems to have been preserved in the family workshop, as later fonts 
signed by Ghert’s son Heinrich have identical deacons as supports [Fig. 1.134-1.137]. It is only 
works by the youngest son, Goteke, active in the 1480s and 90s, which stray from the deacon 
figures, though their supports are still indirectly cast. In fact, it appears that Goteke used a 
slightly more complicated variant of the earlier techniques of his family workshop, casting an 
intermediate model in wax. This is evident on his 1483 font in the MFA Boston [Fig. 1.138], 
where the angels that support the tomb each hold a shield bearing a different coat of arms, 
modifications which would have been more easily made in a wax intermediate model than 
carved as individual figures.  
Other workshops active in the region also seem to have shared and passed on models to be 
used to cast the feet of baptismal fonts. The Apengheter group, based originally in Lübeck, 
follow this protocol. “Apengheter” is in fact not a family name, but the name of the trade (Apen 




for a founder), but for example purposes, two Apengheter are interesting to distinguish.119 
Johannes, or Hans Apengheter likely cast the font in Wismar in 1335 [Fig. 1.139], and the model 
for the three kneeling angels supporting the basin appears to have been used again, with slight 
variations in the head, for the supporting figures on the font in the Marienkirche in Lübeck, dated 
1337 [Fig. 1.140]. Even his most famous work, the font in the Nikolaikirche, Kiel, is supported 
by four rearing lions that appear to be cast from a single model [Fig. 1.141]. Unlike the Klinghe 
figures, these are fully in the round, and more complex than the deacons’ low relief surfaces. The 
Apengheter figures have undercut drapery that falls in fluid folds around their ankles. Though 
not wildly complex, it is likely that these figures would have had to have been indirectly cast 
using some sort of piece molding process, rather than simple sand casting. 
This same last name reappeared in Lower Saxony in the 15th century, when Laurens 
Apengheter, also known as Lorenz Grove, cast fonts for churches in Hittfelt [Fig. 1.142], 
Handorf, and Lübeck between 1438 and 1455. His font in Lübeck Cathedral, from 1455, is 
supported by three kneeling angels in the robes of deacons holding holy water vessels [Fig. 
1.143]. These exact same figures appear supporting the baptismal font in Lübeck’s Jakobikirche, 
which is signed by Klaus Grude, the same founder responsible for the sacrament house, and 
dated to 1466 [Fig. 1.144]. It is generally assumed that Grove passed his models on to Grude, 
perhaps when he settled in Hamburg in 1461, where he stayed until his death in 1478.120 One 
might even further consider that, given the flexible orthography of the age, Grude is an alternate 
spelling for Grove, and that Klaus Grude was perhaps the son or heir to Grove’s workshop. In 
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120 Johannes Baltzer, Friedrich Bruns, Die Bau- und Kunstdenkmäler der Freien und Hansestadt Lübeck, Band III: 




any case, this exchange of models indicates that the technique of indirect casting was prevalent 
in Lower Saxon workshops by the fourteenth century, and indeed that models were preserved 
and shared between workshops.121  
It is thus quite plausible that Hermann Vischer the Elder received his training within this 
tradition. Font casters in northern Germany regularly employed indirect casting of figurative and 
ornamental elements, likely as a way to expedite production. It seems that Hermann the Elder 
simply imported this logic to his large-scale commissions, a technique which was passed on to 
his son and grandsons, who refined and expanded its application. Of course, the font in 
Nuremberg indicates that this technique had taken root on a small scale in Nuremberg prior to 
Hermann the Elder’s arrival. It should also be noted that all of these fonts feature, in addition to 
indirectly cast support figures, basin decoration modeled directly, and quite sensitively, in wax. 
Thus these works not only provide proof of the primacy of indirect casting in northern Europe, 
but also of northern founders’ longstanding skill in wax modeling.  
It should now be clear that the Vischers shared many of their working methods with fellow 
Germanic brass and bronze casters, and that they had no need to acquire new methods of 
production in Italy. Indeed, the Vischers and their contemporaries were well-versed in a 
multitude of casting techniques, and employed each according to the constraints and 
requirements of individual commissions. This section has shed light on a richly developed 
casting tradition with deep medieval roots in this region, in which the Vischers were trained and 
to which they contributed enthusiastically throughout the life of their workshop. What further 
																																								 																				
121 Joanna Olchawa of the University of Osnabrück recently showed that instances of indirect casting also appear in 
the manufacture of aquamanile in the Hildesheim region by the 13th century. See Joanna Olchawa, “‘Mechanica is 
the Knowledge in the Art of Working Metals…’: Multiple Bronze Artefacts made in Hildesheim in the Thirteenth 
Century,” Modèles supposés, modèles repérés: leurs usages dans l’art gothique, ed. Denise Borlée, Laurence Terrier 




details might this primacy of indirect casting reveal about their workshop practices? Certainly, 
their technical prowess must have been the source of much of their fame. But were they also 
celebrated sculptors, in the sense of Donatello or Cellini in Florence, or Antico in Mantua, or 
Riccio in Padua, as much of history’s vision of them seems to suggest? Vasari writes about 
Donatello that “his works possessed so much grace and excellence and such a fine sense of 
design that they were considered to be more like the distinguished works of the ancient Greeks 
and Romans…”122 – were the Vischers also celebrated by their contemporaries for their sense of 
design? In the next section, we will examine these questions, showing how the dominant use of 
indirect casting makes a very early argument about the Vischer workshop, that they were not 
primarily modelers but instead cast models made in other workshops, much more relevant to the 
conversation. In fact, the modern concept of the sculptor seems largely irrelevant to the Vischer 
workshop.  
 
PART TWO: MODELS AND COLLABORATION   
The Vischers and Modeling 
As previously clarified, scholars have long argued over which workshop members made 
models, which cast, who designed the figures, and whether some members did all of these tasks, 
or only a single one. The evidence for these debates has been largely based on stylistic 
comparison of Vischer works, as no written sources survive to indicate the specific division of 
labor within the workshop. What can our discussion of the Vischers’ casting techniques 
contribute to this argument? We know, for instance, that the Vischers most commonly employed 
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versions of indirect and sand casting to create their works. These techniques would only make 
sense if they were working from models in durable materials such as wood or clay. So, were the 
Vischers carving wooden models and sculpting clay figures? An exploration of the contemporary 
artistic context in Nuremberg will show that this was most likely not the case.   
Unlike most other medieval cities in Europe, no guilds were permitted to form in 
Nuremberg.123 Instead, artists reported to and were regulated directly by the city council. This 
control was especially stringent for the so-called “sworn crafts,” such as goldsmiths, armorers, 
and brass founders, that were most financially lucrative for Nuremberg as a powerful center of 
trade. For instance, no master of a sworn craft was allowed to travel outside of Nuremberg 
without express permission from the city council, and once departed, was forbidden from 
practicing any part of their craft.124 Further, in order to practice any craft in the city, an artist had 
to be a citizen and entered into the master logs. To become a master, artisans had to submit a 
masterpiece that they alone had executed, without help. The standards for attaining the rank of 
master were so high that, for example, an armorer had to submit a masterpiece for each 
individual section of a suit of armor (helmet, breastplate, arm guards, gauntlets, etc.) in order to 
be qualified to produce them. So challenging was this requirement that many armorers 
specialized in only a single element of a suit.125 This stringent control led to increased 
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Gothic and Renaissance Art in Nuremberg p. 52.  
124 Hans Vischer had to petition the city when, in 1549, he wanted to spend an extended period of time in Eichstätt. 
At first, his request was denied, then he was allowed to leave for a span of five years as long as he wrote a sworn 
affidavit not to practice any part of the Rotschmied’s craft. See Hauschke 2006 p. 358-359. 
 





specialization among artisans, but also to Nuremberg’s reputation as a city with the most talented 
craftsmen and highest quality products.126  
These strict regulations and difficult standards of apprenticeship meant that artisans only 
worked in the craft for which they were trained. Thus, a Bildhauer (sculptor) made three-
dimensional works in wood, clay, or stone, a Maler (painter) made two-dimensional works on 
panel, parchment, or paper, and concerned themselves with the world of polychromy, and a 
Rotschmied (brass founder) turned the designs and models of others into works in metal through 
the making of molds, the pouring of metal, and the finishing of brass surfaces. In fact, all 
contemporary images of Rotschmied show them with the tools of finishing - hammers, chisels, 
and files. In the house books of the Zwölfbrüderstiftungen, every portrait of a Rotschmied or 
Rotgießer at work, 20 in total, dating from c. 1450 to c. 1650, shows them with a file, finishing 
and polishing the cast surface of their works [Fig. 1.145a-b].127 Even Hans Sachs and Jost 
Amman’s Book of Trades (Ständebuch), published in Frankfurt am Main in 1568, shows a 
Nuremberg Rotschmied at work filing a vessel [Fig. 1.146]. This was clearly the most important 
skill they were trained to execute. Quite simply, Rotschmied were not trained as sculptors of 3-
dimensional images from raw materials, and cannot be considered their modern equivalent. It is 
testament to how strong the impact of nineteenth century historiography was on the Vischers’ 
identity that they were so long remade in the modern conception of the artist, particularly the 
sculptor. Given that those most skilled in three-dimensional modeling worked in materials that 
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could not be cast directly, wood and stone, this may also explain the continued prevalence of 
indirect casting in Nuremberg and surrounding regions. Sculptors produced wood and stone 
sculptures, which could expedite large-scale production of cast metal objects when used as 
foundry models.  
Indeed, as the example from Lübeck shows, founders receiving models designed and 
fabricated by other workshops was common practice among contemporary workshops in the 
Holy Roman Empire. For instance, many of the artists employed in Emperor Maximilian’s 
Mühlau foundries, who undertook the largest casting projects in all of Europe at the time, 
worked in teams consisting of both wood carvers and founders. The multitude of brass figures 
fabricated for Maximilian’s grand tomb project in Innsbruck were executed entirely by such 
teams. The first team consisted of sculptor Gilg Sesselschreiber, who carved wooden models for 
each body part of a given figure, which were then cast and assembled by canon founder Peter 
Löffler, who had been trained in Nuremberg [Fig. 1.147]. Letters from Löffler to the imperial 
court describe a casting method very close to the lasagna method, and likely similar to the 
Vischers’ techniques.128 As Sesselschreiber’s team turned out to work quite slowly, Maximilian 
added another founder, Stephan Godl, to his workshops. Godl was also trained in Nuremberg, 
and worked with sculptors Hans Leinberger and Leonhard Magt to produce his casting models 
[Fig. 1.148]. Leinberger and Magt received the designs for their sculptures from painter Jörg 
Kölderer.129  
Johann Neudörfer describes other such collaborations, for instance in his entry on the 
goldsmith Melchior Baier, where he describes the collaborative creation of the silvered brass 
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altarpiece in King Sigismund’s burial chapel in Cracow, executed between 1531 and 1538 [Fig. 
1.149]:  
“This Bavarian is famous for making chased and engraved great works in silver. He made a 
heavy silver altar relief panel for the king of Poland, which weighed many marks. Peter 
Flötner prepared the wooden models and figures, but Pancraz Labenwolf cast these same 
wooden forms in brass, and the silver plates were hammered and worked over these brass 
tablets.”130  
 Several wooden sculptures attributed to Hans Peisser also survive with corresponding 
works in bronze, indicating that they, too, may have been used as casting models [Fig. 1.150-
1.151].131 One of these, the Candelabrum of St. Wenceslas in Prague Cathedral, was cast by 
Hans Vischer c. 1534 [Fig. 1.152-1.153]. Another, the Geese Man, is part of a fountain that was 
cast by Pancraz Labenwolf c. 1540 [Fig. 1.154-1.155]. Further, a wooden model for a figure on 
Wenzel Jamnitzer’s famous table fountain in Amsterdam from 1549 survives in the Berlin 
Kunstgewerbemuseum, where the catalogue explicitly states that it is uncertain if Jamnitzer 
himself carved the model [Fig. 1.156].132 The Kunstgewerbemuseum additionally has a 
collection of small boxwood carvings in low relief that were used as models for the casting of 
plaques such as those for which Peter Flötner is most famous [Fig. 1.157]. And of course, 
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und Figuren von Holz, aber Pancraz Labenwolf goss dieselben hölzernen Patronen von Messing, über diese 
messingene Tafeln wurden die silbernen Platten eingesenkt und getrieben.” Neudörfer ed. Lochner p. 125. It should 
be noted that the altarpiece is relatively low relief, and would have been fairly easy to cast from a wooden model, 
perhaps even through sand casting. The same team also executed a reliquary for the bones of King Sigismund for 
this chapel, with freestanding small figures in the round. 
 
131 No exact comparisons between these wooden sculptures and their brass counterparts have been undertaken. 
Furthermore, no analysis of the wooden sculptures, such as dendrochronology, has been done, and there is thus no 
concrete evidence that they were made prior to the brass statues and not as later copies of those works.  
132 Inv. Nr. K 2930. From the museum label: “Ob [Jamnitzer] selbst auch geschnitzt hat, ist allerdings fraglich, 
zumal Jamnitzer nachweislich Bildhauergesellen beschäftigte.“ Online: http://www.smb-
digital.de/eMuseumPlus?service=ExternalInterface&module=collection&objectId=894163&viewType=detailView, 




Michael Baxandall explored the way that Hubert Gerhard interacted with founders and mold-
makers to cast his Augsburg commission for the Fugger family, though in this instance he was 
the model maker, not the founder, and his models were likely not in wood.133 Thus in early 
sixteenth-century Nuremberg and surrounding regions, the Vischers were far from the only 
named, known brass founders to cast models carved outside their workshop. They were usually 
not included within this framework because of a simple documentary gap. In these other cases, 
archival evidence survives to give us the names of the individuals involved at all stages of 
production. This is not the case for the Vischer workshop. No official contracts or epistolary 
exchanges survive that give indication of who was involved at what stage of production of their 
objects. Thus it has been easy to assume that the Vischers were solely responsible for their 
works. Instead, it is quite likely that their works were produced in direct collaboration with other 
artisans who supplied models that were then transformed into wax and reworked within the 
foundry. 
Stylistic contradictions   
That the Vischers did not carve their wooden or clay models can also further explain why the 
delineation of a Vischer Workshop “style” has been so conflicted and contradictory over their 
historiography. It is rare to find two scholars who agree on the delineation of hands of artists or 
any kind of overarching figure-type common to the workshop.  
Simple visual analysis of the Vischers’ works reveals an enormous variety of figure-types, 
physiognomies, bodies, and other such connoisseurial elements. Compare, for example, the 
figures on the tomb of Ernst of Saxony from 1495 [Fig. 1.158-1.160] with those on the tomb of 
Hermann and Elisabeth von Henneberg in Römhild, cast just over 10 years later [Fig. 1.161-
																																								 																				




1.163]. The Römhild figures have much narrower, oval faces compared to the practically square 
heads of the Magdeburg apostles. The hair of the figures in Römhild falls in ordered, wavy 
strands, while the hair and beards in Magdeburg are tightly and expressively curled. The 
Römhild figures seem slender, lightly cloaked in drapery, whereas the Magdeburg figures seem 
wider and squatter, swimming in heavy folds of cloth. Notably, the mouths of the bearded 
apostles in Magdeburg still appear delineated, with thick lips, whereas the mouths of the bearded 
figures in Römhild become completely lost within their drooping mustaches.  
The feature that most unites these two groups of figures are the finishing on their eyes and 
eyebrows [Fig. 1.164]: eyebrows made up of a series of vertical hatches, and small lines to 
delineate the creases at the outer corners of their eyelids. As these features are cold worked after 
casting, and the Vischers were certainly responsible for finishing each figure, it stands to reason 
that those features would remain common workshop practice. Outside of this, there is little that 
formally unites these two groups of figures.  
In fact, a comparison of the Römhild figures with the oeuvre of wood sculptor Veit Stoß 
reveals intriguing parallels.134 The figure of Melchior, for instance, has the hooked nose, high 
																																								 																				
134 It is generally assumed, though not without opposition, that Stoß carved the model for the tomb of Filippo 
Buonaccorsi (Callimachus) in the Dominican church of Krakow, which has been attributed to the Vischer workshop. 
See Hauschke 2006 p. 53. In 1843, Carl Heideloff’s Ornamentik des Mittelalters was the first to attribute Vischer’s 
wooden models to Veit Stoß’s workshop, a proclamation met with much scorn, as it undermined the image of Peter 
Vischer as a great sculptor. I return now to this very early assertion, with the evidence of technical analysis to back 
me up. See Heideloff 1843 Vol. VI, p. 4. A further documented instance of Stoß creating models for brass casting 
appears in the logs of the city council, Theodore Hampe, Nürnberger Ratsverlässe über Kunst und Künstler im 
Zeitalter der Spätgotik und Renaissance, Vienna, 1904, p. 155, nos. 1006-1009: In 1514, Stoß petitioned the city 
council to be allowed to cast his own model in brass, as his commission came directly from the Emperor. It is almost 
certain that Stoß is here referring to a commission he must have received from Maximilian for a figure for his tomb 
in Innsbruck. The master Rotschmied were fervently opposed, as it infringed on their craft territory. After initially 
rejecting the request, the council finally allowed Stoß to proceed and cast his own work, given the prestige of the 
commission. Interestingly, Stoß then complained that, because the whole process had taken so long to adjudicate, his 
model had dried out (erdorrt) and was thus no longer useable. He requested compensation from the city council for 
this damage, which they denied. This provides a fascinating further clue about the nature of casting models. Given 
that wood and wax cannot “dry out” over the span of several months, it is almost certain that Stoß model was in 




cheekbones, and almost identical beard and hair to the figure of St. Andrew Stoß carved around 
the same time for the church of St. Sebald [Fig. 1.165-1.166]. Or the upturned face of Balthasar, 
whose pinched mouth, broad forehead, and heavy-lidded eyes match closely the serene face of 
Tobias from the pair of figures of Tobias and the Angel, made several years later [Fig. 1.167-
1.168]. Perhaps most striking is the comparison of the Virgin and Child on the Römhild tomb 
with the larger Virgin and Child by Stoß, now in the Victoria and Albert Museum [Fig. 1.169-
1.170]. The sweet smile, round, almost bulbous forehead, and lidded eyes of both the Virgin and 
Christ are almost identical to one another. Even the cloak of the Virgin in Römhild, though 
streamlined and simplified, seems to attempt some of the sweeping curves Stoß is famous for, 
especially in the folds under the arm on which she supports the Christ Child. That these figures 
generally lack the dramatic drapery signature to Stoß can be explained by their function as 
casting models; models were purposefully designed to simplify the job of the founder, and the 
wild undercuts of Stoss’ normal drapery style would have been practically impossible to mold 
from. I do not propose to argue that Veit Stoß specifically carved the models for these figures 
from his very hand, but it is possible that a sculptor in his workshop or inspired by his works was 
responsible. Further, the design for the reclining effigies of Hermann VII and Elisabeth can be 
traced to a drawing by Albrecht Dürer now in Oxford [Fig. 1.171-1.172].135  
The figures of apostles on the tomb of St. Sebald fall into yet another realm of stylistic 
expression, with their soft, wet drapery folds that cling to their bodies and hang with more 
complex weight than those of their other commissions. The faces here, too, are more delicate, 
with high, prominent cheekbones. Unlike the Magdeburg and Römhild figures, whose eyes are 
so clearly delineated as to sometimes appear cartoonish, the eyes of Sebald’s apostles are deep-
																																								 																				





set, articulated by weighty upper and lower lids [Fig. 1.173]. The creases at the corners of their 
eyes, rather than being sharply incised after casting, have volume and mass and were clearly 
shaped into the original model. Further, the physiognomy of the apostle figures differs from that 
of the four heroes around the base. These figures’ brows are more prominent, their noses wider 
and more hooked, and their faces rounder than their apostle counterparts [Fig. 1.174]. They were 
likely cast from a separate model. It is important to recall here that the Werck-Schule text about 
the casting of Sebald’s tomb mentions that the Vischers had had carved (schneiden lassen) a 
series of models;136 it was a passive action, indicating they did not carve them themselves, but 
rather acquired them from an outside workshop. Though their interventions in the wax 
intermediary models accounted for much of the individual personality of each figure, their initial 
forms and features are due to a model produced outside the workshop.  
Countless more stylistic inconsistencies could be examined in works attributed to the 
Vischers.137 Certainly, each work does not possess a totally different style, most notably because 
it was likely that the Vischers often received models from the same outside workshops, 
developing long-term collaborations. Further, the wooden models, once commissioned, could be 
retained by the workshop and reused, as is the case with the evangelist symbols found in 
Magdeburg, Römhild and Ochsenfurth. Further, as the case of drawings by Albrecht Dürer, 
Lucas Cranach, Jacopo de Barbari and others related to tomb commissions show us, the designer 
of a work could have been different from the modeler, who was different from the caster. The 
case of the sacrament house in Lübeck, designed by a goldsmith, with models carved by a 
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carpenter, and the pieces cast and assembled by a brass founder, shows a well-documented 
instance of such collaboration, indicating it was a phenomenon not confined to Nuremberg.  
This process of collaboration, whereby founders and designers worked closely with model-
makers, caused a kind of artistic synergy, where figure types and approaches to facial features 
bled across media, from artist to artist. A later contract from 1627 for a pair of brass angels 
describes this close collaboration: the model carver, tasked with providing a wooden model for 
the founder, is told that he should “have direction from the founder as to how to carve it, as this 
is necessary so that the image can be placed in the mold and appropriately cast.”138 Rather than 
divorcing the Vischers from the creative process, collaboration with sculptors and model makers 
likely instead resulted in fluid exchange of ideas and styles across media and between artists with 
different specialization and skills.  
These cooperative workshop methods divided along material lines have not gone entirely 
unnoticed in scholarship on the arts in Nuremberg, however, the difference between these 
methods and those employed in Italy, for example, has been explained as a divide between 
Medieval and Renaissance production techniques. In his essay on artists and craftsmen in 
Nuremberg in this era, Rainer Brandl describes the quote from Neudörfer about Baier the 
goldsmith as such: “Neudörfer’s biography…demonstrates how different the modern perception 
of the artist is from the medieval one.”139 Later, he reiterates “our modern conception of art 
differs fundamentally from that of the Middle Ages...”140 Given that we remain in a worldview 
dominated by Italian Renaissance ideals of artistic production, this description carries 
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connotations of some quaint, backwards, old-fashioned way of working, teleologically destined 
to emerge into the light of the Renaissance, where the artist as virtuosic individual creator was 
celebrated above all else. This divide has also tainted the narrative of the Vischer workshop, 
where often Peter the Elder is described as a medieval craftsman, while his sons Peter and 
Hermann are understood as Renaissance artists.  
However, documentary evidence indicates that these cooperative practices persist far longer 
in Nuremberg than any reasonable boundaries of an amorphous “Middle Age.” The 1627 
contract described above shows that, well into the seventeenth century, this method of 
cooperation between workshops highly skilled in specific materials seems to have been the norm 
in Nuremberg. I would argue that rather than being a “medieval” or “Renaissance” approach to 
workshop organization and design, we are simply dealing with a Northern tradition that defined 
the artist differently from our modern conception. The Vischers did not model in the way we 
know artists like Cellini to have modeled, as they seem to have adapted the basic models of other 
artists for many of their large-scale commissions. Their mastery of the technical skill of brass 
casting is what made them celebrated in their time. It is only in later centuries that we assumed 
that their fame must have meant they were sculptors and artists in the modern sense.  
Skill and Material Transformation  
To paint a complete picture of the role the Vischer workshop occupied in the local and 
imperial community, we must examine not only how they made their works, but how they were 
seen and written about by their contemporaries. Through this we might come to understand just 
what qualities a celebrated artist in Nuremberg at the turn of the sixteenth century was required 




First, we know that Peter the Elder, the leader and thus spokesman for the workshop during 
its most successful years, had a positive reputation both in his city and abroad. He was so highly 
respected by the ruling class of Nuremberg that he was appointed to serve on the Greater City 
Council in 1516.141 Johann Neudörfer notes about Peter Vischer the Elder that his fame was so 
great that “when a great duke or potentate came to Nuremberg, they rarely failed to visit him in 
his casting workshops.”142 This leaves no doubt as to the status of the Vischer workshop in 
Nuremberg.  
Second, when it comes to credit, despite the collaboration and division of labor that might 
have occurred, it is the Vischers who signed their works, when signatures are present, not the 
designer or modeler. Signatures on the tomb of St. Sebald and Ernst of Saxony’s in Magdeburg, 
as well as a tomb from 1496 in Breslau Cathedral proclaim “gemacht zu nurmberg von mir peter 
fischer,” made in Nuremberg by me, Peter Vischer. Without the Vischers’ active “machen,” the 
making of the work through casting, the tomb would exist only as fragmentary wooden models. 
Indeed, artist’s signatures, now considered a proclamation of ownership and individuality on the 
part of an artist, were long used in brass foundries, for example the baptismal fonts cited above, 
to indicate who was in charge of the project. The founder was the one to whom the commission 
would initially be proposed, and it was his workshop that was responsible for assembling models 
and shepherding them through to finished product. Thus, we cannot apply our modern concept of 
the significance of an artist’s signature to work produced by Rotschmied in northern Europe.  
When contracts for works attributed to the Vischers survive, it is the also the founder who 
was paid the largest sum for their work. A contract for the tomb of Sophie of Mecklenburg, 
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Duchess of Saxony, in Torgau, cast c. 1504 and likely by the Vischer workshop, indicates that a 
“Master Jacob the Italian painter” was paid 10 gilders for a design, while the casting workshop 
was paid a total of 117 gilders for their portion of work. The Venetian painter Jacopo de Barbari 
was court painter to Elector Frederic the Wise of Saxony at the time of this tomb’s execution, 
and is likely the artist in question.143 Thus, in this region, design was valued at one eleventh of 
technical execution, even when that design came from an Italian artist. The reason for this is 
fairly straightforward: as indicated above, the founder was the leader of the project, his task was 
the most complicated and time-consuming, and required the greatest skill. We still have a 
tendency to assume, based on a modern framework, that the artist who was paid the most and 
who signed their work was the most aesthetically valued contributor. However, an examination 
of contemporary conceptions of artistic prowess in Nuremberg will show that aesthetics and 
creativity were not necessarily the most important indicators of value of an artist or work of art. 
In the introduction to her Oxford History of Art volume on Northern Renaissance Art, Susie 
Nash writes of northern artistic production: 
“Indeed where we have evidence of what was important to contemporary audiences, it tends 
to indicate that materials, their quality, and the skill of the artist in their manipulation and 
deployment were more current considerations when images were made, used, viewed, and 
valued than the more modern interest in style.”144 
From many perspectives, this attention to material and skill would fall under the designation of 
“craft,” which still today seems to fall somewhere below “art” in the hierarchy of creative 
achievement. Whether workshops in Nuremberg at the time of the tomb of St. Sebald’s execution 
were considered artists or craftsmen is a question that has plagued no small number of art 
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historians. To Brandl, the collaborative nature of the production of objects such as altarpieces 
and liturgical objects tied them unequivocally to the realm of craft: “the artist’s workshop was 
too bound up in the prevailing collective production of crafts to allow such a development, and 
our modern concept of an artist’s intellectual individuality was unknown to our medieval 
forebears.”145  
Johann Neudörfer’s 1547 text calls this distinction into question. In his Nachrichten von 
Künstler und Werkleute, his subjects are not characterized by our modern division of artist and 
craftsman. Hanns Danner, screw maker (Schraubenmacher), is not relegated to a section on craft, 
while Dürer and Veit Stoß are celebrated in a section on artists. Instead, the screw maker is 
described with equal reverence as the painter or sculptor: “I cannot neglect to note the invention 
and skill of this man, as in my opinion and observation there has never been another before him 
who could so compel and screw hard metals like steel and brass that they could easily bear heavy 
loads, as he was so very artful that he could carve shavings of steel and brass from the threads as 
though the whole thing were made of wood.”146 Most notably, it is his ability to work one 
material as though it were another entirely that distinguishes his art. And indeed, Neudörfer uses 
the word kunst, to describe Danner’s accomplishments. Though this word now means art in the 
sense of Fine Art, at the time it could more closely be defined as knowledge or skill, 
etymologically derived from the word können – to be able. 147 Even by 1547, the concept of the 
artist as designer did not exist in Nuremberg. Instead, the craftsman was celebrated for his 
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146 “kann ichs nicht unterlassen, dieses Mannes Erfindung und Kunst anzuzeigen, dann meines Erachtens und 
Merkens vor ihm nie keiner gewest ist, der die harten Metall, als Eisen und Messing, also zu zwingen und zu 
schrauben, damit man leichtlich schwere Last heben mag, gemacht hätte, dann er was also künstlich, dass er von 
Eisen und Messing aus dem Gewind solche Spän trieb, als wär es ein ganzes Holz.“ Lochner p. 53.  
 





virtuosic expressions of technical skill, and the ability to fool the viewer with materials that 
seemed to behave counter to their natural states.  
Adam Kraft’s ability to transform his stone is also celebrated: “He was famous and had the 
particular ability to soften and cast hard stone.”148 The foliate ornaments he achieved in stone, 
for instance on the sacrament house in St. Lorenz, were so delicate and gravity-defying that they 
seemed to be made of a different material entirely.149 Kraft and Vischer’s close friend, Sebastian 
Lindenast, receives similar praise for his ability to hammer vessels from pure copper “as though 
they were worked in gold or silver.”150 Even an otherwise nameless cannon ball maker is treated 
to this encomium: “With what great devotion and advantage, as well as skill, this master has 
forged iron cannon balls is wonderful to see, as all cannon balls have identical weight and height 
and such a perfect round edge, as though they were turned from wood.”151 
This transformative material ability could have also fueled the humanist Johannes Cochlaeus’ 
wonder at his visit to the Vischer workshop in 1512. In a description of what he saw, he writes:  
“Who is more skilled than Peter Fischer at molding and casting in metals? I saw a whole 
chapel cast and engraved with images by him in which many people could comfortably stand 
																																								 																				
148 “er ist berühmt gewest und hat sonderliche Erfahrung gehabt, die harten Steine zu mildern und zu giessen.” 
Lochner p. 11. 
149 See Eike Oellermann, “’…soll alles auff das wercklichst kunstlichst und aller reinist gemacht werden…’ Zur 
Arbeitszweise des Adam Kraft,” in Adam Kraft. Die Beiträge des Kolloquiums im Germanisches Nationalmuseum, 
Frank Matthias Kammel ed., p. 131-154, especially p. 132-133. Oellermann argues that the desire to read alchemical 
significance into this description is a modern reading of the passage. I would argue instead that, while Kraft 
probably did not practice alchemical experiments, Neudörfer may have seen in his work evidence of material 
transformation akin to alchemy.  
 
150 „Dieser Lindenast hat nichts anders denn von geschlagenem und getriebenem Kupfer gearbeitet, daraus machte er 
Gefäß allerlei Manier, als wäre es von Gold oder Silber getrieben." Lochner p. 37.  
151 „Mit was großem Fleiß und Vortheil, auch Kunst, dieser Meister die eiserne Kugel zu schmieden in Brauch 
bracht hat, das ist doch ganz wunderbarlich zu sehen, da alle Kugeln ein Gewicht, ein gleich Höh und eine solche 




and hear the mass. As for his tombs, whoever looks upon them marvels, so great is the great 
subtlety of the images and harmonious proportions of the castings.”152 
He marvels at Peter’s ability to transform metal into an entire chapel worthy of sanctification, 
and heaps praise on the subtle harmonies of the Vischers’ other works as well. He specifically 
mentions the skill (solertia) he sees in Vischer’s work. As the tomb of St. Sebald was still in 
progress at the time of Cochlaeus’ visit, it is likely that he was treated not only to some of the 
Vischers’ finished products, but also to an intimate view of their casting process, perhaps further 
grounds for his awe.  
The notion of material transformation that so fascinated Neudörfer and Cochlaeus was 
central to many contemporary conceptions of the art of metal casting, and its relationship to 
alchemy. The materials and processes employed in the founder’s workshop were closely tied to 
those harnessed in attempts to transform base metals to gold.153 Indeed, Neudörfer writes of Peter 
the Elder that he was experienced in “natürlichen Künsten” – natural knowledge or knowledge of 
nature, which Diemer tentatively identifies with alchemy, and which in any case indicates his 
deep knowledge of materials and their properties.154 Neudörfer repeats the trope that certain 
																																								 																				
152 “Quis vero solertior Petro Fischer in celandis fundendisque metallis? Vidi ego totum sacellum ab eo in es fusum 
imaginibusque celatum, in quo multi sane mortales stare missamque audire poterunt. De sarcophagis candelabrisque 
eius mirantur, quicumque conspexerint: tanta est subtilitas concinnaque proportion fusarum in es grande imaginum.” 
Cited in Weilandt 2007 p. 538. Thanks to Jake Purcell for help with the English translation.  
 
153 See Henrike Haug, “Artificial Interventions in the Natural Form of Things: Shared Metallogenetical Concepts of 
Goldsmiths and Alchemists,” In Laboratories of Art, edited by Sven Dupré, Cham: Springer International 
Publishing, 2014, p. 79–103; Sylvie Neven, “Transmission of Alchemical and Artistic Knowledge in German 
Mediaeval and Premodern Recipe Books,” in Dupré 2014, p. 23–51; Michael Cole, “The Cult of Materials,” in 
Revival and Invention - Sculpture through its material histories, Sébastien Clerbois and Martina Droth eds., p. 1-16; 
Pamela H. Smith, Vermilion, Mercury, Blood, and Lizards: Matter and Meaning in Metalworking,” in Materials and 
Expertise in Early Modern Europe: Between Market and Laboratory, ed. Ursula Klein and Emma Spary, Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2010, p. 29-49. 
 
154 Diemer 1996 p. 46-47. I would not take this to mean that Vischer experimented with alchemy, as he would likely 
have been too busy with important commissions to dabble in such an aristocratic intellectual pursuit, but certainly 




artisans working with baser metals were so skilled that their work seemed to be made of noble 
metals, of silver and gold. Unlike Vasari’s accounts of his artist contemporaries, which focus on 
their achievements in design, composition, and lifelike imitation of nature, Neudörfer celebrates 
those skilled in the ability to transform base or challenging materials into those that looked noble 
and easily worked. Rather than dealing with a dichotomy of art and craft, medieval and 
Renaissance, the difference between the collaborative working methods of artists in Nuremberg 
versus the concept of an individual creative artist as described by Vasari might be better 
explained by a regional, cultural difference. Nuremberg was simply a city that valued the 
abilities of an artisan to work transformations in their material.   
No artistic process was more closely related to alchemical or material transformation than 
that of metal casting, and thus the Vischers would have been considered especially skilled in the 
eyes of a community that valued such manipulation of material. As Pamela Smith writes 
regarding the connections between alchemy and metalworking,  
“Metalworking in the sixteenth century…gave access to the powers of nature, 
transformation, and generation. The manipulation of metals in early modern Europe was not 
simply about the handling and transformation of inert materials, but rather allowed the artisan 
to investigate and engage in life forces and in the relationship of matter to spirit, and even to 
imitate the most profound mysteries, such as the incarnation.”155  
For learned men such as Cochlaeus and Neudörfer, the craft of the Vischers must have 
seemed closely linked to such heady alchemical pursuits.  
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Transformation is found at many stages of the casting process. A model is encased in a 
hardened shell, and when it emerges it has been transformed into metal. A solid metal is heated, 
whereby it transforms to a liquid, which flows into the veins of a mold and hardens again. Even 
the act of finishing a cast metal object after removing it from the mold can be understood as an 
act of transformation;156 by removing the traces of an object’s creation, the channels that fed it 
metal, the texture of the mold that encased it, the errors and flaws from casting, it becomes 
divorced from the process of its making and can be admired as an independent work of art.157  
 That the Vischers took pride in the most physical, transformative aspects of their craft is 
underlined above all in the most noteworthy trace of their artistic identity: the portrait of Peter 
Vischer that occupies the eastern niche of the tomb of St. Sebald [Fig. 1.175]. Dressed simply in 
a smock, boots and a cap that he would have worn in his day-to-day labors, and with a full beard 
to indicate his age and experience, Peter the Elder faces the high altar with a serious expression, 
holding the hammer and chisel he would have used to execute the final step in the transformation 
of model to sculpture – the surface finishing. His humble appearance stands in marked contrast 
to Dürer’s largely contemporary self-portraits, where he looms, Christ-like or dressed in 
aristocratic finery, in the vein of his Venetian idol Titian [Fig. 1.176-1.177].158 In his uniform 
which celebrates the daily labor of the craftsman, Peter is more closely related to the crouching 
self-portrait of Adam Kraft at the base of his sacrament house in the church of St. Lorenz across 
																																								 																				
156 See the discussion above of representations of Rotschmied shown finishing works in metal.  
157 This idea is in contrast to the method put forth by Francesca Bewer in relation to the sculpture of Adriaen de 
Vries. She argues that de Vries purposefully integrated traces of the casting process into his finished pieces as an 
appeal to learned collectors who might like to discuss not only the form of a work, but the method of its facture. See 
Francesca Bewer, “The Sculpture of Adriaen de Vries: A Technical Study,” in Small Bronzes in the Renaissance ed. 
Debra Pincus, New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001, p. 159-194.  
158 See Joseph Leo Koerner, The Moment of Self-Portraiture in German Renaissance Art, Chicago: University of 





the Pegnitz [Fig. 1.178]. The inclusion of this portrait, and its placement facing the high altar, 
have been interpreted as a declaration of devotion.159 Through the work of their hands, 
transforming disparate models in wood, clay, and wax, into a soaring brass temple, the Vischers 
made an offering to the saint, and through this act have approached him in piety.160  
 This devotional portrait has parallels back to the Middle Ages. For instance, Theophilus, in 
his 12th century craftsman’s treatise, writes a prologue reminding the reader that his artistic skill 
was a gift from God, and by applying it, they do a service to God.161 Indeed, the transformation 
of natural materials that so fascinated alchemists was also intertwined with a variety of 
theological conceptions of the soul, the body, the Crucifixion, the Eucharist, and living life in the 
image of Christ.162 Not only did alchemists consider the properties of natural materials as 
evidence of God’s powers of creation, but certain medieval theologians saw the process of 
casting as akin to the understanding of Christ as the imago, the model on which man should 
literally mold himself.163 In Hugh of St. Victor’s De institutione novitiorum exhorts novice 
monks to mold themselves like sealing wax in the image of the saints:  
 “In them [good men] the form of the likeness of God is clear and therefore when we are 
imprinted by these things through imitation, we are also shaped in the image of the same 
similitude. But it should be known that unless wax is first softened, it does not receive the 
form, so indeed a man is not bent to the form of virtue through the power of another's action 
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160 Weilandt sees this portrait, especially in its placement opposite the figure of St. Sebald, as a reminder that hard 
work and piety can lead one down the path to sainthood. Weilandt 2007 p. 410. 
 
161 Theophilus ed. Hawthorne and Smith, pp. 11-13. 
 
162 For an overview of the ways alchemical experimentation interwove with Christian belief systems, see Tara 
Nummedal, “Alchemy and Religion in Christian Europe,” Ambix, Vol. 60, No. 4 (2013), p. 311-322. 
 
163 This was sometimes referred to as the forma formatrix, the forming form. See Robert Javelet, Image et 





unless first through humility he is softened away from the hardness of all pride and 
contradiction .... Therefore, what else is indicated for us in this, except that we, who desire to 
be reformed through the example of the good as if by a certain seal that is very well sculpted, 
discover in them certain lofty vestiges of works like projections and certain humble ones like 
depressions?... Therefore, what in them projects, in us ought to be impressed within; and 
what in them is depressed, is to be erected in us, because we, when we take their deeds for 
imitation, ought to make the lofty things hidden and the humble ones manifest."164 
Other theologians, especially those trained at the University of Paris under the tutelage of men 
such as Peter the Chanter and Stephen Langton, whose teachings embraced biblical exegesis as a 
tool for practical moral instruction, used metaphors of liquefaction and hardening to describe the 
way the soul embraced the teachings of Christ.165 Jean d’Abbeville, best known as dean of the 
chapter of Amiens Cathedral during much of the construction campaign of the great cathedral 
building, was a student of these men, and his popular sermons described the move to lead a 
moral life in terms of a heating, melting, and reforming of the human soul: “It is through the fire 
of charity that human pride will be replaced by humility and what is cold, compact, and hard 
through malice and obstinacy will melt in penitence at the appearance of the Lord.”166 In his 
study of the portal sculpture of the west façade of Amiens cathedral, Stephen Murray relates this 
notion of melting down and reforming in the image of Christ to the repetitive features and poses 
of the jamb figures of saints and apostles, who mirror the trumeau figure of Christ as the Beau 
Dieu in the central portal. Here, we might relate it to Gerhard Weilandt’s interpretation of the 
																																								 																				
164 Hugh of Saint Victor, De institutione novitiorum 7, "De exemplis sanctorum imitandis," PL 
176:932D-933C. Translation Thomas E. A. Dale. For a discussion of this passage in relation to lost-wax casting, see 
Dale, “The Individual, the Resurrected Body, and Romanesque Portraiture: The Tomb of Rudolph von Schwaben in 
Merseburg,” Speculum, Vol. 77, No. 3 (Jul. 2002), pp. 717-722. 
 
165 See Beryl Smalley, The Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages, Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 
1968, Ch. V p. 196-263 for a discussion of these figures and their teachings. 
 
166 Examined in Stephen Murray, Notre Dame, Cathedral of Amiens: The power of change in Gothic, Cambridge: 





tomb of St. Sebald’s iconographic program, where the pious life of St. Sebald and the apostles is 
held up as the model for triumph over vice and temptation.167 By melting themselves down in the 
fire of charity or piety, and pouring their souls into the mold of Christ, the apostles, and the 
saints, especially St. Sebald, human beings can also reach the spiritual heights attained by these 
holy individuals. As founders, the Vischers provided the channels whereby molten metal was 
given form, just as the saints served to form the soul of man.  
Thus in the Vischers we come to recognize a workshop rooted not only technically, but also 
devotionally in the work of their Germanic forebears. In later years, as the fame of the Vischers 
became divorced from their original, collaborative, materially-engaged context, it was assumed 
that they fit the mold of the artist in the modern sense of the term, where style and concept are 
valued over facture. While the form of the Vischers’ works is due to the initial interventions of 
the modeler, the final product celebrates the skill of the caster who breathed life into those 
models through the controlled flow of molten metal. It is in their work as casters that the 
Vischers made the greatest impact on the art of their generation, and where we can find their 
artistic identity most fully expressed. No object exemplifies this better than the tomb of St. 
Sebald.   
 As Pamela Smith and others have argued, the early modern artisan’s workshop was a 
precursor to the scientific laboratory, where experimentation with materials led to discovery and 
the codification of specialized knowledge about the natural world and techniques for 
manipulating it.168 As such, the workshop was a space of learning as much as of object 
production. Cognitive scientists who have studied the way humans learn have determined that 
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“learning is not confined to an individual; rather, it is distributed across objects, individuals, 
artefacts, and tools in the environment.”169 This framework of understanding cognition, known 
as distributed cognition, argues that “intelligent processes in human activity transcend the 
boundaries of the individual actor.”170 Thus, for knowledge to be produced by an individual in an 
artist’s workshop, they would have to interact not only with their tools of production, but with 
other individuals. This is the model we see played out in the example of the Vischer workshop. 
As art historians, we might consider how this approach to figuring out the way we learn 
questions our traditional model of artistic creation situated within the mind of an individual 
artist. Beyond traditional art historical interest in workshop production, apprenticeship, and 
considerations of “influence,” distributed cognition provides a scientific framework that call for 
the primacy of research into the methods of artistic production not as the work of an individual 
but of a community, perhaps even before we attempt to assign a work of art meaning in any other 
context. This chapter was intended to do just that.  
 
A POST-SCRIPT: Peter the Younger and the Wax Model 
 Peter the Younger has long been the most likely candidate to be considered a true 
Renaissance artist within the workshop, with all of the superiority this implies. After all, it was 
his supposed voyage to Italy that singlehandedly brought Renaissance brass casting to 
Nuremberg. Hopefully, the previous sections of this chapter have proven that this technique was 
not in fact new, and owed little to contemporary Italian methods, but there are certain singular 
elements of the workshop’s production related to modeling in wax that should be addressed. 
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 Among the Vischers’ many large tomb commissions that took advantage of indirect 
casting methods, there are several small works that seem to have been modeled and cast using a 
direct lost-wax method. These works, interestingly, also tend to be described as the most 
“humanist” of any of the workshop’s products – two versions of plaquettes showing the story of 
Orpheus and Eurydice [Fig. 1.179-1.182],171 three portrait medals [Fig. 1.183-1.185],172 two 
inkwells with allegorical figures and Latin inscriptions [Fig. 1.186-1.187],173 as well as a variety 
of other small works with varyingly convincing attributions to the Vischers. Given these works’ 
close formal relationships to drawings securely attributable to Peter the Younger in particular, it 
is convincing to consider that they came from the hand of Peter the Younger alone, rather than 
the workshop [Fig. 1.188-1.189].174  
 These works do not, as has often been argued, differ technically from previous workshop 
products; their difference is formal and intellectual. Peter the Younger’s plaquettes and portrait 
medals were almost certainly sand cast, a technique long employed in the workshop. And his 
inkwells, especially in the construction of the pots themselves, have repeated elements indicating 
continued indirect casting. Where they do seem to differ most importantly is in the material of 
their models. Indeed, from a purely visual inspection, the models for these works seem to have 
																																								 																				
171 The first composition survives in a single copy, in the National Gallery of Art in Washington, DC (Inv. Nr. 
1957.14.565). The second composition survives in three almost-identical copies, one at the Museum für Kunst und 
Gewerbe in Hamburg, one in the Kunstgewerbemuseum in Berlin, and one in the collection of the church of St. Paul 
in Lavanttal, Austria. See Gothic and Renaissance Art p. 396-397. 
 
172 A 1507 medal showing Hermann the Younger, now in the Historisches Museum, Basel (Inv. Nr. 1905.4461), a 
1509 self-portrait, now in the Cabinet de Médailles of the Bibliothèque Nationale de France (Inv. Méd. Allemande 
730), and another of Hermann, dated 1511, in the Münzkabinett of the Bode Museum, Berlin. See Metropolitan 
Museum 1986 p. 387 and Dreher 2003 p. 141-147. Also see chapter three of this dissertation. 
 
173 In the collection of the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. See Warren 2014, as cited in note 34, as well as Dorothea 
Diemer, “Peter Vischers Tintenfässer. Eine Neuentdeckung,” in formlos-formbar, Bronze als künstlerisches 
Material, Magdalena Bushart and Henrike Haug, ed., Cologne: Böhlau Verlag, 2016, p. 43-56. 
 
174 See Derick Dreher’s discussion of these works in relation to drawings by Peter the Younger, as well as how 




been done in wax or clay, a soft material, not wood, and likely stem from the hand of Peter the 
Younger himself, rather than an outside workshop.  
 This begs further consideration of the idea of modeling in wax. The notion that modeling 
in wax had to be imported from Italy, that it was new to the Vischer workshop, should be forever 
put to rest. Wax is an integral part of the casting process whether an object is being cast directly 
or indirectly. The changes to each intermediary model produced by the Vischers, from Hermann 
the Elder down to Hans, involved modeling and sculpting in wax. Thus Peter the Younger’s 
manipulation of wax models does not represent drastically new behavior or technology. 
 It is also important to consider the status of these small wax works within the workshop; 
these were not commercial goods produced for a patron, the way every single other work by the 
Vischers can be classified. They were quite small in scale in relation to the Vischers’ other 
works. This indicates that they were highly personal experiments by Peter the Younger, perhaps 
given as gifts or kept within the workshop. They should not even be considered among the 
official products of the workshop, as they likely did not hold that status when they were made. 
Indeed, Peter the Younger’s drawings also fall into this personal, experimental, somewhat more 
informal category; none were sold or published or used as models for prints or paintings.175 If we 
consider his use of wax models in this context, we might imagine that these personal ventures 
would have to have been undertaken simply with the materials on hand in the workshop, in his 
spare time outside work on official commissions. Since wood models were not produced there, 
he would have had on hand only the softer materials of clay or wax, which also require less 
formal training to sculpt.   
																																								 																				




 How does this relate to the tomb of St. Sebald? The proliferation of ornament carved into 
wax intermediary models on the tomb has been directly related to Peter the Younger’s drawings 
and small brass works. Given their close formal relationships, it has been assumed that these 
elements of the tomb must have been by his hand alone. The female figures on his two inkwells 
have features quite similar to the personifications of the four cardinal virtues on the base of the 
tomb of St. Sebald, from round, smooth cheeks and small chins, to their small, pursed lips, to 
their broad noses and eyes defined by simple upper and lower lids [Fig. 1.190]. Further, the four 
heroes on the tomb are quite similar to the tall and slender figure of Orpheus portrayed on 
several bronze plaques showing him with his love, Eurydice [Fig. 1.191]. The curly hair, strong 
chin and Roman nose, deeply-set eyes and high cheekbones are found on both sets of figures, as 
are their slender but well-muscled physiques. This should give us pause, as it was already 
determined that the models for these figures were carved by artisans outside of the foundry. 
Given that these inkwells and plaques formed part of Peter the Younger’s personal, independent 
experiments, their visual similarities to figures on the tomb might indicate that his designs were 
those from which the models for these figures were carved. 176 Perhaps Peter the Younger 
collaborated with a wood sculptor outside the workshop to produce them. In this way, we can 
understand the experimentation of Peter the Younger as an extension of the type of collaboration, 
exchange, and experimentation that had long been a part of the Vischers’ workshop production, 









TOMB AS SHRINE? - DEVOTION TO ST. SEBALD  
 
INTRODUCTION: RELICS AND PILGRIMAGE 
 The previous chapter discussed the tomb of St. Sebald as an object made of certain 
materials and fashioned in a certain way by certain actors. Another aspect of the tomb that 
played an essential role in its meaning when commissioned was its function - a container for the 
sanctified bones of a miracle-working man. Medieval theorists of relics such as Thiofrid of 
Echternach argued that the bones of a saint and their containers were one in the same, and both 
were essential to communicating with the saint.177 Thiofrid referred to the reliquary as the body 
of the saint, and the relics within as the saint’s soul: “As the soul itself in the body cannot be 
seen and yet works its wonders therein, so the precious treasury of dust [relics] works 
unseen...Who with fast faith touches the outside of the container whether in gold, silver, gems, or 
fabric, bronze, marble, or wood, he will be touched by that which is concealed inside.”178 
Container and material cannot be considered as separate entities. Thus, to more fully understand 
the project of Sebald’s tomb, its form and execution, we must consider how it related to the 
powers contained within it. What, exactly, was the nature of the cult of St. Sebald at the time of 
the tomb’s commission? Who venerated him, and how? What impact would the new tomb 
housing have had on his veneration? Who would have had access to such an object? 
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Surprisingly, these questions have rarely been discussed in literature related to the tomb, or to the 
church as a whole.  
According to surviving chronicles, the pilgrimage to St. Sebald’s bones had existed since the 
eleventh century. Between 1070 and 1072, his tomb was mentioned in three different chronicles, 
in Augsburg, in Weißenburg Monastery in Alsace, and, most thoroughly, by the Benedictine 
chronicler Lampert von Hersfeld. Lampert wrote of the great crowds who visited St. Sebald in 
Franconia in hopes of receiving a healing miracle: “At this time in Franconia, the memory of St. 
Sebald in Nuremberg and St. Heimerad in Hasungen are brightly shining and highly celebrated. 
Each day many people flowing together seek them out for help, which is often given by divine 
providence to the sick there.”179 Later scholars read this source and sometimes assumed that 
great masses of people “flowed together” to venerate St. Sebald for all nine hundred years of his 
cult. For instance, though he was not canonized until 1425, it is said that “people streamed to the 
tomb, praying and sacrificing, for three hundred years”180 before his canonization. Weilandt, in 
discussing the fifteenth-century layout of the church, declares that “the shrine of St. Sebald in the 
choir served as a destination of pilgrimage,”181 again, without any concrete details about who 
came and when. If, indeed, there was widespread and enthusiastic pilgrimage to St. Sebald, we 
should consider the form and iconography of the Vischers’ tomb project in relation to this 
diverse audience of travelers and miracle-seekers.  
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Medieval pilgrimage has often been discussed as a generalized phenomenon, Pilgrimage with 
a capital P: an individual or group set out from their homes to visit a distant famous saint or site, 
undertaking a long and dangerous journey to finally and climactically arrive at the locus sanctus, 
where miracles could and did occur.182 The pilgrim would then return transformed, often 
carrying a souvenir or talisman that had come in contact with the saint or site, absorbing some of 
its power. Famous sites such as those associated with the life of Christ and the Virgin in the Holy 
Land, the church of St. Peter in Rome, Santiago da Compostela in northern Spain, or the shrine 
of Thomas Beckett in Canterbury took on trans-regional and trans-national fame and importance. 
As an assured generator of income, miracle-working saints and relics were highly desired by 
medieval clergy, which sometimes led to famed instances of relic theft or fabrication.183 The 
transformative nature of these pilgrimages has in turn been tied to anthropologist Arnold van 
Gennep’s concept of liminality184 - the notion that rites of passage and substantial transformation 
of social status occur when one leaves one’s daily life and community behind, enters a neutral 
space where everything is foreign, arrives at a destination where a prescribed set of rituals are 
followed, and finally returns to their initial community a changed being.185 Certainly, surviving 
accounts of pilgrims to the major shrines mentioned above follow the shape of this rite of 
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most notably challenged by Caroline Walker Bynum in her volume Fragmentation and Redemption: essays on 




passage to a certain extent; pilgrims were sometimes leaving their villages or cities for the very 
first time, and the rituals described at pilgrimage churches of prayer, physical contact with the 
relic, circumnavigation, and perhaps ultimately of miracle, were very carefully controlled by the 
clergy of the church. Finally, pilgrims often took on a new status once they returned to their 
homes, their souvenirs or miracle stories bearing witness to their transformative journeys. 
However, some writers have dismantled this universal concept of pilgrimage, noting that 
there was often a great difference between the most famous medieval destinations and the more 
local sites of miraculous significance.186 Discussions of St. Sebald’s cult have often taken on 
characteristics of these great, trans-regional pilgrimages, describing crowds of pilgrims so 
massive that the side aisles of the church had to be widened to accommodate them.187 And yet, 
the origins of these pilgrims, the distances they traveled and their reasons for visiting have never 
been distinguished. This chapter will examine the liturgical, visual, and economic context of the 
cult of St. Sebald in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth century, in comparison with other local 
saints and relics. In the end, this research will show that veneration of St. Sebald did not conform 
to the generalized concept of a medieval pilgrimage. Crowds did not come from far and wide to 
venerate St. Sebald, rather the citizens of Nuremberg were his fervent devotees, and brought his 
cult with them when they traveled. Thus, the tomb of St. Sebald, which differs visually and 
functionally from other German saints’ tombs, cannot be considered within the same framework 
as, say, the tomb of St. Peter in Rome, or even the Shrine of the Three Kings in Cologne or that 
of the Virgin in Aachen. Instead, the tomb’s commission and the veneration of St. Sebald seem 
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closely tied to the spiritual and intellectual interests of the citizens of Nuremberg, and in 
particular the city’s economic and political elite.  
 
THE HISTORY OF ST. SEBALD’S CULT  
In 1966, Arno Borst published a thorough account of all of the liturgical and literary evidence 
for veneration of St. Sebald.188 He scoured archives and libraries for every surviving mention of 
the saint throughout Europe. These include liturgical books, church calendars, private prayer 
books, as well as poems, odes, and hagiographies, both printed and hand-written. His analysis 
also mentions related works of art to feature the saint. It will be useful to summarize the major 
moments in this literary and liturgical history of the saint, to paint a clearer picture of his 
significance within the civic and sacred history of Nuremberg, a history that culminated with the 
dedication of his fabulous brass tomb.  
Surviving texts indicate that the veneration to St. Sebald waxed and waned dramatically from 
the time it began in the mid-11th century, to its nominal end in 1525, when Nuremberg adopted 
the Lutheran faith. Between the 1070s and the late thirteenth century, he was barely mentioned 
outside of the three chronicles indicated in the introduction to this chapter.189 Only after 1240, as 
Nuremberg began to develop an independent political identity, did the saint resurface. In 1219, 
King Friedrich II had given the first of privileges to Nuremberg that set it on the path to 
becoming an Imperial Free City, and the rise of interest in Sebald was clearly connected to the 
burgeoning civic identity of the city. In approximately 1255, the church where his bones resided 
was rededicated from St. Peter to St. Sebald, a statement of ambition on the part of the ruling 
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class of the city to establish Sebald as their patron and protector. This was also an era when the 
bishops of Bamberg, to whose archdiocese Nuremberg’s parishes belonged, were sympathetic to 
the city and its saint.190 In 1256, the bishop of Bamberg granted the first indulgence for the 
celebration of St. Sebald’s feast day on August 19th. In 1273, the new church over Sebald’s 
remains was dedicated.191  
Around 1280, the first important text directly associated with St. Sebald appeared, a rhyming 
office entitled Nuremberg extolleris.192 This belonged to a Franciscan tradition of texts 
presenting saints’ legends as rhyming chants, to move and inspire the listener. In it, Sebald is 
presented as “a humanly lovable helper in times of trouble…not as the savior of individual 
believers, but as the protector of Nuremberg.”193 It is significant that this first text dedicated to 
the saint bound him inextricably with the city of Nuremberg. Further, the text goes to great 
lengths to extoll the virtues of the city. It states: “Nuremberg, you are distinguished by your 
exalted patron…in fame you stand higher than your neighboring cities. This is why you celebrate 
him with godly praise.”194 This is the earliest instance of a continued tradition that bound the 
glory of the city of Nuremberg with the power of its patron saint. Despite this fervent praise, 
veneration of St. Sebald seemed to have been small and restricted; there were few altar 
dedications, endowed clerical positions, or other charitable donations at the church of St. Sebald 
at first, and no mention of him in the records or liturgy of the many other religious orders of the 
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city. As Borst writes: “At first it was really only a few Nuremberg clerics that concentrated 
themselves on veneration of Sebald.”195   
In the first half of the fourteenth century, Nuremberg’s population began to grow due to its 
increasing independence, mercantile prosperity, and political support of King Ludwig the 
Bavarian.196 The walls of the city were expanded to encompass previously suburban areas, and 
the side aisles of the church of St. Sebald were widened to accommodate the growing 
congregation. Several other liturgical texts from this period laid out the framework for Sebald’s 
vita - his royal roots, his years as a wandering hermit and preacher in northern Italy and Bavaria, 
his relationship to saints Willibald and Wunibald, and various miracles associated with his years 
in Regensburg and Nuremberg, some of which would end up depicted on the Vischers’ tomb 
monument.197 It is at this time, around 1340, that his cult seemed to gain followers within 
Nuremberg. The first image of the saint dates to this time. He is shown in the garb of a pilgrim, 
which remained his appearance in later depictions. Further, the name Sebald began to appear in 
Nuremberg baptismal records around 1340.198  
Finally, in the early second half of the fourteenth century, the ruling class of Nuremberg 
began a concerted campaign to expand the prominence of St. Sebald. In 1356, Emperor Charles 
IV’s Golden Bull gave Nuremberg the official status of an Imperial Free City, and efforts to 
promote Sebald were clearly tied to celebration of this new independent identity. Patrician 
families began using the name Sebald more frequently for their children, and altar dedications 
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and endowments at the church of St. Sebald increased, from six in the entire first half of the 
fourteenth century, to seven between 1350 and 1360 alone.199 Most notably, work was begun on 
a new Gothic eastern hall choir. Begun in 1361 and dedicated in 1379, it was the pinnacle of 
modern Gothic design, and created a dramatic setting for the tomb of Sebald, which was 
translated from the crypt to a reliquary, displayed at the west end of the liturgical choir. It was at 
this time that the high altar’s dedication changed from St. Peter to St. Sebald. Finally, in 1397, 
the gold and silver reliquary chest, in which Sebald’s bones still reside, was commissioned, 
decorated with the coats of arms of the city and the Holy Roman Empire. 200  
Around the time of the rededication of the eastern choir, c. 1380, the first vernacular vita of 
the saint appeared. Titled Es was ain kunek (There once was a king), it was the first text to date 
his life to the eight century, making him a contemporary of Pippin the Great and Charlemagne.201 
This is also the first instance where he is named a Danish prince. These two aspects of his story 
would remain canon in later hagiographies. This vita appears distinctly political, celebrating 
Nuremberg and directing subtle jabs at neighboring cities like Poppenreuth and Erlbach. Their 
citizens failed to show the saint respect, and receive miraculous punishment at his grave. Many 
places in the city are mentioned by name. Likely commissioned by the pastor of St. Sebald, 
Albrecht Krauter, it was clearly intended for a local, German-speaking audience. 
This late fourteenth-century push for recognition was set in motion by the elite members of 
Nuremberg’s community, the lay caretakers of the city’s parish churches. Since at least 1309 the 
control of most of the activities in both St. Sebald and St. Lorenz fell to the Kirchenmeister, 
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prominent citizens appointed to the position by the city council.202 Though they were nominally 
responsible only for the secular activities of the church (finances, building care and expansion, 
decorations and furnishings, etc.), they also hired the preachers and recruited canons and 
vicars.203 The separation between church and city was thus practically nonexistent. In fact, 
around the year 1400, the city, and not the clergy, sent a prominent jurist to Rome, to lobby the 
Pope for official canonization of St. Sebald. To help facilitate this, a translation of Es was ain 
kunek was made in Latin. This version removed much of the political undertones and local 
references of the German version, likely in hopes of making him a more universal character.204  
In fact, clergy both at home and abroad mocked Sebald’s veneration, declaring him to be a 
“drunken farmer,” and that Nurembergers were provincial for holding him in such high regard.205 
Questions about the validity of his vita were raised, and contradictions and historical 
inaccuracies were pointed out. It turned out that the most powerful argument in favor of his 
canonization was the city of Nuremberg itself; under Sebald’s protection, the city had grown 
from relative obscurity in the twelfth century to become one of the wealthiest and most 
prominent communities in the Empire.206 In the end, though it took over a decade, Sebald was 
canonized on March 26, 1425.207  
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From this point, St. Sebald was included more often in the feast day calendars of 
Nuremberg’s monasteries and churches, and yet liturgical celebration of the saint remained 
confined largely to his namesake church.208 A new vernacular vita was written which attempted 
to correct some of the historical inaccuracies that had been cause for concern and ridicule from 
clergy outside of Nuremberg.209 And yet, Borst argues, it was unclear that Sebald’s official 
canonization led to any real extension of support and interest in the saint, especially among the 
wealthy and powerful citizens of Nuremberg.210 In 1482, when Sebald Schreyer became 
Kirchenmeister of St. Sebald, that began to change. Schreyer spurred renewed intellectual 
investment in the saint. In 1483, he hired Sigismund Meisterlin, a Benedictine monk from 
Augsburg, to compose a new Latin vita of the saint that the city council of Nuremberg could use 
to promote his cult.211 Meisterlin, a chronicler and historian, attempted to ground Sebald’s 
hagiography deeper in historical fact, stepping away from the more miraculous elements of his 
story. Importantly, Meisterlin’s vita also emphasized the German roots of the saint over all 
connections to Denmark, France, or Italy. His life outside Nuremberg was downplayed. 
Meisterlin’s text, which was initially judged too dry and academic, was revised several times 
before finally being translated into German and disseminated in 1488.  
In 1493, Sebald Schreyer hired his good friend, the poet laureate of the Holy Roman Empire 
Conrad Celtis, to compose a Latin ode to his namesake saint. The poem, Regie stirpis, was a 
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classically-metered, flowery celebration of St. Sebald.212 In it, Celtis emphasized the saint’s 
education in Paris, his learned ability to preach, and his royal lineage, downplaying the less 
academic aspects of his life as a hermit and his miracles. The poem was printed as a broadsheet, 
with a woodcut by Michael Wolgemut. A new printing in 1501 included an updated version of 
the woodcut by Albrecht Dürer [Fig. 2.1]. Despite the clear devotion of Schreyer and other 
members of the city council to expanding Sebald’s cult, Celtis’ poem was the last new literary or 
liturgical work composed within Nuremberg in honor of the saint.  
Throughout his work, Borst paints a clear picture of St. Sebald’s status in the western 
Christian church - though beloved in Nuremberg to varying degrees and by different audiences, 
he was rarely given much attention outside of the city and its direct surroundings. Not only this, 
but the cult of St. Sebald seems to have been specifically promoted and embraced not by the 
religious organizations within the city, but by the lay men who were caretakers of the church of 
St. Sebald - members of the economic and political elite of the city who also served on the 
powerful city council. In fact, many clergy members in and around Nuremberg paid him very 
little attention, and some were overtly hostile to his veneration.  
In addition to cataloguing these references, Borst also attempts to analyze them in relation to 
the political and religious contexts in which they were written. While very little can be added to 
Borst’s exhaustive catalogue, there are ways in which we can question his analysis of how these 
texts were used and received. First, Borst’s analysis suffers from a seemingly Protestant 
tendency to view pilgrimage and saint veneration as “popular” religion of the common folk. And 
yet, he also makes clear that the patrician rulers of Nuremberg were perhaps more devoted to the 
																																								 																				




saint than their “rustic” contemporaries.213 Second, the mistake that Borst and others who have 
written about the cult of St. Sebald have made is to assume that action on the part of the ruling 
class to increase Sebald’s standing led to an equal reaction on the part of the general population. 
There were certainly plenty of regions where pilgrimage to saints’ relics and holy places 
remained quite enthusiastic throughout the late Middle Ages and early modern period.214 And 
yet, certain counter-readings of the phenomenon of pilgrimage have shown that the will of those 
in power was often directly contrary to that of the common people.215 So, for instance, the people 
of Vézelay, France revolted violently against the abbot Artaud who, in an attempt to build a 
bigger, grander pilgrimage church for the Virgin, taxed his citizens mercilessly. The people of 
Vézelay ended up assassinating him.216 Other instances of such disagreements between those in 
power and those who bore the financial and material burdens of their whims have colored the 
history of pilgrimage churches. More innocuously, there have also been instances where clear 
efforts on the part of the clergy or other figures in power to promote devotion to a certain saint or 
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holy figure have failed to take root among the larger lay population.217 Thus, while the various 
efforts Nuremberg patricians undertook to promote Sebald’s cult are well documented, their 
success among the general population is not. Instead, their success is often assumed, a 
perspective which leads us to overlook some of the nuances of the cult of St. Sebald, and the 
effects they might have had on his veneration and the objects made in his honor.  
Initial indications that the labors of these devotees did not bear fruit comes from examination 
of the instances where St. Sebald was venerated outside of Nuremberg. These cases are few and 
far between, and in each instance his cult was established by a citizen of Nuremberg, usually a 
merchant traveling far from home who wanted to bring his patron with him. In 1434, an altar was 
dedicated to the saint by the Paumgärtner and Imhoff families in San Bartolomeo in Venice, the 
church founded by the German merchants of the Fondaco dei Tedeschi.218 A panel depicting the 
saint from the church’s organ shutters, which were painted c. 1509 by Sebastiano del Piombo, 
survives in the collection of the Accademia in Venice [Fig. 2.2]. And yet, his cult took root 
nowhere else in Venice, or on the Italian peninsula. In 1473, a Nuremberg pastor named Johann 
Egrer was transferred to a church in the parish of Buttisholz in the Swiss canton of Luzern. Once 
there, he dedicated an altar to Nuremberg’s patron saint, a dedication that was promptly removed 
when he passed away in 1490.219 In 1505, Sebald Schreyer fled the plague in Nuremberg and 
settled in the city of Schwäbisch-Gmünd. Once there, he paid for a chapel to be constructed in 
the honor of his most dear patron saint, complete with a large altarpiece depicting scenes from 
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his life and miracles. Dedicated in 1507, it was never received with particular enthusiasm, and 
did not generate any local interest in the saint.220 These and other similar instances clearly show 
that, despite the best efforts of wealthy merchants and clerics of Nuremberg to spread the word 
of their patron saint, the lay communities beyond their city walls showed little interest.  
Another good indication that popular devotion to St. Sebald was not enthusiastic around the 
time of the new tomb’s installation in 1519 is the simultaneous reform movement within the city. 
Reform in Nuremberg was championed most loudly by citizens, not by members of the city 
council. In fact, the city council was reluctant to adopt Lutheranism and risk alienating the 
decidedly Catholic Holy Roman Emperor. Lay people in the city complained about the bawdy 
behavior of clergymen, overzealous indulgences and pastors too busy with worldly affairs 
elsewhere to even be present at their churches. Indeed, Melchior Pfinzing, provost of St. Sebald 
from 1512, was also one of Emperor Maximilian I’s most trusted advisors, and spent most of his 
time at the imperial court. It seems the cult of St. Sebald and its attendant rituals held little 
importance to the citizens; they were more than ready to discontinue saint worship in favor of the 
pious reforms preached by Luther’s representatives in the city.221  
An initial reading of the literary and devotional history of St. Sebald already lays the 
groundwork for an argument against widespread veneration of the saint. The rest of this chapter 
will consider other aspects of the cult of St. Sebald that would have affected access to, and 
interest in, his relics. These studies, liturgical and architecture, but also economic, will encourage 
us to reconsider the motivations behind the grand and expensive tomb project given to the 
Vischers, and how it ultimately impacted devotion to the saint.  
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SPATIAL HIERARCHY AND AUDIENCE FOR THE TOMB 
The Eastern Choir as Reliquary 
Before the Vischers’ ornate housing was commissioned for Sebald’s reliquary, other efforts 
had been made to highlight the saint’s power visually. Notably, several writers have argued that 
the dedication in 1379 of a soaring new High Gothic hall choir at the east end of the church was 
in part meant to act as a stage setting for the patron saint’s remains [Fig. 2.3].222 Ulrike Seeger, 
using Arno Borst’s literary analysis, notes that the general argument that the choir was enlarged 
to accommodate the increased population of the city does not make sense, as the choir was a 
restricted space for the clergy, not the lay congregation.223 Further, she notes that Borst had 
shown that “St. Sebald, at the time of the construction of a new choir, was barely venerated by 
the Nuremberg population.”224 She instead relates the construction to a political desire for 
distinction from the Bishop of Bamberg. One thing Nuremberg had and Bamberg did not was St. 
Sebald as their patron, and the new construction provided a resplendent setting for his cult while 
also adding a modern extension that Bamberg’s cathedral lacked. She highlights the stonework 
and decorative tracery that encrusts the exterior of the eastern choir, which she argues was meant 
to amplify the holiness of the body contained within [Fig. 2.4].225  
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Peter Morsbach built upon Seeger’s arguments, considering the royal and patrician donors 
who financed the project. Morsbach argues that the eastern choir can be understood as a civic, 
Nuremberg-based response to the imperial foundation of the Frauenkirche across the market 
square, with St. Sebald’s local roots confirming this opposition. He takes the empire/city 
dichotomy further by arguing that St. Sebald’s eastern choir may even have been inspired by the 
new Gothic choir at Aachen, built 1355-1414 in part to honor the cult of Charlemagne, which 
had been growing in popularity. Both authors also note that the construction of the new choir 
coincided with other efforts on the part of the city to increase the standing of St. Sebald, notably 
the new vernacular vita composed in 1380, and the new reliquary made for the saint’s bones in 
1397.  
This type of architectural reflection of saints’ relics has been tied to many other cults across 
Europe. The Sainte-Chapelle in Paris was built to act as a bejeweled reliquary for King Louis 
IX’s  fabulous collection of relics from the Holy Land, a model which was also embraced in the 
construction of a high Gothic choir at the Palatinate Chapel in Aachen.226 Paul Binski has argued 
that the eastern choir of the Cathedral of Canterbury was built to metaphorically and visually 
embody Thomas Becket’s martyrdom,227 and Anne F. Harris has examined the ways that the 
stained glass of that choir amplified the saint’s life and miracles.228 Closer to home, Gerhard 
Weilandt has argued that the chapel of the Holy Ghost in Nuremberg, where the reliquary chest 
containing the imperial relic collection, to which we will return later, was suspended on a chain 
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high above the altar, can be seen as an architectural reliquary for that sacred and powerful 
collection.229 Finally, Ulrike Seeger compares the work at St. Sebald to similar construction 
campaigns at the other parish church of St. Lorenz.230 In 1439, they too began a campaign to 
construct a new hall choir, built by the celebrated Parler school of architects. At the same time, in 
1437, they had commissioned a new shrine for St. Deocarus, a local saint little venerated outside 
Nuremberg, who was promoted as a counterpoint to St. Sebald over the course of the 14th and 
15th centuries. Though his relics had been in St. Lorenz for over 100 years, they had never 
before been given such prominence.  
The power of architecture to amplify the presence of a saint’s remains was clearly also on the 
mind of the designers of St. Sebald’s new brass tomb housing. This might help explain why the 
tomb takes the form of a small chapel, despite the lack of precedents for such an arrangement in 
saintly and noble tombs of the Holy Roman Empire. Each layer of architecture, from the gabled 
reliquary itself, to the brass towers of the tomb, to the stained glass and finely carved sandstone 
of the eastern choir of the church, give the visitor new information about and means of access to 
the saint.  
Access to the tomb 
We have established that the eastern choir was likely built in part to glorify the remains of 
the patron enclosed within. However, it is well known that the medieval choir of a church was 
often a privileged space, restricted to the small group of clergy who performed rituals at the high 
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altar.231 Who, then, would have actually been permitted to approach the saint’s reliquary, to 
interact with it? This seems to be especially important to consider in relation to the Vischers’ 
tomb project which, in its complexity and scale, requires close, sustained viewing to come to 
terms with its imagery and iconographic message. The tomb was, until 1957, located in the very 
first bay of the choir, the threshold between the lay-person’s space in the nave, and that of the 
clergy and church leaders in the choir. The Gothic arrangement of the liturgical choir remained 
in place largely unchanged until World War II [Fig. 2.5].232 Low choir stalls were set up between 
the piers of the inner choir, effectively forming a barrier between choir and ambulatory. These 
stalls had seats facing both inwards toward the altar and outward toward the outer walls of the 
architectural choir. Above these stalls, beams ran between the piers, upon which were placed 
kneeling wooden angels holding candles.233 From these beams would be hung various tapestries 
depending on the time of year. The western end of the choir was shut off from the nave by a 
series of three altars, dedicated to St. John, the Virgin Mary, and the twelve apostles. A further 
beam ran above these altars, upon which statues of the crucifixion group were displayed, and 
from which further tapestries would be hung.234 This effectively formed an enclosed, but visually 
and audibly permeable liturgical space. The high altar occupied the eastern pole of this space, 
and the relics of St. Sebald the western pole, just behind the St. John altar, along the central axis 
of the choir [Fig. 2.6].  
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(2000), p. 622-657.  
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As a parish church, St. Sebald’s was dedicated to the spiritual wellbeing of its lay 
congregation. In fact, many of its clergy members had no theological background; only the 
preacher was required to have studied theology. At the head of the parish was the pastor, also 
called the provost (Probst). The pastor of St. Sebald was always from an elite Nuremberg family, 
and had a doctorate in law, not theology. Below the pastor in authority were eight or nine 
Kaplane, which, though this word translates as chaplain, were more like canons. They, along 
with the preacher, lived in the buildings on parish property, and so were sometimes referred to as 
the Herren im Hof, the gentlemen or masters in the parish yard. Finally, 12-19 vicar positions 
were endowed in association with a specific altar of the church.235 These men had their living 
expenses paid for by the donation of a specific family or person. In exchange, the vicar would 
say a personal mass in honor of the donor’s memory at specified times. The donor would not 
only endow the vicar, but also furnish him with all the liturgical instruments required to complete 
his duties. Both the chaplains and the vicars also usually had no formal theological schooling. 
The men of the clergy lived in such close proximity and shared so many aspects of their lives 
that in many ways, the parish clergy resembled that of a collegiate church.236 In 1388, Pope 
Urban VI declared that four sung masses and 18 read masses were to be performed daily in St. 
Sebald. This regulation was confirmed in 1474 by Pope Sixtus VI.237 These masses would rotate 
around the twelve altars of the church; they were not all conducted from the high altar. The altar 
would be chosen based on its relationship to the feast day being celebrated. For instance, the 
feast of the Ascension of the Virgin would be celebrated at the Marian altar. All members of the 
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clergy were required to be present at all sung masses. Half of the read masses would be 
conducted by canons, the other half by vicars.238  
Gerhard Weilandt argues that, in the Romanesque church, lay people were in fact permitted 
to attend Mass in the inner choir.  A 1303 indulgence was offered by the Bishop of Basel to all 
those who attended mass in the choir of St. Sebald’s church on high feast days.239 However, after 
the dedication of the new, Gothic eastern choir, which, unlike the previous Romanesque 
structure, had an ambulatory in addition to a liturgical choir, this indulgence was transferred to 
an altar in the ambulatory. This likely meant that the innermost choir, the hemicycle where the 
high altar and Sebald’s remains were kept, was restricted, at least during masses, to members of 
the clergy.240 And yet the high altar did not enjoy the same central status as high altars in more 
conventional churches; like the twelve side altars of the church, it was endowed with two vicar 
positions, and private devotional masses were said there alongside the more prestigious sung 
masses. Thus perhaps family members or devotees would have been welcome to join the 
church’s vicars and chaplains during these private masses.241 However, we may assume that, for 
the most part, access to the choir, and thus to the tomb of St. Sebald and his remains, was 
restricted during most hours of the day. 
The vicars, who, as previously mentioned, were required to attend each sung mass, would be 
seated at the west end of the liturgical choir, with benches fit snuggly around St. Sebald’s shrine, 
while the chaplains (canons) and pastor sat at the east end. Thus it was the vicars who would 
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have likely had the most ample time to contemplate the details of the tomb.242 These men, about 
whom surprisingly little is known, would have had an unobstructed view and long hours to 
examine the details of the Vischer’s new tomb. In contrast, the general public would likely have 
only been permitted access outside hours of prayer and devotion, if they were permitted at all.  
This arrangement must have changed liturgically, if not formally, in 1525, when the church 
became Lutheran. As part of these reforms, all non-protestant religious orders were closed, and 
the direction of the parish churches was combined into a single authority, with mass texts and 
calendars standardized. Personal memorial masses were no longer said. Personal benches 
endowed by wealthy families began to fill not just the nave, but the liturgical choir and side 
aisles as well.243 Thus, shortly after its installation, the tomb would have been accessible to a 
wider audience at the same time it was desanctified. In fact, the most notable part of the later 
liturgical history of the tomb is that the parish authorities tried repeatedly over the course of three 
centuries to have the tomb moved from its position, as it blocked access to the high altar. Only in 
1957, after the destruction of WWII and subsequent rebuilding, did the church finally get its 
wish.  
The Visual Animation of St. Sebald’s Feast Day 
Specific information about the rituals associated with St. Sebald’s feast day is preserved in 
various instructional guides for the caretakers of the church, most notably a document known as 
the Mesnerpflichtbuch, written in 1482.244 Unfortunately, these guides were not rewritten 
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between 1519, when the Vischer tomb was installed, and 1524, when official celebration of St. 
Sebald’s feast day was drastically reduced, thus it is impossible to ascertain how much of these 
feast day preparations would have been altered by the addition of a permanent housing for the 
reliquary shrine of the saint.  
Before the Vischer housing, the reliquary of St. Sebald was protected for most of the year by 
a wooden covering and displayed near the entrance to the choir.245 The night before St. Sebald’s 
feast day, this covering would be removed, the reliquary cleaned and dusted, and set up on a 
purpose-built elevated platform, called the Grab. A portable silk baldachin, called a himmelein, 
would be set up over the shrine, and paper roses would be fixed to it.246 Weilandt argues that 
these roses were meant to remind visitors of the sweet, heavenly scent that was understood to 
emanate from saintly relics.247 In addition to the preparations associated with Sebald’s reliquary 
shrine, the high altar would be draped with a golden cloth and the church’s collection of precious 
reliquaries would be displayed. These included the head reliquary and arm reliquary of St. 
Sebald, as well as several other small gilt-silver reliquaries donated by members of the city’s 
patrician class.248  
On the day of the saint’s feast, twelve of the most prominent citizens of Nuremberg would be 
selected to carry the reliquary shrine in procession through the city.249 It would be draped in silk 
cloths, and a large silver image of the saint would be hung from its gable. Behind the shrine, 
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eight children dressed as angels holding candles would follow, then the clergymen of St. Sebald, 
and finally the members of the lay community. This was certainly a colorful procession, 
flickering with gold and silver and colored silks, emanating song and shrouded in the smoke of 
flickering candles and incense. The heads of the city’s other religious institutions were expected 
to participate in this procession as well. The procession must have been popular; when the feast 
day fell over the course of a state visit in 1489, the Emperor Maximilian I walked alongside the 
shrine of St. Sebald.250  
It is very likely that some of the initial preparations for the saint’s feast day changed 
dramatically when the Vischers’ tomb was installed. First, it is unclear if such decorative touches 
as paper flowers and a silk canopy would have been required, given the tomb housing’s 
permanent decoration was highly ornate, and provided its own beautiful canopy. Second, the 
Vischers’ housing makes it much more challenging to remove the reliquary shrine from its 
position. The east side of the tomb contains the mechanism for release.251 Two pins, one at the 
base of the central colonnette of the east end and the other at that colonnette’s capital, were 
removed. This colonnette and its heavy capital were then slid out of their brackets and set aside, 
exposing a clear path for the shrine, which was placed on a wooden board with wheels to 
facilitate movement [Fig. 2.7]. From accounts of restorers involved in the most recent visitation 
of St. Sebald’s relics in 1993, this mechanism is quite complex, and requires at least two people 
to work effectively. The piece which must be removed is quite heavy, and it is a challenge to line 
all the pieces up correctly. One imagines that this element of the feast day preparations must 
have entailed ritual solemnity and careful teamwork.  
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We might also ask when during preparation and celebration the tomb would have been 
removed from its housing, and whether the portable Grab platform would even have been 
necessary. Perhaps the reliquary was simply displayed in its beautiful new housing when not in 
procession, rather than on a simple platform.  The Vischer’s tomb certainly would have provided 
a much more impressive and regal frame for the rituals of the saint’s feast day than the previous 
ephemeral framework. Indeed, this would have been the only chance to truly show off the new 
brass tomb, given that the highlight of St. Sebald’s feast day was otherwise the procession of his 
remains far from the Vischers’ monument, and that on other days access to the choir would have 
been restricted. This might raise the question: was the tomb really intended to complement the 
saint’s feast day celebrations? Or rather as a permanent monument to the saint for each day of 
the year, as fine as the ephemeral ornaments otherwise provided for him only once a year? 
Likely the patrons of the tomb intended it as the latter.  
The Heiltumsweisung – A Comparison 
A revealing comparison to the celebration of St. Sebald’s feast day is a documented major 
pilgrimage event in Nuremberg: the yearly display of the imperial relic collection known as the 
Heiltumsweisung.252 In 1424, King Sigismund bequeathed Nuremberg the sacred responsibility 
of protecting and caring for the imperial regalia, which included not just coronation garments 
said to have been worn by Charlemagne himself, but also the vast and precious collection of 
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relics belonging to the Holy Roman Emperors, the star of which was the tip of the Holy Lance, 
said to have pierced Christ’s side during the Crucifixion.  
The chapel of the Heilig-Geist Spital was chosen as the home for this precious collection 
[Fig. 2.8], which was suspended above the altar of the church in a large reliquary made, perhaps 
not coincidentally, to resemble the reliquary casket of St. Sebald [Fig. 2.9]. The underside of this 
imperial shrine, which exists today in the collection of the Germanisches Nationalmuseum, was 
painted with images of angels holding the Holy Lance and the True Cross [Fig. 2.10].253 The 
choice of the Heilig-Geist Spital betrays the particular aims of the city council and the Emperor; 
it was a privately endowed church completely separate from any ecclesiastical authority, and 
under secular control. Thus, steps were taken from the beginning to connect the prestige of this 
collection to civic structures of authority.  
The relic collection remained in Nuremberg from 1424 until 1796, when it was moved to 
Vienna to protect it from fears of damage provoked by the French Revolution. From 1424 until 
1524, the collection was displayed once per year two weeks after Good Friday, a festival that 
was a popular pilgrimage destination. The display was also accompanied by a two-week market 
fair. During this grand event, a temporary structure was built in the main market square from 
which the relics would be displayed in turn to the large crowd below. Members of the clergy of 
St. Sebald and St. Lorenz, as well as the leaders of the city council, would read aloud 
descriptions of each relic and reliquary from this structure, known as the Heiltumsstuhl. In 
addition, those guests with higher status could request their rings, cloths, or other small items be 
touched to the various reliquaries by priests, so that they could create their own contact relics. 
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The display was festive, not solemn, with each visitor in attendance given wine, candies, and 
ginger.  
Unlike St. Sebald’s feast day, much evidence for the Heiltumsweisung survives that points to 
a widespread pilgrimage. Multiple pilgrim accounts give firsthand descriptions of the festivities, 
and the nature of the contact relics that were acquired. Leo von Rosmital, a bohemian lord who 
visited the display in 1467, wrote that “priests laid our rings on this relic [referring to the Holy 
Lance] so that each man who suffers from pain or cramps of the side could have a sure and 
effective healing method.”254 Further souvenirs of the celebration included small pewter or lead 
pilgrim badges with images of the holy lance and other relics, which would have been widely 
available for purchase [Fig. 2.11].255 In fact, it is thought that these badges would have served as 
entry tickets to the display itself. The most famous example of such souvenirs is the printed 
Heiltumsbuch, an illustrated guide to all of the relics displayed in the collection [Fig. 2.12]. This 
book survives in several copies, and its woodcuts, sometimes colored, display not only the forms 
of the many different reliquaries with descriptions of the relics within, but also an image of the 
Weisung itself, showing the Heiltumsstuhl, the clergymen displaying relics, and the diverse 
crowd of pilgrims below, absorbing the sanctity of these objects [Fig. 2.13]. 
That the Heiltumsweisung was a massive, empire-wide affair is also confirmed by the work 
undertaken each year to prepare the city for an influx of visitors.256 Attempts to control such a 
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large crowd included shutting off streets with iron chains and wooden boards, so that the market 
square, which lies just over the Pegnitz on the north side of the city, could only be reached from 
a single bridge [Fig. 2.14]. Armed guards were placed throughout the city, and all but two city 
gates were closed to traffic. The list of attendees at the inaugural Weisung also allows us to paint 
a picture of the widespread prestige of the event. Bishops from Eichstätt, Augsburg, Konstanz, 
Chur, Basel, Straßburg, Speyer, Worms, Liège, Würzburg, Freising, Regensburg, Passau, 
Salzburg, Magdeburg, Merseburg, Naumberg, Meißen, and Halberstadt attended, along with the 
electors of the empire, and the leaders of all its major cities.257 The Pope decreed a generous 
indulgence for attendance at the Weisung, around the same time that he canonized St. Sebald.258 
Record books kept for each year of the festival indicate just how popular the event was, 
especially with residents of the southern half of the empire.259  
A comparison of these measures with the preparations for the feast of St. Sebald illustrate the 
stark difference between an empire-wide pilgrimage destination and a small celebration of a 
local saint. Sebald’s feast day attracted nowhere near the audience of the Heiltumsweisung, as no 
preparations were needed for out-of-town guests and large crowds. If a pilgrimage can be 
defined as travel to the bones of a distant saint, the celebration of St. Sebald does not seem to 
apply. The feast of St. Sebald should instead be understood as a personal, local celebration for 
the citizens of Nuremberg to delight in the generosity of their patron. For the celebration of St. 
Sebald, we have evidence of poems and praise written by great intellectual figures such as 
Sigismund Meisterlin and Conrad Celtis. We have the lists of the powerful men of the city who 
carried the saint’s shrine in procession. We have works of art, especially the Vischers’ tomb, 
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commissioned by the city’s elite. All of this evidence ties the cult of St. Sebald clearly to 
Nuremberg, and, even more specifically, to the political, economic, and intellectual elite of the 
city. Very little evidence exists for interest outside of this narrow group. Thus the most 
enthusiastic support for the cult of St. Sebald came from the highest levels of Nuremberg society, 
not from devotees outside the city. An examination of the financial aspects of St. Sebald’s 
veneration will confirm this hypothesis.  
 
THE ECONOMICS OF VENERATION: DONATIONS TO ST. SEBALD   
This liturgical and literary history and the feast day preparations give us only one side of the 
picture of veneration of St. Sebald, that of measures taken by the men in charge of his cult. 
However, these church leaders were not the ones who ultimately determined the success of his 
cult, particularly in an economic sense. They could only build the apparatus for veneration, and 
hope that people responded enthusiastically. There are no surviving descriptions of the feast day 
celebrations from those outside of the church and city leadership. No pilgrim accounts, or even 
souvenirs survive to indicate the range and size of veneration of the saint, all methods that could 
otherwise be used to determine the impact of Sebald’s cult by the late fifteenth century. No 
record of large amounts of votive offerings, or even of miracles that took place at the tomb, were 
documented after his canonization.260 Of course, one of the most appealing aspects of having a 
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saint reside in your church was monetary: pilgrims often left donations.261 The financial records 
of the church of St. Sebald provide the most direct window onto Sebald’s popularity, allowing us 
to chart the ebb and flow of donations to the saint. This is not a foolproof method of gauging 
devotion, and much of the interpretation remains speculative, but this economic study can 
nevertheless show us another facet of St. Sebald’s cult and the way it ultimately impacted the 
Vischers’ tomb.  
This financial history is incomplete. However, Sebald Schreyer, when he was 
Kirchenmeister, kept highly detailed records of income. These record books survive, and show 
us the course of devotion to St. Sebald from 1485-1502.262 This can give a clear idea of the status 
of Sebald’s cult in the years leading up to the commission of a new housing for his bones. From 
1507-1520, Sigmund Fürer and Peter Imhoff, the men in charge of collecting donations to 
finance the Vischers’ tomb project, also kept detailed records of how much was given, and by 
whom.263 Comparison of this list with names of local citizens gives a picture of the extent of 
interest in Sebald’s cult and a new tomb for his bones. Finally, a record of income and expenses 
for the church also survives from the years 1522-1524.264 This gives us rare access to the brief 
years between when the Vischers’ grand monument was installed, and when the city adopted 
Lutheranism and Sebald’s feast day celebrations were halted.  
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Both sets of church account books record a weekly tally of income throughout the calendar 
year, including not just donations to the collection plates and donation boxes, but also gifts from 
individual congregation members and visitors, often named but sometimes anonymous. These 
included precious and functional materials, from jewelry to cloth to wax, that could then be sold 
for money or used in-kind. The later record book also shows donations in honor of marriages and 
funerary services that took place in the church. Each of these records provides not only a specific 
account of the income during St. Sebald’s feast week, but also give us the opportunity to 
compare this income against other major feast days in the calendar year. Finally, by comparing 
this income with similar records from Nuremberg’s other parish church, St. Lorenz, we can 
provide a larger context for Sebald’s cult, and see just how it measures up to other sources of 
income.  
A Note on Currency 
In order to effectively analyze this financial information, we must first understand the value 
of currency from about 1480 to about 1525 in Nuremberg. This task is in fact somewhat 
complicated. Nuremberg had both gold and silver coinage systems, but there were also values 
used as accounting measures that did not appear as individual coins.265 Finally, the value of a 
pound changed at some point in the fifteenth century, and thus calculations by Schreyer were 
made using both “old” and “new” currency values.  
The most valuable coin in circulation was the gold gilder, also called a florin. In turn, silver 
coinage was also calculated in equivalence with the gilder or florin. Thus, a florin was also an 
accounting measure; whether in gold or silver, a florin or gilder, or a collection of silver coins 
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equaling a florin, was the same value. Silver coins were measured out in pounds, or Pfunde, 
which were also called shillings, Pfennige or pennies, which were also called denarius, and 
Hallers or Hellers, which equaled about half a penny, and was the most common currency in 
daily transactions.  
Schreyers’ and Imhoff’s accounts include a certain amount of information about relative 
values. Schreyer, who keeps accounts in florins, pounds and denariae, converts old pounds to 
new. In his calculations, one new pound equaled four old pounds. The major difference between 
Schreyer’s accounts and later calculations is that Schreyer does not use the florin as an 
accounting measure. Thus, the florin is only used to add up the number of gold gilder/florin coins 
received. The amount of pounds is not converted to an equivalent measure in florins. 
Fürer and Imhoff do convert their amounts to florins regardless of coinage. Imhoff gives us 
further information by writing out how much of each type of coin he received before converting 
them all to equivalent florins. Thus, we know that he was counting gold gilders, basic silver 
coins, which he calls “good coins,” and Hallers. Further, when converting everything to florins 
as an accounting value, he tells us that one florin is equivalent to 8 pounds 12 denariae. Thus, 
through conversion, we can compare values used by these different account keepers despite 
different accounting procedures. For instance, when comparing Schreyer’s accounts to Fürer’s 
and Imhoff’s, we may calculate the value in florins of Schreyer’s accounting in pounds by 
assuming that one florin equals eight new pounds. 
Schreyer’s Rechnungsbuch  
The information documented by Sebald Schreyer provides several different important 




day. In addition to donations given at the Heiltumsstuhl, a collection plate set up by the reliquary 
display for the feast day and the following eight days (the octave), Schreyer documents the 
income from wichßen heußern - wax houses, which were left as votives to the saint. It seems that 
the church would then sell the wax from these houses, as the income is labeled in pounds and 
denariae. These “wax houses” are not mentioned in association with any other feast day or 
celebration in St. Sebald. They do, however, appear in records of donations at St. Lorenz on the 
feast day of their patron saint, St. Lawrence, whose relics were not particularly prominent in the 
church’s treasury.266 Thus this seems to have been a city-wide tradition to celebrate the named 
patrons of their parish churches rather than a practice specifically associated with worship of St. 
Sebald. According to Heinrich Dormeier, these houses were made by the city’s candlemakers, 
and sold at the entrance to the church on these feast days.  
Secondly, Schreyer’s records make clear that over the last two decades of the fifteenth 
century, income from celebration of St. Sebald’s feast day remained relatively consistent [See 
Appendix A]. It ranged from around 170 pounds in 1485, to a peak of around 239 pounds in 
1499. After the initial lower quantity in 1485, income rose and hovered between around 200 and 
230 pounds consistently, with 1492 as the only clear dip. The total income does not take into 
account that the difference between coin donations and wax donations also fluctuated, and the 
years with the most donations in wax were not those with the highest donations in coin. We can 
only speculate about the significance of this distinction. Were local citizens more likely to donate 
a wax house, as a more personal votive offering? Or were travelers more likely to simply buy a 
																																								 																				
266 Comparisons to St. Lorenz are made using the analysis provided by Heinrich Dormeier in his article 
“Kirchenjahr, Heiligenverehrung und große Politik im Almosengefällbuch der Nürnberger Lorenzpfarrei (1454-





wax house than decide on the proper sum to donate to the saint? Or was it simply a matter of 
personal whim unrelated to origin?  
As previously examined, the 1480s and 1490s coincided with a concerted effort on the part of 
the patrician leaders of St. Sebald’s parish to elevate the standing of their patron through visual 
and literary campaigns. A relatively steady increase in donations to the saint from 1485 on seems 
to indicate that this campaign was at least moderately successful in increasing attention to the 
saint’s feast day. As Gerhard Weilandt pointed out, in 1499 about 43% of overall pious 
donations to the church were collected during the octave of St. Sebald’s feast day.267 Certainly, 
for the church of St. Sebald, donations on the saint’s feast day were an important part of their 
overall income from donations, though this income in the end formed but a fraction of the money 
they received from rent on properties owned around and outside the city, from personal 
endowments, and money from the city council. The portion from saint worship probably covered 
only a small portion of their operating costs. For example, in the accounting year of 1498-1499, 
the church’s total income was 681 gilders, 449 new pounds, and 6.5 denariae.268 Using our 
conversion calculations from gilders to pounds, this equaled a total of 5,897 pounds and 6.5 
denariae, around 239 of which were donated on St. Sebald’s feast day. Thus, though income 
from St. Sebald’s feast made up 43% of donations, it made only 3.7% of overall income to the 
church.  
What these accounts do not answer is who exactly was donating this money. Were they local 
citizens celebrating their patron saint, a sort of civic holiday for the glory of Nuremberg as well 
as the saint himself? Or were worshippers coming from afar on pilgrimage to venerate a saint 
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with wide-reaching reputation? Only once in any year of record keeping was a foreign currency 
mentioned. In 1491, the collection box in St. Sebald’s yielded, in addition to 1 gold florin and 
other local coinage, “one small Netherlandish gilder,” which Schreyer estimated was worth 4 lb 
and 4 denariae.269 The specification of the geographic provenance of this coin seems to indicate 
that all of the other donations received at the church were in a locally-circulated coinage.270 This 
might corroborate the literary and ecclesiastic history of worship of St. Sebald, which indicates 
that Sebald was never very popular outside of Nuremberg.  
The Campaign to Raise Money for the Tomb 
There is one specific set of records that does preserve names of those who donated, as well as 
the amounts they donated. From 1507 to 1520, Sigmund Fürer and Peter Imhoff, members of the 
city council, were tasked with keeping track of donations intended specifically to finance the 
new tomb housing executed by the Vischers. Peter Imhoff kept track of anonymous donations 
left in the collection box set up in the church for the cause, which may have been painted with an 
image of the saint by Albrecht Dürer.271 He also noted several private donations. Sigmund Fürer 
kept account solely of the individuals who brought him money. In total, their records mention 
120 distinct individuals or family groups who donated money to the Vischers’ project, 
sometimes multiple times. Fürer and Imhoff recorded the name of the individual, the year (and in 
Imhoff’s case the specific date), the amount of the donation in florins, and if the donation was 
made in honor of a particular person. By examining the demographics of the donors, and the 
																																								 																				
269 Ibid fol. 65v. “Item zu Sannt Michels tag hab ich die stock zu Sant Sebolt vnnd zu Sant Moritzen geoffent vnnd 
darinnen an gutter muntz funden 1 guld fl an gold vnnd 1 clein niderlendischen gld so ich fur 4 lb 4 d gebenn hab.“  
 
270 This cannot be certain, as many types of coins would have certainly circulated in Nuremberg at the time, given its 
status as a hub of trade. Given that coins were given value primarily by material weight, it would have been 
relatively easy to convert a coin minted in a different region to local accounting measures.  
 





quantity of their donations, we can glean further information about the nature of St. Sebald’s 
devotees. 
First and foremost, the donations were made almost entirely by people whose family names 
were quite common to Nuremberg at that time.272 It can be assumed that almost all of them were 
Nuremberg citizens. Further, a large number of donations were made by elite Nuremberg 
families [See Appendix B]. 36 of these 120 donations came from patrician families, the Genannt, 
the most politically powerful segment of Nuremberg society whose members made up the 
leaders of the city council. A further 17 donations were made by members of the next highest 
rank in Nuremberg society, the wealthy merchants and Ehrbare families. Ehrbare, or honorable, 
was a designation that indicated the rank below patrician. Ehrbare families could serve on the 
larger council, but not the inner council, which was reserved for the Genannt. At least 21 further 
donations were made by the city’s wealthiest families, all of whom had over 1,000 florins in 
assets. In total, these elite individuals make up 67% of named donors to the fundraising 
campaign. Further, out of the 27 people who donated more than 10 florins over the course of the 
fundraising campaign, all but three were either patricians, from an ehrbare family, or worth over 
1,000 florins.273 Thus a large percentage of the total quantity of donations also came from this 
																																								 																				
272 Several sources were consulted to confirm the names of donors as Nuremberg citizens. First, the Nuremberg 
Totengeläutebücher from St. Sebald and St. Lorenz, published by Helene Burger between 1961 and 1972, have the 
names of every person whose death was commemorated at either parish church between 1439 and 1572. Second, in 
1497 a tax was collected from every single citizen of the Holy Roman Empire to finance Maximilian I’s 
expansionist military campaigns. The amount collected was proportional to the assets of each family, and in 
Nuremberg lists of almost every single citizen who gave, the size of their household, the district in which they lived, 
and the amount they were charged, survives. This includes a separate list of the Vermögender Bürger, citizens of 
means, whose assets totaled over 1,000 gilders in value. Published by Peter Fleischmann, Das Reichssteuerregister 
von 1497 der Reichsstadt Nürnberg und der Reichspflege Weissenburg, Nuremberg: Gesellschaft für 
Familienforschung in Franken, 1993. Finally, the names and backgrounds of patrician and „ehrbar“ families are 
described in Gunther Friedrich, Bibliographie zum Patriziat der Reichsstadt Nürnberg, Verein für Geschichte der 
Stadt Nürnberg, Nuremberg: Edelmann, 1994.  
 
273 Not all Genannt and Ehrbare families were among the wealthiest citizens, and not all wealthy families were 




wealthy upper class, though they only made up relatively small percentage of Nuremberg’s 
population at the time. In fact, out of approximately 28,000 citizens of Nuremberg at the turn of 
the sixteenth century, only around 700 families had such a large net worth.274  
Even those who donated smaller amounts or who were not members of the political elite 
must still have made a comfortable living. One florin was not a small sum of money at the time. 
Only three named donations of less than a florin were recorded. In the early sixteenth century, 
carpenters, masons, apprentices and similar trades earned around 26 Pfennige a day. A florin 
equaled around 250 Pfennige, thus made up a full 10 days’ wages for a modest tradesman.275 
Thus, those whose donations are recorded to the fundraising campaign must all have at least been 
around the income level of a master craftsman, some of whom, especially goldsmiths, were 
members of the wealthiest families of the city. Hans Krug, a goldsmith whose work survives 
until today, donated 5 florins to the tomb campaign. He was among those citizens with over 
1,000 florins of assets.  
The format where very small donations from simple folk might have been included was the 
money taken from the anonymous collection box. Peter Imhoff recorded whether the coinage 
recovered was in gold or silver. As the gold florin was the most valuable of coins in circulation, 
we may assume that any gold coins were not donated by those in the lowest strata of Nuremberg 
society. Ruling out these gold pieces, there was a total of about 650 florins of silver coinage 
donated from 1507-1520 [See Appendix C]. Compared with the total amount collected, 
approximately 2,130 florins, the common citizens of Nuremberg could only have financed a 
																																								 																																							 																																							 																																							 																																			
aristocratic mentality. Indeed, after Nuremberg was absorbed by Bavaria in 1806, many descendants of Genannt 
Nuremberg families were given titles of nobility. 
 
274 Fleischmann 1993 p. XXIX.  
 




maximum of 30% of the tomb’s costs, assuming that every silver coin donated to the collection 
box came from a simple tradesman or laborer, which was likely not the case. Though not 
necessarily surprising, this analysis does drive home a distinct social hierarchy in the 
contributions to St. Sebald’s tomb project. This was an object specifically supported not just by 
pious citizens or pilgrims writ large, but by economically and politically elite Nuremberg 
citizens. 
When examined overall, a clear trend in donations emerges [See Appendix D]. When the call 
was first put out for donations in September of 1507, the response was immediate. Before the 
end of that calendar year, twelve donors had given around 258 florins to the campaign, an 
average of 21.5 fl per donor. In contrast, the quantity of donations to the collection box in the 
church were relatively small. The next year, 1508, saw a 75% decrease in individual donations, 
with only four donations averaging 12.5 florins each, while the anonymous donations to the 
collection box increased. Individual donations rose again in 1509, as did anonymous donations. 
These anonymous donations reached their peak in 1510 and 1511, though the size of individual 
donations dropped, with 10-11 donors giving an average of 10-11 florins in each of those years, 
down from almost 20 florins each in 1509. The years of 1512-1518 dropped in income from both 
sources. Only around 518 florins in total were collected over this seven year period. In 
comparison, the final year of fundraising produced 401 florins in a single year. 1519 also saw the 
largest number of individual donations, 59, where previous peaks had reached a maximum of 12 
individual donors. However, each of these averaged only around 5.6 florins per donation. Indeed, 
this final push for funds was characterized by comparatively small donations from all levels of 




were normal citizens or people from neighboring areas who did not belong to the highest 
economic rank of the community.  
What can we make of this overview? Given the anonymity of donations to the collection box, 
it seems possible to assume that the general population, visitors, and poorer citizens might have 
been more inclined to contribute to the campaign in this fashion. In contrast, those who sought 
out Fürer and Imhoff to donate were more likely to be of a higher status in the city. We might, 
therefore, consider the patterns between the collection box and individual donations to be 
indicative of a more general, popular appeal versus appeal to the city’s elites. Thus, it is not 
surprising that the initial call for donations reached the elite ranks of the city first, in 1507, 
before the word got out to lower classes, who began to donate more noticeably in 1508. The 
pattern also indicates that popular enthusiasm remained strong slightly longer than individual 
donations, which were cut in half between 1509 and 1510. Finally, it is clear that the enthusiasm 
for the new tomb of the saint was not consistent, and seemed to have fallen out of general 
interest for seven years. It was only when the city council put out a plea for donations in 1519 
that the final quantities were collected. We know that Anton Tucher II, at the time the first 
Losunger of the city, the highest position in government, personally invited many citizens to city 
hall over the course of three days in March, 1519 to request donations.276 Interestingly, the 
anonymous donations to the collection box totaled only 68 florins in 1519, nowhere near a record 
amount, while named, individual donations were around 100 florins higher than any previous 
year. Perhaps those who had been persuaded to give by the city council or Anton Tucher’s 
personal invitation were adamant that their names be attached to their charitable deed.  
																																								 																				




Finally, it is important to point out the stark difference in quantity of donations for St. 
Sebald’s feast day compared to that for the campaign to make him a new memorial. At its peak 
in 1499, St. Sebald’s feast day only made 239 pounds, or just under 30 florins. This is still less 
than the lowest year of donations to the financing campaign, 1514, where donations totaled 32 
florins. Thus, this targeted appeal to finance a singular object in honor of the saint was far more 
lucrative than the donations given in his honor on his feast day. This, too, argues against the 
notion that St. Sebald’s tomb or feast day was a pilgrimage destination of any renown by the end 
of the fifteenth century, despite the efforts of promotion on the part of Sebald Schreyer.  
It is unfortunate that we have no data for the donations to the church on St. Sebald’s feast day 
for the years of the fundraising campaign. It would be interesting to determine whether donations 
on his feast day were lower, indicating people preferred to give to a specific cause in honor of 
the saint, or if donations by contrast remained level, or even increased in honor of the holiday. 
Had donations to the saint on his feast day increased by the time his tomb project was underway? 
While we cannot know for sure, Peter Imhoff’s registers provide dates of donations as well as 
amounts, allowing us to determine if donations to Sebald’s tomb project increased in honor of his 
feast day on August 19th. In 1508, between August 18th and September 4th, 2 Gold florins, and 
silver coins worth 14 florins had been donated for a total of 16 florins. To compare, between 
April 30th and July 28th of 1509, 3 gold florins and silver coins worth 11 florins were donated 
for a total of 14 florins. Thus, though over a shorter period of time, the quantity of donations 
between those two cycles was about equivalent. In that same year, between August 13th and 
August 29th, the exact same quantity of donations were recorded. In 1510, from August 16th to 
August 29th one gold florin and silver coins worth 12 florins were donated. However, from 




florins worth of silver coins. This period of donations, the largest total to come from the 
collection box, was not given during St. Sebald’s celebration. Indeed, quantities donated during 
St. Sebald’s octave seem to remain steady around 14 florins. Some years the collection box was 
opened far less frequently, making comparison difficult. Though not as specific as Sebald 
Schreyer’s accounting of the saint’s feast day donations, the amounts donated to the collection 
box at the time of the saint’s feast day are not remarkable enough to conclude that this 
celebration had a great impact on donations to the fundraising campaign. Further, no individual 
donations are recorded by Imhoff on dates around the saint’s feast day.  
In conclusion, we may argue that donations to the tomb campaign were spurred largely by 
pressure from the city council. Its most profitable years, 1507 and 1519, occurred when the 
council specifically put out the call for donations. When left to their own devices, it seems 
citizens’ interest, and thus donations, tended to lag. In terms of demographics, it is significant, 
but perhaps unsurprising, that the wealthiest and most politically powerful citizens of Nuremberg 
gave the most and the most frequently. Finally, it is important to confirm that a vast majority of 
named donations came from citizens of Nuremberg, not pilgrims and travelers from abroad, 
though they visited the city regularly. The cult of St. Sebald was distinctly local.  
The New Tomb’s Impact on Devotion  
But what happened after this fundraising campaign? What impact did the beautiful new tomb 
have on the economics of saint veneration? The few years of financial information that survive 
from after the Vischers’ tomb’s installation in 1519 provide a starkly different picture of 




to around Pentecost of 1524.277 These calculate totals from the Sunday collection plate, as well 
as donations given at weddings and funerals, and the names and stations of individuals who gave 
particularly impressive donations, usually in gold. In 1522 and 1523, the week of St. Sebald’s 
feast day had some of the lowest donations of the entire year, hovering around 6 pounds for both 
years. In contrast, Christmas and Easter became the most profitable holidays, with donations in 
1522 at Christmas hitting 252 pounds, and Easter in 1523 resulting in 202 pounds of donations 
[See Appendix A].  
In an account book from St. Lorenz from 1523, the scribe writes a notice to the city council 
warning of steep drops in church income. He attributes these losses to two causes: the council 
had recently outlawed the burial of bodies within the city walls, and thus the churchyards of the 
two parish churches were deprived of burial income. The second cause he attributed to the 
currents of reform taking hold in the city: “As the congregation becomes more aware of Luther’s 
teachings and writings, in which donations to the church are described as inappropriate and 
wasteful, these people no longer give them. This has caused me great disadvantage, as offerings 
and burials were my best and most valid source of income and have now basically stopped.”278  
This can also explain the drop in donations to St. Sebald, as the cult of saints was heavily 
criticized by reform ideology. The proscription against financial transactions for spiritual gain 
also had an impact on overall donations to the church. In just half of 1522, as recorded in the 
register, income from all donations was over 2,000 pounds. In the entirety of 1523, this amount 
was just under 2,500 pounds. And finally, in the three-quarters of 1524 that were recorded, only 
																																								 																				
277 StA B5/II, Kirchen- und Vormundamt/Akten, Nr. 266, fol. 37r-93v. 
 
278 StA B5/II, Nr. 233, fol. 3r. “Item, die Weil der Gemein Mann aus des Luthers Lehr und Schreiben berichtet die 
opffer uneey und vergabens zu seyn, die selben auch nicht mehr gehalten werden, daraus mir großer nachtheil 




870 pounds were received in donations. As predicted in the above letter from 1523, personal 
donations all but disappeared. Thus, in the end, the grandest and most expensive gesture ever 
undertaken in honor of the saint, his new tomb in brass, failed to increase the standing of his cult 
in the face of reform ideology.  
Parish Competition: The Church of St. Lorenz 
The quantity of income from the cult of St. Sebald is not necessarily significant when 
considered only in relation to other donations made to the church of St. Sebald. The importance 
of these numbers becomes much clearer when considered in comparison to donations in the other 
major parish church of St. Lorenz. Even more detailed financial records exist for St. Lorenz than 
have survived for St. Sebald. In 1997, Heinrich Dormeier analyzed them in much the same 
fashion as my analysis, attempting to determine the interests and values of the congregation 
through their monetary donations.279 Comparing St. Lorenz’s income from donations to that of 
St. Sebald lead to an obvious conclusion: St. Lorenz out-earned St. Sebald at basically every 
turn. For every single year in which comparative data exists, the church of St. Lorenz earned 
more money in donations on the feast day of St. Lawrence than the church of St. Sebald ever did 
on their namesake’s feast day [See Appendix A]. In 1499, the most profitable year in St. Sebald’s 
financial history, the saint received 239 pounds in honor of his cult, while the feast day of St. 
Lawrence in the same year received 400 pounds in donations. In 1502, the feast day of St. 
Lawrence spurred 460 pounds in donations, while St. Sebald’s celebration in the same year only 
fetched 215 pounds, less than half of the other saint’s income. How wide-spread and popular 
could devotion to St. Sebald have been if his cult consistently brought in less money than St. 
Lawrence, a patron saint whose body was interred in Rome, and who had no particular regional 
																																								 																				




connection to Nuremberg? Perhaps the broad appeal and reputation of St. Lawrence, a Roman 
martyr, was more attractive to the travelers, merchants, nobles, and pilgrims who would stop in 
Nuremberg for business or as a way station on their voyages. This would seem to further indicate 
that St. Sebald was never the target of a long-range pilgrimage, but was instead the object of 
veneration only of those who resided in the city under his protection.  
 
CONCLUSION 
This chapter has painted a clearer picture of the devotional context in which St. Sebald’s new 
tomb monument was commissioned, and that which greeted it when it was finally installed in the 
church in 1519. It has shown that access to the tomb was largely restricted outside of the 
procession of his relics on his feast day. It has given a sense of the demographics of his 
worshippers, largely citizens of Nuremberg of substantial financial and political means. This 
information should lead us to question the assumptions that have been made about St. Sebald - 
that there was a consistent pilgrimage to his remains, and that interventions on the part of 
Sebald’s wealthy and powerful devotees resulted in widespread popular veneration of the saint. 
Even the most expensive and extravagant measure of all to increase the saint’s appeal, his ornate 
brass tomb monument, failed to bring enthusiasm for his cult. Indeed, the teachings of Luther 
and movements toward reform outweighed any aesthetic upgrade to the saint’s cult brought by 
the Vischers’ work.  
In the end, we must ask: what makes a pilgrimage a pilgrimage? If, as the anthropological 
model of ritual describes, pilgrimage is about once-in-a-lifetime transformation, leaving behind 




cannot be a pilgrimage, as it was instead experienced yearly, or even daily, by the citizens of his 
city, who saw his bones from a distance every time they attended prayers in his church.280 In this 
sense, perhaps we might consider the Vischers’ tomb project as a monument to the rituals of an 
intimate local relationship between saint as patron and the direct subjects of his patronage. The 
expensive, complex, beautiful tomb of St. Sebald, paid for by the citizens of Nuremberg in honor 
of their patron, the Himmelfürst St. Sebald, was meant to show their gratitude to the saint for his 
protection, which had kept Nuremberg safe and made it thrive. Instead of the wax votives 
normally left for a saint, the artists and patrons of the tomb took the material of wax and 
transformed it into glistening metal, preserving for eternity their recognition of the special 
relationship between a patron and his subjects.281 In the end, without the attraction of this worked 
brass frame, it is likely that Sebald the saint would have been lost to history.  
  
																																								 																				
280 The sermon published by Stephen Murray in his 2004 book, A Gothic Sermon, shows that, at least in the case of 
Amiens cathedral in the thirteenth century, entering the church was also understood as a king of pilgrimage. The 
preacher, who might have spoken from the steps of the cathedral itself, encourages his listeners to enter the church. 
He thus “defin[es] the passage to church as a pilgrimage rendered in the service and in fulfillment of the Mother of 
God, Saint Mary.” Murray 2004 p. 18. One major difference: while the preacher at Amiens is directing his words not 
just to the citizens of the city of Amiens, but, perhaps even more particularly, at the rural dwellers in more distant 
parishes, the cult of St. Sebald seems to have purely involved citizens within the walls of Nuremberg, and not 
surrounding parishes.   
 
281 Peter Brown’s framework of considering the origins of the cult of saints as an extension of Roman senatorial 
relationships of patronage and friendship is relevant in consideration of Nuremberg’s elite citizens’ relationship to 




CHAPTER THREE:  
HOW NUREMBERG IMPORTED THE RENAISSANCE –  
FORMAL INTERPLAY ON THE TOMB OF ST. SEBALD 
INTRODUCTION: THE FORMS OF SAINTS’ TOMBS  
The devotional context provided by the previous chapter is essential to ground the analysis of 
the tomb of St. Sebald’s formal and iconographic elements. As was made clear, the audience for 
St. Sebald’s cult was narrow, rooted in a certain strata of Nuremberg society. This should 
encourage us to consider not just the Vischers as actors in production of the tomb, but also the 
patrons and designers who collaborated with them to decide on its iconographic and decorative 
program, local leaders who were also some of St. Sebald’s most fervent devotees. As the patron 
saint of the city, Sebald was closely tied to its civic pride. Any visual choices encouraged by the 
tomb’s patrons would have been done bearing in mind how these choices would reflect and 
celebrate the station not just of the saint, but of the city as a whole. This is not simply a spiritual 
work, but also a political one. This fact is underlined by the saint’s reliquary, which displays the 
coats of arms of the city of Nuremberg and of the Holy Roman Empire.  
The particular interests of the tomb’s patrons might begin to explain why the tomb of St. 
Sebald looks so different from other medieval and early modern saints’ tombs in the Holy 
Roman Empire. Germany did not, in fact, have very many native-born saints, and most of the 
major pilgrimage destinations involved displays of relic collections, miracle-working images, or 
Eucharist-related “Blood Miracles.”282 In his extensive catalogue of German saints’ shrines, 
Lionel Rothkrug argues that out of over one thousand shrines active as pilgrimage destinations 
																																								 																				
282 See Caroline Walker Bynum, Wonderful blood: theology and practice in late medieval northern Germany and 
beyond, Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2007; Mitchell Merback, Pilgrimage & pogrom : violence, 
memory, and visual culture at the host-miracle shrines of Germany and Austria, Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2012; Steven D. Sargent, “Miracle Books and Pilgrimage Shrines in Late Medieval Bavaria,” Historical 




before the Reformation, only some 400 were saints’ shrines.283 About three hundred of these four 
hundred shrines were distributed between the regions of Bavaria, Franconia, and Swabia-Baden. 
Sixty of these were found in Franconia. Close to Nuremberg and particularly related were the 
shrines of Sts. Heinrich and Kunigunde and St. Otto in Bamberg, St. Willibald in Eichstätt, St. 
Wunibald and St. Walburga in Heidenheim, and St. Simpertus in Augsburg.284 With the 
exception of St. Otto, all of these shrines were also renewed in the late fifteenth and early 
sixteenth centuries.  
These tombs all follow a typical shrine model: a platform, or tumba, sometimes decorated 
with scenes from the life of the saint, supports reclining effigies of the saint(s).285 This is seen on 
an early local example, the tomb of St. Otto of Bamberg from 1340 [Fig. 3.1]. This tomb 
includes a passage whereby worshippers could pass as close to the saint as possible, an indication 
that it was designed with pilgrims in mind. Other later examples include Sts. Wunibald and 
Walburga in Heidenheim, dating from 1483 and 1484 [Fig. 3.2-3.3]. This is the formula adopted 
by Tilman Riemenschneider for the tomb of Emperor Heinrich and Empress Kunigunde in 
Bamberg, which he began in 1499 [Fig. 3.4], as well as for St. Simpertus’ tomb in Augsburg, 
carved by Michael Erhart in 1492 [Fig. 3.5]. A statue made for St. Willibald’s tomb in Eichstätt 
by Loy Hering in 1514 follows a different formula; it was meant to complement and expand 
																																								 																				
283 Lionel Rothkrug, “Religious Practices and Collective Perceptions: Hidden Homologies in the Renaissance and 
Reformation,” Historical Reflections / Réflexions Historiques, vol. 7, no. 1, 1980, pp. i-266, especially appendix 
tables of German shrines, p. 201-254. 
284 See Bruno Neundorfer, „Zur Entstehung von Wallfahrten und Wallfahrtspatrozinien im mittelalterlichen Bistum 
Bamberg,“ Bericht des Historischen Vereins für die Pflege der Geschichte des Ehemaligen Fürstbistums Bamberg, 
Vol. 99 (1963), p. 1-132 for brief summaries and bibliography of pilgrimage shrines in and around Bamberg. 
 
285 Erwin Panofsky, Tomb Sculpture, New York: H.N. Abrams, 1992, especially p. 53-55, and Walter Haas, 
“Stiftergrab und Heiligengrab. Gefüge und Typus der Wunibaldstumba in Heidenheim und der Kaisertumba im 




upon an earlier, simpler tumba which remained in situ [Fig. 3.6].286 In the statue, the saint, 
dressed in ornate bishop’s garb, sits in a simple, classicizing shell niche flanked by large 
decorative columns. None of these examples compare to the tomb of St. Sebald in visual or 
iconographic complexity.  
The traditional reliquary shrine that was adopted in the German speaking region is 
embodied perhap most famously by the Shrine of the Three Kings in Cologne [Fig. 3.7] and the 
Shrine of the Virgin in Aachen [Fig. 3.8]. These reliquary caskets, faced with gold, precious 
metals and gems, were likely displayed elevated on a platform, often in a chapel off the 
ambulatory.287 These platforms could be open underneath as with St. Otto’s tomb, allowing the 
pilgrim closer contact with the powerful aura of the saint. This is the case with the current 
configuration of the Shrine of the Three Kings, and is most likely how St. Sebald’s reliquary was 
displayed prior to the Vischers’ new housing.288  
As is evident from even these cursory comparisons, the core of the tomb of St. Sebald 
follows the convention of the imperial tomb in Bamberg, but expands upon it with an envelope 
of dynamic narrative and decorative elements. The platform on which the reliquary of the saint 
rests, decorated by reliefs showing scenes from his life and miracles, has often been compared 
with Riemenschneider’s work in Bamberg [3.9]. Given that the form of this base appears on the 
initial drawing of 1488 for Sebald’s tomb, it is possible that Riemenschneider’s design was 
developed in competition with that for Nuremberg’s patron saint. And yet, this traditional core 
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tumba is completely overshadowed by the more revolutionary elements of the tomb in 
Nuremberg. The hagiographic reliefs are barely visible behind a screen of ornate colonnettes and 
piers. The viewer’s vision on approaching the tomb is dominated by the grand architectural 
canopy, a feature entirely absent from comparable saints’ tombs. The figurative program of the 
tomb goes above and beyond these comparable works in its complexity and broad literary and 
theological references. And, perhaps most notably, there is no reclining effigy of the saint. 
Rather, his reliquary takes the place of this effigy, the physical presence of his body 
overshadowing the smaller, more marginal images of him on the tomb. Thus, in all of these ways, 
the visual presentation of the body of St. Sebald is a different class of monument from 
comparable saints’ shrines. While providing little to elucidate the life and miracles of the saint 
contained within, it treats the eye to a feast of detail, movement, and ornament.  
Given the originality of this exterior envelope, it is this aspect of the tomb to which this next 
chapter will devote attention. The most notable aspect of this envelope is arguably what has been 
characterized as its hybridity – the combination of traditional forms we would now describe as 
Gothic and those classicizing elements usually connected to the assimilation of the Italian 
Renaissance into northern Europe. All scholarly descriptions of the tomb highlight this 
multiplicity of style, sometimes more positively than others. Adolf Feulner writes about the 
architectural canopy: “These five-story towers have nothing to do with the rest of the architecture. 
The construction is, from an architectural standpoint, inorganic and unclear. Gothic and 
Romanesque architectural elements are interwoven with one another.”289 Kurt Pilz describes the 
tomb as a “fusion of Romanesque, Gothic and Renaissance architectural elements.”290 This 
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interweaving of “two eras of art, the Gothic and the Renaissance,”291 forms the centerpiece of all 
descriptions of the architectural framework of this tomb. However, for most, it is the 
Renaissance that wins out over all. Cecil Headlam writes “Upon a Gothic base and foundation 
the spirit of Renaissance detail has overwhelmingly impressed itself,”292 while Pilz writes that 
“in its overall form, the architectonic housing of the tomb of St. Sebald points to Italian 
Renaissance forms.”293 Weilandt writes that “the Gothic core of the three-bay hall…was 
wrapped in a mantel of new, never-before seen Renaissance images.”294 The use of “Renaissance” 
as a term has always been broad and universalizing, failing to take into account the variety of 
artistic production within the Italian peninsula during the time in question. The following section 
will reconsider these generalizations.  
It is important to note that such terms as “Romanesque,” “Gothic,” and “Italian” were not 
those used by fifteenth and sixteenth century denizens of the Holy Roman Empire. However, 
many recent studies have shown that there was enough of a contemporary understanding of a 
history of style that certain classicizing forms, especially round arches and thick walls, were seen 
as archaic, while the pointed arches, soaring vaults, and linear tracery that we understand as 
Gothic were associated with modern buildings both secular and sacred. Finally, the German-
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speaking lands also had a specific term to designate Italian artists and the style they employed: 
Welsch, which was set up in contrast to the Teutsch, which we would now classify as Gothic.295  
Given this cultural awareness of the significance of certain architectural and ornamental 
vocabularies, what is missing from the myriad descriptions of the tomb’s architecture and 
ornamental style is any attempt to address why these multiple visual vocabularies converged in a 
single object.296 Why choose such a hodge-podge of elements over a more streamlined design? 
What might have motivated the Vischers’ interest in classical ornament? Is this a medieval or a 
Renaissance work of art? I would argue that these historical distinctions are largely irrelevant for 
the time and place under discussion. As our exploration of style will show, the tomb of St. 
Sebald was made at a time of changing conceptions of historical, civic and imperial identity, a 
phenomenon not tied to one arbitrary art historical period or another. Indeed, much of the tomb’s 
ornament and iconographic program remains rooted in traditional medieval imagery, despite the 
scholarly emphasis on its Humanist, Renaissance, and Italianate elements.  
Several recent studies have examined the amorphous era of the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries, especially in Northern Europe, where the traditional art historical periodization of 
Medieval and Renaissance tends to fall apart. Ethan Matt Kavaler’s Renaissance Gothic looks at 
works of architecture built in Northern Europe from 1470 to 1540 and attempts to classify them 
as a style of their own. To Kavaler, this style borrows from many visual vocabularies but does 
not conform to any one in particular, which in itself became a statement of artistic 
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independence.297 Alexander Nagel and Christopher Wood note that visual references to archaic 
medieval styles were employed intentionally, even in Italy, to collapse boundaries between the 
sacred or historical past and the present.298 Hubertus Günther posits that late Gothic forms were 
in fact responding to similar cultural impulses as the Italian Renaissance, but were visually 
different because they possessed different affective goals for spatial construction.299 And Stephan 
Hoppe’s work narrows this focus on antique forms to depictions of archaizing architecture in 
sixteenth century German-speaking lands.300  
Overall, these studies seem to indicate that the artisans and designers of the late fifteenth and 
early sixteenth centuries had awareness of a chronology of visual style, and could pick and 
choose elements from various eras with the express purpose of making a work appear archaic, 
anachronistic, or conversely modern or exotic. It is with this self-consciousness in mind that this 
chapter will explore the ways in which the architectural and ornamental styles of the tomb were 
chosen to convey particular meanings and associations. First, I will foreground what remains 
specifically Gothic about the tomb, before examining the classicizing elements of the tomb, both 
decorative and iconographic. Unfortunately, as no primary source accounts of the design process 
of the tomb survive, this research will be based in what is known of the reception of Gothic and 
classicizing forms in contemporary Nuremberg, as well as biographical details of the patrons that 
might indicate their relationship to such visual vocabularies. Through this, I will argue that the 
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styles of the tomb can give us a unique insight into the artistic and political changes that were 
occurring at the time, not just in Nuremberg, but in the Holy Roman Empire as a whole.  
 
GOTHIC AS MODERN, GOTHIC AS HEAVEN 
As the initial design for the tomb from 1488 shows, forms we now identify as Gothic were 
the most common mode for design and construction in the late fifteenth century in Nuremberg 
[Fig. 3.10]. It was, in essence, modern architecture.301 Yet, a cursory examination of the final 
form of the tomb might find little that calls to mind airy Gothic spaces. We might pick out only 
singular motifs that appear related to Gothic visual vocabulary. Among the putti and mythical 
moralizing scenes around the base are trefoil supports that flank the statues of St. Sebald and 
Peter the Elder [Fig. 3.11]. Within the canopy are crocketed flying buttresses, bolstering the four 
corners of each tower [Fig. 3.12]. Seen from certain angles, they repeat the unmistakable rhythm 
of flying buttresses more typically found on the exterior of French High Gothic churches [Fig. 
3.13]. Further crocketed finials spring from these buttresses [Fig. 3.14]. The arcades forming the 
base of the three towers are pointed arches that bring to mind the portals at Amiens, their 
repeated trefoil designs resolving into similar crockets as that great cathedral [Fig. 3.15]. And 
yet, the ornamental flavor of this heavenly architecture does not seem generally to point to the 
Gothic, especially when compared with the original design for the tomb from 1488. Indeed, as 
described in the introduction to this chapter, these Gothic elements have largely been mentioned 
as an afterthought to the more prominent classicizing elements of the tomb.  
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However, if we break down the structure of the tomb, stripping away the ornament and 
focusing on the basic geometry, it becomes clear that it is, in fact, much more Gothic than meets 
the eye. Its emphatic verticality, the rhythm of its lower arcade punctuated by piers bearing 
statues on consoles, mirrors a typical High Gothic nave configuration. Further, the seemingly 
impenetrable structure of the upper towers can, in fact, be simplified to a series of turning 
squares, as I have attempted to diagram in the accompanying unscaled image [Fig. 3.16]. The 
base unit for this architecture is found in the uppermost gallery; the square that is produced when 
its round gables are removed is turned and expanded to provide the measurements for the rest of 
the architectural footprint [Fig. 3.17]. The story directly below this gallery level is rectangular; 
the east and west ends are longer than the north and south. However, a square consistent with the 
upper gallery is still reflected through the addition of two triangular projections to the long sides 
of the rectangle. In this way, this story still corresponds to the dimensions of the square produced 
by connecting the outer edges of the round gables above. This square, expanded by an as-yet 
unknown ratio,302 forms the base of the tower structure. Expanding this same square by a 
seemingly identical ratio, the base unit for the bays of the entire baldachin is determined. By 
rotating this outer square 45 degrees and shrinking it to fit within the outer edges of this base 
unit, a footprint is determined for the lower story of the architecture. This story is octagonal, and 
the dimensions of the smaller sides of this octagon, marked by the sloped roofs supported by 
squat columns that are in turn affixed to the small rounded exedrae below, is determined by this 
turned square (seen as a dotted line on the accompanying illustration). The outer buttresses are 
located at the corners of the largest square, while the rotated square provides the footprint for the 
buttresses that spring to the center of the towers’ north and south sides, as well as the far east and 
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west ends of the canopy. Thus, ignoring the distractions of finials, arches, porches, oculi and 
cupolas, the upper architecture employs a fixed series of squares to determine its ground plan. 
The use of pure geometry in the development of ground plans for Gothic buildings is well-
documented throughout Northern Europe. In his discussion of the roots of Late Gothic ornament, 
E.M. Kavaler highlights that “Gothic design was heavily based on the manipulation of basic 
geometric figures: squares, triangles, polygons, and circles that are multiplied, rotated or inverted 
to act as nubs in larger designs…The geometric scaffolding of works of art can convey a 
subliminal sense of organization and purpose to forms that at first seem randomly composed.”303 
In fact, in the early 1490s, a Nuremberg goldsmith named Hanns Schmuttermayer published a 
short treatise laying out the geometrically appropriate method for designing a finial or pinnacle, 
based on an earlier book by Regensburg mason Mathes Roriczer [Fig. 3.18]. In a telling initial 
diagram, he describes how “If you wish to draw a pinnacle and a gablet, then first make a square 
however large you wish. In the same square make eight squares smaller and smaller, so that each 
fits into the other on the diagonal.”304 This is exactly the calculation we find in the design of the 
pinnacles of the tomb of St. Sebald.  
A famous debate during the construction of Milan Cathedral illustrates that this method of 
architectural design was firmly at odds with that being practiced concurrently on the Italian 
Peninsula. Having reached a structural impasse, the Lombard masons of Milan Cathedral decided 
to summon French architect Nicolas de Bonaventure in 1389 in hopes of finding a solution in 
Northern European architectural wisdom. Nicolas’ insistence on the manipulation of pure 
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geometric forms was critiqued by local masons and mathematicians, who preferred an 
arithmetical approach to building based in idealized, Aristotelian relationships of the human 
body to space and architecture. The rejection of northern Gothic methods of construction by 
Lombard masons would be repeated at least six times over the next ten years, as architects from 
Germany, Bohemia, England, and France were alternately summoned and then sent away when 
they predicted that the Milan construction would fail without the addition of flying buttresses, an 
aesthetic which the Milanese apparently found ornate, distracting, and unnecessary.305 Clearly 
the structure of the tomb refers not to Vitruvian ideals of classical architecture, but rather to 
established norms of Gothic construction in which the Vischers and their collaborators would 
have been trained, which were likely divorced from their theoretical origins for the practitioners. 
The distinction between the Gothic form of the tomb and contemporary Italianate 
construction methods becomes ever starker when considered in comparison with a drawing 
attributed to Hermann Vischer the Younger, dated 1516 and in the collection of the Louvre [Fig. 
3.19].306 Johann Neudörfer tells us that from 1515-1516, Hermann the Younger received 
permission from the city council to travel to Rome.307 It is assumed that this drawing is the result 
of this trip.308 In it, we find a three-bay base interspersed with flat pilasters with stylized 
Corinthian capitals. Each bay is articulated by a classical shell niche. The addition of an apostle 
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statue elevated on one of the pilasters connects the drawing firmly with the project for St. 
Sebald’s tomb. The simple, harmonious, stripped-down surfaces of this architecture reflect the 
ideals of Italian Renaissance architecture much more directly than the final form of the tomb. 
This contrast shows that, though these classical forms were known to the Vischers and their 
collaborators, they and their patrons expressly chose a structure based more in local traditions.  
The tomb’s design is more expressly connected to the Late Gothic, or the forms of 
Renaissance Gothic, as E.M. Kavaler might provoke us to consider, through its application of 
ornament. According to Kavaler, the most distinct developments in architecture that occurred 
between 1470 and 1540 in Northern Europe are in the realm of ornament.309 In these 
“Renaissance Gothic” buildings, “decorative carving overwhelms its putative support and 
dictates aesthetic response.”310 Thus the tomb’s profusion of architectural and figurative 
decoration corresponds to a distinctly Late Gothic appreciation of ornament that practically 
overwhelms structure, even if the forms employed in this ornament are not uniformly Gothic. 
This approach is certainly in opposition to the Albertian insistence on harmonious classical 
orders that dominated Italianate architectural theory of the late fifteenth century.  
The ornamental feature of the tomb that is most firmly Gothic is one that we have not yet 
considered: the star vault that stretches across the underside of the baldachin [Fig. 3.20]. This 
shadowy interior, barely visible from up close and certainly invisible from the distance most 
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viewers would have appreciated the tomb, is nevertheless a tour-de-force Late Gothic geometric 
vault of the kind prevalent in churches of the Holy Roman Empire at the turn of the sixteenth 
century.311 A central hanging boss is the focal point for a series of triangles and lozenges that 
radiate outwards to form an eight-point star. Connecting this star to the springing of the vault are 
three ribs that merge in a further triangular point to a single rib. In their angularity they bear a 
passing resemblance to contemporary vaults designed by the architect Burkhard Engelberg, who 
had renovated the church of SS. Ulrich and Afra in the nearby Imperial Free City of Augsburg 
between 1478 and 1493 [Fig. 3.21],312 or to the vaults installed by Jakob Grimm from 1464-1477 
in the choir of the church of St. Lorenz, just south of St. Sebald’s [Fig. 3.22].313 These vaults, 
though lacking hanging bosses, also employ the eight-point star motif. Thus, this secret vault, 
which seems intended for the eyes of the saint alone, corresponds to the most modern, stylish, 
and in-demand vaults of the time. In comparison, the very simple rib vaults of the eastern choir 
of the church of St. Sebald might seem archaic or austere [Fig. 3.23]. Perhaps the inclusion of 
this vault was a way for the patrons of the tomb, also lay caretakers of the church, to install a 
modern vault rivaling that of their neighbor St. Lorenz, but on a smaller scale, without the 
expense of tearing down the actual vaults. Thus the tomb of St. Sebald provides a thoroughly 
modern, celebratory, celestial, self-contained chapel in which the saint’s bones could rest.   
Before the installation of the Vischers’ new tomb housing in 1519, St. Sebald’s feast day 
included the construction of ephemeral architecture to celebrate the saint, as described in the 
previous chapter. Most notably, a new platform would be set up on which the reliquary would 
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rest. The reliquary would then be sheltered under a silk canopy referred to as a Himmelein.314 
The word Himmelein can mean canopy, but it can also be translated as “little sky/Heaven.” And 
indeed, these types of canopies, permanent or ephemeral, were used to mark sacred or politically 
powerful sites dating back to Antiquity, indicating that the German term for the object evolved 
alongside its use in a sacred context.315 Hans Sedlmayr notably interpreted the bays of the 
soaring vaults of the Gothic cathedral, floating like fabric on slender colonnettes at each corner, 
as a recreation of the baldachin form on a massive scale, a unit around which the entire cathedral 
was laid out.316 The Vischers’ new tomb monument presents these same vaults on a smaller 
scale, and we thus might consider that the architectural baldachin was meant to represent a 
sacred canopy, perhaps even the Heavenly City itself, as the cathedral of the Middle Ages was 
understood to signify.317 Weilandt argues as much in his chapter on the tomb’s iconography.318 
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Indeed, the upper registers of late Medieval ornamental structures such as tombs and sacrament 
houses have often been interpreted as references to the holy city.319 This is further underlined in 
the vault beneath the baldachin. Its complex geometry resolves into star shapes enclosed and 
enclosing circles; the circle in medieval theology was considered the most sacred shape, 
symbolic of the celestial realm and Heaven.320 On church vaults, stars were sometimes painted to 
draw out this reference. Here, the vaults themselves form stars. The circle, too, could refer to 
heavenly crowns worn by the saints. In 1517, the vaults over the Chapel of the Virgin at the 
church of St. Gervais-St. Protais in Paris were completed with similar hanging bosses to those 
found on St. Sebald’s vaults, meant to represent the Virgin’s crown received at her 
Assumption.321 Thus the baldachin of the tomb of St. Sebald provides the viewer with an entire 
sacred cosmos: the celestial vault sits below, with the towers of the Celestial City above.  
At this time, Gothic was still the formal vocabulary most closely associated with the sacred. 
Erwin Panofsky famously, though somewhat broadly, argued, in reference to Netherlandish 
painting, that by the fifteenth century, artists understood the power of architectural forms to 
signify different historical eras. Thus, Romanesque or archaic forms were used in biblical scenes 
especially to signify the Old Law, Synagoga, or the Old Testament. Conversely, Gothic forms 
were used to represent the New Law, Ecclesia, and the modern Christian church. For instance, a 
painting of the Annunciation now attributed to Petrus Christus in the Metropolitan Museum of 
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Art’s collection shows the Virgin standing in a doorway framed on one side by a Gothic pilaster, 
and on the other a series of colonnettes with simplified Romanesque bases [Fig. 3.24]. The 
architecture here literally represents the transition from Old Law to New through the 
Incarnation.322 The verticality of Gothic helped express anagogical narratives of ascent and 
apotheosis.323 Thus, the verticality of the tomb’s construction, stemming from the Gothic design 
principles employed in its creation, helped emphasize the heavenly ascent achieved by St. Sebald 
and awaiting his pious followers, terminating in the Heavenly City.  
Given the prevalence of the Gothic in late fifteenth and early sixteenth century construction 
programs, it is likely that the Vischers were also drawing inspiration from local building 
campaigns, a point that should be highlighted considering the usual insistence on the Vischers’ 
reliance on distant Italian models. From 1506 to 1508, Adam Kraft, a known close friend of 
Peter Vischer, was commissioned to build a new western gable for the Frauenkirche on the main 
market square, just down the hill from St. Sebald [Fig. 3.25].324 He completed it in lustrous 
sandstone with typical flamboyant late Gothic tracery elements. In fact, we might see similarities 
between certain colonnettes and finials employed by Kraft and those found in the architecture of 
the tomb of St. Sebald [Fig. 3.26]. Kraft’s earlier architectural masterpiece, the sacrament house 
in the church of St. Lorenz [Fig. 3.27], dated 1493-1496, was certainly linked to tomb’s the 
initial presentation drawing of 1488. Some have even argued that the drawing was made by Kraft 
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himself.325 By employing modern architectural motifs in conjunction with a variety of other 
architectural vocabularies, perhaps the Vischers were intending to go above and beyond Kraft’s 
creation in terms of invention and variety.  
Another great Gothic monument that shaped Nuremberg’s public space was the Schöner 
Brunnen, or beautiful fountain, which crowned the northwest corner of the main market square, 
just meters down the hill from the east end of St. Sebald’s [Fig. 3.28]. This fountain, originally 
built from 1385 to 1396, takes the form of a towering high gothic spire, not unlike the spires 
envisioned in the original presentation drawing of the tomb’s design. Its iconographic program 
was meant to celebrate the glory of the Holy Roman Empire, with statues of former emperors 
intermingled with idealized rulers from sacred and antique history.326 We know that Peter the 
Elder, along with Albrecht Dürer and others, was tasked with repairing the monument in 1511.327 
The Vischers may indeed have had this monument in mind when choosing motifs to build their 
imagined architecture.  
At the time of the tomb’s design and execution, Nuremberg’s city hall, directly across from 
the east end of the church, was also being rebuilt and redecorated in a late Gothic style. From 
1514-1515, Hans Beheim the Elder led a renovation campaign that included a new eastern 
entrance and facade over which he built a new Ratsstube, or private council chamber, as well as 
a new interior courtyard and grand staircase to the Great Hall, the large ceremonial chamber of 
the council. 328 Beheim’s four-story addition consisted of a high, round arcade at street level, two 
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relatively identical stories above articulated by a row of rectangular windows and a lower band 
of tracery, seemingly hidden behind a screen of narrow round-arched arcades, almost reminiscent 
of the way in which the reliefs of St. Sebald are screened by a row of ornamental shafts on the 
base of the tomb [Fig. 3.29]. The tracery on the city hall addition is typical of the mode of 
production defined by Kavaler as Renaissance Gothic - highly varied, complex repetitions of 
mouchettes, known in German as Fischblasen, interwoven in a swirling geometry. It is these 
subtle but eye-catching tracery motifs that provide a lively flavor to an otherwise largely austere 
and angular facade. The attention paid to Gothic ornament on this symbol of Nuremberg’s 
political authority indicates that these forms were still the preferred means of expressions not 
only of sacred, but also of secular power.  
The church of St. Sebald itself seems to have also provided even more tightly-localized 
inspiration. The western towers of the church were completely rebuilt from 1483 to 1488 under 
the direction of Sebald Schreyer [Fig. 3.30].329 The profile of the upper story of the towers is 
mirrored in the cusped arches and colonnettes which form the base of the tomb’s canopy. A 
projecting stair tower on the south flank of the church displays inset squat colonnettes similar in 
proportion to those perched throughout the shrine’s canopy [Fig. 3.31]. The same colonnettes can 
be found in the triforium of the nave of the church [Fig. 3.32]. Finally, the elegant, Gothic-
inspired cusped buttress forms of the bronze canopy are almost direct quotations of the 
decoration of the church’s tabernacle, installed sometime before 1374 [Fig. 3.33]. Thus we can 
also locate many of the forms of the tomb’s canopy within the church where it, and its saint, 
reside. As scholars have long argued, the cult of a saint was closely tied to place, as the saint’s 
ability to work miracles only existed on the site where his or her bones rested, providing a direct 
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link between their earthly remains and their soul in heaven.330 Here, then, the use of architectural 
elements taken directly from the locus sanctus of Sebald’s cult served to further amplify his ties 
to his church.  
Thus, at the time of the tomb’s creation, there were building or renovation projects in the 
Gothic style across the city, and especially in the area around the main market square. These 
buildings and monuments were all closely tied to the political reputation of the city and its favor 
in the eyes of the Emperor.331 The creation of the tomb seems tied to this moment of architectural 
expression of civic authority. In addition to the Gothic structural bones of the tomb, which reflect 
local longstanding traditions of architectural design and construction on a macro and micro scale, 
the Gothic forms of the tomb were drawn from local monuments to civic, imperial, and religious 
pride, and reflected the sacred significance of Gothic decorative forms.  
 
THE GROTESQUE AND ANTIQUITY IN NUREMBERG 
  
 That plans for the tomb shifted from a purely Gothic monument to one that incorporated a 
panoply of stylistic references is preserved not only in the changes from the initial presentation 
drawing, but in the final form of the tomb itself. Underneath the classicizing ornament pasted 
around the base of the tomb is a simple cusped pattern of molding, sweeping in wide arcs around 
the sockel base [Fig. 3.34]. Some of this molding has even been expressly cut off, leaving its 
ends abruptly exposed [Fig. 3.35]. It is as if certain repeating forms were shorn away from the 
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wax model when the design was changed.332 The bases of the candelabra-like columns begin as 
Gothic turning squares, before fat swoops of garland-like molding, decorated with putti, 
enveloped the original geometry. The dated plaques on the east and west ends of the tomb have 
been partly obscured by layers of wax joining later decorative elements to the initial substructure 
[3.36]. This layer of new ornament is almost exclusively classicizing. Its capitals, plinths, 
columns, putti, and smaller baldachins all reflect an interest in the playful, antique-inspired 
“grotesques” popular on the Italian peninsula [Fig. 3.37].333 What caused this great shift in 
design, this burgeoning fascination with the Antique?  
The root of this change was long attributed to a trip to Italy that Peter the Younger undertook 
at some point before 1505, and perhaps again from 1512-1514. It is said that Peter the Younger 
was so sensitive to Italian Renaissance formal vocabularies that there would have been no way to 
obtain such a grasp of the material without visiting Italy and seeing Antique ruins and 
Renaissance sculptures “with his own eyes.”334 However, a closer examination of the types of 
ornament on the tomb that can readily be considered Italianate, the way they are used, and 
Nuremberg’s connections to Italy at the time will reveal that it is in fact more likely that Peter the 
Younger did not visit Italy, and that the workshop instead was exposed to such motifs through 
portable media and connections to other artists, most notably Jacopo de Barbari and Albrecht 
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Dürer. On the tomb, these images are employed not to celebrate the Italian Renaissance as the 
apogee of artistic production, but rather are appropriated to represent the interests of 
contemporary German intellectuals and politicians in the lineage of Antiquity present on German 
soil.  
Nuremberg’s Connections to Italy  
 Despite the fact that Albrecht Dürer is often credited as the first artist to bring Italian 
Renaissance pictorial ideals north to Germany, Nuremberg in fact had very powerful, long-
standing ties to the Italian Peninsula, especially to northern Italy. Given its centrality and 
proximity to the trade routes that crossed the Alps into the northern Italian Peninsula, it became a 
gateway for Italian wares to travel to Northern Europe.335 By the fourteenth century, the city was 
one of the most powerful mercantile centers on the continent. Nuremberg enjoyed prestigious 
trade relationships with Milan, Genoa, Como, Rome, and, most importantly with Venice. 
Venetians imported most of the metal they used for casting weaponry and other essential 
instruments from Nuremberg merchants,336 and in turn, Nuremberg supplied Northern Europe 
with a wealth of luxury goods: spices and silks from the East, Murano glass, oils, and even paper 
and books.  
Venice strictly controlled the interactions foreign merchants were allowed to have with local 
buyers and sellers, forcing them to live and work in segregated buildings known as Fondaco. The 
German Merchant house, the Fondaco dei Tedeschi, was the largest and most profitable in 
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Venice. A majority of the rooms in the Fondaco were occupied by Nuremberg merchant 
families.337 These families in turn formed the political ruling class of Nuremberg. Given these 
close connections, many children of patrician families in Nuremberg were educated in Italian 
universities, and marriages between Nurembergers and Venetians were not uncommon.338 
Nurembergers were proud of their close and lucrative ties to Venice, and indeed Lebkuchen, or 
gingerbread, the local delicacy for which Nuremberg is still best known today, was first served in 
the Middle Ages to highlight the city’s ability to procure the rarest and most exotic spices - 
ginger, nutmeg, allspice, clove, and pepper, which they acquired through Venice’s ports.339  
It is not surprising, then, that many of the men responsible for commissioning and funding St. 
Sebald’s tomb project were from merchant families with close ties to Venice. It is certain that 
without the permission, and even the express interest of these patrons, such revolutionary new 
modes of expression as those found on the tomb would not have been permitted. In fact, only one 
of the tomb’s patron had an obvious interest in literary and artistic production inspired by 
Antiquity.  
Sebald Schreyer, Anton Tucher II, Sigmund Fürer, Peter Imhoff, and Lazarus Holzschuher 
were in charge of the tomb project when it finally began in 1507, taking over from Rupprecht 
Haller and Paulus Volckamer, who commissioned the initial design in 1488.340 Fürer and Imhoff, 
as mentioned in the previous chapter, were in charge of documenting the financial aspects of the 
tomb. The management of the worldly aspects of the church, which included furnishings, fell to 
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the positions of Kirchenpfleger and Kirchenmeister, men of high standing who were appointed to 
the position by the city council. Sebald Schreyer was the well-known, enthusiastic 
Kirchenmeister of St. Sebald’s from 1482 until 1503, at which point he was succeeded by 
Lazarus Holzschuher. Paulus Volckamer was Kirchenpfleger until his death in 1505, at which 
point Anton Tucher II took over. Finally, the church’s pastor, who was in charge of all of the 
spiritual aspects of the church, but was usually also a high-ranking Nuremberg citizen, was 
Erasmus Toppler until 1512, at which point Melchior Pfinzing took his place. Pfinzing was 
apparently often absent from Nuremberg, as he was also a major advisor to Emperor Maximilian 
I.341 
Although our modern image of Nuremberg at the time of Dürer is that of a Renaissance 
city, steeped in study of Antiquity and other humanist pursuits, in reality only a very small set of 
Nurembergers displayed such intellectual tendencies.342 Conrad Celtis, who spent several years 
in the city, was the figure around which the most active circle of Humanists formed. Of the men 
in charge of organizing the new tomb for the city’s patron saint, only Sebald Schreyer was 
closely involved with these circles.343 Anton Tucher, who, in addition to his role as 
Kirchenpfleger, was also First Losunger of the city council, the most powerful position in the 
city, came from a family with a long tradition of artistic patronage.344 He commissioned Veit 
Stoß’s famed Angelic Salutation, which still hangs in the church of St. Lorenz [Fig. 3.38]. 
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However, this work does not incorporate anything classicizing, pagan, or Italianate, associated 
instead with the doctrine of the Rosary. Tucher’s cousin, Martin Tucher, was more in tune with 
classicizing works of art. In 1513, he commissioned Hans von Kulmbach to paint an epitaph for 
his brother, Dr. Lorenz Tucher, provost of St. Lorenz who had passed away in 1503 [Fig. 3.39]. 
This epitaph, likely based upon a design by Hans’s teacher, Albrecht Dürer, incorporates not 
only classicizing architectural elements, but also a bright color palate reminiscent of Venetian 
artists that Dürer so admired on his 1505-1507 visit to the city. Finally, Martin was also one of 
the first citizens of Nuremberg to commission a portrait medal, in 1519, a clear nod to the 
southern practice.345 However, though not totally divorced from them, Anton himself seems to 
have been little involved with burgeoning local interest in classical Antiquity. In his last will and 
testament, he describes his possessions to be given as gifts to his closest friends and family. 
Among these are many small silver and gold works, cups and baubles, but no mention of 
paintings, prints, or sculptures, and certainly not anything in the Welsch manner.346 
Lazarus Holzschuher is also known to have worked with Hans von Kulmbach, though 
little else is known about him. The Holzschuher family was one of the oldest and most successful 
merchant families in the city, and had long been members of the city council. Hieronymus 
Holzschuher, a close relation of Lazarus, was painted by Albrecht Dürer in 1526 [Fig. 3.40]. 
Lazarus, aside from his tenure as Kirchenmeister of St. Sebald, is best known for a family history 
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which he began compiling in 1506. The volume includes illustrations by Hans von Kulmbach.347 
And yet, the posthumous inventory of Holzschuher’s possessions reveals no works of art, 
sculpted, painted, printed or otherwise.348 It seems he, too, had relatively conservative interests in 
local artists, not foreign traditions.  
Even though he retired as Kirchenmeister in 1503, Schreyer was still listed among those 
responsible for the tomb’s commission in 1507. Thus, even after his tenure as leader of St. 
Sebald’s church, he clearly remained devoted to the project of a new housing for his namesake’s 
bones. And indeed, it was Schreyer, of all the committee members, who had consistently shown 
the most enthusiastic devotion to the saint.349 His work to renovate his namesake’s church had 
been tireless, heightening its western towers and replacing its roof in the 1480s. And he 
consistently used his considerable personal wealth, acquired largely through real estate, to 
commission works of art and literature in honor of St. Sebald, the vita and poems described in 
the previous chapter. A deeply pious man, he had an altar installed in his home in 1478, where a 
priest was permitted to perform private masses for him and his wife. Some time later, he set up a 
second altar, which included a dedication to St. Sebald, among other saints.  In 1505, as the 
plague ravaged Nuremberg, Schreyer and his wife fled to Schwäbisch-Gmünd, where he 
established a chapel dedicated to his namesake saint, who had never before been heard of in the 
city. It was furnished with a casket of relics he had collected, including fragments from St. 
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Sebald, as well as an altarpiece from Dürer’s workshop decorated with scenes from the life of the 
saint.350  
In addition to his clear devotion to St. Sebald, Schreyer was also the member of those in 
charge of the tomb project most active in humanist pursuits.351 Though not a writer himself, he 
cultivated close friendships with learned men such as Sigismund Meisterlin, Conrad Celtis, and 
Hartmann Schedel, whose Weltchronik he financed in 1493. In 1495 he redecorated the large 
living room that stretched across the second floor of his home in a scheme that would not 
necessarily have been out of place in a ducal studiolo in Italy.352 The program, designed by 
Conrad Celtis, included Latin poems and paintings of Apollo and the muses, as well as portrait 
busts of him and his friends by Michael Wolgemut, Dürer’s teacher. Given Schreyer’s devotion 
to St. Sebald, his interest in the art and literature of classical Antiquity, and his continued 
involvement in the tomb’s production, it seems most likely that it was either at his behest or with 
his permission that the more exotic elements of the tomb’s iconographic and decorative program 
were included. Perhaps he even worked with another humanist thinker and writer, such as 
Pangraz Schwenter, to whom Weilandt attributes the tomb’s iconographic program, and who 
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Artistic Exchange in Nuremberg  
Certainly the Vischers themselves, as well as the designers and modelers they engaged, 
would have had input into this programming decision. As mentioned before, it has long been 
assumed that these changes were due solely to Peter the Younger’s trip to Italy. In this next 
section, I will show that a trip to Italy was not necessary, nor even likely, for the classicizing 
forms of the tomb to be adopted. Before Sven Hauschke’s 2006 reevaluation of archival sources, 
Peter the Younger’s trip to Italy was an unquestioned aspect of the Vischer biography.354 Aside 
from the formal resonances found in Peter the Younger’s drawings, medals, and small collectors’ 
brasses, proof for such a trip was found in a single documentary source, which stated that a Peter 
Vischer traveled around northern Italy around 1505 to sell copies of Schedel’s Weltchronik. 
Although Hauschke noted that Peter the Younger would have been 18 or younger at this time, 
and was not involved in the book trade, some have persisted in mapping the fruits of a trip to 
Italy onto Peter the Younger’s artistic production. Indeed, Derick Dreher’s 2003 dissertation 
attempted to refute Hauschke’s assertion by arguing that Peter the Elder might have wanted to 
finance his son’s education and cultivate contacts in Italy through selling books.355 One very 
important aspect to this debate has not yet been mentioned: as a “sworn craft,” the city 
regulations for apprentice Rotschmied were extremely strict. Just as master Rotschmied were not 
allowed to leave the city without permission from the city council and assurances that they 
would not practice their craft, apprentice Rotschmied were denied the Wanderjahr typical of 
other crafts.356 The fear that the secrets of Nuremberg’s metalworkers would be stolen by other 
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cities was so great that even apprentices could not travel abroad. Peter the Younger was most 
certainly an apprentice to his father, as he eventually became a master Rotschmied in 1527.357 
His brother Hermann, in contrast, who did travel to Italy around 1515, never became a master, 
and was thus perhaps never an official apprentice.358 This makes Peter the Younger’s trip to Italy 
even less likely.  
Finally, the works by Peter the Younger that evince the most interest in Italiante forms 
were modeled on the types of small, portable objects that could travel most easily along trade 
routes - prints, drawings, medals, coins, and small bronze or marble statues – all of which would 
have certainly made their way through Nuremberg. Indeed, the Vischers’ use of classicizing 
elements seems in many cases more superficial than integral. As alluded to in the discussion of 
the Gothic structure of the tomb, the Italianate style is employed as ornament, a variety of motifs 
seemingly pasted on to the surface of a Gothic core. As Kavaler writes of these types of 
monuments that combine traditional and Italianate formal elements, “the northern antique was a 
conflicted affair, often an adjustment of a new ornamental language to a customary Gothic 
syntax,”359 in this case, classicizing Italianate ornament layered over the syntax of a Gothic 
structure. Thus these figures did not require profound study of Roman or Florentine or Venetian 
monuments, ancient or modern, and indeed differed greatly from these monuments in their use of 
ornament. A closer look at some of the ornamental prints that had begun circulating in Northern 
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Europe by the early fifteenth century will show their close relationship to the forms on the tomb 
of St. Sebald.360  
The late fifteenth century saw a rise in production of purely ornamental prints in Italian 
cities. These prints seem to have had a more practical function than the works produced in 
emulation of famous contemporary paintings, reducing “the inventions of painters like Raphael 
and Mantegna to formulas to be copied in embroidery or metalwork.”361 Ornamental prints were 
portable, easily mass-produced, and applicable to a variety of different realms of artistic 
production, from metalwork to tapestry to book production.  
One series that serves as a plausible source for many of the ornamental motifs on the tomb 
are a set of twelve “candelabra” produced c. 1490-1515 in northern Italy, likely a cooperative 
project between artist Giovanni Pietro da Birago and printer Giovanni Antonio da Brescia [Fig. 
3.41a-f].362 These vertically-oriented prints had reached northern France by the 1520s, as several 
monuments around Paris employed their designs by then.363 It is entirely conceivable that such 
sets of prints passed from Venice through Nuremberg on their way to points further north. They 
are composed of a vertical enfilade of fantastical basins, vessels and posts stacked on top of one 
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another, surrounded by swirling vine scrolls, putti and well-muscled classical heroes, hanging 
trophies of arms and armor, and satyrs, griffins, and other beasts of pagan mythology. The 
central structures of these prints convincingly mirror the krater-like forms of the ornamental 
columns on the base of the tomb [Fig. 3.42a-c], as do the frolicking putti with instruments and 
cornucopia. Da Brescia was one of a series of artists who also reproduced the paintings of 
Andrea Mantegna in print form, images which circulated widely through Northern Europe by the 
early sixteenth century.364 These prints would have given further access to formal developments 
in northern Italy to Nuremberg artists, without the need to specifically travel to the peninsula.  
Other aspects of Peter the Younger’s oeuvre that point to contact with the innovations of the 
Italian peninsula, especially his early experimentation with the form of the portrait medal, could 
have easily been inspired by Italian examples of the medium brought through Nuremberg, or 
even directly from Antique coins that also made their way through the city.365 In fact, his earliest 
portrait medal is dated 1507, the year of Albrecht Dürer’s return from an extended stay in 
Venice. Perhaps that artist had brought examples home to show his friend and intellectual mentor 
Willibald Pirckheimer, which Peter saw as well. Indeed, as explored by Derick Dreher, most of 
Peter the Younger’s drawings, which embrace Antique stories and myths, draw largely from 
local versions of these narratives, especially those by Dürer, or of prints that circulated widely at 
the time. 366 To give an example of the way Peter the Younger was exposed to Italian prints, the 
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relief of Apollo from the base of the tomb is taken from a drawing by Dürer, which was itself a 
copy of a so-called playing card by Andrea Mantegna [Figs. 3.43-3.45].367 The insistence that 
Peter the Younger had to have traveled to Italy to embrace stories and ornaments from Antiquity 
again reinforces some mystical quality of Italian art, that it transformed all those who immersed 
themselves in it, and that those who did not travel there could never fully grasp its transformative 
powers. It was perfectly possible to develop such interests based on local models or those models 
which appeared locally. 
There were several people with whom the Vischers and their patrons would have come in 
contact in Nuremberg who could have offered them ample inspiration. The only Italian artist to 
have lived and worked in Nuremberg in the Vischers’ lifetime was Jacopo de’ Barbari.368 A 
Venetian best known for his enormous printed view of Venice, nothing is known of his life or 
training before he was engaged by Emperor Maximilian to be court portraitist and book 
illustrator (“contrafeter und illuminist”) in 1500. Maximilian installed him in Nuremberg, and 
though no works survive that were made in the service of the emperor, several pieces made 
during his time in Nuremberg indicate his engagement with the local artistic community, 
especially Dürer.369 In the preface to his 1528 Vier Bücher von menschlicher Proportion, Dürer 
credits Jacopo with giving him some of his early lessons on human proportion, and several of 
their paintings and prints resonate in ways that make it clear they knew one another's work, 
though Dürer would eventually write to Pirckheimer from Venice that Jacopo was a terrible artist 
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Fürstenhof, and Jacopo de’ Barbari: Künstlerschaft und Hofkultur um 1500, Cologne: Böhlau Verlag, 2016.  





compared to those he had met abroad.370 Indeed, it is likely that the Apollo Fountain, modeled by 
Peter Flötner and cast by the Vischers in the early 1520s, was based upon a print by Jacopo, who 
also provided a design for several Vischer tombs [Fig. 3.46-3.47].371 Thus they would have been 
aware of his work.  
Of course, the other famous example of a traveling Nuremberg artist is Dürer himself, and it 
is his connection to the tomb’s ornament that provides the most convincing interpretation of 
possible source material. As is well known, Dürer undertook two trips to Venice, one in 1494-
1495 and the next from 1505-1507. Surviving letters, largely to Willibald Pirckheimer, his 
friend, patron, and mentor in humanist education, show just how taken Dürer was with Venice’s 
art scene.372 His art after 1507 incorporates much of the Venetian approach to color, 
composition, subject-matter and ornament.373 Indeed, many of his drawings and prints post-1507 
(notably, also the time work on the tomb of St. Sebald began) include almost identical 
ornamental motifs to those found in three-dimensional form on the tomb. The most convincing 
																																								 																				
370 See Ulrich Pfisterer, “Traurige Musen. Jacopo de’ Barbari zu Malerei, Dichtung, und Kulturtransfer im Norden,“ 
in Kulturtransfer am Fürstenhof, Berlin: Lukas, 2013, p. 207-208. 
 
371 See Dorothea Diemer, “Apollobrunnen,” in Peter Flötner: Renaissance in Nürnberg, ed. Thomas Schauerte, 
Petersberg: Imhof, 2014, p. 103-105; Hauschke 2006 p. 49. In fact, Diemer argues that Peter the Younger made the 
model for the fountain, not Flötner. However, this is implausible given that the Vischers did not produce any other 
large-scale wax models in their workshop, a technique which differs greatly from smaller projects. Technical 
analysis of the figure of Apollo could clarify the material of the model, and how refined the casting technique was.  
 
372 As reprinted in Albrecht Dürer, Dürer’s Record of Journeys to Venice and the Low Countries, New York: Dover 
Publications, 1995, among others. 
 
373 In terms of ornamental inspiration, Thomas Schauerte notes that Dürer’s second stay in Venice coincided with 
the rebuilding and redecorating of the Fondaco dei Tedeschi following a devastating fire in 1505. Most notably, the 
facade was decorated by Giorgione in scenes described by Vasari as “nothing other than…his own fantasy…in truth, 
there are no historical scenes which have any special order or which represent the deeds of any distinguished person, 
either ancient or modern.” It seems instead that Giorgione’s facade was full of what we might now call “drolleries” 
or “grotteschi,” playful but meaningless expressions of artistic creativity. Such motifs also populate many of Dürer’s 
post-1507 graphic works, and describe the fantastical ornament of the tomb of St. Sebald quite well. See Thomas 
Schauerte, Die Ehrenpforte für Kaiser Maximilian. Dürer und Altdorfer im Dienst des Herrschers, Munich: 
Deutscher Kunstverlag, 2001, p. 182; Giorgio Vasari, The Lives of Artists, trans. Peter Bondanella, New York: 




comparisons between Dürer’s works and the design of the tomb are found in commissions he 
undertook for Emperor Maximilian I: the drawings in the margins of a printed prayer book, and 
the enormous printed Triumphal Arch. Indeed, further examination of where and when 
classicizing forms were first incorporated into the art of southern Germany will show just how 
closely linked most of these projects were to the imperial court.   
Imperial Interest in the Antique  
  
Larry Silver, Thomas Schauerte and others have written extensively about the powerful ways 
Maximilian I harnessed the visual arts, and especially the medium of woodcut, as propaganda 
and memorial for his reign.374 Biographies and genealogies presented the emperor as a heroic 
figure, a direct blood descendent not only of Charlemagne, but of great Roman emperors before 
him, and of a wide variety of saints and famous rulers. Prayer books and images of St. George, 
military patron saint of Crusaders, confirmed his piety and commitment to protect Christendom. 
And the massive Triumphal Arch and Triumphal Procession print cycles appropriated the rituals 
of antiquity to visually celebrate his successes, genealogy, and aspirations for his empire.375 Two 
of these projects in particular, a printed prayer book dedicated to the Order of St. George, begun 
in 1512, and the great Triumphal Arch, which was begun before 1510 but not printed in full until 
after the emperor’s death in 1519, were executed largely by Dürer’s workshop in Nuremberg, 
and their ornamental decoration bears a striking resemblance to that on the tomb of St. Sebald. 
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The prayer book, though printed, was meant to evoke a grand medieval manuscript, and the 
printer Johannes Schönsperger of Augsburg was tasked with designing a new printed script that 
imitated Gothic letter styles, which became known as Fraktur [Fig. 3.48].376 Several copies were 
even printed on vellum, intended for an elite audience. One surviving copy, printed in 1513, 
includes margins hand-decorated by many of the great artists connected to the imperial court, 
including Albrecht Dürer, who likely executed his sections between 1513 and 1515.377 The 
marginal drawings were intended to serve as models for never-completed woodcut illustrations 
for the text. As Larry Silver writes, these margins “offer an ongoing struggle of good versus evil, 
corruption, and folly.”378 In addition to narrative scenes involving pagan heroes including 
Hercules, chivalric figures, saints, musicians, putti and peasants, Dürer pays special attention to 
ornament. Indeed, this project forms the heart of what Panofsky termed Dürer’s “Decorative” 
phase, which coincided largely with his work for the Emperor.379 As Silver describes, “at times 
the boundary between representation and linear fantasy blurs, and the ornament appears to have 
overgrown its limits.”380 The same kind of candelabra, columns, vases and basins that are drawn 
from the Italian prints described above are translated, adapted, and given new life by Dürer [Fig. 
3.49-3.50]. Comparisons between Dürer’s application of ornament in the margins of the prayer 
book and those at the margins of the tomb show practically identical forms. In both projects, 
putti frolic with cornucopia and musical instruments, and both even include the liberal 
application of snails [Fig. 3.51a-b].  
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377 See Erwin Panofsky, The Life and Art of Albrecht Dürer, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2005 edition, p. 
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Beginning in 1512, Dürer was also at work on the prints that would make up the massive 
Triumphal Arch or Arch of Honor [Fig. 3.52]. Though designed initially by Maximilian’s official 
court painter, Jörg Kölderer, Schauerte argues that much of the final form of the Arch, and 
especially of the ornament and marginal figures, is due to Dürer’s workshop’s interventions.381 
Even a cursory comparison of these elements with the tomb reveals remarkable similarities. The 
base of the tomb and the arch share the same angular stepped profile ornamented with figurative 
reliefs [Fig. 3.53a-b]. The fantastical columns that flank the central opening of Maximilian’s arch 
are close in form and decoration to the columns that spring from the base of the tomb between 
the piers [Fig. 3.54a-b]. Both works are sprinkled throughout with frolicking putti playing 
instruments, dangling garlands, and bearing cornucopia. Even the dome that crowns the center of 
the Triumphal Arch is reflected in the forms of the canopies over the apostles on the tomb. The 
visual resonances are undeniable [Fig. 3.55a-b]. 
It is all-but certain that the Vischers and the tomb’s patrons were familiar with Maximilian’s 
image campaign, as the Vischers cast two over-life-sized ancestral figures, King Arthur and 
Theodoric the Ostrogoth, c. 1512-1514 for the emperor’s grand genealogical tomb project in 
Innsbruck. Maximilian spent several months in Nuremberg in the spring of 1512, and may have 
visited the Vischer workshop. Several years after, he requested copies of casting models in the 
Vischers’ possession, indicating his familiarity with the contents of the workshop.382 Further, we 
know that Dürer collaborated with the Vischer workshop on designs for the standing figures they 
cast, and most certainly also worked with them on other tomb commissions and civic projects.383 
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Even the patrons of the tomb were closely associated with the emperor. Sebald Schreyer, the 
most enthusiastic patron, had worked in the emperor’s service for many years, traveling with him 
to Italy on numerous occasions.384 Melchior Pfinzing, who was provost of St. Sebald’s during the 
Vischers’ work on the tomb, was also the final editor of the Teuerdank, an illustrated account of 
the heroic exploits and adventures of the young Maximilian prior to his marriage to Mary of 
Burgundy in 1477.385 
The visual similarities between these projects and the unique ornament on the tomb provide a 
convincing initial argument for the connection between Dürer and Vischer’s workshop around 
1512 to 1518. Indeed, we might locate the major design changes to the tomb project around 
1512.386 Assuming most of the classicizing ornament and pagan imagery was added after 1512, 
at the same time that Dürer was working out such motifs for his imperial commissions, it might 
be argued that Dürer’s work on these imperial commissions was the impetus for the Vischer 
workshop to begin more thoroughly incorporating classicizing motifs into their own work. Such 
liberal use of grotesques is absent from Dürer’s work prior to his involvement with Maximilian’s 
printed projects, and indeed from any other work produced in Nuremberg.387 The Vischer 
workshop’s only other official commission that displays such direct connections to Antique 
forms completed prior to the tomb of St. Sebald, the Epitaph of Anton Kress in the church of St. 
Lorenz, was completed in 1513. Given the likelihood that the Vischers worked in collaboration 
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with other artists, many of whom produced designs for them to work from,388 Dürer’s 
involvement on St. Sebald’s tomb project seems quite plausible.389 As previously mentioned, 
some of his drawings have already been linked with several mythical scenes in relief around the 
base [See Fig. 3.43-3.44],390 and the ornamental similarities are difficult to ignore, especially 
since such motifs appear so rarely in contemporary works by other artists. I would argue that 
Dürer’s time in Venice coupled with his imperial patron’s enthusiasm for such motifs led to their 
expansion into the Nuremberg artistic milieu, and the Vischer workshop. The use of these forms 
on the tomb of St. Sebald, then, shows an appreciation of antique ornament filtered through 
distinctly local models, not because of a foregrounding of Italian Renaissance artists. 
Indeed, it is important here to consider why Emperor Maximilian found these motifs so 
appealing in the first place, as this will serve to further distinguish the artistic innovations of the 
German-speaking lands from a pure imitation of Italian art. Scholars such as Larry Silver, 
Christopher Wood, and Thomas Schauerte have connected Maximilian’s interest in Antique 
forms and themes to a larger program of translatio imperii, an older concept reclaimed by 
Maximilian, which declared the German Nation the one true inheritor of the Roman Empire, and 
thus Maximilian the rightful ruler of all of Christendom. This desire for historical legitimation 
further fit with Maximilian’s general expansionist political program, including his proposed 
crusade against the Turks, his territorial wars on the Italian Peninsula and against the French, and 
his attempt to be elected Pope. Silver notes that the Arch of Honor, though meant to parallel a 
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389 Initially expounded by Hubert Stierling, “Dürer in der Vischerschen Werkstatt,” Monatshefte für 
Kunstwissenschaft, 1915, vol. 8, p. 366-371. The assertion was not embraced due to the desire to show that the 
Vischers were sculptors.  
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Roman triumphal arch, does not in fact resemble its ideological forebear. “Instead,” he writes, “it 
is a hybrid, intended on the one hand to assimilate the traditions of ancient Roman 
emperors…but at the same time, it was meant to glorify the present holder of the imperial 
office…the architecture of this Arch of Honor also brings the ancient forms of the Romans into a 
contemporary reincarnation.”391 Thus by filtering archaic imagery through a contemporary 
Germanic lens, Maximilian legitimized the heritage and power of his empire through style.  
 In fact, many writers have argued that the reappearance of visual references to the Antique 
in sixteenth-century Germany should not be seen as a reference to Roman antiquity, but rather to 
a specifically Germanic imperial past.392 In Germany the Renaissance took on a distinctly 
different tone than in Italy. As articulated by Erwin Panofsky, the Italian Renaissance was 
distinguished from all other previous “renascences” of interest in the classical past by a distinct 
break with that past, an understanding that the grandeur of the Roman Empire had been lost, the 
time of barbarian invasion that came after had been a dark one, and work and study were needed 
to bring the region’s glorious imperial past back to contemporary life.393 This perspective was 
never shared by Holy Roman Emperors. When Charlemagne was crowned by the Pope in 800, 
he was continuing an unbroken tradition from Constantine through the rulers of Byzantium back 
to the west. As Wood writes, “since the Germans did not view the breakup of the old Roman 
Empire and the translation of the imperial crown across the Alps as catastrophes [like the Italians 
did], there was no need for a ‘renaissance.’ Nor could they see clearly what was to be reborn, 
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since they did not privilege the early empire, the first and second centuries, as the Italians 
did.”394 There was no nostalgia for the lost glory of a distant past driving German cultural and 
intellectual production of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Instead, there was an enthusiastic 
celebration of Germany’s cultural roots. Eneas Silvio Piccolomini, court secretary to Emperor 
Friedrich III and future Pope Pius II, wrote a history of the German people based on Tacitus’ 
popular Germania, wherein he professed a love of German sacred architecture, even going so far 
as to claim German design and engineering as superior to Italian.395 Emperor Maximilian was an 
enthusiastic genealogist, and worked tirelessly to link himself by direct descent not only to 
Charlemagne, but to the great Roman emperors who came before.396 Conrad Celtis devoted his 
life to “transform Germany into the principal cultural center of Europe,” partly through the 
power of history.397 Thus the Renaissance in the Germanic region was not emulating the cultural 
production of Ancient Rome, but rather dedicated to uncovering and celebrating the ancient past 
of the Holy Roman Empire as rightful heir to, and perhaps even improvement upon the Roman.  
The Tomb of St. Sebald’s Relationship to Antiquity 
This connection to the German past is relevant to the story of St. Sebald, and could help 
explain the unique incorporation of references to Antiquity in his tomb’s decorative program. As 
was noted above, the vita and poem commissioned by Sebald Schreyer to honor the saint 
emphasized Sebald’s connections to Charlemagne and the earliest days of the Holy Roman 
Empire. Further, his erudite upbringing and studies in Paris were given more attention than his 
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working of miracles.398 It seems that the most devoted patrons of St. Sebald desired to remake 
their saint in a humanist mold. Thus the addition of classicizing ornament that referenced 
German imperial lineage and familiarity with the heritage of Antiquity was likely seen as a 
fitting frame to celebrate the historically learned and imperially connected St. Sebald. That this 
ornament overshadows the more traditional hagiographic elements of the tomb’s program 
mirrors the literary interest in emphasizing his scholarly contributions over his miraculous ones.  
The designers and modelers of the tomb of St. Sebald clearly enjoyed experimenting with the 
formal qualities of such ornamental grotesques. And yet, when we take a closer look at the role 
these pagan elements play in the tomb’s iconographic program, we might question the scholarly 
tendency to see the tomb of St. Sebald as a pure celebration of all things Antique. Indeed, the 
iconographic program is not far removed from a traditional anagogical narrative.399 Just as Adam 
Krafft’s Sacrament House presented a hierarchical narrative of the Life of Christ, beginning 
with, in some interpretations, Original Sin and the grave of Adam at the base,400 followed by the 
Annunciation, up through scenes from the Passion and Crucifixion, and finishing at the very 
peak with the resurrected Christ as King of Heaven,401 so too does the tomb of St. Sebald take 
the viewer from a world of earthly pleasures and vice at the base, through the saintly deeds of 
Sebald and the model of the apostles, up to the Heavenly City at the peak. In this, the tomb’s 
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iconography is not divorced from a Gothic past, but rather embraces its conventions to provide a 
traditional moralizing message through new visual means.402  
The most concrete references to pagan mythology occur only on the base of the tomb, the 
incarnations of vice in opposition to the figures of heroes and personifications of virtues. Indeed, 
they appear specifically at the base of the piers on which the apostles stand [Fig. 3.56]. This 
further corresponds to a traditional medieval trope, whereby upright figures of the heroes of the 
Church triumph over crouching figures of vice or torment. Perhaps the most famous instance of 
this occurs on the central portal of the south transept of Chartres Cathedral, where the apostles 
stand erect over the crouching and grotesque figures of their martyrs [Fig. 3.57]. However, we 
might also compare these figures to crouching corbel statues throughout the church of St. Sebald, 
the twisted peasants that carry statues of saints on their backs [Fig. 3.58]. As Dieter Wuttke was 
the first to note, the reliefs on the tomb may not be celebratory images of pagan mythology, but 
rather “personifications of the powers that threaten higher spiritual callings,”403 here embodied 
by pre-Christian mythology, with the apostles as the symbols of Christianity triumphant above.  
Taking a closer look at the forms these pagan figures take adds another facet to our 
understanding of the role of the Antique on the tomb of St. Sebald. Whether we can identify their 
specific iconographic sources, as Weilandt tried to do with reference to Pangratz Schwenter’s 
Histori Herculis,404 what these reliefs have in common is what could be interpreted as a sense of 
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monstrosity. Almost every single figure is a hybrid entity: half woman, half snake, half man, half 
lizard, satyrs and putti with bird feet, some fighting, some writhing, some crouching with sex 
exposed [Fig. 3.59-3.65]. Those that can be concretely identified are pagan Gods, idolatrous 
figures [Fig. 3.66-3.67].405 Some play music, which was just as easily associated with ephemeral 
worldly pleasures as a distraction from piety as with the creativity of the Muses [Fig. 3.68-3.70]. 
These must not necessarily be exclusively interpreted as celebratory images of Antique 
mythology, or representative of the abandonment of traditional religious art by Peter the 
Younger, as Hans Stafski argued.406 In fact, their monstrosity is not far removed from other types 
of gargoyles and beasts that populated the margins of Romanesque and Gothic churches 
throughout Europe [3.71-3.72].407 In the German- speaking region, they appeared not only in 
sculpted form, but also often in brass liturgical furnishings like candlesticks.408 The famous 
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silver Bernward candlesticks from Hildesheim depict nude men riding dragons around their base 
[Fig. 3.73]. Such works represented “the seeking of the true light of the Christian doctrine” out 
of a dark pre-Christian past.409 Another such work which might have been known in Nuremberg 
is the so-called Jerusalem Candlestick in Prague Cathedral, whose base crawls with gryphons, 
dragons, lions, twisting vines, and crouching figures [3.74].410 The meaning of such figures has 
been debated: do they represent the threat of the demonic lurking at the edges of sacred space, 
reminding viewers to stay on their guard? Are they instead apotropaic, meant to scare away the 
marauding spirits they resemble? Just as these types of figures appeared in the margins of 
manuscripts, high on the exterior of churches, and on interior columns, capitals, and liturgical 
furnishings, so too do they here occupy the lower margins of the tomb of St. Sebald.  
However, unlike these “babewyns,”411 whose concrete iconography often eludes the 
researcher, in this instance there are contemporary texts that give an indication of how such 
figures were understood by a learned audience. Here we turn again to the parallel imperial 
productions of the early sixteenth century. The margins of the Triumphal Arch of Maximilian 
also include such hybrid creatures, especially harpies and sirens [Fig. 3.75]. In this instance, the 
text that accompanies the print tells us exactly what they were meant to represent; the sirens 
represented the “ordinary adversities of the world,” overcome by the Emperor’s Christian rule, 
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and the harpies, as “monstrous, misshapen, pale and miserly,”412 also called to mind the 
grotesque creatures crushed by imperial authority. The text was composed by Johannes Stabius, 
who also spent several years working in Nuremberg and collaborated with Dürer on several other 
projects.413 His interpretations of such figures would have likely been of interest to the small 
circle of intellectuals most devoted to learning from the classics. If read in this light, these 
hybrids go against the rules of nature and God’s creation, and are destined to be defeated by true 
Christians cast in the mold of Christ and his apostles and saints. 
In this sense, the pagan stories told on the tomb could be interpreted as negative moralizing 
images, appropriate for a sacred context. As such, they would be distinguished from Humanist 
works that celebrated the myths of Antiquity, and instead tied to a long tradition of adapting 
Antique themes to Christian contexts. Though these connections have been most thoroughly 
explored by French art historians, who discovered a number of instances of pagan stories used to 
decorate French churches,414 they were not absent from the region around Nuremberg. Indeed, 
the sculpture of the Cathedral of Bamberg has long been held up as example of the lasting 
medieval interest in classicizing drapery, posture, and foliate friezes [Fig. 3.76].415 Further, the 
reliefs on the tomb of Pope Clement II in Bamberg, dated c. 1230, are classicized allegorical 
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figures representing the combat between virtue and vice [Fig. 3.77a-d]. Cities closer to 
Nuremberg that had a strong Roman heritage, like Cologne, Trier, and Augsburg, would have 
also had access to the remains of Antiquity in their own back yards, providing another avenue by 
which such forms could be incorporated into the Vischers’ and their collaborators’ image 
production. As Laurence Terrier Aliferis recently declared, “contrary to the persistent 
misunderstanding of the general public about the existence of the survival of Antiquity in the 
Middle Ages…this period is inscribed within a continuity of the Antique.”416 Though this 
scholarship has largely focused on formal relationships between medieval art and antiquity, 
certain motifs, like the monsters and gargoyles mentioned above, continued to appear throughout 
the Middle Ages. The pagan elements on the tomb of St. Sebald might be understood within this 
continuum. 
This brief summary was simply meant to serve as a reminder that the connection to Antiquity 
and pagan mythology was not the sole and isolated domain of the Italian Peninsula in the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Nor was the exploration of pagan mythology always 
celebratory, especially when included in Christian works of art. There were plenty of 
opportunities for the artists and designers the Vischers employed, and the members of the 
workshop themselves, to encounter and assimilate references to Antiquity, to grotesques, and to 
pagan mythology in their own region. The interest in Antique forms on the tomb of St. Sebald 
came through local artists, tied to a distinctly Germanic concept of the imperial past as embraced 
by Emperor Maximilian and his humanist advisors, and did not indicate a workshop 
overwhelmed by the accomplishments of a generalized notion of Italian Renaissance. Indeed, 
many of the works produced after the tomb of St. Sebald in the Vischer workshop remained 
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relatively traditional in form and content. Further, the tomb of St. Sebald is not a purely 
“Renaissance” object. It is rooted in distinctly medieval approaches to structure and ornament, 
and its iconographic program could be interpreted in relation to traditional medieval anagogical 
narratives of sainthood. The use of classicizing forms and motifs was just one of the many 
experimental approaches to style, technique, content, and expression of religious identity that the 
Vischers, their patrons and collaborators expressed in the early decades of the sixteenth century 
through the tomb of St. Sebald.  
The erudite, practically esoteric iconographic program of the tomb would certainly not have 
been clear to all visitors. Indeed, were a foreign pilgrim to visit, or even a Nuremberg citizen 
without classical schooling, the connection of classicizing ornament and pagan mythology to St. 
Sebald might have remained a mystery. This brings us back to the nature of devotion to St. 
Sebald in the early sixteenth century described in the previous chapter. He was a saint most 
enthusiastically celebrated by the political and intellectual elite of the city. This narrow audience 
of worshippers would have also been the viewers able to draw the most meaning from the tomb’s 
many visual and iconographic associations. This was thus not an object made as an outward-
looking monument for pilgrims, but rather as a monument for and by those with the most 
intimate connections to St. Sebald.  
 
CONCLUSION: THE PROBLEM WITH “HYBRIDITY”  
The term that has most often been used to describe the combination of multiple visual styles 




combining two different elements; a mixture,”417 is an appropriate definition for this application 
of form. However, the term is not at all period-appropriate, as it does not appear in this sense 
until the early seventeenth century.418 Even then, it was used more in the biological sense to refer 
to cross-bred animals, from the Latin hybrida, which translates as “the offspring of a tame sow 
and a wild boar, child of a free man and a slave.”419 It gained popularity in a colonial, racist 
sense in the nineteenth century, derived from fear of racial mixing.420 Thus the original term had 
a negative connotation of impurity or illegitimacy. It is likely that many earlier art historians 
would have chosen this term specifically for its negative connotations; many saw the “hybrid” 
artistic creations of northern artists as simply failed attempts to imitate the pure forms of the 
Italian Renaissance. As Michael Baxandall writes when discussing the German use of the Welsch 
style: “It is a hybrid, a provincial sideshow in the great European Renaissance…It was initially 
affected by a very limited view of Italian art.”421 Indeed, within the context of the tomb of St. 
Sebald, the term hybrid would be most appropriately used to describe the creatures shown in the 
reliefs from pagan mythology.  
It is clear that artists and architects working in and around Nuremberg at the turn of the 
sixteenth century did not consider the blending of multiple formal vocabularies in a single object 
to be negative or impure. Even though contemporaries had a clear understanding of the 
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distinction between Welsch and Deutsch styles,422 there is no evidence that they thought of 
objects which mixed the two as lesser, or even as necessarily out of the ordinary. There are 
numerous examples of such projects contemporary to the tomb of St. Sebald, many in southern 
Germany. The window frames of the cloister of Regensburg Cathedral, c. 1518, combines statues 
of saints and apostles under late Gothic canopies with consoles resembling the ornamental shafts 
around the base of the tomb [Fig. 3.78].423 The epitaph of Archbishop Uriel von Gemmingen in 
Mainz Cathedral, carved c. 1514, freely blends a late Gothic canopy with classicizing structural 
elements [Fig. 3.79].424 And full-scale architecture provided infinite models for multiplicity of 
styles in a single space, as outlined by Marvin Trachtenberg.425 Most medieval buildings, 
including the church of St. Sebald itself, were not built from start to finish from a single, 
idealized plan. Instead, over the long lives of these buildings, masons came and went, tastes 
changed, money ran out or became available, and as a result most buildings visually capture 
multiple time periods within their walls. Indeed, the concept of a unified building in a single 
style was born out of the ideals of Alberti and other Italian Renaissance architects, and even then 
was often more theoretical than practical. Prior to this, it would not have been expected that a 
building conform wholly to a specific style or type. Thus, just as the church of St. Sebald unified 
a Romanesque nave and west choir with a High Gothic eastern choir over its two hundred year 
building history [Fig. 3.80], so too could the tomb of St. Sebald unite multiple stylistic 
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vocabularies in a single object, which also had a long process of design and execution. As with a 
building, there would not necessarily have been any expectation that it conform to a single 
stylistic framework. The simple fact of the existence of so many instances of these “hybrid” 
buildings and sculptures426 seems to indicate that they were intended, even desired formal 
juxtapositions. Thus “hybrids” would not be an appropriate word to describe these objects if we 
want a term that fits with the period eye.  
Norbert Nußbaum provides a thought-provoking analysis of the term in relation to 
architecture in a 2006 article.427 Nußbaum connects the mixture of formal vocabularies in a 
single object or building around the turn of the sixteenth century to Mikhail Bakhtin’s studies of 
hybridity, or polyglossia, in language and literature. In his essay “From the Prehistory of 
Novelistic Discourse,” Bakhtin lays out the notion that the existence and juxtaposition of an 
“other” is essential for understanding one’s own condition. He writes, in regards to literary style, 
“it is possible to objectivize one’s own particular language, its internal form, the peculiarities of 
its world view, its specific linguistic habitus, only in the light of another language belonging to 
someone else, which is almost as much ‘one’s own’ as one’s native language.”428 By combining 
two forms of expression, whether verbal or visual, into a single work, one subsequently brings 
both into clearer focus than they would be if employed independently.  
This is in fact the conclusion that E.M. Kavaler draws in his chapter on “Deconstruction and 
Hybridity” in his book Renaissance Gothic. He writes: “The simultaneous availability of both the 
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Gothic and the Italianate challenged the authority of both. Neither could lay claim to 
representing the world in its totality. Thus compromised by the presence of the other, the two 
manners were open to deconstruction, to display as self-contained and somewhat arbitrary 
systems.”429 Once northern artists and architects had developed a familiarity with foreign forms, 
they saw their own “Gothic” style as a complete, independent formal vocabulary, allowing them 
to more playfully combine elements of both styles. The addition of one brought into clarity the 
other. Thus Bakhtin’s theory of the power of stylistic juxtaposition to render each style more 
understandable through the dialogue between them seems like a useful framework for 
understanding this formal multiplicity. However, unlike Nußbaum, Kavaler, and others, Bakhtin 
never uses the term hybrid, instead referring to polyglossia. Thus perhaps here a better term to 
describe architectural and artistic “hybridity” with less negative connotation might simply be the 
term polyformal, of many forms. The multiple formal vocabularies used on the tomb of St. 
Sebald speak with one another in a dialogue that reveals deeper meaning than if a single formal 
language had been used.  
  
																																								 																				




CHAPTER FOUR:  
PLASTER CASTS AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF  
GERMAN NATIONAL IDENTITY 
INTRODUCTION: REFORM AND DESANCTIFICATION  
The function of the tomb of St. Sebald as a house for a canonized saint was remarkably short-
lived. Six years after its installation in 1519, the church of St. Sebald became Lutheran, and 
saintly veneration was prohibited. Several of the names most closely associated with financing 
the tomb of St. Sebald, Anton Tucher and Sigmund Fürer, were also members of a group of men 
who called themselves the Sodalitas Staupitziana, after their mentor, the reform preacher Johann 
Staupitz, who preached at the Augustinian monastery in Nuremberg on several occasions in the 
1510s.430 That two men clearly devoted to ecclesiastic reform would also enthusiastically 
commission a tomb for a saint embodies the seemingly contradictory way that Nuremberg’s city 
council all-but unanimously adopted Lutheranism by 1525. While many of the men in charge of 
the city were growing more convinced by reform ideology, the city itself was given increasing 
prominence within the decidedly anti-reform governance of the Holy Roman Empire.431  
It is in this climate of reform that the first important changes to the cult of St. Sebald 
occurred. In 1523, processions associated with Sebald’s feast day were severely restricted: the 
reliquary could only be removed once, in the morning, and processed through the church, rather 
than through the city. By 1524, it had been forbidden to remove the reliquary at all on Sebald’s 
feast day, and by 1525, his feast had been removed from the church calendar.432 It was also in 
this year that the city council, following a twelve-day public debate in the chamber of the City 
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Hall, made up its mind to declare the city’s allegiance to Luther, and to banish from the city 
those who most vocally refused to comply.433 With this event, just six years after its installation 
in the choir of St. Sebald, the tomb of St. Sebald was decommissioned, and the relics stripped of 
their doctrinal power and authority. Sebald was no longer a saint in Nuremberg. What, then, was 
to become of his tomb, now a hollow shell rather than a protective stage for the relics of a 
celebrated local patron? 
Unlike many cities in Germany, Switzerland, and Austria, Nuremberg experienced 
practically no iconoclasm as a result of its turn to reform. Though the monasteries of the city 
were closed, and thus sold off much of their furnishings, the two great parish churches retained 
most of their decoration. This provides a moving illustration of the relationship between the 
city’s patrons and their works of art: though destined for a sacred context, the works of art 
commissioned by Nuremberg’s wealthy citizens were in some sense still considered their 
property, and as such, immune from destruction due to their personal nature.434 The families who 
had spent so much money on precious and beautiful objects from respected artists in the previous 
several decades were not about to see the fruits of their patronage destroyed over a spiritual 
doctrine. In particular, the tomb of St. Sebald was already considered to be a civic as well as 
religious monument, and thus, for the glory of the city, remained untouched.  
The life of the tomb of St. Sebald after this moment of desanctification has been relegated to 
a footnote in the scholarship on this object.435 As is often the case with traditional art history, the 
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work of art is studied in the time of its production, and then ceases to be relevant. In fact, as 
authors like Arjun Appadurai have argued, objects have social lives as well, and their meanings 
through time shift drastically depending on their owners, function, context, and viewers.436 
Appadurai’s perspective deals mostly in objects that can be exchanged, whether as gifts or 
commodities, arguing that each time an object is exchanged, it accrues new meaning and 
significance from the new context to which it is transferred. In this chapter, we will see that, 
despite the fact that the tomb itself is not moveable or exchangeable, the circulation of plaster 
casts of its parts and whole operated in a variety of contexts and reflected different values back 
on the work of art. In fact, it is perhaps in the time after its installation that the meaning of the 
tomb of St. Sebald and the identities it embodied shifted most radically.  
After the Thirty Years War, Nuremberg lost much of its political and economic prestige. By 
the eighteenth century, it was a dusty relic of a medieval past, visited as a tourist attraction on the 
road to Italy. In the nineteenth century, the generation of literary and philosophical thinkers we 
name the Romantics reclaimed Nuremberg as a beacon of a pure German past. 437 The Middle 
Ages, or at least an idealized vision of it, was embraced by these Romantic thinkers, who sought 
in its cultural products traces of “a powerful German spirit as well as a permanent German 
national character.”438 Napoleonic imperial expansion was a trigger for this kind of thinking; the 
Enlightenment was seen as a philosophy rooted in French culture, and to free themselves of 
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French-ness, the German people would have to reach back to a time before the pollution of their 
way of life by French thinking to discover their shared historical, linguistic and cultural roots.439 
For these men, the Middle Ages was that time, and Nuremberg, as one of the most perfectly 
preserved monuments to medieval Germany, was the epitome of this pure German past.440 This 
was especially important to establish at a time when so many European nations were testing their 
power, whether through imperialism, new structures of government, or consolidation of disparate 
territories. In the first three quarters of the nineteenth century, German states were weighing 
unification. Opposing liberal factions, hoping for a German Republic, and monarchic supporters, 
hoping for a return to unified empire, were mining their shared past for a vision of what their 
united future could be.441  
Works of art played an important role in visualizing this German past. Nationalist 
intellectuals began to write about works of art, to lecture on them, and to collect them, either in 
cast or original. In 1842, construction recommenced on Cologne Cathedral, which had laid 
unfinished since the sixteenth century. This campaign was embraced by the Prussian monarchy 
as a way to unite the German people around a project that glorified a medieval German past.442 
In 1847, the Karlsverein was formed by the citizens of Aachen to restore Charlemagne’s Palatine 
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Chapel as a symbol of the origins of the German people.443 Among these great campaigns, 
historical accounts of German art began to highlight Peter Vischer and the tomb of St. Sebald in 
the same breath as Albrecht Dürer as the purest visual expressions of the spirit of the German 
Volk. Franz Horny, an artist from Weimar, visited Nuremberg in 1816 and wrote of the tomb of 
St. Sebald:  
“It is a gothic monument of old German art by Peter Vischer…the figures of apostles in 
their noble style, movement and expressiveness are divine. In short, it is a work that can 
make a claim to the wonder of all centuries, I could not get enough of it; it is wondrous that 
we introduce Germans so rarely to these glorious things, what they did in those times, as it is 
a work that could stand alongside that of Ghiberti…”444  
Horny wonders why so much attention is paid to Italian artists at the expense of German, when 
such great masters are to be found there. Another Romantic artist, ETA Hoffman, spent many 
hours looking at the tomb, and wrote “Oh God in Heaven, to imagine such a work – to create it. 
There are then glorious ones on earth.”445  
That the Imperial Free City of Nuremberg also ceased to be free or imperial around this time, 
absorbed as it was by the State of Bavaria in 1806 under pressure from Napoleon, meant that not 
only had the tomb lost its religious significance, but it also now represented a civic identity that 
was no more. Thus, at the same time idealized medieval Nuremberg and its monuments were 
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being “discovered” by the Romantics, modern Nuremberg had been divorced politically from 
this past. It is in this era of nostalgia and instability that plaster casts of the tomb and several of 
its components began to circulate.446 A monument which had once only been visible to those 
elite few who could afford to travel to Nuremberg and had time to spare wandering among its 
medieval relics was now able to be collected, exchanged, and displayed alongside other works of 
art. 
This chapter will look at the circulation of these plaster casts of the tomb of St. Sebald 
throughout Europe during this era of nationalism, and the ways they helped turn the tomb into a 
Masterpiece of German art. By following these varied stories in the life of the object, this chapter 
will touch upon the development of the art historical canon in relation to movements of 
nationalism in the nineteenth century, and the role the tomb of St. Sebald played in these 
movements.  
 
PART ONE: INDIVIDUAL ELEMENTS  
Goethe and Schinkel  
There is some mystery surrounding when and how the earliest casts were taken from the 
tomb of St. Sebald. In a letter concerning a later attempt to cast the tomb, the administration of 
the United Protestant Church Authority explained to the director of the newly-founded Bavarian 
National Museum, Freiherr von Aretin, that casting of the tomb was “attempted in 1810 or 1811, 
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but had to be given up, as individual pieces were already damaged through simple attempts.”447 
Though no records of this attempt exist in the church archives outside of this brief mention, other 
sources seem to indicate that at least some of these attempts were successful. Indeed, at some 
point after 1812 painted and bronzed plaster casts of the tomb’s apostles and the figure of Peter 
Vischer the Elder began to be sold to collectors [Fig. 4.1]. Among the many people who owned 
copies of these popular figures were the Brothers Grimm and Johann Wolfgang von Goethe. 
Goethe visited Nuremberg four times in his life, the first in 1788 on his journey back from 
Italy, where he had spent several months immersed in Antiquity and Renaissance architecture in 
Rome, Parma, and Milan.448 In his autobiography Dichtung and Wahrheit, which he collected 
towards the end of his life from the diaries he kept assiduously in his youth, he mentions that on 
his trips to Nuremberg he used Christoph Gottlieb von Murr’s 1778 Beschreibung der 
vornehmsten Merkwürdigkeiten in H. R. Reichs freyen Stadt Nürnberg. His personal copy of the 
book still exists in his library in Weimar, where his annotations in pencil can be read in the 
margins. Next to the description of the “St. Sebalds Grab,” at the sentence where Murr mentions 
the “twelve apostles that stand around the tomb”449 Goethe scribbled the phrase “beautifully 
draped.”450  
In 1929, Kurt Anhalt argued that this appreciation of the drapery of the apostles stemmed 
from Goethe’s recent immersion in Renaissance art and architecture in Italy. Because their 
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drapery was “the most powerful and exact expression of the Renaissance character of the 
apostles,”451 it appealed to Goethe the most completely. In Anhalt’s view, Goethe was pleased to 
find something that so well expressed the values of Renaissance art in the middle of an old 
German Gothic city.452 Of course, Goethe was also a great proponent of Gothic architecture after 
a transformative visit to Strasbourg Cathedral in 1770. To him, such buildings were “whole, 
great, and with the beauty of necessity in every smallest part, like trees of God.”453 For Goethe, 
“Gothic architecture…appeared as the deepest manifestation of the German genius.”454 Thus, he 
might just have easily appreciated the tomb of St. Sebald as a monument to German Gothic 
sensibilities. Goethe also referenced another Vischer monument, the tomb of Archbishop Ernst 
of Saxony in Magdeburg, which he visited in 1806 and described in his diary as a “glorious 
Vischer monument.”455 There can be no doubt that the Magdeburg tomb is a work in Gothic 
style, and Goethe greatly appreciated it.  
Whether because it was an example of true German art or because of its expression of 
Renaissance sensibilities, Goethe remained enamored enough of the tomb of St. Sebald that in 
1812 he wrote to his friend, the Nuremberg physicist Dr. Thomas Seebeck, to request a copy of 
the figure of Peter Vischer the Elder from the tomb. “The master depicted himself somewhere in 
tunic and leather apron, and I would particularly like to have this.”456 In addition to the plaster 
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cast of the figure of Peter the Elder, which had been painted green, perhaps to indicate corrosion 
on the surface of the figure that has since been removed, Goethe also received from Seebeck two 
plaster copies of apostle figures painted to resemble terracotta, and a copy of Pancraz Labenwolf 
and Hans Peisser’s Gänsemännchen fountain figure. In fact, at least one of these apostles is still 
on display in Goethe’s house museum in Weimar. [Fig. 4.2] In addition to these figures, Goethe 
owned an engraving by Albert Reindel, first director of the Nuremberg Art School, showing the 
entire tomb, and a drawing by Peter Vischer the Younger.457 Thus, this great work formed a 
treasured element of Goethe’s famous art collection. 
In his autobiography, Goethe himself wrote of the joy and inspiration he found in his art 
collection,458 which he began acquiring in the 1770s. In addition to thousands of drawings and 
engravings, it included a number of plaster casts.459 Most of these casts were of antique Greek 
and Roman statues, a typical feature of cast collections dating back to the sixteenth century.460 
The inclusion of the Vischer figures, however, was a unique feature. Only in the later 19th 
century did German statues and monuments begin to be regularly included in such collections. In 
fact, aside from a collection of German portrait medals, these casts were largely the only non-
Italian, Antique, or mythologizing works in his collection, whether casts or originals. Thus 
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Goethe’s interest in works by the Vischers is one of the earliest instances of casts by the Vischers 
appearing in a private collection. That this collection was such a famed one might even indicate 
that it is in part due to Goethe’s interests that works by the Vischers were so celebrated through 
the nineteenth century.461 
Goethe was not the only German thinker to admire the tomb of St. Sebald. Karl Friedrich 
Schinkel, the famous neoclassical architect, also made use of casts of the apostles. In the 1820s, 
as part of his remodeling of the Berlin Cathedral, Schinkel was tasked with designing a new altar 
retable. This work, which remained in the choir even after the early 20th century Baroque 
remodeling of the church, is a towering neoclassical assemblage [Fig. 4.3]. A trabeated 
colonnade supported by fluted ionic piers extends on either side of a central trophy in relief. The 
arcade is crowned by an architrave of denticulated molding with various cartouches above 
framed in swirling vines and putti heads. Within the spaces colonnade, casts of the twelve 
apostles from the tomb of St. Sebald stand on angular pedestals bearing their names [Fig. 4.4-
4.5]. According to Sibylle Einholz, these casts were paired with the retable in 1845, after they 
were acquired for the Berlin museums from sculptor Bernhard Afinger.462 However, a drawing in 
the Kupferstichkabinett of the Berlin Museums by Schinkel and dated to 1820463 shows the 
design for the altar retable with copies of the Nuremberg apostles already in place [Fig. 4.6]. 
According to the catalogue for this drawing, Christoph Daniel Rauch and his workshop were 
given the task of securing casts of the apostles, which were then bronzed by the company of 
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462 Sibylle Einholz, “Geschichte der Gipsabgußsammlungen in Berlin,” in Meisterwerke Mittelalterlicher Skulptur, 
Hartmut Krohn ed., Berlin: D. Reimer, 1996, p. 18. 




Christian Gottlieb Werner & Neffen in Berlin.464 Thus the casts acquired from Afinger in 1845 
must have served some other purpose. The apostles on Schinkel’s work were intended from the 
beginning to serve his artistic vision. This gives an indication of the status these works must have 
enjoyed by this point. Rather than commission new works from any number of highly-trained 
neoclassical sculptors in Berlin, many of whom were close friends and colleagues of Schinkel, he 
chose to have reproduced a collection of historical apostle statues from a distant, non-Prussian 
city. The choice to refer directly to the past in his new design might be connected to the 
historicism he embraced as an architect: “"A true work of art must in some way be a monument; 
that is, it should contain the products of a transcendent human spirit that will survive as long as 
its materials retain their shape."465 By including casts of works by the Vischers that had already 
stood the test of time and history, Schinkel was helping his work of art transcend history to 
become timeless.466  
Apparently, Afinger was not the only sculptor to produce casts of the apostle figures in the 
1840s. An intriguing incident is described in a document in the State Protestant Church Archives 
(Landeskirchliches Archiv) in Nuremberg. Pastor Michahelles of the church of St. Sebald wrote 
to the Royal Deanery of Bavaria on May 13th, 1843, to complain that casts of various figures on 
the tomb had been taken without the permission of the proper church authorities. The sculptor in 
question in this instance is Lorenz Rotermundt, a name which reappears repeatedly in association 
with casts of the tomb of St. Sebald and other medieval sculptures in Nuremberg, as the 
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. Accessed 10/10/2017.  
465 Cited in Sheehan 2000 p. 85.  
 
466 For more on German monuments in relation to nineteenth century nationalism, see Thomas Nipperdey, 
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following sections of this chapter will explore. Michahelles writes: “The pastor’s office was 
notified by the church caretaker, Defes, that the sculptor Rotermundt intends to make molds of 
several figures on the tomb of St. Sebald, without a single notice to the pastor’s office from 
either the church directors or the director of the art and design school. Of course, this begs the 
question: who gave Rotermundt permission to carry out these molds?”467 These many casts in 
circulation make clear that, as Einholz writes, “The apostle figures of the tomb of St. Sebald, as 
casts to be multiplied and reused, enjoyed astounding popularity and functioned as models for 
the decoration of countless newly constructed church buildings”468 of the first half of the 
nineteenth century. 
That these figures were circulated separate from their architectural and programmatic setting 
on the saint’s tomb can help explain certain lasting interpretations of them. Certainly, single 
figures were cast and circulated more easily than the entire ensemble. However, we might 
imagine that this circulation also laid the groundwork for the misconception that the Vischer 
workshop was responsible for bringing to Northern Europe the Italian humanist tradition of small 
bronzes. In fact, the Vischers never engaged in the production of independent small bronzes in a 
sustained manner, especially not in comparison to their contemporaries on the Italian peninsula. 
Indeed, as we saw in chapter one of this dissertation, the workshop was producing “small 
bronzes” since the 1450s to be incorporated into larger settings of tombs and fonts, and it is more 
likely that Peter the Younger’s brief experimentations with this medium grew partly out of this 
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tradition. And yet, the trope of their importation of this object type continues to this day.469 This 
misconception might be rooted in the fact that initial opportunities to confront this object outside 
of its church setting came in the form of independent casts of individual figures which, in their 
size and scale, do indeed bear close resemblance to the small bronzes of the Italian peninsula.  
For Goethe and Schinkel, great intellectuals of nineteenth-century Germany, there was 
something about these apostle figures that symbolized a core German identity, stemming as they 
did from a time when the Holy Roman Empire was at the peak of its powers, cultural expression 
was little tainted by foreign elements, and works of art expressed both humble piety and 
sensitivity to human nature. For Goethe, they were perhaps the German Gothic equal to the casts 
of the Laocoon that he acquired for his collection. For Schinkel, they were the perfect figures to 
incorporate into the altar of Berlin’s new cathedral, a building meant to stand alongside the 
Prussian royal palace and the other foundations on Museum Island as a symbol of the power of 
the crystallizing Prussian authority in post-Holy Roman Empire Europe, an authority around 
which Germany would eventually unify.470 In both instances, fragments of the tomb of St. Sebald 
embodied the spirit of German national identity for one of its most iconic poets, and one of its 
most famous architects. Indeed, casts of individual elements of the tomb played a role in 
illustrating German identity abroad as well. 
International Acclaim: The Vischers and the Crystal Palace  
 
 In the nineteenth century, plaster casts played a role not only in private, elite collections but 
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also in the newly-defined public institution of the art museum. In particular, the national museum 
took shape as a place for the broad aesthetic education of the public. As Rune Fredericksen and 
Eckardt Marchand write in their introduction to an edited volume on the role of plaster cast 
collections, “With the rise of nationalism throughout Europe in the nineteenth century, national 
museums were instituted to present, conserve and construct the notion of a national 
heritage…and to improve citizens, and/or national art production”471 by providing examples of 
the beautiful things their nations had produced. As part of this system, the plaster cast collection 
was unique in its ability to “represent the narrative of a national style in one place,”472 bringing 
together the best examples of a culture’s products regardless of where original works were stored 
or displayed. Many of these collections had previously served as didactic tools within the 
privileged walls of Europe’s Fine Arts academies. Though initially devoted primarily to 
reproductions of Antique statues, by the mid-nineteenth century, reproductions of medieval and 
Renaissance monuments also began to be included in cast displays, usually tied to the nationalist 
efforts described above – native art as a symbol of cultural superiority. One of the earliest 
successful encyclopedic collections of casts, which would serve as a model for many other 
national collections, was not in fact a museum, but rather a world’s fair: the second Crystal 
Palace Exhibition, which opened in Sydenham, outside of London, in 1854.473 Casts of elements 
from the tomb of St. Sebald, and other works by the Vischers, formed part of the didactic 
displays of this exhibition, and give us a window into the international reputation of the tomb by 
the mid nineteenth century.  
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The first Crystal Palace exhibition was conceived by Prince Albert with the lofty goal of 
furthering the “advancement of humanity, both academic and practical, resulting from a display 
of productions of all nations in friendly rivalry, to move in peace and love towards the unity of 
mankind.”474 Exhibitions were included on the latest developments in the mining and refinement 
of raw materials, the design of machinery and mechanical inventions, advancements in 
manufacturing technology, and the works of fine art and design that employed these technologies 
in their creation [Fig. 4.7]. At its inauguration, Queen Victoria spoke of a hope that “this 
wonderful structure, and the treasures of art and knowledge which it contains, may long continue 
to elevate and instruct, as well as to delight and amuse, the minds of all classes of our people.”475  
These dual aims of instruction and amusement, and the specific hope of reaching all classes 
of society, was an aim shared by the second Crystal Palace Exhibition. This less well-known 
iteration opened in the southern suburb of Sydenham in 1854, and was larger and more 
expansive in scope than the first.476 Unlike the fleeting, ephemeral contract of the first, the 
Sydenham exhibition remained open for over eighty years, finally closing in 1936 after a 
devastating fire. While the first exhibition contained several displays of fine arts, mostly the 
works of modern sculptors in a celebration of European art and design, the Sydenham Palace 
devoted much of its exhibition space to presenting a complete history of global artistic 
production. The Fine Arts Courts of the Sydenham Crystal Palace were intended to do much 
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more than those of the Hyde Park exhibition, by presenting what was termed an “illustrated 
encyclopedia”477 of historical artistic production through plaster casts and reproductions of the 
great spaces and works of art of the world. 
The Fine Arts Courts at Sydenham, overseen by artists Owen Jones and Matthew Digby 
Wyatt, were arranged roughly chronologically, beginning with the Assyrian Court, then the 
Egyptian Court, followed by the Greek and Roman, which included a replica of a house from 
Pompeii, followed by the Byzantine Court, a reproduction of a courtyard from the Alhambra 
Palace in Spain, the Medieval Court, the Renaissance Court, the Italian Court, and the court of 
Modern works [Fig. 4.8-4.9]. As Jan Piggott described in his work on the Sydenham exhibition, 
“The Courts formed a curious and fascinating three-dimensional Musée Imaginaire, reproducing 
the architecture and sculptures among which one would most like to walk and study. They 
offered an experience that was once true and false.”478 Over the course of a brief three-month 
journey, Digby Wyatt and Jones likely visited Paris, Brussels, Naples, Rome, Florence, Turin, 
Milan, Venice, Dresden, Berlin, Munich, Frankfurt, Cologne, Stuttgart, Nuremberg, Prague, 
Vienna, and Copenhagen, with the aim of making the proper contacts to secure casts of the 
works held in the museums and monuments of these cities.479 To guide their visit in part, they 
employed Carl Alexander von Heideloff’s Ornamentik des Mittelalters, a collection of two 
hundred engravings the architect and head of historic preservation in Nuremberg had published 
in 1843.480 Something of an archive of individual architectural ornaments, sculpture fragments, 
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facades and building views, the works selected for reproduction favored Nuremberg heavily, 
including details from the 1488 presentation drawing of the initial design of the tomb of St. 
Sebald, which Heideloff owned [Fig. 4.10-4.11].481 With these volumes as their guide, it is not 
surprising that Digby Wyatt and Jones ended up in Nuremberg, where they contracted 
reproductions from the firm of Fleischmann and Rotermundt. 
C.W. Fleischmann was a papier-mâché maker by trade, and Rotermundt a respected local 
sculptor specialized in neo-Gothic works. Together, they began a business devoted to 
reproducing and disseminating, at a price, the best sculptural works of the Middle Ages in 
Nuremberg.482 For the Sydenham Crystal Palace, Digby Wyatt commissioned them in 1853 to 
supply casts of the Gänsemännchen fountain figure, several stove plates, the famous Nuremberg 
Madonna by Veit Stoss, a relief showing justice, originally from the customs house in 
Nuremberg and now attributed to Adam Krafft (at that point it was thought to be a work of 
Stoss), three bas-reliefs from the church of St. Sebald, two reliefs of the Virgin from the 
Frauenkirche, and the kneeling figures from the Sacrament House in the church of St. Lorenz all 
attributed to Adam Kraft, a full cast of the 26-foot high entry portal of the Frauenkirche, a statue 
of the Virgin and Child from the church of St. Egidien, and finally, “The Shrine of St. Sebald, in 
the church of St. Sebald, by Peter Fischer, of Nuremberg - Monument to be reproduced 
entire[ly].”483 This list makes clear that, by the 1850s, the trio of Veit Stoss, Adam Kraft and 
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Peter Vischer were already the sculptors that epitomized the artistic accomplishments of 
Nuremberg. It could be argued that this canon still exists today.  
In fact, though it was commissioned, the tomb of St. Sebald was never displayed at the 
Crystal Palace, likely because the permission to cast the tomb could not be acquired. Instead, in 
the hall of Renaissance Sculpture, casts of the four reliefs of the life of St. Sebald from the base 
of the tomb were displayed [Fig. 4.12-4.15], directly flanking casts of Ghiberti’s Gates of 
Paradise from the baptistery in Florence.484 These reliefs had not been acquired from 
Fleischmann and Rotermundt, but rather from the Prussian Government collection in Berlin.485 
Also commissioned, though not displayed, were casts of the apostles, Peter Vischer, and St. 
Sebald from the tomb, this time from a certain “S. Barganti” in Berlin.486   
The assemblage of these works within the “Renaissance” galleries, along with the works by 
other Nuremberg sculptors displayed in the German Medieval Court, raises interesting questions 
about the way these works were grouped and chosen, and the reasons the British organizers had 
for determining these groupings. Indeed, despite the fact that the Vischers were exact 
contemporaries to Adam Kraft and Veit Stoss, the latter two sculptors were displayed in the 
medieval galleries, while reliefs from the tomb of St. Sebald were displayed alongside some of 
the most famous works of the Florentine Renaissance. And yet, a cast of another work by the 
Vischers, the epitaph of Henning Göden from Erfurt Cathedral [Fig. 4.16], was displayed in the 
German medieval court, though it dates to 1521, later than the tomb of St. Sebald.487 Already in 
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1853, the artificial periodization of individual works had divorced them from their identical 
cultural contexts, a fact which would color the scholarship on these works, and the works of the 
Vischers especially, to the present day.  
The printed guidebooks that accompanied these exhibitions reveal the ways in which visitors, 
many of whom, it was assumed, had no prior exposure to the appreciation of art, were expected 
to understand and appreciate the works on display in these courts. About Adam Kraft, to whom 
many examples of late Gothic sculpture were wrongly attributed in the exhibition, Digby Wyatt 
wrote: “His style is characterized by great feeling and truth to nature, combined with much 
conventionality in drapery…The countenances are homely, and marked by national and even 
local peculiarities…The statuary work is characterized by much simplicity and grace, marked by 
a strong German character.”488 Here we see an attempt, by a British artist and historian, to 
represent, to a largely British audience, something about German character, even physiognomy, 
through the artistic production of fifteenth century Nuremberg. By this time, Nuremberg had 
gone from a free city, to a dim backwater, to a representative beacon of German national 
character as it developed in the Middle Ages.  
The tomb of St. Sebald and the Vischer workshop have a more complicated relationship to 
this schema of national identity. Though, as mentioned above, the Vischers’ 1521 epitaph for 
Henning Göden was included among other “medieval” sculptures, the organizers of the 
exhibition considered the Vischers’ work anything but medieval. About the epitaph, Digby 
Wyatt writes “the celebrated Nuremberg sculptor, whose earliest productions of the date 1489, 
and who, after enriching his country with many beautiful works - the most celebrated of which is 
the very beautiful and elaborate bronze shrine of St. Sebald, in the church of that Saint at 
																																								 																				




Nuremberg, commenced in 1506 and completed in 1519 - died in 1529. He was a sculptor of 
unusual excellence, and remarkable as evincing in his works the gradual introduction of the 
Renaissance school of sculpture.”489 The first thing to notice about this entry is that, even in 
absentia, the specter of the tomb of St. Sebald as Vischer’s great masterpiece looms large. This 
seems to indicate that it had become so famous and so essentially indicative of the Vischers’ 
artistic production, that it served almost as a metonym for the workshop.  
The second relevant segment of this quote is the evocation of the “Renaissance.” In fact, one 
of Digby Wyatt’s aims in his organization of the Fine Arts Court was to try and correct public 
opinion about the Renaissance, which at that time had become somewhat unfavorable. He writes:  
“The Renaissance style has of late years been the subject of violent abuse amongst a large 
section of writers on art; since its conditions as regards the reproduction of ancient forms fail 
to satisfy the classical purist; and in the enthusiasm excited by the revival of the Romanesque 
and Medieval styles, the Renaissance of the antique has been branded among the more 
prejudiced admirers of the two former, as something 'pestilent.'”490  
As reason for this, he cites lack of exposure:  
“Until the opening of the Crystal Palace, the Renaissance styles of the Continent could 
have been known but to few, since their monuments were accessible to the Traveller only, 
and in this country at least, had been very poorly illustrated, whilst that style which 
prevailed in England from the decline of Gothic to the adoption of Italian architecture, 
bears but a remote resemblance to them. It was easy then to decry what was generally 
unknown, but now the best possible refutation is to be found in the monuments and 
sculptures of this court, which we are satisfied will repay minute study; and few will 
examine the subjects it contains without a deep and increasing admiration at the grace of 
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their design, the extreme delicacy of their execution, and the chastened fancy, and lively 
perception of the beautiful which they display.”491  
Peter Vischer was thus one of the artists employed to rehabilitate the image of the Renaissance, 
and to return it to an international symbol of beauty, a task which could not have been 
undertaken without the tool of the plaster cast, which allowed previously inaccessible works to 
be displayed to a wide audience. In the end, the Renaissance courts were some of the most 
popular and highly-regarded areas of the exhibition.492  
The international nature of the Renaissance was underscored in this court by the inclusion of 
works not just from Italy, but from France, Spain, the Netherlands, and, of course, Germany. 
Unlike the medieval courts, which had been separated by nationality, all the European nations 
were presented mixed together in the Renaissance Court.493 In this way “the works of the great 
Nuremberg sculptor, Peter Vischer,” the four reliefs from the tomb of St. Sebald that illustrate 
the life of the saint, could be aligned next to Ghiberti’s Gates of Paradise, a powerful 
equivalency of skill. Nowhere is their style described as “local” or “Germanic.”  
This example illustrates an initial instance of the international relevance of the Vischer 
Workshop by the 1850s. Through their most famous work, the tomb of St. Sebald, they became 
known abroad as the artists who transcended local, “German” artistic traditions, as embodied by 
Adam Kraft and Veit Stoss, to become part of an international rebirth of observation from nature 
and debt to classical antiquity, a reputation which continues to this day. This illustrates just how 
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far the tomb of St. Sebald had come since its conception, from a very personal, local symbol of 
the civic pride of Nuremberg, to an international Renaissance work of art. This reputation would 
be reaffirmed in 1869, when one of the very first casts acquired by Henry Cole for the South 
Kensington Museum, now the Victoria & Albert Museum, was a complete replica of the tomb of 
St. Sebald in Nuremberg.  
 
PART TWO: THE TOMB REPRODUCED ENTIRELY  
 
The Great Mystery: How Were the Casts of the Tomb Produced? 
 
The only surviving full cast of the tomb of St. Sebald is that in the Victoria & Albert 
Museum [Fig. 4.17]. Painted a deep brown to resemble what must have been its late-nineteenth 
century patina, it is displayed in the medieval cast court. The museum acquired the cast in 1869 
for 245 pounds from “Messrs Rotermundt and Sons.”494 It was, in fact, one of the first casts they 
acquired for their now famous collection. Though they no longer survive, there were also 
documented casts of the entire tomb in the Bavarian National Museum in Munich, in the 
collection of the Prussian National Museum in Berlin, and, at a somewhat later date, in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, a part of what is now known as the Busch-Reisinger Collection. It is 
possible that further copies existed in Dresden, Vienna, and Copenhagen.  
To make a clean and accurate mold of the entire tomb for a plaster replica, it is probable that 
some of it would have had to be taken apart. Indeed, the church authorities in Nuremberg 
expressed concern over the prospect, “as such an undertaking is not possible without fully taking 
																																								 																				




apart this work of art.”495 Given the invasive nature of this procedure, it is surprising that no 
direct account survives of the way these casts came to be. We know the molds took around six 
months to complete, and cost upwards of 1200 florins.496 We know that the work was undertaken 
by Lorenz Rotermundt toward the end of his life, around when he split with his business partner 
C.W. Fleischmann in 1855.497 But that is the extent of the particulars. 
What does survive in detail are accounts of the repeated attempts by Fleischmann and 
Rotermundt to obtain permission to cast the tomb, and repeated rejections on the part of the 
United Protestant Church Authority in Nuremberg. In 1855, C.W. Fleischmann wrote to 
Freiherrn Karl Maria von Aretin, director of the newly-formed Wittelsbacher Museum, now the 
Bavarian National Museum, to request his assistance in the endeavor. Though the church 
authority had consistently rejected these requests because the process could be “highly 
dangerous”498 for the tomb, Fleischmann assures Aretin that “contrary to this, all originals are 
improved through our method, as soon as we mold them, they are cleaned of all dirt.”499 
Apparently, it was the firmly-held belief of Fleischmann and Rotermundt that their process for 
making plaster casts was in fact highly beneficial to the work of art; they would often take 
multiple molds of an object with the express purpose of cleaning the surface of dust and debris 
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before making the final mold into which they would pour plaster.500 This prospect would likely 
horrify today’s conservators, but it seemed to convince Freiherrn von Aretin, as he then 
corresponded with the church authority on behalf of the workshop. 
Fleischmann and Rotermundt put another spin on their request to Aretin; they claimed that 
they had no current orders within the country for a copy of the tomb, but already requests from 
abroad (likely a reference to the Crystal Palace commission). If Aretin obtained permission to 
cast on their behalf, he could be assured that his cast collection would be the only one in 
Germany to possess a copy of “this glorious monument of German art.”501 In a further letter from 
August of 1855, after  King Maximilian II of Bavaria had visited Nuremberg, Fleischmann wrote 
again to remark that the king “liked the tomb of St. Sebald best of all monuments here and his 
Highness told us most graciously that He would gladly wish to acquire a most true cast of it.”502 
If the request came from the king himself, how could anyone refuse permission? This shrewd 
manipulation on Fleischmann’s part succeeded in convincing Aretin to intervene repeatedly on 
their behalf, though permission was still refused for several years. In the end, permission was 
granted and the casts were made at some point before May of 1857.503 However, Fleischmann’s 
promise to Aretin that they would possess the only cast of the famous monument was inaccurate; 
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503 No copy of the actual permission survives; it is possible that it was oral and not written. By late spring of 1867, 
Aretin and Rotermundt refer to the casting of the tomb in the past tense, as though it were already complete. Letter 





the Bavarian National Museum’s cast would not be delivered until October of 1866, while the 
Neues Museum in Berlin had a copy of it by 1859.  
Unlike the first casts of fragments from the tomb of St. Sebald, these complete casts were 
sold primarily to German collections. And yet, in an era of such political instability and inchoate 
national identity, the German collections to which these casts belonged were each founded with 
different cultural and political aspirations. As we will see in the next section, the tomb of St. 
Sebald, and other works from Nuremberg, played particular roles in the performance of these 
aspirations.  
The Berlin Museums and Prussian Authority 
In nineteenth-century Europe, the development of the museum as a public institution 
happened alongside, and often intertwined with ideas about nationalism and nationhood. There is 
an extensive bibliography around the role of national museums in the formation and dispersal of 
national identity, usually shaped and controlled by the state.504 The museums in Berlin, and 
especially those on Museum Island [Fig. 4.18], which was also home to the Prussian royal palace 
and the city’s cathedral, can be understood as an embodiment of the nascent vision of a unified 
Germany under Prussian authority that took root and blossomed over the course of the nineteenth 
century.505 The Berlin museums, beginning with the Altes Museum in 1830, followed by the 
Neues Museum in 1856, were formed and operated under the umbrella of the monarchy, and 
																																								 																				
504 See, for instance, essays collected in Grasping the World, ed. Donald Preziosi and Claire Farago, Burlington, VT: 
Ashgate Press, 2004; Exhibiting Cultures: The Poetics and Politics of Museum Display, ed. Ivan Karp and Steven D. 
Lavine, Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1991; National Museums: New Studies from Around the 
World, Ed. Simon J. Knell et al, New York: Routledge, 2011; Representing the Nation: A Reader. History, heritage 
and museums, ed. Davis Boswell and Jessica Evans, New York: Routledge, 1999; The Formation of National 
Collections of Art and Archaeology, ed. Gwendolyn Wright, Washington, DC: National Gallery of Art, 1996; 
Museums and Memory, ed. Susan A. Crane, Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2000.  
 
505 See Sheehan, 2000; Thomas W. Gaehtgens, “The Museum Island in Berlin,” in Wright ed., Formation of 
National Collections, 1996, p. 53-78; Françoise Fortser-Hahn, “Shrine of Art or Signature of a New Nation? The 




reflected their vision of what constituted a shared German culture, around which a nation could 
be built. The royal collections of antiquities (in casts or original) were meant as reminders of the 
important role Germans had played in the origins of Greek, Roman, and Egyptian archaeology. 
One aspect of this national identity, then, was to be academic – rigorous study of the past was a 
German characteristic. The National Gallery opened in 1876 to display contemporary German 
painting and sculpture, the beautiful fruits of a newly united nation. Finally, at its opening in 
1905, the medieval and Renaissance sculptures collected in the Kaiser-Friedrich Museum (now 
the Bode Museum) exemplified the humble piety of the Germanic Middle Ages, a purity of spirit 
to be shared by modern Germans.  
However, the studies of the nationalist aims of Prussian museums cited above tend to ignore 
an important factor of their early collections: their plaster casts. Indeed, the crystallization of a 
distinctly Prussian/German national identity through art objects did not begin with the post-
unification National Gallery.506 Two galleries of the Neues Museum were devoted to plaster 
casts of medieval and modern sculptures, with an emphasis on works of German origin. In their 
display, they were likely intended to provide a visual manifestation of the ideal national German 
culture, proof that Germans as a people were united by language, history, and art, rooted in the 
glory of the Holy Roman Empire. A cast of the tomb of St. Sebald was displayed in these 
galleries.  
The same Christoph Daniel Rauch who made casts of the Vischer apostle figures for Berlin 
Cathedral was responsible for acquiring the first plaster casts for a desired Prussian state 
																																								 																				




museum.507 Inspired by the models of the Louvre in Paris and the British Museum in London, 
Prussian King Friedrich Wilhelm III had made his desire known in 1810 to open an equivalent 
museum in Berlin, in the hopes of making the city into a cultural and intellectual center 
surpassing Munich or Vienna. Rauch spent 1816 to 1818 in Italy, buying original classical 
statues and, when originals were not available, plaster copies. In 1819, he brought an Italian 
plaster caster to Berlin to begin producing their own casts. The famous Schinkel-designed Altes 
Museum on the Lustgarten in Berlin, across from the Prussian palace and next to the cathedral, 
opened in 1830. By the 1840s, under new director Ignaz von Olfers, the collection of casts and 
originals had outgrown Schinkel’s first building, and plans began for construction of a New 
Museum.  
This new museum was to provide an even more distinctly didactic function than its 
predecessor, as evidenced by the mural decorations painted by Wilhelm von Kaulbach; they 
showed scenes of the history of mankind, whereas the decorations of the Altes Museum were 
made up largely of myth and allegory. As Thomas Gaehtgens describes, “The Neues Museum 
was meant to be an educational institution, to elucidate historical contexts for the visitor...the 
'enjoyment of art,' which had guided the previous generation, was replaced by a new emphasis on 
education by historic example."508 These educational aims were most certainly also nationalistic; 
the education of the German people would produce a population intellectually capable of 
assuming a dominant role on the world stage.   
																																								 																				
507 For a thorough history of cast collections in Berlin, see Sybille Einholz, “Orte der Kontemplation und Erziehung: 
Zur Geschichte der Gipsabußsammlungen in Berlin,” in Meisterwerke Mittelalterlicher Skulptur, ed. Hartmut 
Krohn, Berlin: Reimer, 1996, p. 11-40.  
 




It was von Olfers who also expanded the collection of casts to include not just antique 
statues, but famous works of medieval and Renaissance sculpture. Inspired by the encyclopedic 
nature of the World’s Fair model, Olfers dreamed of his collection in the New Museum as the 
“most complete art collection in the world.”509 Plaster casts were the medium by which to 
accomplish this “encyclopedic record and presentation of human cultural creation.”510 Olfers 
visited the Crystal Palace at Sydenham in 1854, where he became familiar with the works of 
Fleischmann and Rotermundt. 
In 1856, the Neues Museum cast collection opened to the public. The entire second floor of 
the museum was devoted to casts, primarily of antique sculptures, but with two rooms devoted to 
“Medieval” and “Modern” (post-medieval) sculpture.511 The ceiling of the medieval room, 
supported by colorful marble columns, was painted with the busts of the great Emperors of 
Germany, from Heinrich I through Maximilian I, as well as representations of the famous Free 
Cities of the Empire.512 Though not all works displayed in the room for medieval sculpture were 
German, several being from France and England, it is clear from the room’s decoration that the 
collection was meant as a celebration of German imperial past. By 1859, “the famous tomb of St. 
Sebald by Peter Vischer in Nuremberg”513 was listed in the official guidebook to the museum, 
alongside other works from Nuremberg churches, as well as Hildesheim, Cologne, Aachen, 
																																								 																				
509 “die vollständigsten Kunstsammlung der Welt.” Einholz 1996, p. 19. 
 
510 “in einer enzyklopädischen Erfassung und Darstellung menschlicher Kulturschöpfungen.“ Ibid. 
 
511 Again, most of the publications on the formation of the Berlin museums do not address these cast collections, 
despite the fact that they took up almost half of all available gallery space. For a study devoted to these medieval 
and modern casts, See Frank Matthias Kammel, “Die Sammlung der Abgüsse von Bildwerke der Christlichen 
Epochen an den Berliner Museen,“ in Krohn Meisterwerke 1996, p. 41-66.  
512 Max Schasler, Das Neue Museum und seine Kunstschätze, Berlin: Verlag von A. Hoffman und Comp., 1859, p. 
53.   
 




Prague, and other Germanic cities. Given that we have already determined that casts of the full 
tomb were not completed until 1857, it seems that the Berlin museum was likely the first 
collection where such a cast was displayed, at which point it could already be classified as 
“famous.” It is important to note in this instance that the tomb was displayed in the Medieval 
hall, not the “modern” room, even though that room also included works from Nuremberg that 
were contemporary to, and even predated the tomb, such as a relief from Veit Stoß’s Volkamer 
Epitaph.514  
How might we compare the tomb’s inclusion in this collection with the works by the 
Vischers displayed at Sydenham? The Sydenham casts, though acquired in Germany, were 
assembled by British artists, forming an international art historical canon through the eyes of 
their empire. Interestingly, it was partially the Sydenham collection of casts that inspired the 
content of continental cast collections, as the works that had been reproduced for the Crystal 
Palace courts were then circulated on the open market, and made up much of the collections of 
later museums.515 Thus, though the Prussian National Museum was meant as a symbol of the 
might of the Prussian kingdom, some of its canonical works of art had already been selected by a 
British world view. The incorporation of the tomb of St. Sebald into the realm of international 
masterpieces of sculpture was initiated outside of German collections.  
The most important difference, however, between the Vischer works in Sydenham and those 
in Berlin is the way that they were categorized in each location. In Sydenham, the reliefs from 
the tomb of St. Sebald, probably displayed because they could not get the full cast of the tomb 
they had hoped for, were on display in the Renaissance Court, alongside some of the 
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515 Kammel specifically mentions the work Fleischmann and Rotermundt did for the Crystal Palace exhibition as the 




masterpieces of Italian Renaissance sculpture. The other Vischer object on display at Sydenham, 
the epitaph of Henning Göden from the Cathedral of Erfurt, was displayed in the German 
Medieval Court.516 These two sets of works are in fact formally quite similar, and if we are to 
ascribe to a chronological periodization, the Erfurt relief was made after the Sebald reliefs, and 
should even more comfortably belong to the “Renaissance” period. The reliefs of the life of St. 
Sebald are the elements of the tomb that perhaps most conform to a typical medieval 
hagiographic image program. We might infer from this that the aura and acclaim of the tomb of 
St. Sebald was such that, even when divorced from their more Italianate framework, the reliefs 
were inseparable from the tomb as an example of Renaissance art. 
And yet, in Berlin, the tomb of St. Sebald formed the centerpiece of the Medieval cast 
collection, alongside works from Notre-Dame of Paris, Chartres, and Amiens, not to mention 
other German Romanesque and Gothic figures. Casts of Ghiberti’s Gates of Paradise, which the 
reliefs from the tomb of St. Sebald had flanked in Sydenham, were displayed among the casts of 
“Modern” sculpture in Berlin, as were several German sculptures contemporary to Sebald’s 
tomb, including the Morris dancers from Munich.517  
This change in categorization is likely connected to the romantic vision of the Middle Ages 
as the origin of pure German culture that sprang from literary and artistic movements in the mid-
nineteenth century, and the way this vision was used to ground a concept of a new national 
identity, as discussed earlier in this chapter. These works were used as proof of a a glorious 
shared history and culture around which a nation could unify. The Middle Ages were purely 
German; by the Renaissance, German culture had already been tainted by Italian ideas. By 
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classifying the internationally famous Vischer workshop and their tomb of St. Sebald as 
medieval, the Prussian National Museum could claim these artists as German, and use their 
artworks to illustrate a national artistic identity. As described above, the painted decoration of the 
room where casts of medieval sculpture were displayed, with its strong references to Germany’s 
imperial past, reinforced this nationalistic intention. Though a small part of the overall collection 
of the Berlin museums, this cast collection forms the first example of the way German 
institutions used their sculptural past to ground their national future. The tomb of St. Sebald 
formed a “famous” part of this collection.  
German Nationalism in Bavaria  
The other collections to which casts of the complete tomb of St. Sebald and other famous 
Nuremberg sculptures belonged did away with any attempts to present a universal, international 
history of art, and instead focused on specifically German art history, taking this effort to shape 
modern identity through past artistic production to its logical conclusion.   
The second collection to acquire a full cast of the tomb of St. Sebald in Germany was the 
Bavarian National Museum in Munich. In 1853, Freiherrn Karl Maria von Aretin, an advisor to 
the Bavarian king, proposed the foundation of a Wittelsbacher Museum, which aimed to collect, 
in both original and casts, the best and most famous objects associated with the ruling nobility of 
Bavaria, the Wittelsbacher family.518 In Aretin’s impassioned words,  
“Such a museum would not only bring joy to the heart of every true Bavarian, but would also 
be of great interest to the history of medieval art in general and the history of Bavarian art in 
particular...through such a museum, the Bavarian people would have set before their eyes 
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how their Princes lit the way for them on the trails of civilization, science, and art, and their 
devotion to the ancestral ruling class would thereby be fully strengthened.”519  
Clearly, his vision for this museum was not only broadly nationalist, but a particular anti-liberal 
nationalism that sought to strengthen the reputation of the ancestral noble rulers of Bavaria.  
Politically, it was clear by this time that to maintain power and prominence in the face of 
Prussian and Austrian authority, Bavaria would have to position itself as an equivalent power to 
those two other states. One of the ways King Maximilian II of Bavaria envisioned accomplishing 
this was to unite the small, independent states that formed the geographic center of the Germanic 
region under Bavarian rule.520 The decision to found a museum dedicated not to an international 
cultural history, but to specific Bavarian history in 1852 could have been tied to this political 
strategy. Certainly, the emphasis on the past benevolent rule of the aristocratic class in the 
museum’s collecting priorities highlighted the fear of liberalism and republican ideology that had 
been circulating in the post-Napoleonic German states.  
The founders of the Wittelsbacher Museum also likely saw themselves in competition with 
the Germanic Museum in Nuremberg, 521 which was founded in 1852 with similar nationalist 
																																								 																				
519„Ein derartiges Museum würde nicht nur das Herz jedes ächten Bayers erfreuen, sondern auch für die Geschichte 
der mittelalterlichen Kunst überhaupt und für die bayerische Kunstgeschichte insbesondere von dem größten 
Interesse seyn...Durch ein solches Museum würde dem bayerischen Volke sozusagen vor Augen gestellt, wie seine 
Fürsten ihm von jeher auf der Bahn der Civilisation, Wissenschaft und Kunst vorangeleuchtet haben und die 
Anhänglichkeit an das angestammte Herrscher-Geschlecht könnte dadurch nur gestärkt werden.” Quoted in 
Berchtold 1987 p. 40.  
 
520 Snyder p. 56-57. This vision for unification dated back to the reorganization that Napoleon had undertaken 
during his conquest and ultimate dissolution of the Holy Roman Empire in 1806. The leaders of Bavaria and other 
central states had united to cooperate with the French Emperor. 
 
521 The Germanisches Nationalmuseum was perhaps the first institution to attempt to embody the broad historical 
culture of the entire Germanic peoples in a single collection of objects. They are not included more broadly in this 
study as, though they owned casts of the apostles from the tomb of St. Sebald, they did not display them, likely 
because the tomb itself lay a short ten-minute walk from their galleries. See Bernward Deneke and Rainer Kahsnitz, 
ed., Das Germanische Nationalmuseum Nürnberg 1852-1977, Munich: Deutscher Kunstverlag, 1978, especially 
Peter Burian, „Das Germanische Nationalmuseum und die deutsche Nation,“ p. 127-262, and Heinz Stafski, „Die 




aims of uniting all traces of German heritage and history in a single collection, as a “unified 
center for the teaching and overview of the entirety of German national literature, art, history, 
and culture.”522 The Wittelsbacher Museum was perhaps an effort to distinguish Bavarian history 
from the rest of Germany, to make sure it was not lost in favor of more universal concepts of 
nationhood.  
That so many of the casts acquired for the Munich collection ended up being from 
monuments in Nuremberg has a certain irony, given how vehemently the city council of 
Nuremberg fought against any aristocratic authority during their medieval history. Nuremberg 
was not part of Bavaria, was never ruled by Wittelsbacher dukes, and had always remained 
Protestant during Bavaria’s fervent counter-Reformation measures. Their artworks had almost 
nothing to do with the glorious past that Aretin hoped to display. Aretin had also visited the 
Crystal Palace at Sydenham in 1854, and the nascent Prussian collection in Berlin under von 
Olfers, with whom Aretin corresponded regularly.523 Thus, though he envisioned as a Bavarian 
museum, Aretin was clearly also inspired by the more encyclopedic nature of the Sydenham and 
Berlin collection.  
Indeed, Aretin’s vision for the collection eventually went beyond the glorification of 
medieval Bavarian feudalism, with the proclamation that such a collection would be of great 
interest to the history of medieval art in general. By 1854, the museum was described not only as 
presenting the “Geschichte des Landes [history of the state],” but also as a “National-Sammlung 
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[national collection]” or “National-Museum.”524 In this interpretation, Bavaria held some of the 
richest history in all the German lands, and a glorification of their past would be a celebration of 
the German people overall. Aretin writes: 
 “Bavaria, which enjoys the priceless advantage to have been ruled by the same family for 
nearly a millennium, is over-rich in monuments to the past which are as important for history 
as for art, and as these ancient memorials all stand more or less in association with the history 
of the ruling house, a collection of the relevant objects would as much offer a history of this 
house as create a true national museum.”525  
Hence, by the time the collection opened in 1867, it was called the Bavarian National Museum. 
Once again, the tomb of St. Sebald took pride of place in a collection that hoped to illustrate 
German national character through its cultural products.  
At its opening in 1867, the Bavarian National Museum was organized on a purely 
chronological basis, with works of all media, including reproductions and plaster casts, displayed 
alongside historic works according to half-century of production.526 Unlike in Berlin, here the 
tomb of St. Sebald was displayed in the Renaissance rooms. Its description in Aretin’s 1868 
guidebook to the museum gives an indication of how this work was meant to be enjoyed by 
visitors:  
“We make our way now to the imposing monument by Peter Vischer, the tomb of St. Sebald, 
which, though it stands before us as a simple plaster cast, the beautiful, calming lighting and 
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525 “ Bayern, das den unschätzbaren Vortheil genießt, seit beinahe einem Jahrtausend von einer und derselben 
Regentenfamilie beherrscht zu werden, ist überreich an Denkmalen der Vergangenheit, welche ebenso wichtig für 
die Geschichte wie für die Kunst sind, und da diese alterthümlichen Erinnerungen sämtlich mehr oder weniger in 
Beziehung zur Geschichte des regierenden Hauses stehen, so wird eine Sammlung der hieher gehörigen 
Gegenstände ebensoviel für die Geschichte desselben darbieten, als zugleich ein wahres National-Museum bilden.” 
Cited in Ibid. p. 52. 
 
526 The guide to the museum, written by von Aretin and published in 1868, provides a full description of the layout 




the immediate proximity gives the observing eye the feeling of fantasy and the glorious 
composition and execution even more deeply. This work is generally known as the 
masterpiece of the famous Nuremberg founder, on which he, with his five sons Peter, 
Hermann, Hans, Paul, and Jacob, worked from the years 1506-1519. The inner shrine is from 
1396, the main decorations remain the twelve apostles who stand on the canopy-supporting 
columns, although each of the 96 figures on the tomb bear witness to the high artistic ability 
of this Nuremberg master.”527  
The emphasis in the description of the tomb of St. Sebald on the viewer’s ability to examine the 
work quite closely gives insight into the role the cast was meant to play in the education of the 
public. The aura of the original was not lost in its copy, and in fact, Aretin seems to suggest that 
the ideal lighting and lack of barriers makes the experience of the cast even more rich than the 
original in its dark and distant church.  
Also noteworthy in this description, not one reference to Italy or the Renaissance is made. In 
contrast, at the Crystal Palace even the description of the Vischer work in the Medieval Court 
reminded visitors that Vischer “was a sculptor of unusual excellence, and remarkable as evincing 
in his works the gradual introduction of the Renaissance school of sculpture.”528 In fact, the 
introduction to the Renaissance galleries of the Munich museum, where Aretin describes with 
flowery enthusiasm the developments of Renaissance art in the sixteenth century, does not even 
mention Italy until the end of its third full page of text, and even then the mention is quite 
																																								 																				
527 „Wir wenden uns nun zu dem imposanten Denkmale des Peter Vischer, 'dem Sebaldusgrabes, welches zwar nur 
in Gypsabgüsse vor uns steht, aber durch die schöne ruhige Beleuchtung und unmittelbare Nähe das betrachtende 
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mit seinen Söhnen Peter, Hermann, Hans, Paul und Jakob vom Jahre 1506-1519 arbeitete. Der innere Sarg ist vom 
Jahre 1397, die Hauptzierde bleiben die 12 Apostel an den die Bekrönung tragenden Pfeilern, obwohl jede einzelne 
der 96 Figuren an dem Grabmale von der hohen Kunstrichtung dieses Nürnberger Meisters zeugt.” Karl Maria 
Freiherrn von Aretin, Führer durch das Bayerische Nationalmuseum, Munich, 1868, p. 189.  
 





brief.529 He describes the innovations of the Renaissance as interest in the individual, in 
observation from nature and inspiration from Antiquity, all without mentioning Italy as a source 
of these changing artistic interests. He quite sensitively describes the continued use of Gothic, or 
the mixture of a variety of historical styles, in German Renaissance art, in a paragraph that could 
just as easily have described the tomb of St. Sebald:  
“Pagan, Jewish and Christian perspectives, episodes from the history of all times and 
peoples, forms from every cultural period appear here within the same work peacefully 
beside one another, but in such a successful unity, that one forgets any inner disharmony, and 
a harmonious, beautiful totality appears in the work, which, through the equilibrium of the 
elements, the stylish application of motifs, and the thought-through forms, and the high 
standing of the master as shown through the appropriate compositions, contradict those who 
have been so glad to understand artistic interest as married to practical needs.”530  
He finally makes the bold claim that by the end of the Renaissance, Germany had overtaken Italy 
and France as the producers of the purest Renaissance art and architecture.531 
This interpretation of the German Renaissance is much different even from many twentieth 
century accounts. In Aretin’s emphasis on German innovation and ingenuity, he provides a 
fitting context for display of his purely German collection of objects. As such, he comes perhaps 
the closest of early writers to considering the tomb in the context in which it was created, rather 
than in some artificial direct relationship to Italy. Here, too, the nationalist aims of the collection 
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530 “Heidnische, jüdische und christliche Anschauungen, Episoden aus der Geschichte aller Zeiten und Völker, 
Formen aus jeder Culturperiode treten hier in einem und demselben Werke ganz friedlich nebeneinander auf, aber in 
einer solchen gelungenen Zusammenstellung, dass man darüber die innere Disharmonie vergisst und ein 
harmonisches schönes Ganze in dem Werke erschaut, welches durch das Ebenmaß der Theile, die stilvolle 
Anordnung der Motive und die durchgebildete Form ebenso sehr entspricht, wie durch die zweckentsprechende 
Gestaltung den hohen Standpunkt des Meisters kennzeichnet, der das künsterlische Interesse mit dem praktischen 
Berdürfnisse so lieb zu vermälen verstanden hat.” Ibid. p. 171. 
 




are made clear, as the Renaissance is described almost exclusively from the perspective of 
German cultural roots. The tomb of St. Sebald was considered one of the most illustrative 
examples of the innovations of German artists.  
Apex of Nationalism: Diplomacy through Art 
 By the early twentieth century, there was no doubt to which tradition the tomb of St. 
Sebald belonged. Though in many places the value of cast collections did not remain high for 
long in the eyes of museum professionals, one notable exception includes the tomb of St. Sebald 
among a narrow group of objects considered the quintessential German masterpieces. By 1880, 
the casts in Munich had been separated from the originals and relegated to two small rooms 
intended specifically for art students. The tomb of St. Sebald was not among those casts kept on 
display. Similarly, by 1905 the cast collection in the Neues Museum in Berlin had been cleared 
out to make way for the expanding collections of original works of art. They were moved to a 
small series of rooms in the newly constructed Kaiser-Friedrich Museum (now the Bode 
Museum), however, the cast of the tomb of St. Sebald was not included among those displayed, 
“as there is a lack of space.”532 Thus, by the early twentieth century, the full casts of the tomb in 
both Berlin and Munich were no longer accessible to the public, having been supplanted by 
growing collections of original works of art. And yet, at this time, a copy of the tomb was made 
accessible to a brand new audience – Americans. 
 In the late nineteenth century, the German Studies Professor Kuno Francke at Harvard 
wrote a proposal for a Germanic Museum to be founded at the prestigious university. The unified 
German empire had become a venerable world economic and political power, and Francke saw 
the foundation of such a museum as a way of strengthening diplomatic ties to the state. Given the 
																																								 																				




large population of German immigrants that had settled in America during the unrest leading up 
to unification in 1871, Francke saw the museum further as an opportunity to give German-
Americans insight into their ancestral heritage. To Francke, the ideal tool for such an undertaking 
was works of art: “[n]owhere does the spirit of people manifest itself more clearly and 
impressively than in the buildings devoted to public worship or public deliberations, in the 
images embodying the popular conception of sacred legend or national tradition, in the 
appliances for private comfort and security,”533 he wrote in his proposal of 1897, “The Need of a 
Germanic Museum at Harvard.” As seen repeatedly in this chapter, works of art were understood 
to hold the key to understanding the commonalities of spirit which formed national identity. By 
displaying reproductions of the most quintessential German art, the spirit of the German people 
could be accessed. As Francke was himself a medievalist, he hoped the emphasis could be on 
works of German medieval art, where, to him, many of the most essential characteristics of 
German-ness first took shape.534 
 So great was the interest in such a collection that, by 1902, Kaiser Wilhelm II had, with 
great pomp, pledged a donation of plaster casts of the finest works of historical German sculpture 
to form the core of the Harvard institution. The emperor had “expressed his pleasure at the honor 
done to the Imperial Ambassador, Dr. von Holleben, by Harvard University, and said that, in 
recognition of this courtesy he had ordered a collection of casts of the more curious and 
interesting sculptures and works of art from various public monuments and collections within the 
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Reproduced in Peter Nesbit and Emilie Norris, The Busch-Reisinger: History and Holdings, Cambridge: Harvard 
University Art Museums, 1991, p. 19. 
 
534 See especially Megan McCarthy’s 2015 dissertation in Columbia’s Art History department, “The Empire on 
Display: Exhibitions of Germanic Art and Design in America, 1890-1914.” Chapter two of this dissertation focuses 
specifically on the Germanic Museum at Harvard, p. 48-92, and transcribes for the first time many archival sources 
related to this museum. For a particular discussion of Francke’s interpretation of German-ness, see p. 82-83. Special 




Empire to be especially prepared and sent to the Germanic Museum….”535 The tomb of St. 
Sebald was one of these “interesting sculptures,” and part of the first twenty five casts delivered 
to Cambridge in May 1903. The museum itself had opened in January 1903, in Rodgers Hall, a 
former gymnasium.  
 In her 2015 dissertation on the political and diplomatic ramifications of displays of German 
art in America around the turn of the twentieth century, Megan McCarthy describes how the 
casts were organized around a full-scale replica of the equestrian statue of Friedrich Wilhelm, 
Elector of Brandenburg and first king of Prussia, which had been made in 1708 by Andreas 
Schlüter to decorate the royal palace in Berlin. McCarthy argues that this arrangement was 
certainly politically motivated:  
“The cast itself literally referenced the original, while also symbolically acting as a stand-in 
for Wilhelm II. A plaster embodiment of the continuing power of his lineage (which here too 
extends Germany’s presence beyond national borders), the display acts out the Kaiser’s 
desire to ideologically ‘colonize’ the United States via the most prestigious academic 
institution on American soil. Through the sculpture of the Great Elector, the Kaiser asserted 
his power at Harvard two-fold: as the custodian of both his nation’s cultural past and its ever 
evolving political present through the formal power of art.”536 
 In photographs of the original exhibition layout, the corner of the tomb of St. Sebald is 
visible directly adjacent to the equestrian monument [Fig. 4.19]. The tomb thus also participated 
in this colonization by object, chosen directly by the German Emperor to help express his vision 
of a lasting German Empire. There was no longer any doubt as to which cultural tradition the 
tomb of St. Sebald was meant to belong. Indeed, the guidebook to the collection describes the 
																																								 																				
535 Cited in Ibid. p. 61-62.  
 




tomb as an embodiment of German “plastic art in the highest sense.”537 The theory of gift 
exchange tells us that no gift is ever given freely,538 and in this instance the tomb of St. Sebald 
operated as a symbol of empire and history which the Kaiser gave in the hopes of fruitful, if not 
submissive, diplomatic relations, and which Francke enthusiastically received as a celebration of 
German national identity abroad. From an object rooted in a distinctly local tradition of image 
production, civic pride, and saintly veneration, the tomb of St. Sebald traveled in the nineteenth 
century from an international illustration of Renaissance design, to a symbol of German national 
identity within the nation, and finally to a diplomatic envoy of German political and cultural 
identity abroad, all through the medium of the plaster cast.  
 
CONCLUSION: HOW COLLECTIONS DEFINE OBJECTS 
In a thought-provoking essay from 1996, Professor of English Philip Fischer illustrates the 
ways works of art change meaning when they enter a museum collection.539 Just as an individual 
actor plays a completely different character in each script in which she performs, so, too, might a 
work of art acquire a completely different meaning depending on the context in which it is 
displayed. In Fisher’s example, a family portrait of a deceased relative, which happened to have 
been painted by Degas, has one distinct set of meanings when displayed in that family’s living 
room, and another set entirely when it is displayed as a Degas in a museum alongside other 
																																								 																				
537 Kuno Francke, Handbook of the Germanic Museum, Cambridge: Harvard University, 1906, p. 38. Description of 
the tomb itself is found on p. 40-42 of the same handbook.  
 
538 See Appadurai ed., 1986. 
 
539 Philip Fischer, “Local Meanings and Portable Objects: National Collections, Literatures, Music, and 





works by Degas and his contemporaries.540 It has swapped out more deeply personal meanings 
for aesthetic ones.  Further, by juxtaposing a work of art among select others in the gallery of a 
museum, curators are inevitably creating a historical narrative, “because we insist on having 
histories, coherent sequential arguments about the relations among things, their development 
over time, their occuring as sets of objects with major and minor instances.”541 The role of a 
work of art in a teleological vision of artistic production is determined in part by its placement in 
a museum setting. 
Thus, had the tomb of St. Sebald remained solely in the eastern choir of the church of St. 
Sebald, it would have been more difficult, and perhaps less likely, for it to have been placed in 
an international history of art, and to have come to embody German artistic production. Donald 
Preziosi argues that it was the rigid hierarchy of the nineteenth century museum display 
described by Fisher that in turn helped form the discipline of art history as it was for the first 
century and a half of its life - a field interested in movements, teleological advancement and 
development, all in service of the western, colonialist, Christian worldview.542 Without plaster 
casts, the tomb could not have taken part as concretely in the development of the art historical 
canon. It could not have been easily juxtaposed with contemporary works, or with works from 
before and after its creation, alongside Ghiberti’s bronze doors or a set of figures from Notre 
Dame in Paris. It would have continued to play its outdated part as a decommissioned saint’s 
																																								 																				
540 Ibid. p. 17. 
 
541 Ibid. p. 19.  
 
542 Donald Preziosi, “In the Temple of Entelechy: The Museum as Evidentiary Artifact,” in Wright, ed., The 
Formation of National Collections 1996, p. 165-171. Expanded in Brain of the earth's body: art, museums, and the 
phantasms of modernity, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2003; “Epiloque: the Art of Art History,” in 
Art of Art History: A Critical Anthology, New York: Oxford University Press, 2009; "The Question of art history," 




shrine, a tourist attraction in a town that represented a distant medieval past, and not a living 
German present.  
Because it was instead cast, made portable and reproducible, it could be used in the “self-
serving national stories”543 that museum cast collections were telling. It found its place either 
among medieval or Renaissance sculptures, in the context of distinctly German artistic 
production, in England as a symbol of an international Renaissance, and in America as an envoy 
of German culture. Casts of the tomb circulated and acquired meaning on international and 
national stages. Originally made as an intimate votive offering of a group of men tied closely to 
Nuremberg, intended to celebrate the independent spirit and lasting honor of the city and its 
patron saint, the tomb ended up as an international symbol of German-ness through the portable 
medium of the plaster cast. By 1930, the Deutsches Museum on Museum Island in Berlin 
displayed the cast of the tomb of St. Sebald that had once been in the Neues Museum as the 
centerpiece of a room called the “Sebaldusgrab Room,” [Fig. 4.20] the lynchpin object among 
other fifteenth and sixteenth century German funerary art, in a museum devoted to German-
ness.544 In the setting of the museum, it was canonized as a work of German art, and its status as 
a masterpiece finally activated a pilgrimage to St. Sebald’s tomb that had long been lacking – a 





543 Fischer in National Collections, 1996 p. 19.  
 





 An episode from the post-World War II life of the tomb of St. Sebald illustrates the revered 
place that this work has come to occupy in the history of German art. During the war, the tomb 
had been deemed too fragile to move to safety, and instead a concrete bunker was built around it 
in the church choir. In the last weeks of the war, Nuremberg was 93% flattened by Allied 
bombing, and all but the outer walls and western towers of the church of St. Sebald were 
destroyed. In the process of rebuilding, which took almost fifteen years, a debate that had been 
brewing for centuries finally came to a head: what to do with the tomb of St. Sebald? The clergy 
of the church had been formally complaining since 1841 that the tomb blocked the 
congregation’s view of the high altar, and that its prominent location was inappropriate in a 
Protestant building.545 The fact that the tomb had become such a revered work of art had turned 
the liturgical heart of the church into something of a museum. The church directorate of St. 
Sebald’s summed up the issue as follows: “What carries more weight: the way a church 
congregation designs their own church for the appropriate satisfaction of their liturgical needs, or 
the consideration of art historical facts and the in themselves so important measures and 
interventions of historical preservation?”546  
In the end, liturgical needs won out, and the tomb was moved one bay to the east, while a 
new high altar was built to occupy its former position. However, this solution was only reached 
after extended debate that drew the whole of German art history to the table. In December 1956, 
																																								 																				
545	Documents describing the proposal can be found in LKAN, Pfarrarchiv Nürnberg St. Sebald Nr. 424. 
 
546	„Was wiegt schwerer: Die Form, in der sich eine Kirchengemeinde ihr eigenes Gotteshaus zur sachgemäßen 
Befriedigung ihrer gottesdienstlichen Bedürfnisse ausgestaltet oder die Rücksicht auf kunsthistorische Tatbestände 
und die an sich so bedeutsamen Maßstäbe und Maßnahmen der Denkmalpflege?” Report from the Protestant Church 






some of the foremost names in art history of the era signed a declaration against displacing the 
tomb: Hans Sedlmayr, Ernst Gall, Ludwig Grote of the Germanisches Nationalmuseum, L.H. 
Heydenreich, director of the Zentralinstitut für Kunstgeschichte in Munich, Theodor Müller of 
the Bavarian National Museum, and nine other professor of art history and directors of art 
museums.547 Their impassioned argument reveals much about the status this object had acquired 
in the four hundred and fifty years since the Vischers began their work. They declared that the 
only acceptable solution would be one “without banishing this central element of the choir, 
which is one of the most beautiful hall choirs of German Gothic. [The tomb] has until today 
justified the name of the church, and was made almost four hundred years ago by Peter Vischer 
for this choir space in a brilliant and unique interweaving of sculptural and architectural effect. 
Such a change, in our opinion, could not take place without an essential loss of meaning and 
affect of the building and this tomb, whose fame has brought the name of Peter Vischer and the 
name of the church of St. Sebald to the world.”548 For the art historical establishment, the tomb’s 
location in the choir of the church epitomized a Gesamtkunstwerk.  
The worldwide fame of this object has, as we saw, divorced it from many of the particulars 
of its original commission and creation. When an object takes on such exalted status, it is easy to 
generalize about its significance, especially when studied under the rubric of the Renaissance. 
This dissertation has taken us back to the roots of the tomb of St. Sebald. We have seen how the 
																																								 																				
547	BLfD, Ortsakt Nürnberg, Evang.-Luth. Pfarrkirche St. Sebald, Versetzung des Sebaldusgrabes, 1956-1972, p. 
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548	„ohne aus dem Chor, der einer der schönsten Hallenchöre der deutschen Gotik ist, jenes Mittelstück zu 
verbannen, das bis heute die Namensgebung der Kirche rechtfertigt und das für diesen Chorraum vor fast 
vierhundertfünfzig Jahren durch Peter Vischer in einer genialen und einzigartigen Verflechtung der plastischen und 
architektonischen Wirkung geschaffen worden ist. Eine solche Veränderung kann unseres Erachtens nicht geschehen 
ohne wesentliche Einbuße an Sinn und Wirkung des Gebäudes und jenes Grabmals, dessen Ruhm den Namen von 





Vischer Workshop operated in a network of traditional Germanic techniques of indirect casting, 
whereby German founders used wooden models carved by other artisans to expedite their 
working methods. Rather than stripping the Vischers of their abilities as artists, this revelation 
forces us to consider the different ways artisanal knowledge was shared and appreciated. The 
fame of an artist in early-sixteenth-century Nuremberg did not reside, as it did in Vasari’s 
Floretine imagination, with aesthetic perfection and creative formal abilities, but rather with a 
precise and deep knowledge of natural materials and their properties. Michael Baxandall showed 
us how wood sculptors of southern Germany exploited the particular qualities of limewood in 
their altarpieces and devotional figures;549 here we saw how the Vischers’ expertise in the 
making of molds, casting of metal, and finishing of objects assured their reputation as great 
artists, even if they did not produce the models from which they cast. Further technical analysis 
of the Vischers’ works compared with their contemporaries will surely yield even more insight 
into this collaborative production of works of art.  
Our examination of the particular religious context in which the tomb was produced further 
illuminated the unique nature of devotion to St. Sebald. That his tomb was more expensive, 
luxurious, complex, and striking than many of the most famous saints of the Holy Roman 
Empire, despite the fact that his devotees were almost exclusively wealthy citizens of 
Nuremberg, drives home just how much pride the patrons of the tomb had in their protector, and 
by extension their city. In the future, further work on the demographics and specific identities of 
the men and women named as donors to St. Sebald’s tomb project could give an even more 






Consideration of the particular ways the patrons and artists involved in the tomb would have 
come in contact with forms and ideas from the Italian peninsula illuminates the unique nature of 
“Renaissance” in Nuremberg. Given the larger-than-life heritage that the Italian Renaissance has 
enjoyed until the present in the humanities, and especially in the history of art, it is often difficult 
to separate works made outside Italy from the expectations placed upon Italian, and especially 
Florentine products. That Nuremberg was not Italy, and did not particularly desire to become 
Italy, meant that the classicizing elements on the tomb of St. Sebald were sourced from very 
different contexts, and took on new meanings in relationship to the German Imperial past of 
which St. Sebald was understood to be a part. Tying together imperial commissions produced 
simultaneously in Nuremberg, and the particular interests of the most well-known patrons of the 
tomb gives us a new network of artistic production in which to consider this work’s unique 
formal elements. Other works produced in Nuremberg around this time could be served by 
analysis in this vein, as we question in each case where, how, and why classicizing and pagan 
imagery was embraced, and what traditional approaches to narrative and ornament were retained.  
Finally, this dissertation reminded readers that an object never exists only in the time of its 
production. In fact, much of our contemporary understanding of works of art involves a certain 
amount of invention and reconstruction that colors their meaning. In the case of St. Sebald’s 
tomb and the Vischer Workshop, their inclusion within the canon of great works of art was 
colored by the exhibitionary complex of the nineteenth century and the rise of the national 
museum. The plaster casts of this work, likely more viewed and visited than the original, allowed 
it to be shown juxtaposed with other works of comparable time and place, incorporating it into a 
teleological narrative of history and culture. These collections of plaster casts remain 




only about the works themselves, but about the artisans who produced them. Further study would 
illuminate yet another phase in the life of Nuremberg’s artisans and craftsmen, beyond the 
supposed decline of the city in the seventeenth century, and the ways reproduction factored into 
their artistic practice and livelihood.  
The current status of the tomb of St. Sebald is an interesting one. Though still included in art 
history survey courses in Germany, it is little known outside the country. In the church itself, no 
plaque or signage tells tourists what it is that occupies such a prominent place in the center of the 
church choir. While conducting research in the church, I was often stopped by tourists asking 
what, exactly, this fascinating thing was. Of course, the decision to leave the tomb anonymous is 
likely intentional; the head pastor of the church, Jonas Schilling, described a purposeful distance 
from St. Sebald – for him, Sebald is no more than a man, a pious one certainly, but no more 
worthy of veneration than any other pious individual. He is very aware of the seeming heresy of 
a Catholic saint’s tomb in a protestant church. The Protestant Church Authority has stopped 
performing visitations of the relics; the last one took place in 1993. The memory of St. Sebald is 
celebrated only once a year, on his feast day, August 19th, when the local Catholic diocese holds 
a joint service with St. Sebald’s congregation. This service focuses more on the spiritual 
community of the city of Nuremberg, and the role Sebald played in the history of that 
community. To Pastor Schiller, this dissertation serves as a further, quasi-devotional addition to 
that history. To the reader, it serves as an introduction to the many other people, places, and 
modes of production that brought the tomb of St. Sebald, and its occupant, to lasting prominence. 
Without the Vischer workshop’s grand monument, it is probable that the saint himself would 
have been lost to history. Instead, he remains at the center of an enigmatic object with great 






Fig. I.1: Main market square of Nuremberg with the eastern choir of the Church of St. Sebald in 
the distance. (photo: author) 
 
	
Fig. I.2: Northern side aisle looking east to high Gothic choir, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. 




Fig. I.3: Ambulatory looking west into the liturgical choir, with tomb of St. Sebald in the center, 




Fig. I.4: Vischer Workshop, the tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-1519, Church of St. Sebald, 
Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
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Fig. I.5: Vischer Workshop, south side sockel and tumba zone, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-
1519, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
 
Fig. I.6: Vischer Workshop, north side sockel and tumba zone, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-




Fig. I.7: Vischer Workshop, east side sockel and tumba zone, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-
1519, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
 
Fig. I.8: Vischer Workshop, west side sockel and tumba zone, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-
1519, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
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Fig. I.9: Vischer Workshop, relief showing St. Sebald dining with Sts. Willibald and Wunibald 
(plaster cast), south side of tumba, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-1519, Church of St. Sebald, 
Nuremberg. (photo: Justus Bier, 1928) 
 
 
Fig. I.10: Vischer Workshop, relief showing St. Sebald rescuing a heretic sunk in mud (plaster 
cast), south side of tumba, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-1519, Church of St. Sebald, 





Fig. I.11: Vischer Workshop, relief showing St. Sebald making a fire from icicles (plaster cast), 
north side of tumba, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-1519, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. 
(photo: Justus Bier, 1928) 
 
 
Fig. I.12: Vischer Workshop, relief showing St. Sebald restoring sight to a blinded follower 
(plaster cast), north side of tumba, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-1519, Church of St. Sebald, 






Fig. I.13: Vischer Workshop, portrait of Peter Vischer the Elder, east side, tomb of St. Sebald, 
brass, 1507-1519, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: Weilandt 2007) 
 
 
Fig. I.14: Vischer Workshop, figure of St. Sebald, west side, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-
1519, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: Xavier de Jauréguiberry) 
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Fig. I.15: Vischer Workshop, reliquary zone, north side, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-1519, 
Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
 
Fig. I.16: Vischer Workshop, vaults underneath canopy, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-1519, 




Fig. I.17: Vischer Workshop, architectural canopy, north side, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-
1519, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
 
Fig. I.18: Kunz Lochner, Armor of Archduke Ferdinand I, steel, brass, leather, 1549, Nuremberg. 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 33.164a–x. (photo: MMA)  
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CHAPTER ONE: MODELS OF COLLABORATION  
 
 
Fig. 1.1: Diagram of direct lost wax casting, Francesca Bewer, 2001. Green on the diagram 








Fig. 1.3: Kandelgiesser, ink and wash on paper, 1428, House book of the Mendel’sche 




Fig. 1.4: Packing a casting frame with molding sand, February, 2016 in the Making & Knowing 
Project laboratory. (photo: author) 
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Fig. 1.5: Bronze figures of a man and a woman, similar to the kinds of models the Vischers 
would have commissioned in wood, c. 1600, Augsburg, Walters Art Museum.  
(photos: Walters Art Museum 
 




Fig. 1.6-1.9: Vischer Workshop, Four Heroes on the base of the tomb of St. 
Sebald, brass, 1507-1519, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author)  
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Fig. 1.10: Vischer Workshop, Siren candleholders, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-1519, Church 
of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
 
Fig. 1.11: Putti, tomb of St. Sebald, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
 
Fig. 1.12: Apostles, north side, tomb of St. Sebald, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg.  
(photo: author)  
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Fig. 1.14: Apostle from above, showing hole at the top of the head where hollow interior and 
core material are visible. (photo: author)  
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        Fig. 1.15-1.19: Apostles with weight on right  
               legs. (photos: author)  
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Fig. 1.31a-c (above): Canopies with the same base model. (photos: author) 








      
Fig. 1.32: Capitals with the same underlying model. (photos: author) 
 
 
Fig. 1.33: Baldachin detail, tomb of St. Sebald, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
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Fig. 1.34: Sand cast buttress element, baldachin, tomb of St. Sebald, Church of St. Sebald, 
Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
	 




Fig. 1.36: Individually sand cast pilaster elements (in red boxes), baldachin, tomb of St. Sebald, 
Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author)  
 
 
Fig. 1.37: Interior of baldachin tower showing pins to hold sand-cast pilasters in place.  
(photo: author)  
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Fig. 1.38: Dolphin, baldachin zone, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: author) 
 
 
Fig. 1.39: Backside of dolphin showing attachment mechanism, sand texture, and clay-like 
texture, especially around edges and to the right of the attachment. (photo: author) 
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Fig. 1.40: Rough sand texture on the base of a tower in raking light, baldachin, tomb of St. 
Sebald. (photo: author) 
 
 
Fig. 1.41: Rotschmiedformer, ink and wash on paper, 1471, House book of the Mendel’sche 
Zwölfbrüderstiftung, Vol. I, Stadtbibliothek Nuremberg, Amberg Collection, Amb. 317.2° Folio 
90 recto. (image: Stadtbibliothek Nuremberg)  
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Fig. 1.43-1.44: Matching pair of apostle reliefs on the basin of baptismal font. (photos: author) 
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Fig. 1.45-1.46: Matching pair of apostle reliefs on the basin of baptismal font. (photos: author) 
 
    Fig. 1.47-1.48: Andrew and Paul, freestanding 
hollow-cast figures, base, baptismal font. (photos: author)  
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Fig. 1.49-1.50: John and Peter, freestanding, hollow-cast figures, base, baptismal font.  
(photos: author)  
 
 
Fig. 1.51: Vischer Workshop, Tomb of Archbishop Ernst of Saxony, brass, c. 1495, Magdeburg 
Cathedral, Magdeburg, Germany. (photo: author)  
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Fig. 1.62: Vischer Workshop, Tomb of Hermann VIII, Duke of Henneberg and his wife, 
Elisabeth, brass, c. 1510, Collegiate Church, Römhild, Germany. (photo: author) 
 
   










   
Fig. 1.65-1.66: Pair of matching lion supports, Henneberg tomb. (photos: author) 
 
   
Fig. 1.67-1.68: Pair of matching lion supports, Henneberg tomb. (photos: author) 
 
    
Fig. 1.69-1.70: Vischer Workshop, two lions, brass, c. 1510, Germanisches Nationalmuseum, 





Fig. 1.71: Vischer Workshop, tomb of Johann von Cicero, brass, 1530, Berlin Cathedral.  
(photo: Hauschke 2006) 
 
 
Fig. 1.72: Opposite side of fig. 1.71. Notice the center lion is visibly identical. The corner lions 
are also paired. (photo: Hauschke 2006)          
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Fig. 1.73 (left): Vischer Workshop, angel candlestick on top of the tomb of Cardinal Albrecht of 
Brandenburg, 1536, Aschaffenburg. (photo: Hauschke 2006) 
Fig. 1.74 (right): Pair of candlesticks from the same model as fig. 1.73, now in the Church of St. 
Nikolas, Hameln. (photo: Hauschke 2006) 
 
   
Fig. 1.75 (left): Lion of St. Mark, Tomb of Archbishop Ernst of Saxony, Magdeburg Cathedral, 
c. 1497. (photo: author) 
Fig. 1.76 (right): Lion of St. Mark, Tomb of Hermann of Henneberg, Römhild, c. 1510.  





   
Fig. 1.77 (left): Ox of St. Luke, Tomb of Archbishop Ernst of Saxony, Magdeburg Cathedral, c. 
1497. (photo: author) 
Fig. 1.78 (right): Ox of St. Luke, Tomb of Hermann of Henneberg, Römhild, c. 1510.  
(photo: author)  
 
   
Fig. 1.79 (left): Angel of St. Matthew, Tomb of Archbishop Ernst of Saxony, Magdeburg 
Cathedral, c. 1497. (photo: author) 
Fig. 1.80 (right): Angel of St. Matthew, Tomb of Hermann of Henneberg, Römhild, c. 1510.  
(photo: author)  
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Fig. 1.81: Vischer Workshop, baptismal font (whole object on the left, detail of evangelist 
symbols on the right), brass, c. 1514-1515, Ochsenfurth, Germany.  
(photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
   
Fig. 1.82 (left): Vischer Workshop, St. Maurice, brass, c. 1509, Germanisches Nationalmuseum, 
Nuremberg, Inv. Nr. Pl.O. 2220. (photo: GNM) 
Fig. 1.83 (right): Vischer Workshop, St. Maurice on the tomb of Archbishop Ernst of Saxony, 
brass, c. 1497, Magdeburg Cathedral. (photo: author) 
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Figs. 1.86-1.89: Comparison of 3D models, figs. 1.84-1.85, in CloudCompare. Grey is the left-
hand model on the previous page, and the colors are a depth map of the differences in distance 



















   





Figs. 1.92-1.95: Comparison of 3D models, figs. 1.90-1.91, in CloudCompare. Grey is the left-
hand model on the previous page, and the colors are a depth map of the differences in distance 





   
Fig. 1.96 (left): 3D model of fig. 1.83 in Agisoft Photoscan. (photo: author) 
Fig. 1.97 (right): 3D model of fig. 1.82 in Sketchfab. (photo: author) 
 
Fig. 1.98-1.101 experiencing technical difficulties, may not be able to be reproduced for this 
dissertation, but could be reproduced in future publications.  
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Fig. 1.102: X-ray of torso and head of St. Maurice, fig. 1.82	, showing no casting flaws and an 
armature through the chest and arms and down thru the legs. X-ray also indicates that the head of 







Fig. 1.103: Fig. 1.82 with red magnet indicating placement of the armature extending out the 
elbow to hold the core in place. (photo: author)  
 
   
Fig. 1.104 (left): Vischer Workshop, King Arthur, brass, c. 1512-1514, cenotaph of Emperor 
Maximilian I, Hofkirche, Innsbruck, Austria. (photo: author) 
Fig. 1.105 (right): Vischer Workshop, Theodoric King of the Goths, brass, c. 1512-1514, 
cenotaph of Emperor Maximilian I, Hofkirche, Innsbruck, Austria. (photo: author) 
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Fig. 1.106-1.108: Seams at the sides of fig. 1.105, Theodoric’s torso and leg, traced in yellow. 
(photo: author) 
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Fig. 1.112: Texture of armor cold chiseled after casting, compared with texture in the casting 
model, on fig. 1.105, Theodoric’s neck guard. (photo: author) 
 
 
Fig. 1.113: Baptismal font, bronze, c. 1420, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg, Germany.  
(photo: author) 
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Fig. 1.114-1.117:	Figures at the base of the baptismal font, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. 




Fig. 1.118: Four apostles, unfired clay, c. 1420, Nuremberg, Germanisches Nationalmuseum, 
Pl.O. 230-235. (photo: GNM) 
 
  
Fig. 1.119: Klaus Rughesee, Walter, and Klaus Grude, Sacrament House, brass, 1476-1479,  
St. Marienkirche, Lübeck, Germany. (photo: author)  
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Fig. 1.121-1.122: Original lions at the base of the sacrament house, hollow cast from the same 





   
Fig. 1.123-1.125: Three separate faces of the sacrament house, St. Marienkirche, Lübeck, 




Fig. 1.126: Back surface of architectural element, sacrament house, St. Marienkirche, Lübeck, 
showing smooth texture indicating possible sand cast from a wooden model. (photo: author) 
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Fig. 1.127: Bernt Notke and workshop, Rood screen, painted wood, 1471-1477, Lübeck 
Cathedral, Lübeck, Germany. (photo: author) 
 
  
Fig. 1.128 (left): Wooden baldachin, rood screen, 1471-1477, Lübeck Cathedral.  
(photo: author) 
Fig. 1.129 (right): Almost identical brass baldachin on the sacrament house, 1476-1479, St. 
Marienkirche, Lübeck. (photo: author) 
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Fig. 1.130 (left): Baptismal font, brass, 13th century, St. Gotthart, Brandenburg, Germany. 
(photo: Evangelische Sankt Gotthart- und Christuskirchengemeinde Brandenburg) 
Fig. 1.131 (right): Ghert Klinge, baptismal font, brass, 1447, Marienkirche, Bad Seegeburg, 
Germany. (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
  
Fig. 1.132 (left): Ghert Klinghe, baptismal font, 1454, St. Petrus Church, Groothusen, Germany.  
(photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
Fig. 1.133 (right): Ghert Klinghe, baptismal font, 1455, St. Marien und Bartholomäi, Harsfeld, 
Germany. (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
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Fig. 1.134 (left): Hinrich or Ghert Klinghe, baptismal font, 1469, St. Vitus Monastery, Zeven, 
Germany. (photo: St. Viti Gymnasium, Zeven) 
Fig. 1.135 (right): Hinrich Klinghe, baptismal font, 1469, Kreuzkirche, Pilsum, Germany. 
(photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
  
Fig. 1.136 (left): Hinrich Klinghe, baptismal font, 1469, Jacobikirche, Bramstedt, Germany. 
(photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
Fig. 1.137 (right): Hinrich Klinghe, baptismal font, 1473, St. Laurentius, Müden, Germany.  
(photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
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Fig. 1.138 (left): Goteke Klinghe, baptismal font, bronze, 1483, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 
41.561. (photo: MFA Boston) 
Fig. 1.139 (right): Hans Apengheter, baptismal font, 1335, St. Nikolaikirche, Wismar, Germany. 
(photo: Teresa-Maria Kristan) 
 
  
Fig. 1.140 (left): Hans Apengheter, baptismal font, 1337, Marienkirche, Lübeck, Germany. 
(photo: author) 
Fig. 1.141 (right): Hans Apengheter, baptismal font, 1344, Nikolaikirche, Kiel.  




Fig. 1.142 (left): Lorenz Grove, baptismal font, 1438, St. Mauritius, Hittfeld, Germany  
(photo: Wikimedia Commons)  




Fig. 1.144 (left): Klaus Grude, kneeling angel from a baptismal font, 1466, Jakobikirche, 
Lübeck, Germany. (photo: author) 
Compared to angel from fig. 1.143, 1455, Lübeck Cathedral. (photo: author)  
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Fig. 1.145a (left): Rotschmied, ink and wash on paper, 1458, House book of the Mendel’sche 
Zwölfbrüderstiftung, Vol. I, Stadtbibliothek Nuremberg, Amberg Collection, Amb. 317.2° Folio 
79 verso. (image: Nuremberg Stadtbibliothek) 
Fig. 1.145b (center): Rotschmied, ink and wash on paper, 1567, House book of the Mendel’sche 
Zwölfbrüderstiftung, Vol. II, Stadtbibliothek Nuremberg, Amberg Collection, Amb. 317b.2° 
Folio 22 verso. (image: Nuremberg Stadtbibliothek) 
Fig. 1.146 (right): Jost Amman, Rotschmied, from Das Ständebuch, 1568, Frankfurt am Main. 
(image: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
   
Fig. 1.147 (left): Model by Gilg Sesselschreiber, cast by Peter Löffler, Ferdinand I of Portugal, 
brass, c. 1510, cenotaph of Maximilian I, Hofkirche, Innsbruck. (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
Fig. 1.148 (right): Design by Albrecht Dürer, model by Hans Leinberger, cast by Stephan Godl, 
Albrecht of Habsburg, brass, c. 1518, cenotaph of Maximilian I, Hofkirche, Innsbruck.  
(photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
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Fig. 1.149: Melchior Baier, Pancraz Labenwolf, Peter Flötner, altar retable for King Wenceslas 
of Poland, silver over brass, 1531-1538, Cracow Cathedral. (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
 




Fig. 1.151: Cast by Pankraz Labenwolf, tomb of Miolaj Herburt-Odnowski, brass, c. 1551, 
Cathedral of Lviv. (photo: ??) 
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Fig. 1.152 (left): Possibly Hans Peisser, Figure of St. Wenceslas, painted limewood, c. 1530, 
Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg, Pl.O.216. (photo: GNM) 
Fig. 1.153 (right): Cast by Hans Vischer, St. Wenceslas Candelabrum, brass, 1534, St. Vitus 
Cathedral, Prague. (photo: author) 
 
   
Fig. 1.154 (left): Possibly Hans Peisser, Gänsemännchen, painted wood, c. 1550, Stadtmuseum 
Fembohaus, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
Fig. 1.155 (right): Cast by Pancraz Labenwolf, Gänsemännchen fountain, brass, c. 1550, Fruit 




Fig. 1.156: Unknown (possible Wenzel Jamnitzer), model for the Merkel Centerpiece, wood, c. 
1549, Kunstgewerbemuseum, Berlin, K 2930. (photo: Kunstgewerbemuseum, Berlin) 
 
 
Fig. 1.157: Unknown, goldsmith’s model of Charity, limewood, mid-sixteenth century, 
Kunstgewerbemuseum, Berlin, K 2958. (photo: Kunstgewerbemuseum, Berlin) 
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Fig. 1.158-1.160: Apostles, tomb of Archbishop Ernst of Saxony, c. 1497, Magdeburg. 
(photos: author) 
   
Fig. 1.161-1.163: Saints and biblical figures, tomb of Hermann of Henneberg, c. 1510, Römhild. 







   
Fig. 1.164: Details of faces of figures in Magdeburg (left) and Römhild (right), showing 




Fig. 1.165 (left): Veit Stoss, St. Andrew, limewood, c. 1510, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. 
Fig. 1.166 (right): Melchior from the Henneberg tomb in Römhild, c. 1510. (photo: Hauschke) 
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Fig. 1.167 (left): Veit Stoß, Tobias, limewood, c. 1515, Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Pl.O. 
1834. (photo: GNM) 
Fig. 1.168 (right): Balthasar from the Henneberg tomb in Römhild, c. 1510. (photo: Hauschke) 
 
 \ 
Details of Fig. 1.167 and 1.168 for comparison 
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Fig. 1.169 (left): Veit Stoss, Apocalyptic Madonna, boxwood, c. 1495, Victoria & Albert 
Museum, 646-1893. (photo: V&A)  





   
Fig. 1.171 (left): Vischer workshop, tomb effigies of Hermann VIII Duke of Henneberg and his 
wife Elisabeth, c. 1510, Stiftskirche, Römhild. (photo: Hauschke) 
 







Fig. 1.173a: Faces of apostles, tomb of St. Sebald, c. 1507-1519. (photos: author) 
 
    
Fig. 1.173b: Comparison with faces from Römhild, c. 1510 (left) and Magdeburg, c. 1497 (right) 
 
   
Fig. 1.174: Comparison of faces of heroes at the corners of the base, tomb of St. Sebald. 
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Fig. 1.175 (left): Cast of the figure of Peter Vischer from the east side of the Tomb of St. Sebald, 
19th c., Bronze, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 49.7.74a. (photo: MMA) 
Fig. 1.176 (right): Albrecht Dürer, Self Portrait, oil on wood panel, 1500. Alte Pinakothek, 
Munich, Germany (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
       
Fig. 1.177 (left): Albrecht Dürer, Self Portrait, oil on wood panel, 1498, Museo del Prado, 
Madrid, Spain. (photo: Museo del Prado) 
Fig. 1.178 (right): Adam Kraft, self-portrait, sacrament house, stone with polychromy, 1493-95, 
Church of St. Lorenz, Nuremberg. (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
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Fig. 1.179 (left): Peter Vischer the Younger, Orpheus and Eurydice, brass, c. 1515, National 
Gallery of Art, Washington, DC. (photo: NGA)  
Fig. 1.180 (right): Peter Vischer the Younger, Orpheus and Eurydice, brass, c. 1516, Museum für 
Kunst und Gewerbe, Hamburg. (photo: Web Gallery of Art) 
 
 
Fig. 1.181 (left): Peter Vischer the Younger, Orpheus and Eurydice, brass, c. 1516, 
Kunstgewerbemuseum, Berlin. (Photo: MMA) 
Fig. 1.182 (right): Peter Vischer the Younger, Orpheus and Eurydice, brass, c. 1516, St. Paul im 
Lavanttal, Austria, Benediktinerstift. (Photo: MMA) 
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Fig. 1.183 (left): Peter Vischer the Younger, medal of Hermann Vischer the Younger, cast lead, 
1507, Historisches Museum, Basel, 1905.4471. (photo: MMA) 
Fig. 1.184 (center): Reverse of fig. 1.183 (photo: MMA) 
Fig. 1.185 (right): Peter Vischer the Younger, self-portrait medal, brass, 1509, Bibliothèque 
Nationale, Cabinet des Médailles, Paris, Méd. Allemande 730. (photo: MMA) 
 
    
Fig. 1.186 (left): Peter Vischer the Younger, inkwell with female allegory, brass, 1525, 
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. 
Fig. 1.187 (right): Peter Vischer the Younger, inkwell with female allegory, brass, 1515-1520, 




    
Fig. 1.188 (left): Peter Vischer the Younger, Voluptas and Virtus, colored ink drawing, 
Kupferstichkabinett, Berlin. (image: Weilandt 2007) 
Fig. 1.189 (right): Peter Vischer the Younger, Scylla, ink drawing, c. 1514, Germanisches 
Nationalmuseum. (image: Weilandt 2007) 
 
        
Fig. 1.190: Personification of Temperentia, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: author) 
Fig. 1.191: Samson, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: author) 
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CHAPTER TWO: DEVOTION TO ST. SEBALD 
 
 
Fig. 2.1: Broadsheet with Conrad Celtis’ Ode to St. Sebald, 1501, woodcut illustration by 
Michael Wolgemut with Albrecht Dürer. (photo: The British Museum) 
 
 
Fig. 2.2: Sebastiano del Piombo, San Sinibaldo, oil on canvas, c. 1509, formerly organ shutter of 




Fig. 2.3: Eastern choir, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
 
Fig. 2.4: Exterior, eastern choir, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
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Fig. 2.5: Eastern choir showing arrangement of choir stalls, c. 1900, Church of St. Sebald, 
Nuremberg. (photo: Nuremberg Stadtarchiv) 
 
 




Fig. 2.7: On right, the locking mechanism of the eastern end of the tomb of St. Sebald, as shown 




Fig. 2.8: Johann Andreas Graff, Heilig-Geist-Kirche, interior showing imperial reliquary 
suspended above the high altar, engraving 1696, Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg  




Fig. 2.9: Hans Scheßlitzer, Peter Ratzko, Hans Nürnberger, Lucas NN, reliquary shrine of the 
Imperial Relic Collection, wood plated with silver, gilt silver, gilded copper, c. 1438-1440. 
Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg, Inv. Nr. KG187. (photo: GNM) 
 
                
Fig. 2.11: Pilgrim badge from the display of the 
imperial relic collection in Nuremberg, brass, 15th c. 
Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg. (photo: 
pilgerzeichen.de) 
 
Fig. 2.10: Painted underside of Fig. 9, 
showing angels holding the Holy 




Fig. 2.12: Woodcut illustration from a Heiltumsbuch, Nuremberg, c. 1440. Germanisches 
Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg, Inv. Nr. HB24755. (photo: GNM)  
 
 
Fig. 2.13: Colored woodcut showing the Heiltumsstuhl, Nuremberg, 1487. Library of Congress, 
Washington DC. (photo: Treasures of Heaven, Columbia University) 
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Fig. 2.14: Map showing preparations for the Heiltumsweisung, including streets blocked with 
wooden boards and chains. (Image: Schier, Schleif) 
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CHAPTER THREE: HOW NUREMBERG IMPORTED THE RENAISSANCE 
 
 
Fig. 3.1: Tomb of St. Otto, 1340, Michaelsberg Abbey, Bamberg. (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
 
Fig. 3.2: Tomb of St. Walburga, stone, 1484, Benedictine Abbey, Heidenheim, Germany.  




Fig. 3.3: Tomb of St. Wunibald, stone, 1483, Benedictine Abbey, Heidenheim, Germany.  
(photo: Haas 1970-71) 
 
 
Fig. 3.4: Tilman Riemenschneider, Tomb of Emperor Heinrich and Empress Kunigunde, 1499, 




Fig. 3.5: Michael Erhart, Tomb of St. Simpertus, 1492, formerly Church of Sts. Ulrich and Afra, 
Augsburg, now Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Munich, Inv. Nr. MA 944. (photo: BNM) 
 
 






Fig. 3.7: Nicolas of Verdun, Shrine of the Three Kings, c. 1190-1225, Cathedral of Cologne. 
(photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
 
Fig. 3.8: Modern layout of the Gothic choir of the Palatinate Chapel at Aachen, showing the 
Shrine of the Virgin, c. 1220, in the foreground.  
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Fig. 3.9: Vischer Workshop, Tomb of St. Sebald, showing the structures that screen out the 




Fig. 3.10: Design for the tomb of St. Sebald, pen and ink on parchment, 1488, Vienna, Akademie 
der bildenden Künste, Kupferstichkabinett. (photo: Akademie der bildenden Künste, Vienna) 
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Fig. 3.11: View of base of tomb of St. Sebald showing statue of Peter Vischer the Elder flanked 
by a trefoil support. (photo: Weilandt 2007) 
 
 




Fig. 3.13: North side of the canopy of the tomb of St. Sebald, showing rhythmic repetition of 
flying buttress forms. (photo: author)  
 
 
Fig. 3.14: Crocketed finials on the canopy of the tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: author)  
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Fig. 3.15b: West portals, Amiens Cathedral, to compare to the structure of the tomb of St. 












Fig. 3.16: Unscaled plan of the geometry of the architectural canopy of the tomb of St. Sebald. 
(image: author)  
 
 
Fig. 3.17: Colored key to the plan in figure 16. The colored blocks on this elevation correspond 













Fig. 3.18: Hans Schmuttermayer, Fialenbüchlein, c. 1490, Germanisches Nationalmuseum 
Library, Nuremberg, Inc. 8° 36045. (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
 
Fig. 3.19: Hermann Vischer the Younger, study for the tomb of St. Sebald, ink and chalk on 
paper, 1516, Musée du Louvre, Inv. 19026. (photo: Louvre) 
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Fig. 3.20: Star vaults under the canopy of the tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: author) 
 
 
Fig. 3.21: Berkhard Engelberg, south aisle vaults, 1478-1493, Church of St. Ulrich and Afra, 












Fig. 3.24: Petrus Christus (attrib.), The Annunciation, c. 1450, oil on wood. Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York, 32.100.35. (photo: MMA) 
 
 
Fig. 3.25: Frauenkirche, Nuremberg, with upper chapel designed by Adam Kraft, 1506-1508. 
(photo: author) 
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Fig. 3.26: (left) canopy of the tomb of St. Sebald compared with (right) tracery details from 
Adam Krafft’s addition to the Frauenkirche, Nuremberg, 1506-1508. (photos: author) 
 
 




Fig. 3.28: Schöner Brunnen, 1385-1396, Hauptmarkt, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
 
Fig. 3.29: Hans Beheim the Elder, expansion of Nuremberg City Hall, 1514-1515. View from 
1890. (photo: Mende) 
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Fig. 3.30: Uppermost story of the western tower, rebuilt 1483-1488, Church of St. Sebald, 
Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
 
      
Fig. 3.31 (left): detail, south stair tower, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg (photo: Weilandt) 




        
Fig. 3.33: Tabernacle, before 1397, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author)  
 
 
Fig. 3.34: Plan of the sockel of the tomb of St. Sebald without ornament. The lightly sketched 
arcs between the star-shaped bases indicate hidden molding which may be left over from the first 
design phase of the tomb. (Image: Graphische Sammlung Nuremberg) 
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Fig. 3.36: Signature panel on the west side of the sockel base showing evidence of wax layers 




Fig. 3.37: Northwest corner of the sockel base showing application of profuse classicizing 
ornament, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: author) 
 
 
Fig. 3.38: Veit Stoss, Angelic Salutation, polychrome wood, 1518, Church of St. Lorenz, 
Nuremberg. (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
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Fig. 3.39: Hans von Kulmbach, Epitaph of Dr. Lorenz Tucher, oil on panel, 1513, Church of St. 
Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: Virtual Museum of Nuremberg Art) 
 
 
Fig. 3.40: Albrecht Dürer, Portrait of Hieronymus Holzschuher, oil on panel, 1526, 
Gemäldegalerie, Berlin, Inv. Nr. 557E. (photo: SMB)  
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Fig. 3.41a-f (this page and previous): Giovanni Antonio da Brescia and Giovanni Pietro da 
Birago, series of ornamental prints (six out of twelve), northern Italian, c. 1490-1515. 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 23.39.1-12 (photos: MMA)	
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Fig. 3.42a-c: Bases of the colonnettes supporting the statues of apostles, sockel zone, tomb of St. 
Sebald. (photos: author) 
 
      
          
Fig. 3.43 (left): Vischer workshop, relief of Apollo on the base of the tomb of St. Sebald.  
(photo: Weilandt 2007)  
Fig. 3.44 (center): Albrecht Dürer, drawing of Apollo, either c. 1495 or c. 1507, Rotterdam, 
Museum Boymans-Van Beuningen. (image: Museum Boymans-Van Beuningen) 
Fig. 3.45 (right): Master of the E-Series Tarocchi, after Mantegna, Apollo, engraving, c. 1465, 




Fig. 3.46: Jacopo de’ Barbari, Apollo and Diana, engraving, c. 1503-1505. Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 20.92.2. (photo: MMA) 
 
 
Fig. 3.47: Jacopo de’ Barbari (design), Peter Flötner (model), Vischer Workshop (cast), Apollo 
fountain, bronze, c. 1520 (?) – 1532, Stadtmuseum Fembohaus, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
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Fig. 3.48: Prayer book for the Order of St. George, fol. 1, Augsburg, c. 1515, Bayerische 
Staatsbibliothek. (photo: Münchener Digitalisierungszentrum/Digitale Bibliothek) 
 
 
Fig. 3.49a: Albrecht Dürer, marginal illustration for the Prayer Book of the Order of St. George, 
fol. 53r, c. 1515. Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek.  
(photo: Münchener Digitalisierungszentrum/Digitale Bibliothek) 
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Fig. 3.49b (left): Detail of Fig. 3.49a 










Fig. 3.50a: Albrecht Dürer, marginal illustration for the Prayer Book of the Order of St. George, 
fol. 19r, c. 1515. Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek.  
(photo: Münchener Digitalisierungszentrum/Digitale Bibliothek) 
 
      
Fig. 3.50b (left): Detail of fig. 3.50a 
Fig. 3.50c (right): Column on the north side of the sockel, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: author) 
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Fig. 3.51a-b: Albrecht Dürer, details of snails in marginal illustrations, Prayer Book of the Order 
of St. George, fol. 51r and 41r, c. 1515. Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek.  
(photo: Münchener Digitalisierungszentrum/Digitale Bibliothek) 
 
 
Fig. 3.52: Albrecth Dürer and others, Triumphal Arch or Arch of Honor of Emperor Maximilian 
I, multiplate engraving, c. 1510-1519. New York Public Library. (photo: NYPL) 
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Fig. 3.53a: Detail of central section of fig. 3.52 
 
 
Fig. 3.53b: South side of the sockel base with similar angular profile, tomb of St. Sebald.  
(photo: author)  
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Fig. 3.54a (left): Detail of left-hand column flanking central archway of fig. 3.52 







     
Fig. 3.55a (left): Detail of dome over central archway of fig. 3.52. 








Fig. 3.57: Figures of apostles crushing their martyrs beneath their feet, left jamb, central portal, 
south transept, Chartres Cathedral, c. 1220. (photo: Mapping Gothic) 
 
 
Fig. 3.58: Corbel with crouching figure, c. 1340, outer wall of the ambulatory, Church of St. 
Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author) 
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Fig. 3.59: Detail of relief showing hybrid personification of vanity, tomb of St. Sebald.  
(photo: Weilandt 2007) 
 
 
Fig. 3.60: Detail of relief showing hybrid, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: Weilandt 2007) 
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Fig. 3.61: Detail of relief showing hybrid, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: Weilandt 2007) 
 
 
Fig. 3.62: Detail of relief showing hybrid, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: Weilandt 2007) 
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Fig. 3.63: Detail of relief showing hybrids, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: Weilandt 2007) 
 
 
Fig. 3.64: Detail of relief showing hybrid, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: Weilandt 2007) 
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Fig. 3.65: Detail of relief showing fighting hybrids, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: Weilandt 2007) 
 
 
Fig. 3.66: Detail of relief showing Jupiter, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: Weilandt 2007) 
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Fig. 3.67: Detail of relief showing Apollo, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: Weilandt 2007) 
 
 
Fig. 3.68: Detail of relief showing musician, tomb of St. Sebald. (photo: Weilandt 2007) 
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Fig. 3.69: Detail of relief showing musicians and satyr, tomb of St. Sebald.  
(photo: Weilandt 2007) 
 
 






Fig. 3.71: Capital with fanciful beasts, marble, c. 1130-1140, Cloister of St. Michel de Cuxa, 
Catalonia, now in the Cloisters Museum and Gardens, 25.120.614. (photo: MMA) 
 
 
Fig. 3.72: Detail showing demonic beasts and crouching figures, western frontispiece, c. 1280-








Fig. 3.74: Base of so-called Jerusalem Candelabrum, bronze, 12th c. or earlier, perhaps made in 




Fig. 3.75: Albrecht Dürer (design), Triumphal Arch of Maximilian, detail of central portal 
showing figures of sirens and harpies, multiplate engraving, after 1519, British Museum.  
(photo: British Museum) (higher res image to come soon)  
 
 
Fig. 3.76: Choir enclosure sculptures, 13th c., Bamberg Cathedral. (photo: Terrier Aliféris 2016) 
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Fig. 3.77a (left): Tomb of Pope Clement II, marble, c. 1230, Bamberg Cathedral.  
(photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
Fig. 3.77b (right): Detail of a, figure of Fortitude. (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
 
 




Fig. 3.77d: Detail of a, figure of Prudentia. (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
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Fig. 3.78: Window frame, cloister of Regensburg Cathedral, c. 1518. (photo: author)  
 
 
Fig. 3.79: Hans Backhoffen, epitaph for Archbishop Uriel von Gemmingen, Mainz Cathedral, 
1515-17 (photo: Kavaler)  
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Fig. 3.80: West end of the 13th century nave, looking east to the 14th century choir, Church of St. 
Sebald, Nuremberg. (photo: author)  
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CHAPTER FOUR: PLASTER CASTS 
 
 
Fig. 4.1: Cast of the figure of Peter Vischer from the west side of the Tomb of St. Sebald, 19th c., 
Bronze, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 49.7.74a. (photo: MMA)  
 
 
Fig. 4.2: Interior of the Goethe Museum, Weimar, showing a painted plaster cast of the figure of 
St. Judas Thaddeus from the tomb of St. Sebald, acquired 1812. (photo: Goethe Museum) 
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Fig.4.4: detail of Figure 3, showing casts of the apostles from the tomb of St. Sebald, acquired 







Fig. 4.5: detail of Figure 3, showing casts of the apostles from the tomb of St. Sebald, acquired 




Fig. 4.6: Karl Friedrich Schinkel, design for the altar retable of Berlin Cathedral, ink on paper, 










Fig. 4.7: Interior of the first Crystal Palace Exhibition, 1851, London, colored lithograph. 
(Image: Encyclopedia Britannica)  
 
 
Fig. 4.8: Philippe Delamotte, Renaissance Court, Crystal Palace Exhibition at Sydenham, silver 







Fig. 4.9: Philippe Delamotte, Medieval Court, Crystal Palace Exhibition at Sydenham, silver 
albumen prints, c. 1854. (photos: Victoria & Albert Museum) 
 
    
Fig. 4.10-4.11: Karl Alexander von Heideloff, details from the presentation drawing of the tomb 
of St. Sebald dated 1488, engravings reproduced in Ornamentik des Mittelalters, 1843. 
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Fig. 4.12: Vischer Workshop, relief showing St. Sebald dining with Sts. Willibald and Wunibald 
(plaster cast), south side of tumba, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-1519, Church of St. Sebald, 
Nuremberg. (photo: Justus Bier, 1928) 
 
 
Fig. 4.13: Vischer Workshop, relief showing St. Sebald rescuing a heretic sunk in mud (plaster 
cast), south side of tumba, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-1519, Church of St. Sebald, 





Fig. 4.14: Vischer Workshop, relief showing St. Sebald making a fire from icicles (plaster cast), 
north side of tumba, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-1519, Church of St. Sebald, Nuremberg. 
(photo: Justus Bier, 1928) 
 
 
Fig. 4.15: Vischer Workshop, relief showing St. Sebald restoring sight to a blinded follower 
(plaster cast), north side of tumba, tomb of St. Sebald, brass, 1507-1519, Church of St. Sebald, 






Fig. 4.16: Vischer workshop, epitaph of Henning Göden, brass, 1521, Erfurt Cathedral.  
(photo: Hauschke 2006) 
 
 
Fig. 4.17: Lorenz and Jacob Rotermundt, cast of the tomb of St. Sebald, tinted plaster, Victoria & 
Albert Museum, London, acquired 1869. REPRO.1869-14. (photo: V&A) 
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Fig. 4.18: Contemporary map of Museum Island, Berlin, showing the proximity of the former 




Fig. 4.19: Photograph of the interior of the original Germanic Museum, Harvard University. In 
the center is the cast of the equestrian monument to Friedrich Wilhelm of Prussia. On the right, a 




Fig. 4.20: Interior view of the “Sebaldusgrab” gallery at the Deutsches Museum, c. 1930, 
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Donations on the feast day of St. Sebald, August 19, in the church of St. Sebald, compared with income at 
Christmas and Easter. All amounts recorded in pounds. Taken from Sebald Schreyer’s account books, 
Nuremberg Stadtarchiv, StA A21-2 Nr. 74, fol. 3r – 152r. Compared with income from the feast day of 
St. Lorenz in the Church of St. Lorenz, as published in Dormeier 1997.  
Year St. Sebald Christmas Easter Feast day of St Lorenz 
in Lorenzkirche 
1485 170.14 109.18 123.23 372 
1486 193.24 91.08 126 369 
1487 199.25 95.06 113.23 385 
1488 196.12 90.12 112.18 363 
1489 199.34 81.08 103.1 374 
1490 208.31 68.17 57.18 399 
1491 210.35 74.08 73.07 352 
1492 173.14 67.18 106.17 364 
1493 203.47 76.03 99.26 401 
1494 227.19 64.1 80.3 435 
1495 232.09 78.1 127.43 400 
1496 232.42 76.09 106.3 412 
1497 228.18 75.16 89.18 395 
1498 225.1 69.07 100.31 392 
1499 239.32 82.23 84.23 400 
1500 230.42 77.15 87.18 410 
1501 225.43 74.11 84.05 414 
1502 215.17 70.08 79.17 460 
1522 6 252   






Names of all individuals who donated to the Vischers’ tomb project between 1507 and 1519. Recorded by 
Peter Imhoff and Sigmund Fürer, reproduced in Meller 1925.  
P = Patrician, E = Ehrbar, V = Vermögender Burger  
LAST FIRST RANK AMOUNT in Florins 
Pirkel Hans E 122 
Starcken Hans P 100 
Fürer Sigmund P 80 
Imhoff Gesellschaft P 60 
Reutfogel Barbara V 50 
Hanner Friedrich  44 
Tucher Hans P 42 
Wagner Hans P 40 
Holzschuher Lazarus P 32 
Horn Kuncz K 30 
Schlaurspach N P 28 
Kiffhaber  V 26 
All Peter von  25 
Meminger Jobst V 25 
Planck Wilbalt V 25 
Ketzel Jorg V 24 
Rodt Michel  20 
Thumer Hans V 20 
Lemmel Michel V 20 
Holzschuher Hieronymus P 20 
Nutzel Jabrihell P 20 
Schreyer Sebald Kirchenmeister 20 
Stober Hans  20 
Ortell Sigmund E 20 
Tucher Anton P 20 




Meir Hans V 14 
Eissen Wolfgang K 10 
Fütterer Jorg P 10 
Meyr N Augustinian 10 
Rosenberger Markart  10 
Saurmon Mathei V 10 
Tucher Endres P 10 
Wadt Endres von Kirchenmeister 10 
Zolner Gerhart P 10 
Dotzler Dr. Peter Educated 10 
Geuder Martin P 10 
Wegerer Caspar  10 
Kraczwoll Fritz  10 
Mendler &Fürst V 10 
Hubner Jacob V 8 
Schlüsselfelder Georg and Wilhelm P 8 
Airer Hans  7 
Denczell Hans P 6 
Grolandt Linhardt P 6 
Letscher Albrecht & Caspar V 5 
Ortell Endres E 5 
Paumgartner Steffan P 5 
Reutter Hans Beckschlager 5 
Wickell Nicklaß V 5 
Proßner Jacob V 5 
Schleyker Friedrich  5 
Kammerer Kuncz E 5 
Gutradt Hans  5 
Krug Hans V 5 




Dietherr Jorg E 4 
Imhoff Conrad P 4 
Olhaffen Sixt P 4 
Salczmon Pangraz  4 
Schwarz   4 
Muffel Jacob P 3 
Petzenstein Agneta  3 
Pömer Wolff P 3 
Rassentaller Ellspeth  3 
Stull Nicklass  3 
Dichtell Augustin  2 
Dornler Caspar  2 
Fürer Christoph P 2 
Haber Heinrich  2 
Hannolt Hans  2 
Heuss Hans  2 
Hoffler Hans  2 
Knauss Sebald  2 
Koberger Hans E 2 
Neumair Florian E 2 
Obermair Peter V 2 
Ochs Heinrich  2 
Schweicker Hans V 2 
Wolffraim Steffan  2 
Gollner Hans & Steffan 2 
Seyderla Burckhardt  2 
Ebner Hieronymus P 2 
Hichttentaller Jorg  2 
Hoffman Hans  2 




Beheim Friedrich P 1 
Geiger Hans  1 
Haller Jobst P 1 
Hubner Hans  1 
Koler Seifried P 1 
Leinacher Heinrich  1 
Neumon Hans  1 
Rassentaller Gallus  1 
Schuller Endres  1 
Sidell Balthasar Barber 1 
Topler Paulus P 1 
Volckamer Clement P 1 
Wunderr Sebald V 1 
N   1 
Zacheris Dr. Educated 1 
Dietz Fritz  1 
Jung Walthasar Priest 1 
Appadecker   1 
Per Hans  1 
Praun Goldschmied 1 
Zellinger Daniel goldsmith 1 
Paumgartner Regina P 1 
Stromer Hans P 1 
Stromer/Imhoff Wolff P 1 
Beheim Hans P 1 
Karg Katerina  1 
Lochner Dr. Educated 1 
Fend Sebald  0.1 
Hoffman Wolff V 0.1 






Peter Imhoff’s records of donations to the collection box to finance the Vischers’ tomb project. Recorded 
in total florins. 
 
Year Total In gold In Silver 
1507 38 14 24 
1508 79 24 55 
1509 87 20 67 
1510 133 64 69 
1511 100 17 83 
1512 49 7 42 
1513 64 9 55 
1514 26 2 24 
1515 44 3 41 
1516 69 18 51 
1517 44 1 43 
1518 36 4 32 
1519 68 19 49 
















Total individual donations given for each year of fundraising for St. Sebald’s new tomb. Consolidated 
from Imhoff and Fürer’s ledgers, as reproduced in Meller 1925. 
 
Year Amount in 
FL 
# Donors Avg Donation 
1507 258 12 21.5 
1508 50 4 12.5 
1509 233 12 19.42 
1510 110 10 11 
1511 123 11 11.18 
1512 36 6 6 
1513 12 3 4 
1514 6 7 0.86 
1515 77 6 12.83 
1516 34 6 5.67 
1517 9 4 2.25 
1518 12 5 2.4 
1519 333 59 5.64 
1520 2 1 2 
 
  
